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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF VALUE IN PUBLIC EDUCATION 

The general problem of Value in public education in the United 

States is a confusing one, largely because there is little or no recog

nition of the fact that the general problem has three distinct phases. 

These three phases may be stated in the form of questions. (1) "How 

may values inherent in the process of such public education be taught 

effectively?" This question assumes established answers to a prior 

question, (2) "What value does public education, as a social process, 

inherently possess?" But this question assumes, in turn, that answers 

are established to the still prior question, (3) "What is Value?" When 

this last question is examined closely, it is found that a kalaido-

scope of answers appears to be present, rather than a single authorita

tive answer. Any attempt to deal with any phase of questions (1) and 

(2) will be found to involve ultimately an extrapolation of some phase 

of question (3) as an assumed and authoritative base. Confusion in 

discussion of the general problem is practically guaranteed by failure 

to recognize the confusion in the root question, "What i_s Value?" That 

basic confusion is compounded by further failure to distinguish the 

assumptions and the necessary distinctions involved between "What value 

has public education?" and "How may values be taught effectively?" The 

problem of this study grows out of the conviction that, although con

fusion in the general problem of Value in public education in the United 

1 
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States is present, that confusion is not necessary. 

Thus, the problem of this study ultimately has three phases: 

(1) to demonstrate an hypothesis for the empirical nature of Value in 

philosophy (2) which may be integrated into a philosophy of education 

reflecting the requirements of a democratic society (3) to enable ef

fective teaching of values in the public education classrooms of the 

United States. By fValue* is meant the generic term covering those 

qualities -which, in Occidental society at least, make life worth living 

individuality, freedom, truth, goodness, beauty, altruism, tolerance, 

to name only same of the more dominant and fundamental of those quali

ties. E(y *an hypothesis for the empirical nature of Value* is meant an 

hypothesis for the way in which values, such as those cited, do in fact 

arise and have effective force in human society. This is in opposition 

to the claims of both objectivism and subjectivism. If an empirical 

root or basis for the nature of Value can be demonstrated to give a 

unified rather than a kalaidoscopic answer to the question ,rWhat is 

Value?" then philosophy of education can indicate directly and with 

authority how values may be taught not only legitimately, within the 

legal and social conditions of public education in the United States, 

but also how those values may be taught effectively. The confidence 

that such a root may be demonstrated arises out of the tenns of a re

cent but little noticed philosophical development, the concept of ob

jective relativism. If this study demonstrates only the feasibility of 

such an hypothesis for the problem and the task, then at the veiy least 

new areas will be opened for both philosophic investigation and sci

entific research. The first constructive step, however, toward such 

an hypothesis is the validation of the problem, the establishment of 
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the "felt need" for the proposed solution to the problem, the "felt 

need" being given in terms of the confusion between "What value does 

public education inherently possess?" and "How may values be taught ef

fectively?" 

The Problem of Value: "What good is - ?1f 

To say that an hypothesis for the empirical nature of Value is 

to be constructed primarily for use by the classroom teacher in public 

education in the United States is not so much to narrow the scope of 

the hypothesis as it is to give point, a cutting edge, to a type of 

study which, all too frequently, gets lost in complex abstractions of a 

high academic order. The entire history of human culture is a notation 

of the value judgments of the human race. As such, the study of the 

variant concepts dealing ultimately with Value have been the province 

of the erudite, whether as theologian, as philosopher, or as historian. 

The pronouncements of these individuals—Saint Paxil, Gibbon, Mommsen, 

Lecky, Toynbee, to mention only a handful—have generally been handed 

down as authoritarian dicta, subject only to continuous reinterpreta— 

tion. It is not the purpose of this study to recapitulate such history. 

Such recapitulation, interesting as it well might be, would not seem to 

further the thoroughly practical purpose contemplated here. This aca

demic area has been tilled and cultivated until libraries are filled 

with the academic crop; but the classroom teacher still has no effective 

instrument to use in answering the ceaseless question, ,rWhat good is 

this stuff, anyhow?" 

It is held here that the effective answer to this apparently 

flippant question is of foundational Importance in every ultimate sense. 
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The key -word Is Effective'; that many of the answers are not effective 

is evidenced by the current concern over public education in the United 

States. The broad question on a national scale, "What good is this edu

cation?" is only an expansion of the problem implicit In the more narrow 

and immediate question, "What good is this stuff, anyhow?" Either ques

tion involves--ultimately-—a curricular problem. However moot this al

legation may be, it is not a moot point that the public Is disturbed 

about current public education. 

A few citations may satisfy here the validation of this point. 

In 1957> the National Education Association felt called upon to issue a 

1 
Research Bulletin defending current practice in public education in ten 

areas: control of public-school policy, progressive education, life ad

justment education, promotion and reporting practices, discipline in 

the public schools, foreign language instruction, education of gifted 

children, moral and spiritual values, and teacher education were indi

cated as areas where refutation of charges seemed necessary. The atti

tude of the N.E.A. is apparent from two quoted sentences. 

Criticisms of public education in lay magazines and other publica
tions have increased many fold in the past 10 years. 

One wonders at the sincerity of critics who set up straw men of 
public education with the words rubbish. stupid, wretched. and 
worthless and then proceed to destroy their ovm creation with calcu
lated blows of apparent logic. 

Utterly apart from any discussion of the ultimate merits of the points 

in question, two considerations would seem to be apparent: (1) some 

^National Education Association, "Ten Criticisms of Public 
Education," Research Bulletin, Vol. 35> No. 4 (December 1957), 
pp. 131-75. 

2Ibid., p. 133. 
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articulate portion of public opinion is dissatisfied, and increasingly 

so, "with (2) a broad spectrum of public educational activity. In 1953, 

3 
the Phi Delta Kappan published a bibliography of forty-nine specific 

journal articles and books by thirty-nine different writers over a ten-

year period, all items of sufficient importance (or virulence) to be 

worth noting. This bibliography represents only a sample of the 

references contained in the Readers Guide and the Education Index over 

the past ten years. Once again, the quality of the criticism is not 

here a point at issue; it is merely indicative that public criticism of 

public education is a fact, dissatisfied criticism for whatever reason. 

4 
More immediately relevant is Remmers* study based on a Purdue Public 

Opinion Poll dealing -with teen-age (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grade) 

opinion. The Purdue study, it may be noted, is a controlled statisti

cal study, over a twenty-year span, of adolescents1 opinion concerning 

personal, social, political, civic, ethical, and world-wide problems. 

Among the conclusions of Remmers1 study may be found this note: 

It seems veiy clear that the attitudes of the American teenager, 
to a very large extent, are the attitudes of the American adult. 
Apparently the real foundation for citizenship must be laid at an 
early age in the home. Foimal education does contribute sub
stantially of course, and, as we have seen, students reflect both 
their education and the attitudes of their teachers.-* 

In support of this contention, Remmers points out that, in the 1952 

national elections, adolescent attitudes reflecting adult attitudes 

3 
J. D. Finn, "The Good Guys and the Bad Guys," Phi Delta Kappan, 

Vol. XXXX, No. 1 (October 1958), pp. 2-5 and 29-32. 

^H. H. Remmers and D. H. Radler, The American Teenager (New 
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1957), 267 pp. + bibliography 
and reading lists. 

5Ibid., p. 250. 
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forecast the results with one-half of one percent accuracy. Interest

ingly enough, the N.E.A. Research Bulletin referenced above says much 

the same thing about the adolescent reflection of adult opinion. 

The behavior of children and youth cannot be separated from the 
behavior of people in general. Theirs is a part of the total 
pattern. Boys and girls acquire habits and standards of conduct 
from their parents and the adults with wham they associate. 

These two apparently innocuous quotations point in a surprising direc

tion when taken in connection with the following eight items on teenage 

opinion, selected to indicate something of a trend, from the Remmers 

study: 

31$ of American teenagers believed that the government should pro
hibit some people from making public speeches, and 13% more were 
undecided; 

l£$ believed that freedom of the press should be abridged; 

13% believed that religious belief and worship should be restricted 
by law; 

hl% believed that a man should be compelled to testify against 
himself; 

58$ believed that history is the story of the fight for power 
between different classes: man and slave, landowner and peasant, 
management and labor; 

20$ believed that it is best for strong groups to dominate wealc 
groups;" 

31% believed that immigration into this country should be 
restricted since it would mean lowering "national standards"; 

believed that we should firmly resist any attempt to change the 
"American way of life."-*-® 

It has been pointed out that "perhaps the youngsters didn*t understand 

^National Education Association, og. cit.. p. 155* 

7 'Remmers and Radler, op. cit., p. 187. 

8Ibid., p. 191. 9Ibid., p. 194- 10Ibid.. p. 196. 
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the nature of the questions they were answering," but there is small re

assurance in such a possibility. If these eight statistical items, how

ever much discounted, do in fact document any sort of a trend in adoles

cent beliefs, then that trend points directly away from the fundamentals 

of the Bill of Rights, the traditional American attitude toward America 

itself as a land of freedom and opportunity. Do these adolescent atti

tudes reflect in fact adult attitudes? Do these adolescent attitudes 

reflect the success (rather than the efforts) of social studies and pub

lic school teaching of social, moral, and spiritual values? If they do 

reflect the results of such teaching, then the problem of the teaching 

of values is indeed a cause for concern. The citations, however, were 

not made here in order to "view with alarm1'; rather, they are presented 

in support of the contention that the public is disturbed about the 

nature, in the broad sense, of public education. 

In the more narrow and immediate sense, every teacher is ac

quainted with the despairing accents of the question, "What good is this 

stuff, anyhow?" The implication is plain. "This stuff" has no apparent 

worth, comprehended utility, to the student, and it is the teacherrs 

responsibility to justify its worth (enable comprehended utility)—-if 

any and if possible. But at least and to some degree, the 3tudent is 

willing "to be shown." In English, "If we must study a play, why does 

it have to be Julius Caesar? Why can*t we have something like whatfs on 

TV or the movies, in plain English we can understand—something that has 

real action in it, that tells an interesting story?" In social studies, 

"Who cares about the Sherman Anti-Trust Act? I*m not going to be a 

lawyer." In mathematics, "Jfy cousin, and hels in college, told me a 

man—I think his name was Ryman, or something—made this geometry 
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out-of-date. If Euclid wrote it, it's still Greek to meJ" In the 9th 

grade general science class, "Why bother with this atmosphere stuff? 

The newspaper, every day, has all I need to know about the weather. Be

sides, we have a thermometer at home, and I can look out the window to 

see what it's doing." In music, "I like music—but not this Square* 

stuff. Why canTt we have rock'n'roll?" In art appreciation, "fty father 

says Norman Rockwell is the greatest artist in the world; and heTs right l. 

"Why do we have to look at all this—junk?" The list of such remarks 

could be endless. In every case, the student's challenge is to the re

lationship, the 'good*, of the curricular item to himself. Unless the 

answer provided, in whatever form, is one which enables the student to 

grasp, comprehend the 'good* of the item in question as seen by the 

teacher, the student may (or may not) go through the prescribed motions 

to satisfy the teacher, but the student himself is only confirmed in his 

original judgment, "This stuff is no good I" It is the teacher's function 

to provide opportunity, in terms of the existing curriculum, which will 

allow growth and expanding change in such judgments. But the opportuni

ties actually provided by the teacher can be no greater than the 'good' 

which the teacher himself comprehends as present in the given curricular 

situation. The teacher will invariably present the curricular situation 

in terms of the 'good' which he actually 'sees.' Whether or not the stu

dent ever grasps, comprehends, the teacher's judgment, or an entirely 

different judgment, is another matter. The important fact is that he 

does comprehend something in the given situation, but that something may 

be entirely different from the teacher's intention. Many teachers are 

satisfied if the student can merely "get the facts" in the given curricu

lar situation, thus dismissing the matter of valuation. To them, the 



proper answer to "What good is this stuff, anyhow?" is "Learn itl" But 

that command in itself is a form of judgment, a tacit "It is good for 

you." The question will not down. 

The central point which seems to emerge from this confusion is 

the axial nature of the curriculum. The various Tgoods1 seem to cluster 

around its elements. But the curriculum is "set" in varying degrees of 

explicitness by the state, the local school board, the superintendent, 

the principal, and, to a minor degree, by the classroom teacher. The 

secondary school student himself has some small voice in setting his 

curriculum in terms of electives. But the *goods1 that come to him out 

of his study of that curriculum would seem to be—ultimately—dependent 

upon the subjective whims of the student and the convictions 

(prejudices-?) of the teacher as an objective standard for conformity. 

Whether or not this is an actual condition of affairs is another moot 

point. The facts which the student learns can be measured objectively; 

but where is the scale on which the growth of the student1s values, 

that which can be designated as !goodf, can be measured? The problem 

is usually dismissed as subjective and non-measurable, a tacit recogni

tion of the "fact" that "there is no disputing concerning tastes." Yet 

overt action manifests that which the student actually holds as rgood.1 

Thus, conformity to certain action-standards is demanded for the sake 

of discipline. It is interesting to observe that the disciplinary 

problems in any school rarely occur with those students who either 

'see* the ?goodf of the set curriculum in the classroom, or who docilely 

conform to routine in the attempt to "get the facts." These latter 

students usually have trouble with the more abstract facts; their 

grades are poor when they are not average. The disciplinary-problem 
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students are those -who cannot "see the good" of the curriculum at all, 

or else who see those 'goods* as actually trivial, and who rebel at 

being subjected to the routine. Thus, the comprehended 'good1 of the 

curriculum, apart from sheer docility, is a factor in discipline. Moti

vation is also involved. Students who comprehend the 'goods' of the 

curriculum and who strive for them are said to be "motivated" in ac

counting at least in part for their success. But the rebels who ap

parently cannot be motivated for conformity are said to be in need of 

"guidance." Once again, the problem of "What's the good of - ?" comes 

into play. The rebel who cannot see the 'good' of conformity even to 

curricular matters often finds it difficult to see the 'good* of social 

conformity, particularly when he has a strong preference for his own 

subjective stand. Little is accomplished in "talking to him about" con

formity with accepted societal and community standards. Once the prob

lem of 'value' in education is surveyed even superficially, the problem 

of "What's the good of - ?" seems at once objectively paramount and 

individually subjective—in sum, an almost hopeless tangle. 

An objection to this exposition almost shouts to be heard. If 

conditions are as dismal and deplorable as this exposition of the prob

lem would seem to indicate, how does it happen that we have as much 

success in education as we obviously do. The fact of some successful 

education would seem to suggest that the picture given above is exagger

ated and distorted, akin to the N.E.A.'s "straw men," referenced above. 

It is here immediately granted that many aspects of the contemporary 

educational scene serve to make the objection reasonable. But the 

answer to the objection must necessarily anticipate future development 

of this study. The so-called "set" curriculum is the key to the answer. 
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This curriculum, as experiential, is "set" largely in terms of the ex

perience of the human race, at least the Occidental phase of it. The 

curriculum, as experiential, operates in terms of a pattern of value 

which may be defined as the concept of objective relativism. The prin

ciple of objective relativism, together with its concomitant pattern of 

valuation, is there in the natural universe, just as the principle of 

gravitation is there. Before the principle of gravitation was made ex

plicit in a mathematical formula, it operated existentially in the 

lives of men and organisms. Once it was made explicit, its operation 

could be used more efficiently. Similarly, the principle of objective 

relativism operates existentially, willy-nilly, in the value of de-

teraination of human beings; but it will operate efficiently when it is 

made explicit. Lack of understanding of its operation inhibits its 

efficiency by giving rise to a variety of partial explanations of the 

nature of value. The experiential curriculum is tacit recognition of 

its operation in providing authority for human values, and such success 

as educational procedure in all its phases has had is due to such im

plicit operation. Our failures and our confusions are our own fault, 

failure to recognize the principle involved and confusion in using make

shift substitutes for that principle. The purpose of this study is to 

make the principle of objective relativism, with its concomitant value 

determination, at least hypothetically explicit for educational prob

lems. That the principle of objective relativism operates as a theory 

of value is not at all obvious; the pathway to the explication of its 

pattern is long and devious, else it would have been made explicit long 

ago. Achievement of its explication is not made easier by denial of 

present confusion in education. It is not the successes of education 
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that point the way to the solution of educational problems. Rather, it 

is from the very confusion and failure that the "felt need" emerges. 

It is the analysis of the admitted confusion, taken in conjunction with 

the partial successes, that point the way to the resolution of educa

tional dilemmas. To say so much is to run far in advance of the de

velopment of the present study; it is justified only in that it gives a 

necessary sense of direction in dealing with the confusion in the educa

tional applications of the problem of value. 

The Location of the Problem of Value 

At this point, the history of the academic approach to Value is 

worth at least a passing glance. Certain important implications for 

this study are involved. Historically, the answers to the question, 

"VJhat good is - ?" have been categorized into phases, if not abstract 

compartments, of philosophy: logic, ethics, esthetics. Answers involv

ing 'truth* were deposited, figuratively speaking, in a box labeled 

Logic, If fgoodf were involved, Ethics was the proper compartment. 

The matter of *beautyf was assigned to Esthetics, a most esoteric com

partment. Philosophy was considered to be a profound matter, possessed 

and comprehended only by the erudite academician, who also understood 

the contents of compartments labeled Metaphysics and Epistemology. If 

this appears to be an artificial way of describing historical philoso

phy, it should -be remembered that historical philosophy is inherently 

somewhat artificial. Breakdown of this compartmentalizing begins with 

the empiricism of Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, with additional impetus 

given by Hegel, 

With the close of the nineteenth century, the five compartments 
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began to merge into "types" of philosophy: idealism, realism, pragma

tism, and materialism. Each type is a system or fusion of metaphysics, 

epistemology, logic, ethics, and esthetics into a related system. Each 

type has been characterized primarily by its metaphysical definition of 

generic Reality, that definition, however, being dependent upon the na

ture of the epistemology (theory of generic Mind) involved. Curiously 

enough, logic and ethics and esthetics became involved in a minor fu

sion of their own, designated as "axiology" or Theory of Value, Cur

rently, each of the types may be said to cover metaphysics, epistemology, 

and value theory as interrelated and consistent phases of a system of 

philosophy. It should be noted that the tern •axiology* has become 

generally reserved for an exotic and special theory of value which is 

split apart from metaphysics and epistemology as related to metaphysics. 

4 With all of this kalaidoscopic transformation, philosophy seemed to re

tain much of its academicism despite the protests of such philosophers 

as Pierce, James, Dewey, and Schiller. However, academic philosophy did 

attempt to adjust itself to the rising tide of facts about the natural 

world issuing out of mathematics and the newly established social as 

well as the physical sciences. But the "scientists," playing Icarus on 

the wings of vaulting prestige and influence, brashly dismissed philos

ophy as mere play on words—until the advent of the A-bomb, followed by 

the H-bomb, emphasized their awful consequences as a moral problem. Up 

to this point, one of the proudest boasts of the scientists had been 

their postulated divorcement from value considerations, their utter 

"objectivity." The common man's traditional awe of fearsome philosoph

ic abstractions gradually turned, under scientific encouragement, to 

something like contempt for philosophy, an attitude expressed in the 
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nuances of the epithet, "egg-head," a favorite tern for philosophers 

when they are not being ignored. This general attitude has had impor

tant consequences. 

Out of this historical situation, three relevant items emerge, 

but it is important to note that all three have been obscured by the 

generally negative attitude toward philosophy on the part of both the 

scientifically oriented and the common man. (l) The types of philos

ophy which at first appeared to express such widely divergent view

points as to deny mutually each other have since been found to have 

more and more in common. (2) Under the influence of James and more es

pecially Dewey, the development of pragmatism in the United States has 

made it increasingly clear that to be a human being is to possess a 

philosophy, a philosophy made manifest by intelligent action rather 

than ratiocination. (3) The types of philosophy were adapted into 

types of philosophy of education. These three items were developed 

simultaneously and reciprocally, rather than successively; each item 

had some part in the development of the other two, although the third 

item, philosophy of education, has been and still is looked upon with 

some suspicion by almost all professional philosophers except those of 

the pragmatist persuasion. Even in many colleges of education, philos

ophy of education occupies an obscure position. Philosophy of educa

tion is decidedly the "ugly duckling?' of the academic community. As we 

shall see, this status may have something to do with the present confu

sion in the problem of Value. 

Of the four variant types of philosophy—idealism, realism, 

pragmatism, and materialism—only three are relevant here. Materialism 

is rejected. Historically speaking, materialism has been in and out of 
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favor since the days of Democritus and Lucretius. Fundamentally it is 

an attempt to substitute the concepts of science for the scientific 

concepts of philosophy. If the future development of this study may be 

momentarily anticipated in order to reject materialism in the terms of 

the study itself, materialism attempts the exclusive substitution of 

the problem of relatedness for the problem of organismic relativity to 

relatedness. Exposure of the inadequacy of this attempted substitution 

has always destroyed its recurrent vogue. As such an inadequate system 

of thought, it is non-relevant to this study which vri.ll confine itself 

to those systems into which materialism has always been eventually re

solved—idealism, realism, and pragmatism. In turning, then, to these 

systems, idealism has appeared to be preoccupied with the problem of 

mind and its place in the natural world. Reality, according to the 

idealist, could be defined only in terns of mind. Historically, mind 

was taken as the -universal substantive of generic Reality; but with the 

development of psychology idealists began to consider mind in terms of 

the individual. The problems of relations between individual mind and 

the objects of mind, as well as between the objects themselves, became 

the paramount problem of idealism1 s metaphysics and epistemology. Hu

man values seemed involved in those relations. The reality of objects 

and values was dependent, through a definition of relations, upon mind. 

Realism, on the other hand, postulated the utter independence of the 

real object from mind. The problem of relations, so important to 

idealism, was considered by realism to be artificial. Relations were 

really external, not internal. Truth was correspondence to objective 

facts, not coherence among objective facts. Such a concept drew 

realism*s metaphysics and epistemology closer to the scientific view of 
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the natural world, but it left realism*s value system largely hedonistic 

and subjective to the perceiving mind. Pragmatism saw the historical 

problems of philosophy as largely artificial, rooted in originally arti

ficial concepts of metaphysics and epistemology. To the pragmatist, hu

man values were and are of paramount importance, properly rooted in the 

sociology of a biological mechanism. Thus the three types, each one 

claiming to be coherent and consistent system, appeared to have little 

in common except the areas in which they operated together with a mutual 

insistence upon the importance of human values. The variance of the 

systems appeared to cancel their validity in the eyes of both the 

scientifically oriented and the "practical" non-philosopher. Acceptance 

of any one system would seem to depend upon the predisposition of 

prejudices among the given students. 

A certain leaven was operating, however. The out-pouring of 

scientific facts in all fields of knowledge gave the philosophers more 

and more material to which philosophic systems must be adjusted. Each 

system had to take into account that which was there in the natural 

world. Pragmatism, with its concept of Texperience* as a practical sub

stitute for metaphysics and epistemology, became particularly adept at 

utilizing psychology and psychological principles as a guide for the 

encompassment of scientific facts. William James himself provided monu

mental developments in the field of psychology and then related those 

developments to pragmatic philosophy. But it was John Dewey, an early 

idealist with strong interests in the social importance of ethics, who 

emerged as the leader of philosophy in the United States in forcefully 

and effectively presenting the pragmatic point of view, a recurrent in

sistence on the importance of what is there in human society. Dewey 
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also saw the key role of education in promulgating the democratic view

point in societal morals. Taking his cue from Rousseau, Herbart, and 

Froebel, Dewey wrote a practical and practicable philosophy of education. 

Even more important in the general philosophic scene, Dewey * s ceaseless 

polemic, along with that of his growing coterie, forced idealism and 

realism as non-pragmatic systems to express themselves in terms of what 

is there in the natural world. The concept of generic Mind and generic 

Reality became subordinated to the concept of individual organismic 

mind and reality operating as intelligence in action in the discernment 

of values in *experience* and environment. Perhaps it is too much to 

give Dewey the entire credit for the consequences of the attack which 

he certainly spearheaded, but one obvious result of that attack was the 

growing realization that realism and pragmatism are not so much dif

ferent systematic types of philosophy as they are different emphases 

within a common concept of naturalism. That this is a resultant from 

the philosophic analysis of that which is there in the natural world is 

a future development of this stuuy. The place of idealism in this 

trend toward, if not fusion then at least, agreement in certain areas 

of philosophy remains to be seen. 

Meanwhile, Deweyf s publications in philosophy of education with 

a pragmatic theme were followed by realistic and idealistic interpreta

tions. To mention only a few significant items in the ensuing flood of 

11 12 
publications, Boyd H. Bode and F. S. Breed spoke for the realists, 

11 
B. H. Bode, Modern Educational Theorists (New York: The 

Macmillan Company, 1927). 

12 F. S. Breed, Education and the New Realism. (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1939)« 
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13 as did Herman H. Home for the idealists. Home is especially sig

nificant because in 1935 he published The Democratic Philosophy of 

14 
Education. a scholarly paraphi'ase of Dewey1 s Democracy and Education 

with complementary (and not necessarily complimentary) notes on Dewey's 

points from an idealistic standpoint. Home's work initiated a trend 

in philosophy of education by substituting for polemic the finding of 

major areas of agreement between pragmatism and idealism in contrast to 

15 the minor and fringe areas of disagreement. Lodge, fundamentally a 

realist with a deep interest in comparative philosophy, reinforces the 

trend with his provocative study of the comparative meanings of the 

type-philosophies in educational problems: mind, knowledge in its vari

ous phases, subject matter, interest and effort, imitation, teaching 

method, examinations, ignorance, and liberal education. Thus philosophy 

of education became established as an element in the curriculum of 

teacher education. But it must be admitted, at the same time, that this 

establishment was only a tenuous one. Educators were so imbued with 

the scientific and practical attitude toward "research," as well as the 

common attitude toward "egg heads," that to a great many educators 

philosophy of education was, and is, a waste of limited curricular time 

in teacher education. When so many more immediately important and press

ing questions in administration, methods, curriculum revision, and edu

cational psychology are clamoring for attention, time spent on mere 

"*"~*H. H. Home, The Philosophy of Education (New York: The 
Maomillan Company, 1904*)V 

•^H. H. Home, The Democratic Philosophy of Education (New 
York: The Macmillan Company," 1935) • 

15 
R. C«. Lodge, Philosophy of Education (New York: Harper and 

Brothers, 1937)* 
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philosophical word-mongering seems utterly senseless. Only the class

room teacher hears the plaintive and recurrent question, ""What good 

is - ?M as a challenge to eveiy facet of the curriculum and school pro

gram, all teaching method, all discipline and guidance, all administra

tive policy. How much of this rejection of philosophy is also due, at 

least in part, to Dewey*s own polemic against outmoded philosophies and 

in favor of scientific attitudes in education makes an interesting 

speculation. The gist of the matter would seem to be that philosophy 

of education has veiy little authority in the field of education itself. 

Even under optimum conditions, the variant answers supplied by 

the variant philosophies of education would seem to negate each other. 

Idealism would seem to tell the teacher to teach for "insight," the 

relationship of the curricular subject to the student. But if the 

presence of "insight" is denied by either the student or the teacher, 

then has the student learned nothing? How is "insight" really tested, 

evaluated? Every teacher knows the futility of many essay-type examin

ations, wherein the student tries to match the teacher1s predilections, 

or to accomplish a "snow job." Realism would seem to tell the teacher 

to teach for "facts," well-drilled facts, and then let the facts "speak 

for themselves." But does the ability to parrot the "facts" of the 

curricular subject indicate the presence of learning or of more memori

zation? In such an approach, the *goodT of the facts seems to be split 

completely away from the facts themselves—except in certain instances 

which confound the critic. Just how, and with what voice, do the facts 

speak for themselves to the student? Are the facts "dumb," or is it 

the student? Pragmatism would seem to tell the teacher to teach in 

terns of "experience," to let the student "learn by doing." Doing 
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•what, to learn exactly what? So much activity, when examined closely, 

seems to be ultimately aimless. The teacher sees a purpose in the ac

tivity, but whether the student sees—and grasps—that purpose or ac

tually does in fact grasp axi unrelated purpose (such as pleasantly 

"killing time") is open on all sides to doubt. Pragmatism, by defini

tion, has no fixed "ends." This is precisely the point under attack by 

so many critics of "progressive" education. Yet, all of these methods 

seem to have useful (tgood*) points, even though they appear mutually 

to refute, when they do not deny, each other. The point suggests an 

important alternate possibility. Rather than refuting or denying each 

other in terms of a metaphysical definition of reality, the three sys

tems may in fact be complementary phases of the same reality—if only 

the relationship of the three so-called systems could somehow be 

grasped. 

Certainly both teacher and student live in the same physical 

universe, the same immediate and natural environment. That there 

should be three different definitions, each one equally valid and 

sound, of the reality of that same physical universe, that same immedi

ate environment, would seem to be preposterous. If values as perceived, 

tseen*, depend upon the definition of reality, and if a single defini

tion of reality could be arranged, in which the three systems become-

three phases of grasping that single reality, then some unification of 

the values perceived within that reality might well be possible. This 

is precisely the way the thoughtful teacher, however illiterate, in 

academic philosophy he may bo, does in fact operate. "Insight" and 

"facts" and personal "experience" are somehow, however ineptly, tied 

together in the fact of effective teaching. Value—the good, the 
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beautiful, the true—seems to emerge somehow in the relationship between 

the individual and his environment. The problem, then, is to make ex

plicit and, hence usable, a definition of the reality of inclusive en

vironment which will facilitate the perception of emergent value. It 

is held here that this is precisely the "end" tox^ard which the three 

contemporary trends indicated above have been moving. Types of system

atic philosophy come together in philosophy of education as they are 

utilized to distinguish the values of, not in, learning. Such a con

cept indicates Theory of Value as a teacher's tool rather than a 

philosopher^ toy. 

Any answer which may (or can) be made to the question, "What 

good is - ?" is a reflection of the teacher1s basic philosophy in both 

breadth and depth. Any honest answer must be drawn from the teacher's 

basic philosophy, as that philosophy is reflected to the student, how

ever superficial or profound that relationship might be. The detail 

with which the answer is given is less important than the implicit roots 

of the answer. Ultimate] -̂, the honest answer reflects a theory of 

value supported by, and integrated with, a related theory of mind and 

reality, however confused or clear. Some indication has already been 

given to suppose that every individual possesses the elements of a 

philosophy which will supply such an honest answer. Some indication 

has been given to suppose that the types of philosophy may be drawing 

closer together in a common indication of the nature of value. If 

there is any basis in fact for these two indications, then it may be 

possible to synthesize a theory of value which may be explicitly-

grasped by the teacher as representative of the common man and by which 

the teacher can give both a sense of direction and authority to his 
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teaching of values and by which philosophy of education may achieve 

proper status in teacher education as an indispensable tool. The solu

tion to the practical problem, "What good is -?" lies in the contempo

rary problem of Theory of Value as a phase of objective relativism 

which consolidates the major agreements of idealism, realism, and prag

matism. Such a theory is philosophy of education because it is an ex

position of hoiir men do in fact find, define, and transmit the values 

that make life in the natural world worth living, and that is precisely 

the chief end, the goal, ana the purpose of all teaching whatsoever. 

The first constructive step toward an hypothesis which may achieve that 

end is to examine three basic possibilities for a Theory of Value: the 

terns of objective theory, the terms of subjective theory, and the 

terms of a theory based upon an objective relativism. 

The Problem Presented by Theory of Value 

Any and every human act, xifhether actual or contemplated, is 

subject to evaluation. It may be a "good" act or a "bad" act; more, it 

may be a "better" act or a "worse" act. Some sort of a referential 

bench-mark, some sort of a scale, is always implied. No human being is 

so impoverished—intellectually, economically, physically—that he is 

beyond the expression of preference and the egression of satisfaction. 

The difficulty is the definition of the bench-mark and the divisions of 

the scale implied as extending on both sides of that bench-mark, from 

"best" through "good" and "bad" to "worst," from utter satisfaction to 

utter dissatisfaction. The scale is a qualitative scale of infinite 

gradations, not subject to quantification in any except an arbitrary 

sense. The bench-mark (to say sero-point would imply an impossible 
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quantification) is utterly elusive. Value theory is the attempt to es

tablish same sort of a bench-mark as a point of orientation. 

The best concealment is within the obvious. Perhaps the valid 

clue to theory of value lies within the most obvious of all characteris

tics of human existence, within human experience. Certainly human ex

perience is the setting of all evaluation, of all "good" and "bad," 

"better" or "worse." To set the stage, only two things are required: a 

human actor as the subject of value, the "knower," and an object to 

which the subject may react, the "known." The knower knows the known; 

evaluation is present. The known is accepted and appreciated by the 

knower, or the known is rejected and disliked. There is a third possi

bility, as well; the known may be treated by the knower with indiffer

ence. Whether or not a condition of indifference is, in fact, a case 

of minute acceptance or rejection is a moot point, to be passed over 

for the present but not, ultimately, ignored. Gross human experience, 

then, gives knower and known as basic factors in value theory. Value 

is always cognized (recognized) between knower and known. The distinc

tion between cognized and recognized is important, especially if the 

hyphen is inserted in re-cognized. The repeated cognition of an iden

tity, Value, is implied. The implication cuts two ways: (1) a theory 

of perception (and Mind) is called into question, and (J?) Value, as 

generic, is distributed in particular into every "known," into every 

object. The simple "knower" (subject) and the simple "known" (object) 

immediately become complex. As well, there is a third element which 

simply must not be overlooked despite its obvious character, experience 

as the "ground," the stage, on which the drama of cognition and 
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re-cognition takes place. Setting aside again, for the moment, the en

tailed complexity, the pertinent question -which then immediately rises 

is, -where does Value reside—in the subject, in the object, in the ex

perience "which connects or relates the subject and the object? 

Aside from the super-natural -which is excluded by definition 

(above), three possible theories of value are indicated by the question: 

subjectivism, -wherein Value resides in the "knower"; objectivism, -where

in Value resides in the "known"; and objective relativism, wherein Value 

resides in the experiential connection or relationship betvreen subject 

and object, wherein Value is cognized and re-cognized by the subject as 

relative to the object. Correlative theories of generic Mind and 

generic Reality are also involved, but it will be necessaiy to examine 

bare theory in order to determine how and why. Subjective and objective 

theories of value have established histories (although not always under 

those names). Objective relativism as a theory of value is a barely 

enunciated product of the past few decades. Some brief examination of 

all three theories, for definitive purposes, may be both helpful and 

suggestive. 

Theory of Value as Objective 

Probably the oldest non-theological theoiy of value is the ob

jective (hereafter referenced as objectivism, for the sake of brevity). 

The vitality of such a theoiy is evidenced with such remarks as 

"There's truth in that statement" or "That*s a good book" or, again, 

"That rose is beautiful." The designational "that" is used deliberate

ly to indicate the specific object of value, the valued object. The 

value is indicated as resident in the object. That this is a naive 
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view is beside the point. It is a viexv that must be reckoned with for 

two reasons: (l) because it is chronologically rooted in linguistic 

custom, and (2) because examination of it is the source of a much more 

sophisticated view. Sophisticated theory, however exotic in terns of 

"common sense," is more readily acceptable as an extension of the 

prior naivete. The ordinary human being looks around himself at his 

world and sees truth and goodness and beauty in it. "At" and "in" are 

taken as descriptive words rather than prepositional and relational 

terms. However, to discuss the relational status of "at" and "in" now 

is to anticipate the proper development of the argument. 

For many people of diverse cultures, the beauty of the rose is, 

somehow, in the rose. Yet, when the rose is dissected, only a handful 

of organic matter is left; the "beauty*1 has utterly vanished. Plato, 

it was, who located the reality of Truth, Goodness, and Beauty (here 

capitalized to indicate a generic usage) beyond the evanescent manifes

tation in things around us. It was Plato who first enunciated, so far 

as we know and for all practical purposes, the doctrine that the idea-1 

relation of Goodness and Beauty were simultaneous and harmonious (co

herent) aspects of Truth and, hence, knowable. 

From » . . the richness of Plato's theory, we can gather several 
general features of this, the most important argument for ob
jectivism that has ever been presented. Objectivism argues for 
the complete intelligibility of an experience of value; there is, 
as Plato says, a "science" (true knowledge) of values just as 
there is science or true knowledge of reality. (Objectivism) ar
gues that value is a basic category in the world and that the 
world cannot be understood in terms of mere fact. The things 
around us must be understood as vehicles or revealers of value 
underlying their existence. Nature itself, but especially human 
beings, strives to realize values that are only dimly adumbrated 
in mundane concerns of man; the wise man will model his life 
after his vision of the ultimate values in reality itself . . . 
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(T)o know the good is to do it.*^ 

That this is also the essence of the position of contemporary philo

sophic Idealism in its attitude toward value will be demonstrated when 

F. H. Bradley's exposition of value theory within monistic and objective 

Idealism is discussed. It may be sufficient to say, at the moment, 

merely that Objectivism (again using the tern in a generic sense) as a 

theory of Value per se is more narrow than Idealism in the systematic 

sense. Whereas Plato (and Bradley) place the ultimate reality of Value 

beyond the object, strict Objectivism locates value within the object; 

17 
the object itself is expressive, evincing value. The reality of 

value, to the strict Objectivist, lies within the identity of the ob

ject, regardless of whether or not it is apprehended. The difference 

is subtle but important. One who holds to a strictly objective theory 

of value is not necessarily an Idealist, but all Idealists (as monists) 

are in seme sense Objectivists. (Idealistic personalism and pluralism*— 

involving as they do some sense of the supernatural—are outside the 

purview of this study, it will be remembered.) 

Strict objectivism, as a theory of value, by insisting that 

Value is revealed in the object whether observed or not, fails to de

velop any concomitant theory of Mind, whereby Value may be known—except 

almost by accident. The "cognoscenti" see Value. Those who do not 

"see" it are-—well, unfortunate. There is no hope for them. Such an 

esoteric theory of value is something less than adequate for educational 

16 
L. W. Beck, "Intelligence in the Choice of Values," 

Philosophic Inquiry, p. 205 (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1952). 

17Cf. C. E. M. Joad, "The Objectivity of Beauty," Matter. life, 
and Value, pp. 266-83. 
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application. However, it raises a particularly nasty issue. In the 

popular view, "Everybody sees Value• in the object." If "everybody11 

does see Value "in the object," why cannot Value be taught as such? 

The point is so (superficially) obvious to "everybody" that the lack of 

a supporting theory of Mind to enable the teaching is completely over

looked. "Everybody" is completely aware of the schools* dismal failure 

to teach the obvious, without the slightest conception of the reason 

for that failure. The philosophically naive teacher is especially 

aware of onH^y that the "stupid" students fail (are unable or unwilling) 

to "see" the results of pointing, "There! Therel See it." Such 

naivete is not confined to the elementary teachers. It has been ob

served on the collegiate level where philosophical naivete is less ex

pected as well as less justified. However that may be, failure to de

velop a theory of Mind embedded in a theory of Reality whereby Value 

may be knowable on something more than an esoteric basis is the defect 

of strict Objectivism. But Idealism, in meeting the defect by pro

viding a theory of Mind and Reality, does so at some cost, as will be 

seen. Theory of Mind injects a "knower" into the equation, and the 

emphasis on the objectivity of Value becomes shaded. However, Idealism 

does thereby become eligible for educational application while retaining 

a large measure of Value objectivity. 

Theory of Value as Subjective 

Turning abruptly to the subjective theory of value, again a be

ginning is made with the naive expression, "I think that's true" or 

"-good" or "—beautiful." Here the emphasis is on the deliberate 

"—I think-—." Value becomes a private matter. De gustibus non est 
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disputandum. The Latin cliche testifies to the antiquity of the posi

tion. In this view, man with his personal interests and attitudes is 

not only the source but also the measure of all value. This is the 

point of view exploited by Periy: 

It is characteristic of living mind to be for some things and 
against others. . . . To be "for" or "against" is to view with 
favor or disfavor; it is a bias of the subject toward or away 
from. It implies a tendency to create or conserve, or an oppo
site tendency to prevent or destroy. This duality appears in 
many forms, such as liking or disliking, desire and aversion, 
will and repulsion, or seeking and avoiding. 

In other words, human "interest" defines Value, according to the sub-

jectivist. Such a definition lends itself to psychologizing and 

psychology, with particular reference to behavioristic psychology. 

19 
Pepper points out that it is possible that Perry intended his defini

tion of "interest" to mediate between Ehrenfels* "desire" and Meinong1s 

"feeling" in the Austrian "introspective bog" (as Pepper calls it). 

It is important to realize that this Subjectivism, as defined 

by Periy, is a Realistic view, wherein the utter independence of the 

object in nature from direct sensory perception of the subject is a 

basic postulate. The key words are, direct sensozy perception. Their 

significance will be seen when the Realism of S. Alexander is con

sidered. More immediately, however, Perry's analysis on the behavior

istic psychology allows another turn to be given to the subjectivist 

position. Value, designated in terms of behavioristic psychology, can 

18 
R. B. Perry, General Theory of Value (New York: Longmans 

Green and Co., 1926), p. 115. 

19 
S. C. Pepper, "A Brief History of General Theory of Value," 

A History of Philosophical Systems• ed. V. Ferm (New York: The 
Philosophical Library, 1950), p. 496. 
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be defined as an emotional fiction and not an empirical fact at all. 

Value, so considered, is not "verifiable" in any manner comparable, 

much less equivalent, to the ordinary empirical judgment. This is in 

contra-distinction to Perry's position that value judgments are always 

verifiable in virtue of the recurrence of human mental states (e.g., 

likes and dislikes, wants, satisfactions and dissatisfactions). But, 

as the logical positivists are quick to point out, such "verification" 

as Perry uses is itself subjective and not empirical at all. All that 

can be done empirically, to be really Realistic, is to study the 

"emotional explosions" of men who do explode emotionally in order to 

separate the element of empirical fact involved from the emotive com

mand or persuasion involved. On such a basis, the truth or falsity of 

• 20 
value judgments is non-relevant. It must be granted that this view 

is entailed on the basis of a strict interpretation of behavioristic 

subjectivism. The only trouble is that it reduces discussion of value 

and values to a kind of inconsequential and merely verbal ping-pong. 

If man, qua individual man, is the sole center and perimeter of any 

possible value system, then value is fundamentally solipsistic and man 

is value-less. 

Such a conception is tantamount to approval of anarchy, even 

chaos, in human relations, however much such relations might appear, at 

least, to be governed by value judgments. This appearance is recog

nized by the logical positivists, but they can only suggest the creation 

of a kind of pragmatic mythology to be based on the superficial appear

ance of "values." Their position is both valid and sound if, and only 

20 
A. J. Ayer, Language, Truth, and Logic (New York: Dover 

Publications, 1946), pp. 20-22. 
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if, one postulates indeterminate premises to the method of verification. 

If determinate premises are substituted, then the argument reverts to 

the terms of Perry*s original argument, wherein subjectively derived 

values reveal subjective (or nomenalistic) universals. Perry*s Realism 

postulates a determinate definition of Reality; but it is an integral 

part of the postulate that the object is not only utterly independent 

of the sense-observation of the subject, but also the object is utterly 

value-free. Thus, 

If value is only a.subjective universal, the strict nominalist or 
subjectivist cannot establish any laws of value that will pre
scribe value experience to others, or give to others a basis for 
judging that one attitude to values is objectively wiser than 
another. Furthemore, a strict subjectivist cannot find any 
common trait among objects that gives rise to the experience of 
value, because the value-universal applies only to experience. 
That is, the subjectivist has taken the experience of value to be 
both a necessary and a sufficient condition of value, ana there
fore he cannot consistently say that some object or action ought 
to be valued or are preeminantly suitable for the experience of 
value. 

The last sentence in the quotation from Beck expresses precisely the 

educational inadequacy of the theory. Any teacher using such a theory 

is helpless, when challenged, to support the given value judgment with 

anything more than a weak, irWell, that's Egr opinion." The flippant and 

derisive retort, "So what! It*s not mine," forecasts the resulting 

chaos. Few teachers try this approach to values twice. Oddly enough, 

it is naively associated with "idealistic" or "creative" teaching. The 

key to the problem, however, is that the subjectivist does insist on a 

universal, however nominalistic, within the context of experience. "I 

think that*s right" or "-good" or "-beautiful" in every instance 

21 
L. W. Beck, 0£. cit., p. 211. 
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evidences the indication of, the submission of the expressed judgment 

to, a generic category, however nominalistic its derivation may be. 

Objective Relativism as Theory of Value 

When subjectivism and objectivism are contrasted, their comple

mentarity is striking. For example, two proponents of the individual 

theories might well agree, in the presence of a given object, that 

value is demonstrated. The two might even make common cause in the 

face of a third partyfs denial of that value. Such common cause would 

be significant, an acknowledgment of the valid presence of the category 

of Value. Only when their supporting arguments were analyzed would it 

appear that the objectivist was emphasizing the primacy of Value in the 

object, while the subjectivist was emphasizing the primacy of value in 

his attitude toward the object. More abstractly, the objectivist would 

say that the object was the necessary cause of the designated Value, 

with human presence merely a sufficient cause in the presence of the 

object. The subjectivist, in rebuttal, would claim that human presence 

was the necessary cause of the designated value, while the object was 

only a sufficient cause in his presence. An impartial auditor might 

logical1y conclude the essence of the matter to be that Value, or value, 

is a reification of the relation between subject and object. The 

simultaneous presence of generic Subject and generic Object is the 

sufficient cause, but the resulting relationship between the two is the 

necessary cause of the condition which is reified as generic Value. 

Hence, it may be hypothesized that Value obtains as relative to the 

Subject in, and only in, the presence of the Object. Such an hypoth

esis is the core of the comparatively recent theory of value known as 
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objective relativism. 

Such an hypothesis, far from committing objective relativism to 

a loose eclecticism, actually restores the problem of values to a 

setting in conceptualism. Such restoration is required by the fact that 

both strict subjectivism and strict objectivism have demonstrated a 

paradoxical approach to the problem. This paradox has already been 

hinted. If Value is a property of the real object or action (as objec

tivism contends), then how can a diversity of values be validly desig

nated by a diversity of organisms contemplating the same real object or 

action? On the other hand, if values are matters of personal opinion, 

"likes" and "dislikes" (as subjectivism contends), then how can sub

stantial agreement on the value (Value) be validly designated by a di

versity of organisms contemplating the same real object or action? The 

answer is that, in attempting to maintain the consistency of their 

postulated positions, the subjectivist expresses the particular instance 

of generic Value while the object!vist expresses generic Value itself. 

The dispute is not over the instance of value; rather, the dispute is 

over the nominalistic versus the phenomenalistic character of generic 

Value. It is to such a dispute (paradox or dilemma) that conceptualism 

speaks. 

According to (the theory of conceptualism) there is no such thing 
as a bare, unique, and ineffable particular, nor is there any 
such entity as a real universal, standing in splendid isolation. 
Everything that exists is a particular conjunction of content ... 
and foim or properties. The form does not stand alone, nor is it 
limited to any particular thing; it may be illustrated in many 
particular things. A particular thing is a this. But with 
respect to any particular thing, we can always ask what it is. The 
nominalists tended to say that the concrete particularity of a 
thing (its thisness) is all that it really is, and everything about 
it (its whatness) is only in our minds. The Platonic realists 
(objectivists), on the other hand, tended to say that it is merely 
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an instance of whatness. and the this is merely a particular mani
festation in time of a what (or a fom). 2 

The conceptualist answers ... by saying that ... a thing, by 
virtue of being an instance of some specific kind of thing, illus
trates specific universals and their specific relations to each 
other by its veiy nature. By studying particular things, which 
are instances of groups of universals embodied in a content, we 
can state the relations between things and the properties and ac
tions of things as if these relations held between transcendent 
real universals and constituted laws that the things must "obey." 
But, when properly understood, these laws are seen to be what they 
are because things behave as they do and regularly evince the same 
pattern of universals. Far from being isolated from the world of 
things to which it applies and which it seems to "govern," a law 
is abstracted from the things that illustrate it.^* 

In context, the material quoted from Beck was expressed in connection 

with a discussion of the "Laws of Nature"; but the discussion is par

ticularly apt in its application to theory of value. The conceptualist 

context for theory of value gives that theory the force of "natural 

law," as will be seen later when it is more completely developed. Also 

whether or not something more than mere analogy is involved is a point 

to be kept in mind for later development. The point at immediate issue 

is that conceptualism holds that radical disagreement between values 

may well be only superficial; such disagreement may well tend to dis

appear as soon as more fundamental bases of evaluation are progressive

ly reached. 

Up to this point, objective relativism as a theory of value, 

has been discussed, rather than defined, in tenns of the reciprocal 

(however paradoxical) relationships of subjectivism and objectivism. 

That relationship, however, justifies the grounds of conceptualism for 

objective relativism. So understood, objective relativism can make 

several strong assertions. Objective relativism, as a theory of value, 

^L. W. Beck, oj). cit., p. 127* *^bid. 3 pp. 128-29 
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is a description of the way in which the human organism does, in fact, 

actually designate its values. More, it is a description of the way 

in which values, as relationship, structure "experience" for the human 

organism. The key to the problem is the pragmatic (see below) defini

tion of "experience" wherein objects are not in any sense independent 

entities; rather, all properties (including qualities) of an object are 

at least in part dependent upon relationship with other objects. The 

nature of any object (as the sum of all its properties) is determined 

by its total relationship with other objects. That there is some uni-

foimity in variant relationships among objects gives rise to desig

nated universals, as those relative uniformities are "perceived by11 an 

organism, itself an object among other objects. The human organism 

"perceives" relationships among objects as "qualities" of those objects; 

the human organism defines "other" objects in terms of those relational 

qualities which it perceives. But the property (quality) is an at

tribute of the object, not of the perceiving organism. Environment is 

a complex matrix of objects-in-relationship, of which the human or

ganism (as has been said) is itself another object-in-relationship. 

Within this complex matrix of objects-in-relationship, the human or

ganism perceives (designates) relationships according to its own 

"interests" which further its own "purpose." The distinction between 

interest and purpose is subtle: interest is subject to psychological 

definition whereas purpose is a philosophic term and generic to in

stances of psychological interest. Perception is selective among the 

complex of relationships; as selective, it is purposive. Value is the 

purposive aspect of the human organism*s selection, designated as the 
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"quality" of "interest," in defining (describing) the relationships of 

objects with one another, including its (the organism's) own relation

ship -with other objects. To the degree that uniformity is perceived in 

variant relationships, universals are described as attributes of the 

objects. In other words, immediate values tend to merge into Value as 

the context of experience is more closely analyzed. 

... (Objective relativism) does not "relativize" values as 
much as subjectivism does, for it does not equate -what I actually 
enjoy or desire with "the valuable;" it says that what is valuable 
or desirable is what I would desire if I knew my deep-lying 
interests and the full facts of the case . . . if I had more 
knowledge about myself and the action or thing in question, and 
could see the ramifications and implications of this knowledge for 
my present and future concerns. ... On the other hand, it does 
not "absolutize" values, as objectivism does; objectivism tends 
toward dogmatism about what one's values are and what the values 
of others ought to be, frequently without sound scientific 
knowledge of what are the needs and circumstances involved in the 
pursuit of values. 

Value, thus, is a designation of the progressive analysis of the generic 

relationship between an organism and the other objects of its generic 

environment. As such, it is completely pragmatic. 

The pragmatic character of value designation is an important dis

tinction. It does not imply that systematic Pragmatism is thereby to 

be inferred. What it does imply is only that the validation of the 

hypothesis is to be determined by its total consequences in application. 

Systematic Pragmatism, as shall, be seen when consideration of Dewey is 

reached, has elevated the pragmatic principle to the status of a system; 

but the pragmatic principle of validation is not confined to Pragmatism. 

Idealism and Realism, as systems, can and do employ the principle in 

value designation and validation. Indeed since organism is central to 

^Beck, 0£, cit., p. 217, q.v. because slightly edited. 
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any conceptualistic hypothesis for value, the pragmatic principle must 

be employed for validation. No other principle is adequate, in the 

sense that any other principle employed for validation does violence to 

the concept of organism* Such a point of view, embodied in objective 

relativism, becomes an orientation point around "which the apparently 

'diverse outlooks of Idealism, Realism, and Pragmatism may be seen to 

revolve. The pattern of attack on the problem of Value now becomes in

creasingly clear. 

Summary 

Value, as the most fundamental problem of human experience, is 

also the most obvious aspect of that same experience. The fact that it 

is so obvious tremendously increases the difficulty of the analysis of 

the nature of its fundamental character; the obvious is so readily con

fused with the superficial. But as both obvious and fundamental, the 

problem of Value is a basic educational problem. The problem of Value 

itself possesses three terms: organism, environment, and the opera

tional relationship between organism and objects~in-environment. This 

operational relationship defines not only the value of the individual 

but also the value of any given object, organism being an object among 

other objects in environment. The value of any object, including 

organism, is a property (quality) of the object, but it is expressed 

only relative to an organism. Organism expresses value by designation 

of relationship in terms of organism*s "interests" in objects in the 

effort to survive; to live "best" or "better" are subsumed under the 

organismic drive to live barely. Such a statement is the core of ob

jective relativism as a theory of value, itself a forn of conceptualism 



wherein a pragmatic study of things-as-they-are in "experience" allows 

those things-as-they-are (empirical things) to evince deterministic 

patterns of regularity -which may be validated in terns of their conse

quences. But to introduce terms such as "interest," objects as "things-

as-they-are," and "relationship," requires definition of such terms. 

Systematic philosophy has given not only attention but also emphasis 

to 3uch definitions: Idealism to the problem of relationship, Realism 

to the problem of "things-as-they-are," Pragmatism to the problem of 

organismic "interest." Apparently diverse systems, each system has 

enunciated value in the process of defining their respective emphases. 

But each system evinces the same objective relativism in the expression 

of Value, as a generic term. Therefore, it is proposed to examine 

each of the three systems—Idealism, Realism, Pragnatism—for inherent, 

empirical objective relativism to determine whether or not their di

versity is genuine or only apparent. To the degree that they evince 

a common objective relativism, that common objective relativism may be 

used as the basis for public educational method for the teaching of 

Value in public education in mid-twentieth century United States. 

The literatures of systematic Idealism, Realism, and Pragnatism 

are exceedingly diffuse. Many voices, themselves dissident concerning 

details within a given system, have contributed to the main stream of 

each system. To narrow the problem down to manageable proportions, it 

is proposed to select for analysis the work of one representative 

figure in each system: F. H. Bradley for Idealism, Samuel Alexander for 

Realism, and John Dewey for Pragmatism. The work of each representa

tive will be examined for its (1) theory of mind, (2) theory of 
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reality, and (3) expression of objective relativism as a (4) theory of 

value. Then, after a consolidation of the three vie-wpoints mth 

respect to resident objective relativism has been effected, the broad 

application of objective relativism as educational method in the 

teaching of Value will be demonstrated. 

The first step in such a program is to look to the systematic 

Idealism of F. H. Bradley. 



CHAPTER II 

OBJECTIVE RELATIVISM IN * IDEALISM* (F. Hj. BRADLEY) 

The work of Frances Herbert Bradley has been chosen to repre

sent the philosophical position of idealism. The choice is deliberate. 

More than any other philosopher working in the g;enre of idealism, he 

represents a critical turning point in its history. 

Background for the Study of Bradley 

In Bradley1s lifespan (1848-1924), Anglo-American empiricism 

matured: the scholastic bonds upon logic were broken; physics and 

psychology became basic and critical disciplines; the social obliga

tions of the state became recognized. Bradley*s -work was sensitive to 

the intellectual trends which these changes represent, sensitive in a 

manner which, perforce, Berkeley's work could not be. Although in the 

history of idealism Berkeley is probably the greater figure, Bradley 

stands at a much more critical juncture. Bradley *s work represents 

the confluence of Kant and Hegel with Locke, Berkeley, and Hume as 

modified by the impact of quantitative method emerging as a social 

force. All idealism which chronologically followed Bradley—even 

Bosanquet who was his contemporary, Royce, and Blanchard—-have merely 

made more explicit that which was implicit in his abstractions. More, 

Bradley was, and still is, catalytic. Even those who departed from 

39 
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his basic thesis have been influenced in so departing. S. Alexander, 

Lloyd-Morgan, and Whitehead have acknowledged their debt to Bradley 

in the successive steps which develop the realistic philosophy of 

"organism." The pragmatists—James, Schiller, Dewey—-merely gave con

crete expression to the abstractions of his epistemology. Others-

Moore, Russell, Perry—missed completely the sense of the fundamental 

problem with which Bradley was justly preoccupied, the problem which has 

only recently been formulated as that of objective relativism. Moore, 

Russell, and Periy did not so much depart from Bradley; they did not, 

or could not, comprehend him. Consequently, it will be the contention 

of this present study that it was not so much to Bradley*s idealism 

that all men turn for the prcanptings of his incisive expression as it 

is to the nascent objective relativism which he explicated in a uni

versal setting. This is the source which establishes the pattern of 

their work—in idealism, in realism, and in pragmatism. 

The canon of Bradley's thought comprises four major publica

tions: Ethical Studies^ (1876), the Principles of Logic^ (1883), 

Appearance and Reality^ (1893)» arid Essays on Truth and Logic^ (1914) • 

The dates are important. Appearance and Reality, published when 

^F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies (2d ed. rev. with notes; 
Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1935)» xiii+344 PP« Hereafter referenced 
as E-S. 

^F. H. Bradley, Principles of Lo^ic (2d ed. with notes and 
commentary, 2 vols.; London: Oxford University Press, 1922), xi+739 pp. 

%. H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality (2d ed. with notes; 
(London: Swann Sonnenschein and Co.Lim., 1897), xxiv+628 pp. Here
after referenced as A-R. 

^F. H. Bradley, Essays on Truth and Reality (Oxford: The 
Clarendon Press, 1914, reprinted 1944), pp. Hereafter referenced 
as E—T-R. 



Bradley was forty-five and mature in his thinking, is the work most 

usually associated with Bradley as his masterpiece. But the signifi

cance of Appearance and Reality can be completely appreciated only in 

tems of its being the ultimate and metaphysical setting for the 

earlier Ethical Studies. written when he was twenty-eight. The Ethical 

Studies enunciates the focal point that was to control Bradley^ 

philosophical outlook for the rest of his life: 

A doctrine must not only hold together, but it must hold the facts 
together as well. We can not rest in it simply because it does 
not contradict itself. The theory must take in the facts, and an 
ultimate theory must take in all the facts.5 

Muirhead comments that "the passage is particularly interesting as con

taining the earliest statement of that which was to become the central 

principle of his whole philosophy, the two-fold criterion of compre

hensiveness and consistency. He has also begun to see that the two are 

oneIt is also important to note that Essay V in the Ethical 

Studies. "My Station and Its Duties," more than anything else he ever 

wrote, synthesizes expression of the whole of Bradley's practical 

(experiential) approach to philosophy. Written while Bradley was a 

part of MLd-Victorian England (with all that is socially, intellectu

ally, and economically entailed thereby), the essay was intended, as 

shall be seen when it is analyzed, as both a refutation of utilitarian 

hedonism and Kantian objectivism. That it is also, ipso facto, the 

foundation of objective relativism is less obvious. More immediately 

^E-S. p. 74. Italics inserted to preserve contextual emphasis. 

^John H. Muirhead, The Platonic Tradition in Anglo-American 
Philosophy (New York: Macmillan Company, 1931), p* 231n. 
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pertinent is the observation that it, along with the companion essays 

in Ethical Studies, betrays Bradley's eagerness to get into the meta

physical implications of the epistemology and theory of value implied 

therein. But before he could undertake that major step, he had to 

clarify his method of approach, which he did in the Logic seven years 

later at the age of thirty-five. Bradley's metaphysics is built around 

the strict logical implications of the Law of Non-contradiction, as 

anyone who flounders through the fury of the "metaphysical maelstrom" 

of the first twelve chapters of Appearance and Reality can testify. 

To call this work a "practical approach to philosophy** is an apparent 

anomaly. Yet the metaphysical stoim has only one practical and con

structive purpose, to clear away philosophical clutter and leave the 

area free for the practical structuring indicated in the Ethical 

Studies and particularly in "My Station and Its Duties." Anyone who 

doubts the appropriateness of calling Bradleyfs approach to philosophy 

"practical" should consider the following comment, made in 1914: 

We never in one sense do, or can, go beyond immediate experience. 
Apart from the immediacy of 'this* and fnowf we never have, or 
can have, reality. The real, to be real, must be felt. This is 
one side of the matter. But on the other side the felt content 
takes on a form which more and more goes beyond the essential 
character of feeling, i.e. direct and non-relational qualifica
tion. Distinction and separation into substantives and adjectives, 
terms and relations, alienate the content of immediate experience 
from the form of immediacy which still, on its side, persists. In 
other words the ideality, present from the first, is developed, 
and to follow this ideality is our way to the true Reality which 
is there in feeling.''' 

With the exception of one important qualification, this Note might well 

have been written by John Dewey. However, its source, Essays on Truth 

and Reality (1914), and particularly the essay on "Our Knowledge of 

7E-T-R. p. 190n. 
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Immediate Experience," is part of the continuing defense—or rather, 

clarification—that Bradley was called upon to make from the publica

tion of Appearance and Reality until his death in 1924* The statement 

epitomizes Bradleyfs consistent position, from 1876 to 1924* 

That Bradley should be misread, misunderstood, misinterpreted, 

is not surprising when several circumstances are considered. In the 

first place, Bradley's emphasis on the necessity for grasping the whole 

of philosophy as self-consistent and self-subsistent applies equally to 

his oxfli work. The whole canon must be grasped, not just Appearance and 

Reality. not just Station and Its Duties." Any one part, taken by 

itself, distorts the picture. Isolated sections can, and do, read like 

sheer metaphysical moonshine; other sections read like sheer pragmatism. 

Bradley himself admits that the presentational organization of 

Appearance and Reality could have been improved.® Because of this 

necessity for considering the part only in terms of the whole, this 

section on background for the study of Bradley has been introduced. In 

the second place, the lucid—and, at times, almost poetic—quality of 

Bradley's prose lends itself to false simplicity. The reader under

stands so well (apparently) what Bradley is saying that he, almost 

automatically, inserts his own connotation into Bradley's denotations. 

Too, the period in which he wrote was one of rapidly evolving concepts; 

it is frequently difficult to determine the degree of sophistication 

appropriate to the given term as Bradley uses it. Bradley might have 

been better served if he had developed a specialized jargon of his own, 

in the manner of VJhitehe&d. His insight was so rich that, reading him 

^Cf. Muirhead, og. cit., ppe 259-60. 
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from a mid—twentieth century viewpoint, it is difficult to differentiate 

among (1) what he said, (2) what he meant when he said it, and (3) what 

he would mean if he were to say it today. In the third place, there is 

no evidence that Bradley was ever interested in Idealism, qua system. 

He had a method and a problem, an ultimate problem; his interests lay 

in evolving as complete an answer to that problem as was humanly 

possible. He recognizes the fields of metaphysics and morals; episte-

mology and value theory are never mentioned, although he deals ex

tensively with the Self, soul and spirit (mind-?), will (purpose-?), 

beauty, truth. He wonders, seriously, if he is in danger of becoming 

a pragmatist (he isn't, seriously). If Bradley had ever organized the 

9 rich diversity of his thought into a system of Idealism,/ he would have 

prevented much confusion. 

Some purpose, then, may be served in avoiding confusion in that 

which follows by indicating a general sketch of systematic Idealism 

within which Bradley may be said to operate. Idealism is a term with 

many meanings, not all of them relevant to the purpose here. Hoernle"^ 

distinguishes four types of philosophic Idealism. Spiritual Pluralism 

interprets Reality as ordered society of minds or spirits. Berkeley 

would fall into this category, as would also the philosophy of James 

Ward. Spiritual Monism interprets Reality as the manifestation of an 

9 
Cf. Brand Blanchard, The Nature of Thought (2 vols.; 

Mew York: The Macmillan Company, 1939) * 

10R. F. A. Hoemle, Idealism as a Philosophy (New York: 
George H. Doran Company, 1927), 330 pp.""q.v. 

also 
A. C. Ewing, Idealism, a Critical Survey (New York: The 

Humanities Press, 1933)> viii+450 pp. A more profound study. 
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impersonal and single spiritual force or energy. Schopenhauer and 

Bergson are representative of this type. Critical, or Kantian. 

Idealism does not interpret the nature of Reality, but merely examines 

the possibilities for such a theory. Sooner or later, all philosophers 

experience same sort of involvement with this approach in the determin

ation of philosophic method. Kant is a hard man to "reject." 

Absolute« or "objectiveIdealism interprets Reality as the synthesis 

of the individual1s grasp of its "appearances." Bradley, Bosanquet, 

Royce (vdth some reservations), and Blanchard are representative. It 

is to this fourth type that this study is addressed. 

To some extent, all the types represent the human individual^ 

relentless and stubborn effort to assess the place of generic Mind in 

the process of comprehending the universe in which the individual finds 

himself. The individual defines his personal Self through his drive to 

find his degree of relationship to, and place in, the ultimate nature 

of Reality. Or again, as the individual struggles in the search for 

ultimate Reality, he simultaneously finds and defines his personal 

Self. So defined, Idealism is always (1) intellectual, (2) purposive, 

and (3) judgmental. Idealism not only admits the validity of the 

"ego-centric predicament," but it also contends that any appraisal of 

the universe is meaningless (value-less) outside of the ego-

relationship-object bond. It is this relationship, as mental, which 

is all-important, enabling judgment. "Judgment of fact" (as mental) is 

distinguished from, and subordinate to, "judgment of value." Any 

denial of this subordination is a denial of the mental and purposive 

nature of judgment, per se. It is at this point that the distinction 

of Absolute, or "objective," Idealism becomes important. 
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All types of Idealism stress the problem of the ultimate nature 

of Reality. To the Absolute, or "objective," Idealist, the Absolute is 

a name for the ultimate "object," itself "unknown and unknowable," 

wherein the Reality which is manifest to some degree to every individ

ual finally loses its identity in the ultimate Whole. The individual 

is always seeking reality in the objects of the universe and always 

finding it, but only partially. "We must seek totality and consist

ency—not because it is the nature of our minds to think so and not 

otherwise, but because it is the nature of the Real which obliges us to 

11 
think." The nature of the Real provides the nisus for individual 

"will" or "purpose." If the nature of the Real is always ultimately 

elusive, it is, however, always coherent. By coherent is meant that 

when "facts" (as mental judgments of objects) are found to be contra

dictory and, thus, something less than "true," the mandatory search for 

the resolution of that contradiction can be made with confidence be

cause it is the nature of "true" Reality to be coherent, not contra

dictory. Consequently, any individual finds the "truth" (value, rela

tionship) of any "fact" (object) is always relative to his grasp of the 

coherence among the "facts" (objects) which comprise his view of the 

universe. No "fact" is ever "absolutely true" because all "facts" may 

be found to be (ultimately) in some sense contradictory, something less 

than self-consistent and self-subsistent. No human individual has yet 

grasped the coherence of all the objects in the universe. But, to re

peat with even more force a remark made above, the individual defines 

his personal Self Qftly through his drive to find his degree of 

•^•Hoernle, og. cit., p. 222. 
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relationship to, and his place in, the ultimate nature of Reality. As 

the individual struggles in the search for ultimate Reality, he simul

taneously finds and defines his personal Self—that "which was, and is, 

potentially there all the time in terms of relationship among the ob

jects "which comprise his universe. Because every contradiction implies 

its resolution, the human mind drives on, and in, its endless quest for 

ultimate Reality, finding scmie relative degree of Value in the process. 

Absolute, or "objective," Idealism is thus uncompromisingly committed 

to a definition of the pattern of Value within a coherent universe, to 

the designation of the determinant value-patterns among the abstrac

tions which comprise the human individual's mental grasp (comprehension) 

of the collection of objects which is the universe. That this is a 

"practical experientially valid approach" is Bradley's task to demon

strate, and the task of this study to explicate. 

Any system of Idealism worthy of the name is a coherent whole. 

Because it is by definition coherent, it is also the expression, albeit 

an intensively ramified expression, of a basic principle which is almost 

always very simple. Possession of this principle acts in much the same 

manner as possession of the key to a cryptogram. Qy its use, non-sense 

may be converted into intelligibility and meaning; that which i3 non

sense becomes sensible. The figure is particularly apt in philosophy. 

Any corpus of philosophical writing is usually a conglomerate mass of 

(1) polemic, (2) negation, a statement of that which is disavowed, and 

(3) constructive affirmation. Of these, the constructive affimation 

is of supreme importance. Negation is usually the converse of the af

firmation; at least, it should be. Polemic may be disregarded. 

Possession of the basic principle is the key to these distinctions; 
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assuming only and of course the coherence of the corpus* Indeed, the 

principle involved is the one tool for testing the coherence of the 

whole. 

The key to Bradleyfs thought may be stated in two words: 

objective relativism. Those two words may be expanded, and properly so, 

into three sentences, (l) The individual finds (discovers) value only 

in relationship with an object. (2) The value discovered is an ir

refragable quality of the object, but the quality does not "appear" ex

cept in the presence of, in relationship with (or to), the individual. 

(3) The ultimate object, to be ultimate, must be self-consistent and 

self-subsistent. It is the third sentence which indelibly marks 

Bradley as an idealist and his system as Idealism. All else is expli

cation, elaboration, and frequently rhetorical embellishment on the 

theme of these three sentences. 

The pattern of the explication is, however, also of some 

fundamental importance as it is exhibited in the canon of Bradley's 

writing. Whether or not this developmental pattern was intentional is 

irrelevant; it is a logical pattern, however it may have been developed. 

But there are grounds for suspicion that, in the tortuous emergence of 

specific details from that development, Bradley's thought developed its 

specificity, if it can be called that. Such a process would explain, 

in part, the difficulty in pinning down exact points within that thought. 

However, this much may be said, preliminarily: In the Ethical Studies, 

the emphasis is on the individual's moral relationship with his com

munity (as object). The ultimate object is not discussed in any detail, 

although that detail is foreshadowed. Then, in Appearance and Reality. 

the emphasis is on the Absolute as the necessarily ultimate (the only 
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self-consistent and self-subsistent) object. Any other entity, as fall

ing short of the Absolutef is something less than ultimately real and, 

hence, is only (in its degree) "appearance." But the individual is in

escapably under the influence of the Absolute, however much and to what

ever degree he apprehends its appearances. In the Essays on Truth and 

Reality. Bradley discusses the manifestations of the value relationship. 

It is here that something, long foreshadowed, becomes patent: that when

ever and -wherever Bradley speaks of goodness, of morality, of morals, 

he is in fact speaking of Value, wherein truth and goodness and beauty 

are specific differentiations. "Goodness, worth, and value are of 

3 2 
course all the same thing." The "of course" is not accidental or in

cidental; it is important as indicative of the implicit nature of the 

point to which he is speaking. The point is made here only because, if 

this simple statement will be remembered as a condition of nil that fol

lows, the necessity for much circumlocution in exposition and much mis

construction in quotation will be avoided. In sum, if the individual 

finds value only in relationship with an object, th6 theme of the 

Ethical Studies is the individual; the theme of Appearance and Reality 

is the determinant nature of the ultimate object, the Absolute, as ul

timate Reality; and the theme of Essays on Truth and R,eality is the man

ifestation of the value relationship. In such a manner does the 

pattern in the corpus become explicit. In a single, flashing paragraph 

of the Ethical Studies Bradley realizes and states the unifying essence 

of his problem; 

•^E-T-R. p. 2n. 
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First in the community is the individual realized. He is here 
the embodiment of beauty, goodness, and truth: of truth, because 
he corresponds to his universal conception; of beauty, because 
he realizes it in a single form to the senses or imagination; of 
goodness, because his will expresses and is the will of the 
universal. ̂-3 

Eveiy word is significant, and the last clause is crucially significant, 

stipulating as it does the unification and coherence of the whole, to

gether with the method of that unification and significance* Bradley's 

task will be to demonstrate the actuality of the utter continuity of 

individual and universal will. If he can make this point, all else may 

follow; failure on this point makes all else futile. It is to this 

point, expressed in terms of the individual, that the Ethical Studies 

is addressed. 

The Ethical Studies: Concerning the Individual 

To the person acquainted with Bradley only through Appearance 

and Reality, it comes as something of a surprise to realize how rooted 

his philosophy is in the raw and crude stuff of everyday experience. 

Not even Dewey is more insistent than is Bradley that factuality of im

mediate experience is the material out of which genuine philosophy is 

constructed. The point is well and representatively given in the answer 

to the practical question, "How do I get to know in particular what is 

right and wrong?" 

Well, we first remark, and with some confidence, that there can 
not be a moral philosophy which will tell us what in particular 
we are to do, and also that it is not the business of philosophy 
to do so. All philosophy has to do is *to understand what isf, 
and moral philosophy has to understand morals which exist, not 
make them or give directions for making tham.^-

13E-S, p. 185. 1Z*E-S, p. 193. 
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Bradley's remark is double-edged. It delimits the field of ethics to 

experience, the understanding of that which is: it also leaves the way 

open to an unspoken hypothesis. If we study 'that which is', morally 

speaking, then we shall be led inexorably to discover the 'ought* within 

that which determines 'that which is', but the support for this hypoth

esis lies in the future. 

If a man is to know what is right, he should have imbibed by pre
cept, and still more by example, the spirit of his community, its 
general and special beliefs as to right and wrong, and, with this 
whole embodied in his mind, should particularize it in any new 
case, not by reflective deduction, but by,-intuitive subsumption, 
which does not know it is a subsumption. 

'Intuitive' is a key word, and Bradley adds in a (1914) footnote: 

'Intuitive' is used here as the opposite of 'reflective* or 
'discursive', 'intuitive* as the opposite of *reasoning* or 
?explicit inferring'. If the reader dislikes the word, he may 
substitute 'perception* or * sense*, if he will; but then he 
must remember that neither are to.exclude the intellectual, the 
understanding and its implicit judgments and inferences. ° 

Bradley is here forcing another important point. He everywhere insists 

that awareness of the data of hard and immediate experience shall in

clude not only that which would be called, today, behavioristic data but 

also that which would be called introspective data. Gestalt and field 

theory in psychology would delight him, and he would be intrigued by 

the possibilities within Tollman's purposive behaviorism. Introspective 

data, to Bradley, is even more important than behavioristic data because 

only through it (introspective data) can the various 'collections' of 

behavioristic data be integrated.*^ There are important reasons, to be 

seen, why the introspective 'intuitions' of the common man are fre

quently more accurate than the involved theories of the 'thinkers.' It 

15£=S, P- 196. 16E-5, p. 19An. 17Cf. E-S, pp. 38-41. 
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will be remembered that what was said above (pageAl) concerning the 

necessity of any ultimate theory taking in all the facts. To Bradley, 

the introspective fact is an indubitable part of immediate experience. 

Failure to observe this point produces confusion for those Tthinkers' 

on moral issues who do so omit them in their final accounting. He 

illustrates the point through consideration of three positions, that 

of the common man (the non-theoretical, the "vulgar"), that of the 

hedonist or utilitarian (subjectivism), and that of the "Kantian" ob-

jectivist (objectivism). 

Bradley grapples with the problem of morality rooted in eoc-

perience by starting with the common (non-theoretical) man,s notion of 

moral responsibility (Essay I, "The Vulgar Notion of Responsibility in 

Connexion with the Theories of Free-will and Necessity"). There it 

quickly becomes apparent that individual moral responsibility is 

meaningless apart from an act. But all acts are in some sense moral; 

they are good acts or they are bad acts, and the individual is always 

responsible for his acts. However, in the recognition of such responsi

bility, there are always two elements: freedom of the individual to act, 

and compulsion of the individual to act. Compulsion as determinism is 

contradictory to freedom as random action, chance. This contradiction 

is always resolved by the common man in terms of his character, his 

Self, which is an integrated whole and predictable to the degree that 

it is known as a whole, either by the individual himself or by others. 

This element of prediction of action, given an "understanding" of 

individual character as a -whole and knowledge of immediate (environ

mental) circumstances, resolves the contradiction of compulsion and 

freedom in any act as moral, good. Here is the dilemma of the common 
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man: he can and does act morally, but when he tries to 11 think*' about, 

to analyze, his act he is confused by the elements of that of which he 

is thus made aware, his freedom and his compulsion in fulfilling his 

responsibility. He fails to see that he does act in terms of his total 

character, his Self; that his very "will" to act is not so much an 

action of his Self, but, rather, his "will" to act is an expression 

of Self by action: that this expression resolves the contradiction in 

terms of something which falls beyond the range of cognized experience 

but not beyond the range of conational experience. Thus, he is aware 

of his "will" as a factor in the problem, but he has difficulty in 

real-izing its proper function. As Bradley puts it, 

'frftr self*, we shall hear, 'is what is mine, and mine is what is 
not yours, or what does not belong to anyone else. I am free 
when I assert my private will, the will peculiar to me.* Can 
this hold? • . . Suppose I am a glutton and a drunkard; in these 
vices I assert my private will; am I then free so far as a 
glutton or drunkard, or am I a slave—the slave of my appetites. 
The answer must be, 'The slave of his lusts is, so far, not a 
free man. The man is free who realizes his true selfThen the 
whole question is, What is this true self, and can it be found 
apart from something like law? Is there any 'perfect freedom' 
which does not mean 'service'? 

Reflection shows us that what we call freedom is both 
positive and negative. There are then two questions-—What am I 
free to assert? "What am I to be free from? And these are to.jae 
answered by the answer to one question—What is my true self? 

It is the common man's "intuition" of the basic requirements of the 

problem of moral action that serves his apprehension of it better than 

the apprehensions of it by the "thinker." It may be remarked in pass

ing that Bradley does not have too high an opinion of "thinkers" who 

refuse to face up to the metaphysical implications of their problems. 

However, by examining the adumbrations of the common man, Bradley 

1S£=S, p. 57. 
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reaches the deeper question, What is my true self? In terms of its 

answer must come the non-contradictory definition of freedom and compul

sion and morality and individuality, all key terms. He has hinted that 

"desire" has no important part in it; or, rather, not nearly so im

portant a part as might seem obvious. As Bradley sees it, 

This is the question "which to the end of this volume we shall find 
ourselves engaged on . . • that to realize self is always to real
ize a whole, and that the question in morals is to find the true 
whole, realizing which will practically realize the true selir"". • • 
that what we aim at is self, and self as a whole; in other words, 
that self as a whole is, in the end, the content of our wills. 

Because of the frequency with which the tern •will* is met in all of 

Bradley's writing, a brief digression may be in order; some clarifica

tion of the term may be immediately helpful in preventing misconstruc

tion of what he is attempting to express. 

Probably no term in all of Bradley*s writing is more important 

than 'will.' The importance of the teim derives from the danger of 

reading the wrong connotation into it, in associating it with some sort 

of transcendency (e.g., as in "the will of God"). On the basis of in

ternal evidence, such transcendency is not part of Bradley's meaning 

when he speaks of "individual and universal will." Bradley's meaning 

will be found to be utterly empirical. Yet some sense must be denoted 

for the tern. As Leger Wood does precisely define the tern, 'will' has 

both a wide and a narrow sense. In its wide sense, 'will1 is synony

mous with conation, voluntaiy action in which feeling rather than cog

nition provides the primary drive to action on the part of the individ

ual. In its narrow or restricted sense, an act of 'will' is analyzable, 

according to Wood, into 

19E-S, p. 69. 20Ibid., p. 71. 
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(1) The envisaging of alternative courses of action, each of 
which expresses the conative tendencies of the subject. 

(2) Deliberation, consisting in the examination and comparison 
of the alternative courses of action with special reference to 
the dominant ideas of the self. 

(3) Decision or choice, consisting in giving assent to one of 
the alternatives and the rejection of the rest.^l 

That Wood's definition of 'will' is very close to Dewey's definition of 

intelligence as steps in reflective and purposive thinking is immediate

ly obvious: (l) the felt difficulty, (2) its location and definition, 

(3) suggestions of possible solutions or hypotheses, (4) consideration 

of the implied consequences of the hypotheses, and (5) testing of a se

lected hypothesis in action. 'Will', then, in its specific or narrow 

sense is almost equivalent to, if not synonymous with, purposeful in

telligence in action. This is precisely the way that Bradley uses the 

teim, both as particularized in the individual and generalized as a 

universal. When Bradley speaks, as he so frequently does, of the "good 

will," he is speaking of intelligence directed to moral ends. Why 

individual intelligence should be, must be. directed to moral ends is 

another matter which involves both the individual and the Absolute. As 

a matter of fact, the necessity for an answer to this problem is one of 

the factors that drove Bradley into the writing of Appearance and 

Reality. In the Ethical Studiest the Absolute is barely mentioned. 

For the present, then, 'will' is to be understood, barely, as determined 

and purposeful intelligence in action, a manifestation of individual 

character, of true self, in action. 

^Leger Wood, "Will," Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. D. D. 
Runes (New York: Philosophical Library, 1942), 343 pp. 
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Returning to the main stream of Bradley's thought in the 

Ethical Studies, he next considers his question, What is my true self?, 

in alternate terms, as subjectivism (Essay III,"Pleasure for Pleasured 

Sake") and as objectivism (Essay 17, "Duty for Duty's Sake"). Both, it 

may be said jjiimediately, he finds inadequate* The analysis is long and 

detailed; because much of it is polemical, it is hardly relevant here, 

albeit interesting. What is immediately relevant is the -way Bradley 

uses the negation of two admittedly important viewpoints on the moral 

problem to bolster his own position. The essence of his argument is in 

his demonstration that every moral proposition has two sides which he 

calls the "inner" (subjective and particular) and the "outer" (objective 

and universal). Preoccupation with the inner side (as in subjectivism) 

ignores the universal element present. Preoccupation with the outer 

side (as in objectivism) ignores the particular element present* Thus, 

the side of subjectivism argues the canon, that nothing is good for 

itself but is always a means; that ,goodt=Tgood for1: 

The good is a means: a means is a means to something else, and 
this is an end. Is the end good? No; if we hold to our general 
canon, it is not good as an end: the good was always good for 
something else, and was a means. To be good, the end must be a 
means, and so on for ever in a process which has no limit. If we 
ask now, What is good? wb must answer, There is nothing that is 
not good, for there is nothing which may not be regarded as con
ducing to something outside itself. Everything is relative to 
something else. And the essence of the good is to exist by 
virtue of something else and something else for ever. Everything 
is something else, if we insist on pressing our canon as 
universally applicable.^2 

Such a canon leads to nothing but the assertion of a completely self-ish 

individualism. On the other hand, when the side of objectivism is con

sidered in terns of its canon of the abstract universal, its practical 

fi~S. p. 59-60. 
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inadequacy is immediately apparent: 

One should give to the poor—in what case and how much? Should 
sacrifice oneself—in what way and within what limits? Should 
not indulge one's appetites—except when it is right. Should 
not idle away one's time—except when one takes one's pleasure* 
Nor neglect one's work—except for some good reason. All these 
points we admit are in one way matter of law; but if you think 
to decide in particular cases by applying some 'categorical im
perative', you must be a pedant, if not a fool. ' 

Such a canon as an attempt to hold the laws of ordinaiy morality to be 

inviolable always ends in a ridiculous position. The simple fact is 

that assertion of objective universality without provision for a valid 

particularity is as untenable as is the bare subjective position, which 

asserts particularity without provision for universality. What seems 

to be missing is the real-ization of the relationship between the par

ticular and the universal. Only by realizing this relationship may 

the true self be thereby realized. The end which the individual desires 

is the possession of the self as a whole wherein the particular is 

truly related to the whole from which it was abstracted. Only within 

the relationship between universal and particular can the question, 

What is nor true self—with concomitant definition of freedom and com

pulsion, valid moral action, and individuality? be answered without 

danger of logical contradiction and with any sort of complete assurance. 

As Bradley epitomizes the situation, if the end to be served by moral 

action is self-realization, then 

. . . the self to be realized is not the self of this or that feel
ing, or as any series of the particular feelings of our own or 
others' streams or trains of consciousness. It is, in short, not 
the self to be pleased. The greatest sum of units of pleasure 
[have been found} to be the idea of a mere collection, whereas, if 
we wanted morality, it was something like a universal. Happiness, 

23E-S, p. 157. 
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as the effort to construct that universal by the addition of par
ticulars, gave us a futile and bastard product, which carries its 
oim. self-destruction vdthin it, the continual assertion of its own 
universality, together with its unceasing actual particularity and 
finitude; so that happiness was, if we chose, nowhere not realized, 
or again, if -we chose, not anywhere realizable. And, passing then 
to the opposite pole, to the universal as the negative of the par
ticulars, to the supposed, pure will or duty for dutyTs sake, we 
found that too was an unreal conception* It was a mere form 
which, to be will must give itself a content, and which could give 
itself content only at the cost of a self-contradiction: we further 
saw that any such content was in addition arbitrarily postulated, 
and that, even then, the form was either never realized, because 
real in no particular content or always and everywhere realized 
because equally reconcilable with any content. And so, as before 
with happiness, we perceived that morality could here have no 
existence, if it meant anything more than the continual assevera
tion of an empty formula.^ 

Hence, the individual is always frustrated in his search, as rooted in 

immediate experience, for the answers to What is my true self? if he 

approaches the question from the "inner" side of subjectivism, "pleasure 

for pleasureTs sake," or the "outer" side of objectivism, "duty for 

duty * s sake." Yet, the contradiction suggests the answer. 

Bradley presents the answer in Essay V, "My Station and Its 

Duties." In many ways, and for good reasons, this essay has been con

sidered not only a classic of its kind but also an expression of the 

epitome of his thought. Yet, part of its importance is neglected if it 

is not seen as a philosophical extrapolation of the position occupied 

by the caramon (plain, "vulgar," non-theoretical) man considered by 

Bradley at the beginning of the study in Essay I. This common man, 

fimLy rooted in immediate experience, refuses to be seduced by the 

sensual appeal of "pleasure for pleasured sake" as obstinately as he 

ignores the sterility of "duty for dutyfs sake." This common man vail 

2%-S, pp. 160-61. 
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not be budged from his * station and its duties.* And, in his 1intui

tions T, he is right, according to Bradley, more right than are all of 

the *cognitions1 of the Tthinkers.1 The phrase, *my station and its 

duties', covers a situation in immediate experience -which is impossible 

to convert into words without imperfectly presenting it. For that 

reason, Bradley goes over—and over—and over the situation, each 

time grinding an additional facet of understanding and insight on to 

the gem-like structure of his concept. The task is never finished, al

though the complete design may be sensed, "intuited." Bradley's Mid-

Victorian vocabulary becomes an increasing annoyance. Standing on the 

threshold (in 1875) of the explosion of empirical concepts and data 

into the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, anthro

pology, and sociology, Bradley in many ways is nearer to the concepts 

of Plato and Aristotle than he is to the data of the mid-tvrentieth 

centuiy. Yet his rational insights are so penetrating and catalytic 

that the temptation to translate his terminology into contemporary 

vocabulary and concepts is almost irresistible. This temptation must 

be rejected, at least until the whole pattern of his thought can be 

seen. Only by so doing can the possibility of distortion be mitigated. 

That which follows will attempt to present the essential features of 

Bradley*s extrapolated position through a brief precis to give direc

tion to the quoted material which follows. Ety" so doing, perhaps some 

part of his repetitious involvements may be clarified; at least, that 

is the hope. 

What is an individual (as a human being)? is the immediate, key 

question. Bradley answers, 'my station and its duties' is the metaphore 



which defines an individual, qua individual, human being—any human 

being. That he, the individual, exists as an entity is indubitable. 

But he is what he is, as an existent individual, only in terms of his 

position in environment- (This one "translation/' of Tstation* into 

'position in environment*, must be allowed.) His character as an 

individual is made, formed by, environment, both genetic and social. 

Take away, per impossible, that which is given by genetic and social 

environment, and he is no identifiable thing. More, as a living 

entity possessed of a 'will* (product, as well, of environment) he 

strives to explore his environment, to understand it, to real-ize it. 

As he succeeds in entering into (understanding) it, he makes it more 

real, but only as the real-ization of it is taken up and into, and be

comes part of, his character and will, two words for the same thing. 

The pattern of the real, in both tangible and intangible aspects, is 

there—within environment, waiting for him to real-ize it in terns of 

being made part of his character and will. He is free to real-ize as 

much of it as he *will.* But he is free only to the degree that he 

exercises his freedom in action. To the degree that he does not 

(neglects to, refuses to) exercise his freedom, he is a slave to that 

which prompts the lack of action. Morality—that which is •good* or 

fthe good1—is part of the pattern of and within the real, of reality; 

it is there, within environment, waiting to be real-ized and to became 

part of his will and character as he exercises his freedom in true 

(accurate and possible) real-ization of his station and its (not, his) 

duties. As the pattern of the good enters into, is real-ized in, his 

will, then his will becomes part of the *good will1 as given by the 

whole of environment. The Self which the individual learns to identify 
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as himself (in terms of the expressed action of character, will) ex

pands, as it is progressively real-ized, into identity with the real 

whole of environment. In such a way is the morality of the individual 

realized both within himself and within the moral environment. In sum, 

the individual in real-izing This station and its duties1 within en

vironment, simultaneously real-izes the identity of his personal self, 

as individual and particular, within the universal (within the 

"universe") from which it issues. He realizes that he is an organ 

within an organism, and subject only to the real-ized, implicit 

morality of the whole organism. What is an individual? An individual 

is a particular self whose identity is secured through real-ization of 

*his station and its duties* within the universal Self of environment. 

Against such a summary, if not a precis, the following quota

tions from Bradley will take on added meaning both in their juxtaposi

tion and against some comprehension of the whole of their setting. 

The individual's consciousness of himself is inseparable from 
the knovdng himself as an organ of the whole. ̂  

Here, and here first, are the contradictions which have beset us 
solved—here is a universal which can confront our wondering de
sires with a fixed and stein imperative, but which is no unreal 
form of the mind ... It is real, and real for me , . . for I am 
but as a *heart-beat in its system* ... we have found the end, 
we have found self-realization, duty, and happiness in one—yes, 
we have found ourselves, when we have found our station and its 
duties, our function as an organ in the social organism.̂ 5 

. . . the end is the realization of the good will which is su
perior to ourselves; and again, the end is self-realization. 
Bringing these together, we see the end is the realization of our*, 
selves as the will which is above ourselves. And this will (if 
morality exists) we saw must be ^objective1, because not de
pendent on *subjective* liking; and *universall, because not 
identifiable with any particular, but standing above all actual and 

p. 133 Ibid.t p. 163 
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possible particulars. Further, though universal, it is not 
abstract, since it belongs to its essence that it should be 
realized, and it has no real existence except in and through 
its particulars. The good will (for morality) is meaningless, 
if, whatever else it may be, it be not the will of finite, 
living beings. 

. . . when we will morally, the will of the objective world wills 
itself in us, and carries us both and itself out into the world 
of the moral will which is its own realm. We see thus that, when 
morals are looked at as a whole, the will of the inside, as far 
as it is moral, is the will of the outside, and the two are one 
and can not be torn apart without ipso facto destroying the 
unity in which morality consists. To be moral, I must will my 
station and its duties? that is, I will to particularize the 
moral system truly in a given case; and the other side to this 
act is, that the moral system wills to particularize itself in a 
given station and functions, i.e. in my action and by my will.2' 

The objective organism, the systematized moral world, is the 
reality of the moral will; my duties on the inside answer to the 
due functions on the outside. There is no need here for a pre-
established or postulated harmony, for the moral whole is the 
identity of both sides; my private choice, as far as I am moral, 
is the mere fom of bestowing myself on, and identifying myself 
with, the will of the moral organism, which realizes in its pro
cess both itself and myself. Hence, we see that what I have to 
do I have not to force on a recalcitrant world; I have to fill my 
place—the place that vxaits for me to fill it; to make my private 
self the means, icy life the sphere and the function of the 
(essence) of the whole, which thus, personal in me, externalizes 
both^tself and me into a solid reality which is both mine and 
xts. 

The state (qua state) . . iQis the objective mind which is self-
conscious in its citizens. ° 

The best communities are those which have the best men for their 
members, and the best men are members of the best ccanmunities. 
Circle as this is, it is not a vicious circle. The two problems 
of the best man and the best state are two sides, two distinguish
able aspects of the one problem, how to realize in human nature 
the perfect unity of hamogenity and specification; and when we see 
that each of these without the other is unreal, then we see that 
(speaking in general) the welfare of the state and the welfare of 
its individuals are questions which it is mistaken and ruinous to 
separate. Personal morality and political and social institutions 

26Ibid., p. 162. 27Ibid.. p. 180. 
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can not exist apart, and (in general) the better the one the 
better the other 

There is no fixed code or rule of right, . . . 'tfy station and its 
duties" holds that unless morals varied, there "would be no morality; 
that a morality which was not relative would be futile. 

We believe in evolution. The process of evolution is the human
izing of the bestial foundations of man's nature by carrying out 
in it the true idea of man, by realizing man as an infinite whole. 
... The notion that fullfledged moral ideas fell down from 
heaven is contradictory to all the facts with which we are ac
quainted.' 

[However] evolution is a contradiction; and, when the contradiction 
ceases, the evolution ceases. The process is a contradiction, and 
on3y because it is a contradiction can it be a process. So long 
as progress lasts, contradiction lasts; so long as anything becomes, 
it i3 not. To be realized is to cease to progress. To be at the 
end (in one sense) is to lose the end (in another), and that be
cause (in both senses) all then comes to the end. For the process 
is a contradiction, and the solution of the contradiction is in 
every sense the end of the process. 3 

And last, the crucial point: 

The point upon which *ray station and its duties' prided itself 
most was that it had got rid of the opposition of 'ought' and *is* 
in both its forms; viz. the opposition of the outer world to the 
'ought* in me, and the opposition of ray particular self to the 
'ought* in general. We shall have to see that it has not succeeded 
in doing either, or at least not completely.3̂ -

The contradiction of 'ought* and 'is' is resolved by the indubitability 

of immediate experience, by the immediate reality of the community, 

wherein moral compulsion is presented as a circumstance of the defini

tion of the existent and communal reality. Now it can be seen why 

Bradley insists that "Apart from the immediacy of 'this* and 'now', we 

never have, or can have, reality11; that "All philosophy has to do is 

'to understand what is*, and moral philosophy has to understand morals 

30Ibid., p. 188. 31Ibid.. p. 189. 32Ibid.. p. 190. 

33Ibid.. p. 191. 3%bid., p. 203. 
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which exist." The subtle distinction between 'philosophy* and 'moral 

philosophy* is important; it marks the dividing line between the 

Ethical Studies. as moral (value) theory, and Appearance and Reality, 

as metaphysics. Everything, literal 1y everything. hangs on the defini

tion of reality* 'Moral philosophy*, subject matter of the Ethical 

Studies. deals with the immediate reality of the individual* s immediate 

value system in relation to the immediate reality of the immediate ex

perience of the community. But because any ultimate definition of 

reality must be self-consistent and self-subsistent, both the self of 

the individual and the reality of the community, as immediately real

ized, are something less than ultimate; the immediate self depends upon 

the immediate community, and the immediate community depends upon the 

immediate self. Thus it is that 'philosophy*, as metaphysics in 

contra-distinction to 'moral philosophy' as value theory, must under

take the definition of ultimate reality. The way is pointed out for 

the definition of the ultimate object in Appearance and Reality. 

Appearance and Reality; Concoming the Ultimate Object 

In opening Appearance and Reality. Bradley takes completely for 

granted the reader's knowledge of its roots in individual and immediate 

experience. He merely notes that "my book is not intended for be-

35 
ginners." But not only beginners have become confused in their ac

curate appreciation of what he is attempting to say, because they lack 

awareness of the experiential roots of his luxuriant, metaphysical 

foliage. Bradley, himself, is preoccupied with the metaphysical defini

tion of ultimate and generic Reality. As he defines metaphysics, it is 

^A-R. p. xii. 
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. . . the finding of bad reasons for "what -we believe upon instinct, 
but to find these reasons is no less an instinct̂ ®. . . the attempt 
to know reality as against mere appearance, or the study of first 
principles of ultimate truths, or again the effort to comprehend 
the universe * not simply piecemeal or by fragments, but somehow as 
a whole-3'. . . the intellectual effort to under stand the universe 
is a principal way of thus experiencing the Deity. 

In saying just so much, Bradley has indicated his roots of metaphysics 

in individual "instincts," however; his differentiation between im

mediate and ultimate reality; his interest in value as "ultimate truth, 

goodness, and beauty; his prescience of "the whole" as inclusive of the 

universe, the cosmos, and (even, perhaps) Deity, His sense of direc

tion is thereby oriented. To achieve the solution of the problem, 

We assume jorily] that a thing jto be ultimately rea]Q must be 
self-consistent and self-dependent 

Indeed, this assumption, as a faint intuition, is not only the criterion 

of the solution but is also the clue that the problem may in fact have 

a solution. 

This faint intuition must be buttressed with rational analysis, 

showing that the endless arguments concerning the relative validity of 

changelessness as against endless change, the unity as against the di

versity of the world, are futile. Naturally the logical buttresses 

must be crude, "bad reasons," for no-one is ever in full possession of 

that from which the original intuition came. To put the problem in 

another way, Bradley believes that illusion and error is patent in hu

man affairs because human knowledge of genuine Reality can only be 

relative and asymptotic. Human thinking has adopted or utilized a 

variety of devices in order to grasp the fundamental principles of raw 

•^Ibid.. p. xiv. ^Ibid., p. 1. 
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experience: primary and secondary qualities, relation, motion and 

change, space and time, causality* These things Bradley attacks in so 

far as each attempts to constitute a finality. Me attacks them because 

they have become ends and final answers in themselves. Their futility 

is shown by the ease with which they may be demonstrated to be incon

sistent, dependent, contradictory. 

It is of prime importance to remember always that Bradley does 

not reject these devices as convenient and even practical handles by 

which to grasp a partial and utilitarian reality. He merely shows how 

they, per se, can not give, unaided, the whole of ultimate Reality. To 

do this, he merely applies the criterion of self-consistency and self-

dependency. Within genuine Reality, no ultimate JEntity or Thing can be 

inconsistent with or dependent upon anything else. For example, pri

mary qualities are not "real" in any ultimate sense because they do not 

exist apart from, and are dependent upon, secondary qualities which are 

admittedly "unreal," in the sense of the criterion. Relations are not 

real because, on the one hand, a relation is not identical with its 

terns; and, on the other hand, it is unthinkable without it3 terms. It 

is constantly dependent upon something else. Qualities can never trans

cend their relations because 

. . .  i f  y o u  g o  b a c k  t o  m e r e  u n b r o k e n  f e e l i n g ,  y o u  h a v e  n o  r e 
lations and no qualities. But if you come to what is distinct, 
you have relations at once^ 

Space is simultaneously continuous and discrete—hence, inconsistent. 

Space can not be a relation because it consists in a series of extended 

parts. No relation has parts. But space without extended parts is 
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unthinkable. On the other hand,, space is nothing but a relation because 

it is that which binds together extended qualities which vanish when 

they are touched* Hence, space is a relation without terms, another 

impossibility. Similar conditions affect and infect time. If motion 

is a unity, then it demands that a thing be in two places at once 

within the unity, an impossibility. If motion is a succession of 

unities, then there can be no movement, no transition from one unity to 

another. Turning to change, if A changes to A-l, A-2, A-3, then A can 

not be permanent. Yet, A must be permanent—at least long enough to 

allow it sufficient time to establish its identity as A. Or, reversing 

the process, successive diversity must be had in order for A to have 

changed at all; yet the time must have remained one. 

Ascription of ultimate Reality to causation involves the usual 

dilemma. Cause is an attempt to rationalize change; there must be 

some reason for it. But— 

If the sequence of the effect is different from the cause, how is 
the ascription of this difference to be rationally defended? If, 
on the other hand, it is not different, than causation does not 
exist, and its assertion is a farce 

If A is the cause of C, but C is different from A, then something else 

has entered into the process, because both A and C retain their own 

unity in order to be noted at all. On the other hand, if B is intro

duced (as the combination of A and C) to explain their interaction, then 

A is not the cause of C, and the quarrel is between B and C. Thereby 

the argument merely repeats itself in an infinite regression. Grasping 

the other horn of the dilemma, if C is not different from A, then it is 

identical with A, and it is stupid to assert that any causation was 

^Ibid.. pp. 55-56. 
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present. To turn to activity is to be again stalemated. Activity as a 

concept implies both causation and change. The activity of A implies 

that it is changed in some respect. If so, then A must be acted upon 

by B, the cause for such change. Then A, in itself, is not active but 

passive, since B did the changing. Ascription of activity to A merely 

shows A to be passive. In turn, B as the seemingly active agent is 

open to the same objections, ad infinitum. One does not dare to ascribe 

activity to a thing -without making it liable to all the inconsistencies 

and dependencies of qualities, space, time, motion, change, causality, 

and all the other practical devices by means of which the identity of 

a Thing is maintained. Such are the absurdities of "practical re

alities" when tested with the criterion of self-dependence and self-

consistency. In the practical situation, such aspects of particular re

search are deliberately ignored to accommodate the purpose of the re

search. This might seem a severe indictment of the phenomenalism of 

science were it not for Bradley * s emphatic remark that 

As a working point of view, directed and confined to the ascertain
ment of some special branch of truth, Phenomenalism is of course 
useful and is indeed quite necessary. And the metaphysician, who 
attacks it when following its own business, is likely to fare badly. 
But when Phenomenalism loses its head and, becoming blatent, steps 
forward as a theory of first principles, then it really is not 
respectable. The best than can be said of its pretensions is that 
they are ridiculous.^ 

Bradley*s distinction would seem to be even more acute today than when 

he made it. 

Although these paradoxes of a Thing*s identity seem insoluble, 

they do give one useful generalization. The practical expressions of 

the reality of the universe everywhere show evidence of the simultaneous 

^Ibid.. p. 126. 
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presence of both static changelessness and infinite regression toward 

incompleteness. These practical expressions are all infected with in

consistencies and eternal dependence upon something else. No 1ThingT 

which we cam grasp through cognition appears Real in any ultimate sense. 

It should be carefully noted that this is emphatically not the same 

thing as saying that no Thing is Real. It is just this distinction that 

most critics of Idealism, such as Dr. Johnson was when he kicked the 

stone, fail to comprehend. This practical or partial definition of re

ality Bradley calls "appearance." If the inconsistent and the dependent 

are characteristic of the superficial "appearance" of Reality, then the 

self-consistent and the self-dependent must define the ultimate Real. 

Thus, we have a criterion of Reality. If there is a criterion of 

Reality, then there must be a location where all appearances are 

stripped away from the practical realities, a place where all disso

nances in the shape of finite manifestations are harmonized. The next 

question Bradley must answer concerns the form this Reality must take. 

The Character of the Absolute 

To answer this question, Bradley postulates the Absolute, a 

supra-natural entity. He cannot do more than postulate it, describe 

what it does, approach it asymptotically. It is impossible for the hu

man mind to encompass and comprehend all, practical realities already 

noted in the universe, to say nothing of those not yet noted. Putting 

the point in another way, Bradley postulates the Absolute as the high

est unity in which all plurality is blended. Evexy fona of appearance 

(as practical realities which have been noted, and all that still re

mains to be noted) is essential to it, the Absolute. Any one appearance 
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is pointless in the ultimate sense unless taken in connection with more 

and more of the infinite number of finite circumstances which surround 

it. Just as nothing that is finite can be a coherent whole, so no 

value possesses perfection within itself. Hence, all values are rela

tive. Perfection is possessed solely by the Absolute itself. Any and 

every value acquires more and more ultimate Reality as it approaches a 

blending with all the appearances of ultimate Reality. This process is 

wholly impossible for the finite mind to comprehend in its ultimate 

stages. The problem of dualism does not exist as ultimately Real be

cause both Mind and Body, as appearances, are harmonized in the ultimate 

supra-real of the Absolute. Mind, in terms of ultimate Reality, is 

only an advanced appearance, along with the multitude of other appear

ances. Ety reason of the intuition present in it, mind can fathom some

thing of the inconsistencies of its Self as well as other appearances. 

Confusion concerning Reality arises from insistence upon the 

single validity of either unity or diversity, changelessness or endless 

change. Neither position is individually correct. True Reality, which 

is partially apprehended through intuition, may—indeed, must—lie be

yond mere appearance. Finite experience as appearance is only the 

construct and extension which ultimate Reality gives to our thinking. 

The in-finite Reality, the Absolute, "must own, and can not be less 

than, appearance." 

Bradley is interested in such a picture because of the in

creased power of integration which it gives as the safe repository of 

self-consistent human values, where the individual may approach them 

through appreciative intuition of the connection between them and the 

manifold appearances of the universe. If it be objected that the 
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Absolute is only a skeleton of cosmic first principles, Bradley will re

turn that, as such, it is at least an irreducible minimum. And again, 

as such, it represents a positive gain upon which a more solid struc

ture may be built as mind grows in its asymptotic power to comprehend 

the ultimate Reality resident in the universe. The Absolute is a Grail 

for which the mind eternally and hopelessly quests, yet is enriched and 

quickened by the quest. It is only a criterion, scant but "absolutely" 

basic. 

Such a postulated criterion inevitably evokes a collision with 

the criteria of the physical sciences; it raises the ancient specter of 

the Mind versus Body problem; it seems to pit in opposition, and de

liberately so, the philosopher and the physical scientist, Xet, ac

cording to Bradley, comparison and contrast of metaphysical considera

tions with the findings of physical science may be valuable as well as 

inevitable. For that reason, he begins by marking off the legitimate 

provinces of metaphysics and science in nature, since most of both the 

scientist's and philosopher's critical misunderstandings and miscon

structions turn on this essentially geographical problem. Such mis

constructions are to be expected. Nature is a term with many meanings; 

the distinctions between those meanings are subtle. It is one thing 

for the scientist or philosopher to disclaim infringement on the 

other's province. It is quite another thing to act on those subtle 

meanings in accordance with the limits set by the previous disclaimer. 

However, if the respective provinces and their distinctions may be es

tablished, then at least one positive check will be held on the recip

rocal criticisms offered by both the scientist and the philosopher. It 

is imperative to see that the metaphysician can claim everything to 



which the scientist does not show clear title. This is true because of 

the strict limitations which the scientist himself imposes upon his own 

province. BradleyTs procedure is to underline severely these self-

imposed limits of physical science. Then he shows how the entity of 

nature-as-defined-by-physical-science can not possibly be self-

consistent and self-dependent, how it must find its ultimate meaning 

and reality in a larger, ultimate setting. 

Now, the avowed purpose of metaphysics is "to understand the 

universe, to find a way of thinlcing about facts in general which is 
I q 

free from contradiction." Metaphysics must be understood as being 

not so much a detraction from natural science as it is a frame of 

reference for it, and a very necessary one as shall be seen. Nowhere 

does metaphysics imply that the subject matter of science is not real 

in any practical sense. On the other hand, mind and "spirit" as 

phenomenal things are both subject to similar limitations when taken as 

practical. Then, if none of these things are real in any ultimate 

sense, how can this metaphysical construction itself, as Thought or as 

postulate, have any ultimate Reality? The answer is, It does not, and 

it can notI Only by grace of the intuition that "ultimate reality is 

self-dependent and self-consistent" (which in itself, as an intuition, 

has its Reality under suspicion) plus the notation that the Absolute, 

wherein the ultimate Reality seems to reside, is "unknown and unknow

able" can this skeletal construction be submitted as truth. It can 

only stand as "truth" until such time as the premises upon which it is 

based are proved untenable. Of course, this testament anticipates in a 
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very fragmentary form much of Bradley*s discussion to come, but it is 

offered to allay temporarily the earliest objection "which will strike 

the reader. But as was declared earlier, a start must be made by dis

cussing the respective provinces of metaphysics and natural science. 

The Respective Provinces of Natural Science and Metaphysics 

Nature, to the scientist, is an avowed abstraction which has 

extension for its sole possession. The collection of data concerning 

the measurements of that extension is the sole function of the 

scientist. When sufficient recurrence is noted within the data, causal 

"laws" are set up to indicate the periodicity of limited functions. 

This rigorously objective definition infers several limitations on the 

province of natural science. (1) It demands that the scientist view 

as real an abstraction which he customarily ignores outside of his 

laboratory. What scientist views the desk upon which he works as a 

gnats* dance of atoms (nuclear particles), which his science tells him 

that it is? (2) It makes finite the ends of the processes with which 

it is concerned in order that the processes themselves may be measure-

able. (3) It demands that science ignore the subjective consideration 

of mind, that it be "objective," in order to guarantee the unbiased 

quality of the results. Yet, in whatever manner the scientific equip

ment may be rigged, in the end, human senses must be trusted to read 

the record. Mind would seem to be the only direct thing in human ex

perience; all else is remote inference; but science must ignore it. 

(4) It demands that the scientist posit the reality of his findings in 

terns of laws. Nature, to him, is merely an inter-related congregation 

of laws. Yet, to speak of nature as ultimately Real in terms of "laws" 
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is fantastic because of the inconsistent and unintelligible position 

which physical elements are thus forced to occupy in science. As 

Bradley sums up the position, 

The identity of physical elements may thus be said to fall out
side their own being, their universality seems driven into 
banishment and forced to reside solely in laws. And, since these 
laws on the one hand are not physical, and since on the other 
hand they seem essential to Nature, the essence of Nature seems, 
therefore, made alien to itself, and to be on either hand un
naturally sundered. However, compulsion from outside is the one 
working principle which is taken to hold in the physical world. 
And, at least if we are true to our ideal, neither identity nor 
difference can act in Nature. 

This brings up a curious point. The scientist may declare the ultimate 

Reality of Nature to be the mere body of the extended, insofar as that 

is not psychical, together with the properties immediately connected 

with or following this extension. But when it is attempted to set up 

this fragment as self-existing, a relative truth is turned into sheer 

error. The Nature with which science deals is only one part of a whole, 

separated by abstraction and enlarged by theoretical necessity and con

trivance. On the conditions imposed by science itself, it is immaterial 

(to science) whether Nature exists independently or not. When science 

finds no "purpose" in the universe, it is quite correct. For science 

even to speak of "purpose" is to transcend its self-imposed limits. In 

other words, the duty of the scientist is to deal (insofar as he can 

ignore the presence of mind) with facts as being nonrelational beyond 

the limits of the immediate process. So long as the scientist restricts 

himself to the sphere of phenomena and the laws of their occurrence-

matter, motion, and force as working ideas, used to understand the 

occurrence of certain events—the metaphysician has no right to any 

^Ibid.. p. 354* 
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criticism. On the other hand, rigorous criticism is obligatory when 

that -which is relative, merely ways of "appearance," is consciously or 

unconsciously offered as ultimate truth. These considerations are not 

offered in any sense whatsoever as dispraise of science. The achieve

ments of science "need no bush." The present intention has been ful

filled if it has demonstrated the logical necessity of seeing that 

Nature, as science defines it, is a mere abstraction from a larger 

entity. 

For the object of natural science is the full world in all its 
sensible glory, while the essence of Nature [to the scientist] 
lies in this poor fiction of primary qualities, a fiction be
lieved not to be idea but solid fact. Nature then, while unex
plained, is still left in its sensuous splendor, while nature, if 
explained, would be reduced to thispaltry abstraction. On the 
one side is set up (by the scientist] the essence—the final 
reality—in the shape of a bare skeleton of primary qualities; on 
the other remains the boundless profusion of life which everywhere 
opens endlessly before our view.^ 

This larger entity, this Whole, which is implied here is the province 

of the metaphysician and philosopher to discover in a general way, free 

from the contradictions which are observed everywhere in natural 

science whenever the logicality of its findings is examined. Meta

physics must provide a frame of reference for science. 

Up to this point, nature has been considered largely as finite, 

a condition implying definite ends to its processes, relative and im

mediate for the scientist. Yet, what scientist would assert that nature 

is "really" finite, that his subject matter could some day come to a 

full stop, a point of exhaustion? This he must do if he is to be con

sistent with his science. Nature certainly presents an infinite aspect 

because any discussion of ends presumes further relations with other 

45Ibid.. p. 490-91. 
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ends. The continuous regression is tlend,?-less. Nature as it strains 

toward infinity seems to be trying to end itself as Nature. But as has 

been seen, such regression and infinity denote nothing but appearance. 

Where and how, then, is the true identity of Nature to be established? 

If Nature is both finite and infinite, may not this condition logically 

force the assumption of the possibility of the presence of a number of 

finite centers with no real thing common to them? The veiy question is 

based upon two misconstructions. It has been forgotten that the 

identity of quality within the centers has not been destroyed or even 

touched by the assumed diversity. It has also been forgotten that 

apace and time have no ultimate Reality in themselves. Temporality and 

extension, such as would force an objection, are but practical appear

ances, useful only for the scientist. Consequently, the metaphysician 

must ignore diversity, temporality, and extension in his constructions 

(just as the scientist must take them strictly into account). It is 

worth noting that if sameness were ultimately destroyed by diversity of 

any sort, then all thought and existence of any sort would also be 

abolished. The universe could not exist. This concomitant infinitude 

and diversity, with its instability and transitoriness, its constant 

passage into what transcends it, all this shows the unmistakable tend

ency of Nature toward a Whole in which its inconsistencies are resolved. 

How that which is on one side an apparent diversity becomes somewhere a 

unity is very often beyond the power of comprehension. The unmistakable 

necessity for and the tendency toward their unification. Earlier it 

was said that the purpose of metaphysics was to provide such a frame of 

reference in which facts in general would be free from contradiction. 

Thus, the metaphysician must postulate the Absolute, "unknown and 
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unknowable" as it is, wherein Nature does have its identity. By so 

doing, the metaphysician can assign a meaning to perfection and progress 

without reference to causality, temporality, extension, and diversity. 

He can accept from the scientist the various kinds of phenomena as they 

are presented and can set them out solely in an order of merit and rank. 

He can point out how the defects of the lower kinds of grades are made 

good in the higher. On the other hand, he must refrain from all specu

lation of genesis and evolution. 

How the various stages of progress come to happen in time, in 
what order or orders they follow, and in each case from what 
causes, these enquiries would, as such, be of no concern of 
philosophy.^" 

Such a philosophy of Nature presents no conflict with any concept of 

natural science. Brief as the present exposition is, it indicates a 

tendency which mil be followed as this study proceeds and a tentative 

conclusion to be later elaborated. 

Human Organism as Interaction Between Body and Soul 

The conflict of interests between scientist and philosopher 

reaches its climax in consideration of the human organism whose chief 

characteristics seem to be the interaction of a substantial and self-

evident body and as equally self-evident but certainly unsubstantial 

Soul (to use Bradley*s Victorian term). It is worth noting that the 

term "Soul" which Bradley uses.is in many ways unfortunate, particularw-

ly for those to whom "Soul" has a religious and purely subjective con

notation. Unconsciously, many of Bradley*s readers will shy away from 

its acceptance. One must constantly remember that Bradley derives his 

^Ibid.. p. 49a. 
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term from the Greek "psychet" the total complex (and not the mere sum) 

of all psychical entities which may occur idLthin and to mind. This is 

in contra-distinction to the purely psychological entities which are 

both directly physiological and specifically measureable phenomena. 

All the data of consciousness, whether original or acquired, are only 

the data of consciousness and nothing more. They must be accepted as 

scientific fact, but any interpretation must be made only in the light 

of their metaphysical appearance. Soul, as Bradley uses the term, is 

the larger aspect of this interpretation. Soul is the sum of every

thing that is not mere abstract extension of nature. Although the 

causes of mind "appear" to be physical, they are not the whole cause. 

For example, the bare skeleton of abstraction, scientifically useful 

as it is, does not give us anything of Nature*s beauty. All that is 

called psychical—secondary qualities, human values, spirit—must be 

accepted metaphysically as co-equal in causal reality with matter and 

data "when we give any consideration to Soul. Soul, to Bradley, is the 

utter whole of mind. 

Before this thought is pursued too far, consideration must be 

given to the connection of the human orgaMsm, as body, with nature 

and the limitations so imposed. From the physical standpoint, the com

ponents of the human body are identical with the ccanponents of a moun

tain. As such, human bodies are subject to the same conditions which 

have been already noted about nature. Bodies have only an "apparent" 

metaphysical reality because they are not self-subsistent. If this 

seems strange, it should be recalled that, substantial and self-evident 

as it seems now, the body once had no "reality" whatsoever for the human 

individual. As a baby, the slowly developed realization of the body is 
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dependent entirely upon the evolved perceptions of the mind. Nature 

itself takes on the aspects of reality only through evolving mind. 

Part of nature is called inorganic in distinction to that which, through 

intelligence, the human individual has been led to call organic. There 

are no grounds at all for leaping to the conclusion that any remainder 

is inorganic. Only in relation to ignorance can such a bifurcation 

of nature be so designated. Mature is an artificial abstraction from 

the Whole. Body is another such abstraction, insofar as it is partly 

organic nature. It depends upon mind for its "apparent" self-

subsistence. Mind, as neurological psychology—that which carries the 

evidence of that which is designated as Soul—is again a metaphysical 

"appearance." Far from being self-dependent and self-subsistent, it 

depends upon inorganic and organic nature for its existence. Here 

again is the.circular argument that gets nowhere. Body as neurological 

matter exists only because of nature: nature exists only for neuro

logical body. Both are mutually inconsistent. Yet consistency and 

hamony seem to be a law of nature. Where is the way out? 

Bradley cuts the Gordian knot (or rather, 3lips it) by postu

lating that the difficulty arises in setting up body and soul as in

dependent entities. Whenever they are taken to be separate and in

dependent things, they are declared by that act to be self-existent. 

Consequently, they are laid open to the charge of being mere appearance. 

Their connection becomes incomprehensible, and we strive in vain to see 

how they can influence each other. The existence of the mutual in

fluence may be denied, but the frequency of their observed conjunction 

can scarcely be called coincidence. There must be some kind of con

nection—at least indirect, dependent upon something to which both 
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belong 

. . . while each side retains its reality and self-subsistence, 
they, of course, cannot come together; and on the other hand, if 

are not thj.jigc>, uuis a[;jj6ai cmniiiji 

This may seem to beg the question, but it does add one more bit of in

ferential evidence for the necessity of some repository where incon

sistency and dissonajnce may be resolved, so long as consistency and 

harmony seem to be the first law of nature. As a metaphysical, not a 

scientific, view, this postulate must be tested for illogicality. If 

none is found, then it may be accepted until such time as it is 

demonstrated as illogical. In view of the discrepancies within ex

perience, it is the only way harmony in the universe may be grasped. 

But, the reader may object, what is the position which "thought" 

occupies in this complacent solution? Thought bears the same relation 

to Soul as body does to nature. Thought, being a state of the soul, is 

therefore made by it; on the other hand, the perception of soul is the 

result of thought. The object, existing in time and possessor of 

"states," is made what it is by idea-1 construction, whether it be 

nature, body, mind or soul. All these entities evolve such circular 

enquiry that one can be sure only of one thing—that we are in the 

presence of appearance, "phenomena made by disruption of content from 

being, arrangements which may represent, but which are not reality." 

Consequently, thought always at least implies a dualistic form. The 

object of thought is truth. No matter what truth is thought about and 

whatever may be the product of thought, there is always in the shadowy 

background that truth which may transcend it, just as and in the same 

they come have been transformed and 

7̂Ibid.. p. 296 ^Ibid., p. 307 
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sense that Newtonian physics was transcended by quantum mechanics and 

relativity theory. In their turn, they too will be transcended. Any 

announced truth predicates that which is beyond the present, full knowl

edge of it. The apparent dualism is no more ultimately Real than is 

anything else. It is only the challenging shadow between the human 

being and the "unknown and unknowable." 

At this point it might be well to recapitulate. The metaphysi

cian sets out to find a way of thinking about the world which will en

able understanding of the innate harmony of the universe, in spite of 

the discrepancies of experience. Inorganic and organic nature, when 

examined, are found to be eternally dependent and inconsistent. Body 

was found to be partly organic nature and partly product of mind. Mind 

was, and is, dependent upon Soul (as Bradley uses the term). Soul, in 

its turn, is dependent upon mind, body, and nature. All these things, 

although possessing a practical reality of their own, are but so much 

"appearance" in contra-distinction to any ultimate Reality. They suc

cessively point to something beyond themselves. Because it can be be

lieved that there is somewhere an ultimate Reality, that such ultimate 

Reality is self-dependent and self-consistent, then the metaphysician 

can postulate a realm where the discrepancies are harmonized, the 

Absolute. If scientific analysts cannot see exactly how it is ac

complished, still the naive individual can see that it is accomplished. 

The task of the metaphysician (philosopher) is to find the plan there

in. The plan so found must stand until the theory of harmony is proved 

disharmonious. The pertinent question now is, "What significance does 

our theory have for human values; in what sort of position have they 

been placed by the concept of the Absolute?" Some indication has been 
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glimpsed of the place of Truth. 

Appearance and Reality: Concerning Value and the Absolute 

To attempt to say anything at all about the Absolute forces an 

immediate anomaly. The Absolute has repeatedly been declared to be 

"unknown" and "unknowable," yet the plan of its construction would seem 

about to be exposed. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that 

Bradley attempts to present a kind of isometric sketch of it from an 

internal viewpoint. The viewpoint must be internal because, by defini

tion, the Absolute can never be transcended; if it were possible to 

transcend it, then it would no longer be the Absolute. The sketch must 

be static and tentative: static, because he can only indicate what it 

is, without the slightest knowledge of how it works; tentative because 

of the fragmentary knowledge about it, knowledge confined largely to 

the metaphysical necessity for believing that it does exist. In the 

previous paragraphs, eveiy thing leads to the point that eveiy single 

item of experience, taken by itself, is powerless to stand alone as 

self-subsistent. Thus, grounds are established for several inferences 

on the character of the Absolute: (l) that it alone is "self-consistent 

and self-subsistent"; (2) that ultimate Reality lies solely within it, 

and all manifestations of it in experience are but mere "appearances"; 

and now (3) that it is Perfection in itself. It should be remembered 

that Perfection is a word without degrees; there is neither the more 

perfect nor the less perfect. Qualified perfection is only something 

other than perfect. To say that a thing is perfect implies a static 

condition, and it is to this particular point that Bradley now speaks 

because experience (as appearance) is nothing if not dynamic, as has 
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been seen. Experience (as appearance) possesses degrees of Reality, but 

Perfection is an attribute of the Absolute alone. 

The Absolute as Perfection 

Every item of experience has been seen to be internal "ly related, 

both to other items of experience and ultimately to something else be

yond it as well. In every case, this "something else" is the same 

thing. If all items of experience are seen as being grasped by this 

common factor, then -what is meant by the ultimate Reality of the 

Absolute is simultaneously being grasped. As Bradley states it, 

There is but one Reality, and its being consists in experience. 
In this one whole all appearances come together, and in coming 
together they in their various degrees lose their distinctive 
natures. The essence of reality lies in the union and agreement 
of existence and content, and, on the other side, appearance con
sists in the discrepancy between these two aspects. And reality 
in the end belongs to nothing but the single Real. For take any
thing, no matter what it is, which is less than the Absolute, and 
the inner discrepancy at once proclaims that what you have taken 
in appearance.^' 

A physical analogy may assist in the clarification of the meaning, even 

though it does reverse the direction of the argument. White light is 

produced in the laboratory by the combination of all the colors of the 

spectrum. Now, spectrum colors are totally interdependent. Qnission 

of any single portion of the spectrum tends to "grey" the perfection of 

the white light. If we denote the "white light" in its perfection as 

the Absolute, and the infinite "portions of the spectrum" as the in

finite varieties of experience, then the meaning becomes clear. There 

is no item, no gradation, of finite experience that is so unimportant 

that it does not belong to the totality of the Absolute. If the 

Â-R, pp. 455-56. 
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Absolute were to lose any single one of its finite experience-

appearances, then the whole structure would have its ultimate Perfec

tion damaged to such an extent that the "Perfection" -would vanish. No 

matter what item is selected, its own appearance is supported by all 

other items of experience. On the same terms, Bradley emphasizes the 

subtle distinction that there is not to be found any item of experience 

that does not in its turn support every other item of experience-

appearance. To say that eveiything is essential to everything else is 

merely to say that it is worthless unless taken in conjunction with 

everything else. No thing has perfection within itself, but everything 

contains in some degree a vital portion of Perfection, just as every 

color contributes something to the perfection of the whiteness of the 

light. 

Extreme care must be taken at this point to distinguish the 

fact that the Absolute is not the mere sum of its appearances. The 

Absolute is the unity of all appearances as ultimate Reality, even 

though we cannot always know how the unification is accomplished. 

Every unity is a finite appearance, but that appearance finds its own 

ultimate appearance through being transmuted and transcended within the 

Absolute. The Absolute "is the unity in which all things, coining to

gether, are transmuted, in which they are changed alike, though not 

50 
changed equally." This matter of degree of change is dependent upon 

the amount of divergence which exists between the given entity and the 

perfection of the Absolute. The full meaning within these abstract 

statements is best illustrated in terms of human values, together with 

50Ibid., p. AB8. 
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their antitheses—logical values (truth and error), moral values (good 

and evil), and esthetic values (beauty and ugliness). 

The Absolute and Human Values 

When we attempt to think, our thought has two divisions, what 

we think, and that which we think about, an experience-appearance. 

What we think depends upon that which we think about; hence, thought 

with its truth can be nothing but an appearance based upon the "that." 

Now, the occasion of thinking arises when we try to allocate and de

termine the degree of reality resident in the object thought about. As 

has been seen, any practical reality (as an appearance) tends to expand 

beyond itself through further relations. Truth, as the product of 

thinking, follows the same pattern; it is merely a more complex attempt 

to transcend the appearance resident in the object of our thought 

toward allocation of its reality as idea-1. When we judge, we attempt 

to express, as an idea, a qualification of the character of a practical 

existent within which the practical existent can rest as being somehow 

more "real." Yet, the truth must be forever relative. If truth in any 

given instance were to be itself ultimately Real, then it would be 

self—consistent and self-dependent, and we would have arrived within 

the Absolute itself. But this is utterly impossible because the reali

ty which is given to it is never consistent. Thus, thought is com

pelled to seek truth through infinite expansion which can be taken 

momentarily as practical truth, hannonious and consistent. But it im

mediately becomes inharmonious and inconsistent just as soon as new and 

further relations are perceived to the experience-appearance upon which 

it is based. A new practical truth is set up—and the processes 
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stretch to the infinity of the Absolute. 

Thus truth belongs to existence, but it does not as such exist. 
It is a character which indeed reality possesses, but a character 
which, as truth and as ideal, has been set loose from existence; 
and it is never rejoined to it in such a way as to come together 
singly and make fact. . . . Its predicate can never be equivalent 
to its subject. And if it became so, and if its adjectives should 
be at once self-consistent and re-welded to existence, it would 
not be truth any longer. It would have passed into another and 
higher reality 

Error is the momentary frustration of the processes of truth in one of 

two directions. On the one hand, error may be a premature restriction, 

indicating an ultimate Reality reached too soon, an impossible finitude. 

On the other hand, error may indicate the symptoms of a partial reality 

where there is none. In either case, the processes of the search for 

reality are blocked. Bradley has said that the Absolute possesses all 

appearances, and thus the Absolute may be considered to possess or at 

least condone error. Not sol Error is not a genuine appearance of the 

Absolute; it vanishes—which other appearances do not—when the pro

cesses of expansion toward harmony and consistency are resumed, or when 

further relations and connections with the partial reality of its ob

ject are perceived. However, we must notice that every error possesses 

a modicum, of truth within it, and every truth possesses a modicum of 

error. If any truth possessed no tinge of error at all, then it would 

at once resolve itself into the Absolute and lose the character of its 

being. Again, given two truths, the one which is more wide, giving 

more harmony to the object thought about in pursuit of its reality, is 

the more real and valid. The truth that requires the less re

arrangement and addition in order to be converted into the Absolute is 

51A-R, p. 167. 
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the more real and the more true. In brief, then, there is no "absolute" 

or "perfect" truth; that is reserved for the Absolute in which all 

truth is transcended. Truth has no existence except as a qualification 

of the degree of ultimate Reality present in any experience—appearance. 

As it is with logical value, so it is with the moral values. 

Truth and goodness are each the correspondence, or rather each the 
identity, of idea and existence. In truth we start with existence, 
as being the appearance of perfection, and we go on to complete 
ideally what reality must be there. In goodness, on the other 
hand, we begin with an idea of what is perfect, and then we make, 
or else find, this same idea in what exists.^ 

In other words, once having established the relative truth of an idea, 

we proceed to pass upon its relative desirability as good from our indi

vidual angle. It is important to realize that while an individual him

self can never become an harmonious system, yet, in common with the 

rest of the cosmos, all his energy is bent in that direction to the 

best of his ability. Remember what Bradley said earlier concerning the 

necessity of reasoning about the cosmos being ". . . no less an in

stinct." Since apparent reality moves itself through truth toward 

greater reality, and this greater reality is governed by the degree of 

perceived perfection latent in the individualfs universe, then the in

dividual will desire as good that which seems to give greater harmony 

and consistency with the latent perfection. Moral considerations of 

the individual are thus indissolubly bound to logical considerations. 

It is at once obvious that the content of perfection, as realized by 

the individual, must be above and beyond the individual. It is also 

obvious that his individual perfection is not a thing apart from the 

rest of the universe; his idea of perfection must have special harmony 

52 . 
Ibid., p. 402. 
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with the common perfection of all other individuals. His welfare is 

built of elements which he shares with others. Consequently, self-

assertion is in constant conflict with self-sacrifice. The ends ap

proached by both are alike unattainable. Any good is thus a constant 

compromise between these two factors in perceived perfection. Far from 

being anything fixed and absolute in itself, the good is utterly only 

another qualification or adjective of the perfection resident in the 

partial reality in any experience-appearance. On the other hand, evil 

may take several forms: pain, failure to realize ends, and immorality. 

But pain is transcended by pleasure. Failure to realize ends is 

eliminated by realization of wider purpose in which they may be in

cluded. Immorality itself represents too heavy emphasis on "self-

assertion." Evil, like error, is not a true appearance of the Absolute. 

It vanishes when its conditions are actually brought into relation with 

the wider hannony and consistency of the perceived perfection of the 

universe, so that it may be transcended by that perfection. Of course, 

evil persists when that harmony is ignored. But essentially we may say 

that what is evil in relation to something higher is good in comparison 

with something lower. The moral value, as such, does not exist as per

fection within the Absolute. If perfect morality were found, it would 

have already transcended itself and have passed within the Absolute. 

The esthetic values, beauty and ugliness, are our nearest 

possible approach to ultimate Reality which we can accomplish. Beauty 

is perceived correspondence of the truth and goodness of the degree of 

reality present in whatever object is under consideration, plus the ex

tent to which harmony and consistency are felt to be present. For the 

duration of the mcanent of beauty, the object is felt to be self—existent 
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and to that extent -ultimately Real. Yet, it remains beautiful only 

until the want of inner harmony, the inner discrepancy, and the relative 

failure obtrudes itself into consciousness. Then its relative ugliness 

becomes apparent, and the mind trudges on to find wider realities, newer 

truths, greater perfection in goodness—and more blinding beauty. 

In other words, logical and moral and esthetic values—truth 

and error, goodness and evil, beauty and ugliness—are all idea-1 at

tributes within the reality of what Bradley designates as the Soul. 

Latent in everything, their full perfection is real-ized in none. To 

say that they are spiritual is to indicate that they are idea-1, a mere 

contra-distinction to the physical appearance of finite experience. In 

the search for ultimate Reality, all things tend to grow more spiritual 

in character as more and more of that Reality is discovered. For that 

reason, we can say that the Absolute itself partakes of the perfection 

of its ultimate Reality in a spiritual form. As Bradley summarizes the 

position, 

The reality comes into knowledge, and, the more we know of any
thing, the more in one way is Reality present within us. The 
Reality is our criterion of worse and better, of ugliness and 
beauty, of true and false, of real and unreal. It in brief, de
cides between, and gives general meaning to, higher and lower. It 
is because of this criterion that appearances differ in worth; and, 
without it, lowest and highest would, for all we know, count the 
same in the universe. And Reality is one Experience, self-
pervading and superior to mere relations. Its character is the 
opposite of that fabled extreme which is barely mechanical, and it 
is, in the end, the sole perfect realization of spirit. We may 
fairly close this work then by insisting that Reality is spiritual. 
There is a great saying of Hegel*s, a saying too well known, and 
one which without some explanation I should not like to endorse. 
But I will end with something not veiy different, something per
haps more certainly the essential message of Hegel. Outside of 
spirit there is not, and there cannot be, any reality, and, the more 
that anything is spiritual, so much the more is it veritably real." 

53A=R, P- 552. 



To those who would attempt to identify the spirituality of the Absolute 

with God and religion, Bradley sounds a warning. The idea of God, on 

the one hand, is personally related to Man through religion. Thus the 

idea of God falls short of the concept of the Absolute into which it 

must tend to resolve Itself and lose ultimately Its identity. If one 

attempts to identify the Absolute with God, it must be recognized as 

something other than the God of personal religion. Yet, religion, seen 

as the blended strivings of all values for greater reality, "the at

tempt to express the complete reality of goodness through every aspect 

54 
of our being," is possibly our highest value, something higher even 

than philosophy itself. Bradley will go no further than to say for 

. . .  c e r t a i n  p e r s o n s ,  t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  e f f o r t  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  
universe is a principal way of experiencing Deity. . (yet) . . I 
may have given the impression that I take the metaphysician to be 
initiated into something higher than that which the common herd 
possesses. Such a doctrine would rest on a most deplorable 
error', the superstition that the mere intellect is the highest 
side of our nature, and the false idea that in the intellectual 
world work dons on higher subjects is for that reason higher 
work. ... There is no sin, however prone to it the philosopher 
may be,, which philosophy can justify so little as spiritual 
pride. 

The Implications for Objective Relativism 

When the underbrush of Bradley*s dialectic, polemic, and nega

tion is cleared away, the following propositions stand as the bare 

structure of affirmations: 

1. The universe, cosmos, is ultimately real. 

2. All objects within the universe are related and have no real i t.y 
apart from that relatedness. as evidenced by their interactivity 
and interdependence (interaction). 
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3. The individual human organism, as an object among other objects 
within the universe, is subject to interaction with those *other1 

objects. 

4. The individual human organism is unique only and insofar as it is 
*aware1 not only of other objects with which it interacts, but 
also of itself as an object* 

5. 'Awareness of interaction* prompts an important distinction between 
(a) the ultimate relatedness obtaining among all objects (as evi
denced by interaction), and (b) the individual human organism*s 
relativity to other objects* Relatedness is universal; relativity 
as an expression of awareness is partial, not so much particular 
as asymptotic, an expression of approximation. 

6. This distinction obtains because the individual human organism, in 
being aware of relatedness among objects (including itself as an 
object) is able to express only its own relativity as the 
•appearance* of reality, the way in which ultimate reality appears 
to it. 

7. The clue which the individual human organism has to the nature of 
ultimate reality is the hypothesis that, if an object can be found 
to be self-consistent and self-subsistent, then and only then is 
it ultimately real. Conversely, if an object can be found to be 
less than self-consistent and self-subsistent, then it is only an 
approximation (a constituent, a quality) of ultimate reality; 
hence, a practical 'appearance* but not an illusion. 

8. All objects, then, are descriptive, are qualities of ultimate re
ality; it is not the case that ultimate reality is a quality of 
objects. 

9. The objects of science must be taken temporarily as self-consistent 
and self-subsistent (more real than they are) in order to deal 
practically with their nature. But it must never be forgotten, 
much less ignored, that this is a practical action, only a deliber
ate approximation temporarily taken as ultimate. 

10. *Awareness of interaction* on the part of individual human organism 
(itself an object) prompts still another distinction between (a) 
its *body* and (b) its *soul.* 

Note: Bradley constantly avoids the use of the term *mind*, 
possibly because *mind* is a psychological (scientific) abstraction 
and is thereby limited; Tsoul* he can and does use in the more 
comprehensive sense of the Greek 'psyche.* 

11. *Soul* is defined as 11. . . a particular group of psychical events 
... a finite center of immediate experience. . . . And the word 
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•immediate1 is emphatic. . . Body and soul are, in brief, 
phenomenal arrangements, which take their proper place in the 
constructed series of events; and in that character, they are both 
alike defensible and necessary. But neither is (ultimately] real 
in the end; each is merely phenomenal and has no title to fact 
which is not owned by the other.'7' 

12. Body and soul, then, are arbitrary distinctions within individual 
human organism (itself an object) whereby awareness of (a) 
relatedness (ultimate interaction) among objects andTb) relativity 
(expression of practical approximation;to other objects is en
abled. 

13. Within •soul1, itself a distinction, still further distinctions 
may be made of •conation1 (will, volition), •cognition•, and 
•feeling.1 But it must never be forgotten that •body1 and •soul*, 
together with their qualities, are practical distinctions arising 
out of •awareness^ within organism as an •object.• 

14. •Intuition1, then, arises as awareness, however dim, of ultimate 
relatedness among objects. 

15. •Values• arise as expressions (according to the dominance of 
conation, cognition, and feeling) of individual, organismic 
relativity. 

16. •Experience1 is the relative expression of the total web of aware
ness within which objects, in all their relatedness, stand as 
descriptive qualities of ultimate reality. •Experience1 is an 
individual approximation of an ultimate reality which is to be 
found only in the total relatedness of objects, in their ultimate 
interaction. •Experience1 is a relative expression of total re
latedness. 

17. The key to BradleyTs philosophy is appreciation of the individual 
human beingfs experience, flowing from activity within environment, 
whereby he becomes increasingly aware (however dimly) of both his 
intuition of ultimate reality and his expression (however crude) 
of the relativity of his values to that ultimate reality which is 
approximated in the practical •appearance• of his experience. 

56A-R, p. 298. 57Ibid.. p. 309. 



CHAPTER III 

OBJECTIVE RELATIVISM IN 1REALISM* (S. AIEXANDER) 

Just as Plato, fascinated by the problem of Being, -was followed 

by Aristotle, fascinated in turn and equally by the problem of Becoming^ 

so Bradley was followed by Alexander. An Hegelian would say quite 

blandly, "Why, of course—The reasons behind that bland comment are 

worth considering. 

Background for the Study of Alexander 

It may be of some significance that Samuel Alexander (1359-1933) 

was an Australian, that his parentage was Jewish, that he was deeply 

influenced by Spinoza, that he received his philosophical education at 

Oxford but spent his philosophical life at the University of Manchester. 

Whether or not these particular facts are relevant to Alexanders com

parative obscurity in Edwardian England is an interesting speculation. 

Manchester, as a podium for philosophic influence, is not Oxford or 

Cambridge. Yet, Alexander presented the Gifford Lectures for 1916-1913, 

not the least of philosophic honors. 

Aside from the usual scattering of journal articles, AlexanderTs 

1 2 publication is covered by Moral Order and Progress (1906), Locke 

•*"S. Alexander, Moral Order and Progress, (London: K. Paul, 
Trench, Trubner, and Co., 1906). 

2 S. Alexander, Locke (London: Constable, 1908). 
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(1908), Space. Time and Deity^ (1920), Beauty and the Other Forms of 

4 5 
Value (1933) > and the posthumous Philosophical and Literary Pieces 

(1939)* His one really great -work, however, was the Space, Time and 

Deity, released when he was sixty-one as the final form of the Gifford 

Lectures. It is this work, registering as it does the impact of 

Nineteenth Century science upon philosophy, for which he will be re

membered. It is this work that serves as the ground plan of Whitehead^ 

philosophy of organism. Indeed it is hardly an exaggeration to say 

that understanding of Alexander serves as a key to the -understanding of 

Whitehead in the same sense that understanding of Bradley serves as a 

key to Alexander, despite any arbitrary labels as "idealist" and 

"realist." The labels may well be the product of the turn-of-the-

century fennent in philosophy. 

To be a 'realist1 is to declare the independence of the object 

from *mind,t to reject fidealism1 in both its Berkeleyan and its 

Kantian forms. Intensive Nineteenth Century philosophic preoccupation 

with problems as stated by idealism seemed to exhaust the possibilities 

inherent in the problems as stated. Such exhaustion always prompts 

(vide Hegel) an antithesis. Boredom, however disguised, is also 

another explanation. Whether Hegel or boredom or something of both is 

the explanation, Trealism* was a popular philosophical position as the 

3 
S. Alexander, Space« Time and Deity (London: Macmillan and 

Company, Ltd., 1920, reprinted 1934)» Vol. I, xxxvi+347 pp; Vol. II, 
437 pp* Hereafter referenced as S-T-D. 

4 S. Alexander, Beauty and the Other Forms of Value (London: 
Macmillan and Company, Ltd., 1933)• 

5 
S. Alexander, Philosophical and Literary Pieces, ed. by his 

literary executor (London: Macmillan and Company, Ltd., 1939). 
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Twentieth Century opened* The intellectual climate for trealism* was 

further enhanced by the full bloom of basic scientific investigation. 

The intellectual forces generated in physics, physiology, and psy

chology simply had to have an impact upon philosophy. The electrical 

wave-theory of Clerk-Maxwell (1875)> the evolutionaiy biology of Darwin 

(1859)f the psychology of Wundt (1879) and James (1890), and, most im

portant of all, the rupture of the eternality of Euclidian geometiy by 

Lobatchewski (1826) and Riemann (1854)> all prepared the way for the 

impact of Planck1s Quantum Theory (1901) and Einstein1s Relativity 

Theory (1905). Nothing was more obvious than that science gave a 

better, a more useful, analysis of Reality than did idealism. It was 

in this intellectual atmosphere that Alexanderrs thought reached matur

ity. He picks up the problem in 1916 where Bradley had left it in 

1893. 

Bradley, it will be remembered, emphasized his acceptance of 

and his belief in the principles of organic evolution. He also saw 

clearly the relationship between the proper sphere of science and the 

proper sphere of philosophy. But—and this is of highest importance-

Bradley did not incorporate into his philosophy either the evolutionary 

history (process) of that-which-is (Reality) or the empirical, opera

tional status (again, process) of that-which-is. He only analyzed the 

causal nature of that-which-is from the standpoint of. not the 

philosophers, but the common man's indubitable awareness of it. Thus, 

Bradley may be said to express a Nineteenth Century version of 

Platonism, with its central concept of Being. In so doing, he ex

presses the apotheosis of that concept. But to say only so much is to 
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miss BradleyTs essential contribution: the establishment of the in

dividual human beingrs awareness of his own relativity to the whole of 

a Reality which is causal, and the essential inter-relatedness and 

interdependence of the contents of that causal Reality. It remained 

for Alexander to demonstrate how, by reason of the evolution of that 

causal Reality, the human individual must be a related part of that 

causal Reality, to his awareness of which the human individual is able 

to give only relative expression* The grounds for this development are 

latent in Bradley; it remained for Alexander to make it specific. It 

is significant that Alexander everywhere acknowledges his debt to 

Bradley, as to no other man. It is most appropriate that he do so. 

In stripping away the encrustation of philosophical clutter, Bradley 

exposed the bare bones of the problem and established the position of 

the individual human being relative to Reality. He cleared the way for 

Alexander, a way which permitted the construction of an hypothesis for 

relatedness among the objects of Reality to complement the expressed 

relativity of the individual. 

In dissenting from the basically noumenal and Platonic view of 

Bradley, Alexander reflects, rather, the Aristotelian method with its 

central concept of Becoming—the conception which maintains that the 

cosmic universe is constantly "expanding," that "novelty" is constantly 

"emerging" as a product of the consolidated past and present. Strictly 

speaking, Aristotelian method is essentially "Time-thinking," genetic 

in character, wherein all things are in a process of infinite Becoming. 

Time connects the material entities, and conscious mind operates only 

to halt artificially the processes inherent in the "flight of time" for 

examination purposes. But Alexander departs from the strictly 
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Aristotelian method because of two difficulties inherent in it: (l) its 

motivation, as cosmic, is weak, and (2) it offers no adequate explana

tion of Space. Alexander's solution to the difficulty is to combine 

Space with Time to give an issue in Motion, thus providing a phenomenal 

"prime mover" as well as the dimensions of a noumenal Absolute for his 

system wherein all entities emerge (not merge, as in Bradley's) in a 

purely empirical or phenomenal manner. 

Such an empirical and phenomenal cosmos, Alexander feels, is 

much more consonant "with the data of science than is Bradley1s quasi-

empirical (because ultimately noumenal) cosmos. As such it is better 

metaphysics. In addition, within such a conception of a purely empiri

cal cosmos, the traditional human values may be conserved. Causality 

can be ultimately described in terms of a framework of Space and Time, 

as a purely physical transition of events. To Bradley speaking from 

the standpoint of the individual human organism, neither Space nor Time 

are ultimately Real. As Alexander himself puts Bradley's position, 

"Events which in our experience appear in time, that is, are laid out 

6 
in succession, lose that character in the absorbing whole." This is 

quite true, if, and only if, Bradley's viewpoint is assumed. But, asks 

Alexander, is that viewpoint accurate, much more obligatory, in the 

face of experience? Just because we have no organ for independent per

ception of Space and Time, is it necessary to view them as kinds of 

negative receptacles or frameworks within which things and events are 

found by accident? Such is the only hypothesis permitted by Bradley's 

viewpoint, but -

6 
S-T-D, Vol. I, p. 35. 
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Another hypothesis ... is that the Space and Time are not 
merely the order of their {the things', the events^] coexistence 
or succession, but are, as it were, the stuff or matrix (or 
matrices) out of which things or events are made, the medium in 
•which they are precipitated or crystalized: that the finites are 
in some sense complexes of space and time.' 

This is the crux of Alexander's empirical argument, his basic divergence 

from Bradley. Space and Time are primordial in Alexander's cosmology. 

They are themselves ultimately Real in their own right. However, taken 

separately, both Space and Time are something less than "self-dependent 

and self-consistent11; but taken together, as Alexander will attempt to 

prove, they satisfy empiricalH,y within their reciprocal relationship 

the Bradleyan definition of a basic and ultimate Reality. 

Remote and abstract as it may seem, this is the point where 

Alexander and Bradley come together. For the noumenal Absolute 

necessarily hypothesized by Bradley, Alexander substitutes the hypoth

esis of an empirical cosmos resulting from Motion as the interaction of 

Space and Time. This substitution expresses not so much absolute 

difference as it does a distinction, a shift in viewpoint from that of 

the human individual observing his world to that of the cosmos which 

generates the world and the individual. E|y that shift, Alexander 

avoids hypothetically the admittedly real limitations of a finite mind 

operating within an admittedly real and infinite universe. 

The Metaphysical Empiricism of Emergent Realism 

Alexander holds that Space and Time, themselves ultimately Real 

in their own right, are inseparable. Taken alone, each is only a vast 

blur or blank without restraining limits. That Space must be three-

7 
Ibid.. p. 3&-
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dimensional is a resultant only from an interaction of Space with Time 

•which produces Motion of the Space-Time continuum. Thus, Motion is the 

first real, the primary stuff of the universe. According to Alexander, 

this continuum in motion becomes the generatrix of Substance; which in 

turn gives rise to Materiality; then life; then Mind emerges from 

neural Materiality in life; and finally Value is apprehended as a fur

ther emergent from the possibilities latent in the Space-Time continuum. 

The continuum itself may be symbolized as an enormous tube with Time for 

its perimeter and Space for its volume, any cross section of which re

veals the presence of the continuum. Such a crude summary does vi

olence necessarily to many factors, but it must be allowed to stand for 

the present as the representative objective of nl1 the exposition which 

follows. At least it may be said to illustrate the difference between 

(1) Bradley's concept of a practical reality as related through the 

limitations of the human, finite individual to ultimate Reality, and 

(2) Alexander's concept of empirical ultimate Reality in which mind is 

just another emergent and continuous (not a limitation) within the 

evolutionary process. If mind can be demonstrated as an emergent with

in the process, and if the transactions of mind, thus, are a part (and 

not a limitation) of the process, then Alexander is justified in hold

ing that philosophy can be empirical and can grasp ultimately directly. 

Cosmology 

Any conceptualization of Space and Time requires two defini

tions: infinity and the point. Usually, infinity is thought of as a 

negative entity whose end can never be reached, however far we may go. 

But this is to describe infinity in terms of the limitations of mind. 
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Rather infinity can be considered in terms of the nature of a circle. 

The circle itself is a conceptualization of infinity, in that it re

volves perpetually into itself; it has neither end nor beginning; it is 

an utterly self-contained unity. As such, the circle is an empirical 

definition of infinity which is born out by the spirit of the re

searches of Minkowski, Lorenz, and Einstein. Although there is no 

sense organ by which the infinity and Space and Time may be directly ap

prehended, yet mind does so on the basis of what Alexander calls "intui

tion." If mind is an entity emergent within the cosmic process, the 

immediacy of mind's apprehension of its own space and time merely masks 

mind*s elementary basis in infinite Space and Time, that within which 

mind has its very being. "Intuition" for Alexander consists of an ex

tension of "awareness" beyond the more readily defined limits of cogni

tion. Such a statement, however, anticipates the development of the 

argument. 

Applied to the concept of Space, the definition of infinity as 

hinted above forces a recognition of Space as a positive, empirical 

entity which is "given" directly in experience without injection of the 

complicating limitations of mind. Space is infinite and real in itself 

because it is utterly self-contained. Similar conditions hold for 

Time. As a concept infected with mind, Time is an incomprehensible— 

or, at best, paradoxical—duration. As an empirical entity, Time is a 

self-contained infinite. Yet it may be urged that such an account of 

Space and Time is but another statement of the unmoved and unmoving 

Absolute. As an item of experience, the concept may seem to neglect 

utterly that which is most characteristic of Time, its essential 
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temporality. It may also seem to neglect the chief characteristic of 

Space, its essential dimensionality or extension. Here again Alexander 

corrects criticism which might be appropriate if the concepts are taken 

in -what might be called the Bradleyan sense. That is, infinite Time, 

taken wholly alone, does exhibit a paradoxical timelessness in and of 

itself; or, if taken as a succession of instants, does impale the 

"taker" to the position that, philosophically, he has neither past nor 

future, but only an eternal present—-which experience immediately contra

dicts. Similarly, infinite Space, taken -wholly alone, does exhibit a 

paradoxical blur in the mind of the "taker*1; or, if taken as a succes

sion of points, leaves the "taker" again impaled on his immediate 

point so that he has "no place to go." This dilemma must always be 

faced when Space and Time are considered as infected by mind. As al

ternative "Absolutes," they are each separate failures. But experience 

shows that the two are indissolubly wedded, and their issue is Motion. 

When aji instant of Time interacts with a point of Space (in what 

Alexander calls a point-instant which is Motion), then we may accept 

as empirical on a cosmic scale the formula that s/t = v, the formula 

for motion that every elementary physics student knows. But why should 

we so accept it? 

The whole of Alexanders proof that the three-dimensional 

quality of Space and the irreversibility of the successive unifonnity 

of Time are mutually interdependent does not lend itself to compression. 

A bare outline of the demonstrative argument runs something like this: 

As experienced, Space is three-dimensional; Time is one-dimensional, 

but also has the added characteristics of successiveness, irreversi

bility of the succession of two instants (of Time), and the; 
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transitiveness of "before" or "between-ness," That these character

istics of Time are really independent of the concept of Time itself, 

and are not organic to it, is not so obvious. Each of these latter 

characteristics may be demonstrated as mutually interdependent upon the 

added presence of dimensions in Space to the total of three. Note that 

these characteristics involve a concept of Motion, and also that no 

grounds have been given for the fact that Space should have three di

mensions rather than just one or just two. Bat as Alexander attacks 

the problem, he shows that a one-dimensional Space would be insuffi

cient to secure the irreversibility of the succession of Time; a second 

dimension is mandatory and must be supplied because experience demon

strates that time is irreversible. Yet, two-dimensional Space is still 

insufficient to secure the characteristic of the transitoriness of 

"before" or "between-ness"; a third-dimension, which in no wise upsets 

the earlier results, is again mandatory to secure the transitive 

characteristic. Not only this, but the third-dimension also secures 

uniformity of direction; that is to say, while any point of Space or 

instant of Time may be repeated, no point-instant (as the achieved 

interaction of Space and Time as expressed in Motion) may ever be so 

repeated. If it were possible so to repeat a point-instant, all the 

characteristics of Time, as experienced, would be by that fact negated. 

Space and Time are both Real as empirical entities in themselves. But 

without each other they are lost. When conjoined in a point-instant, 

however, the product, Motion, becomes the first real "stuff" of the 

8 
universe. 

3 
cf- S-T-P, Vol. I, pp. 50-56. 
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More important is the realization that a non-ciathematical 

demonstration on a cosmic scale verifies an ultimate basis of Reality 

which is identical with, no more and no less than, the flow of practical 

reality as given by experience. It justifies, to Alexander, the accept

ance of the empirical method. In no sense does the demonstration justi

fy the false conclusion that either entity (Space or Time) is the prod

uct of the other. As purely empirical entities, there are features of 

Space which are those of Time; "... the mutual relation of Space and 

Time is so close and ramified that they cannot be considered as separate 

entities but only as the same entity described in terms of its different 

elements." In other words, v (Motion as the primary "stuff" of the 

universe) is irrefragable. Its components, s (Space) and t (Time), are 

so closely related that their mere expression predicates the presence 

of the equation, s/t = v. 

Earlier, the conjuncture of Space and Time was referenced as a 

figure, as an enormous and infinite tube with Time as its perimeter and 

Space as its content, mutually and irrefragably defining each other. 

The pictorial concept of the tube implies that it is filled at every 

point with instants of Time and points of Space, in the same sense 

that a container filled with gas is occupied at every point by molecules 

of gas. This tube is of immediate interest because of what Alexander 

calls its "history," the significance of the connectedness of the past, 

present, and future from any one point of either Space or Time. Note 

that it is "Space or Time," even though in the paragraph above both were 

declared to be "the same entity described in terms of its different 

9Ibid., pp. 57-58. 
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elements." That would imply the presence of both a legitimate and an 

illegitimate abstraction within their use. The conjunction "or" insists 

upon a connectedness within their very difference. To speak of "pure" 

Space and "pure" Time (beyond the conceptual definition of their own 

individual infinity as independent Realities) is illegitimate. We can 

speak legitimately of the characteristics of Space only in tems of 

Time; or the characteristics of Time only in terms of Space. Alexander 

clarifies his meaning here through distinctions made in speaking of 

"sections" and "perspectives" in the "history" of the continuum. 

If a cut were made across the tube at any instant of Time, a 

"section" would be described which is completely filled with isochronous 

instants of Time. Such a section is an illegitimate abstraction because 

its possibility is predicated upon an eternal "now" which is empirically 

unreal, since any designation of "now" is false. No sooner have we 

designated that instant "now" than it has been superseded by another 

instant "now" and again by another instant "now." No transitional ele

ment "between" is ijnplied, even in the face of the fact that experience 

shows us that such transitional elements do exist. Any such "section" 

of the continuum-tube is thus empirically impossible and illegitimate 

as an abstraction. Similarly with Space; if we describe a "section" at 

any one point of Space, we have described something filled with con

ceptually equivalent points of Space, but we can never realize them 

because temporality, by which we are enabled to pass from one point to 

another, is absent. In other words, we cannot use empirically the 

concept of "section" at all; we must substitute, according to Alexander, 

the concept of "perspective." When we observe the star, Sirius, "now," 

we are observing an event (the light from Sirius) as contemporary when, 
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in fact, that event is actually nine years late. Any change "now" in 

Sirius (involving change, say, in the color of its light) will be ob

served as contemporary with an instant which is nine years in the future. 

On a cosmic scale, it is evident that our sense of temporality, or of 

space, is not accurate. Our senses, involved as they are with mind, 

tend to delude us as to the actuality, particularly when we try to ex

press it in words. If, however, -we operate from the purely empirical 

standpoint of "perspectives" of Space or Time, then events are viewed 

as multi-radial in character. Past, present, and future lose particu

lar significance when any event is considered as immediately multi-

radial in its influence. An example may help to clarify Alexander*s 

meaning. 

As a "perspective," the event of viewing Sirius "now" is a 

description of that which actually "happened" nine years ago, taken to

gether with that which will "happen" nine years hence, for the purposes 

of finite expression. In terns of a "section," the description of 

Sirius is a sheer error, infected with mind. But in terms of a 

"perspective," the description of Sirius "now" takes up into itself the 

essence of the past as well as the future; it identifies itself with 

the utter fluidity of experience in terms of Motion. The expression of 

this "togetherness" of "past-present-future" time gives content to and 

denotes the meaning of Alexanders most frequently used term, "cctm-

present." The meaning of the term will be clarified further through 

its use hereafter, particularly as it is applied in connection with 

what Alexander will call the "map of mental Space." 

When we refer back to the earlier proposition that, empirically, 

the interaction of pure Space and pure Time has Motion for its resultant 
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everywhere, we begin to grasp the positive significance of the "per

spective." As an arbitrary but legitimate abstraction, it everywhere 

enables us to halt empirically the "flight of time" for the considera

tion of any event. Yet it forces upon us the calculation of those sig

nificant effects both as an immediate thing and as a compresent of past, 

present, and future in terns of its real and valid setting in Motion in 

which all things have their being. Any notion of rest is entirely rela

tive and merely practical. An observer on the faster of two trains 

traveling in the same direction observes the slower train to be at rest. 

Or, I sit "at rest" here in ray chair, but I am really in motion because 

the earth upon which I "rest" moves through its orbit. All notion of 

rest, then, is relative in Time to the totality of Space. 

If a return is now made to what has been called the "history" of 

the continuum, it can be seen how Alexander has set up the basis for an 

empirical causality which is independent of the limitations of mind. 

Points of Space or instants of Time are bases for legitimate abstrac

tions in the interests of immediate consideration of relational signifi

cance of events, so long as one is considered only in terms of the 

other. To neglect such a relational significance is negative abstrac

tion. Both points of Space and instants of Time, taken in their real 

setting of Motion, force recognition of the blending, the transcendence 

of the event within the "history" of the universe. In other words, in 

Alexander*s cosmology, Space and Time interact to produce Motion; that 

is, Space is charted in terms of Time, and Time is charted in terms of 

Space; the single unit by which we may (no, must) grasp the two simul

taneously is defined in terms of their resultant, Motion. This pure mo

tion (as Space-Time) pervades the universe. Whenever we attempt to make 
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an abstraction from that universe, we do so from the merely theoretical 

standpoint of some purely arbitrary instant of Time or point of Space; 

but, having done so, we have actually laid hold of a "live wire," all-

pervasive Motion. Consequently, given the point or instant, our theor

izing must be done in terms of a multi-radial "perspective" of that 

universe which involves us in a compresent of the past, present, and 

future. Consideration of any point or instant as "now" is false, 

Tspecious*, except in a mathematical sense. Any "now" is really a 

saddle-back, a succession of points or instants which is simultaneous 

in terms of the all-pervasive Motion which is its basis. As a concept, 

the recognition of the fundamental position of perspective in terms of 

Motion is startling because it forces corollary recognition of the new 

concept of Mind. Mind, being in the warp and woof of the universe, is 

subject to the conditioning factor of Motion; and thus, in order to 

operate, Mind must hold together within itself not only the present but 

also the past and future as equally and ultimately and immediately Real. 

This is the fundamental implication of what Alexander calls, with mag

nificent understatement, "taking Time seriously." It is his empirical 

answer to Bradley*s insistence upon the transcendence of Time within 

the "unknown and unknowable" Absolute, when that Absolute is considered 

as a causal relationship. 

The Categories 

So far, Alexanderfs hypothesis has been considered in terms of 

its inherent possibility of a purely empirical definition of the cosmos. 

Yet the very word, cosmos, with its implication of "order," involves 

consideration of that which is known in Kantian usage as the categories 
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of experience. Usually these categories are taken as a priori or "non-

empirical" characters, but Alexander must show them to be empirical if 

his cosmological hypothesis is to be complete. As a consequence, all 

the difficulties which Bradley exposed are raised. Yet the sum of 

Bradley1s labors was to take an abstraction and prove the self-evident, 

that it was abstract. Rather, what we should do is to begin with the 

empirical matrix in which things are generated and then proceed, 

through the categories, to the developed material things in order to 

demonstrate the generation and application of all entities as empirical. 

Hitherto, this process has generally been reversed. 

When we begin with developed material things, later in meta
physical (and actua]) sequence than Space-Time itself, we are by 
an act of thought separating things from the matrix in which they 

• are generated. . . . Thus we construct substitutes for Space and 
Time because our materials are thoughts of things and events in 
Space and Time.10 

According to Alexander, this is what Bradley did—deal with thoughts of 

things rather than empirical things themselves—and therein lies the 

origin of his error. Such partial truth as does cling to BradleyTs 

findings is due to the implications for Space and Time which are in

herent in every object, even when ripped from its context. To call a 

priori or categorical characters non-empirical because they do not seem 

to be directly experienced is sheer error. Such characters are essen

tial and universal constituents of whatever is experienced; as such, 

the a priori or the categories are merely distinctions, albeit severe 

ones, within the total character of experienced things. Therefore, in 

the wider sense of the tern, they must be considered as empirical. 

Alexander puts it thus, 

10S-T-D, Vol. I, p. 173. 
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. . . the clue to understanding of our thesis is that the cate
gories are not applicable as it were ab extra to spaces and times, 
but they are applicable to things (including minds) because they 
flow from the nature of space-times -which they occupy or which 
they are. Applicability to space-times has no meaning for the 
categories, which are features or determinants of space-times 
themselves. 

In other words, within Motion (product of the union of Space and Time, 

the primordial stuff of the universe) we designate, for practical pur

poses, arbitrary bits of space-stuff. Now, things occupy these hypo

thetical bits of space-tame; things which, however, are only modes or 

finite complexes of this fundamental space-stuff. These pervasive 

characters with which such things and events are dowered, and which are 

familiar to us in sensible experience, are implicit in the warp and 

woof of Space-Time. The principal categories (according to Alexander)— 

existence, universality, relation, order—flow from the nature of their 

matrix, Motion. Hence, they are equally inherent in any bit of space-

time. But note; these characteristics condition and apply solely to 

the things and events which occupy the bits of space-time; they do not 

condition the space-time itself any more than the prepositional phrase 

can modify one of its own elements. These characteristics, as cor

relatives of Space-Time, are the groundwork of all empirical reality. 

To designate such characteristics as "non-empirical" just because they 

are not directly experienced—in the face of the fact that they are part 

of the basis of all empirical reality—is sheerest error. 

The whole problem is epitomized in the categorical problem of 

relation. This term, one of the most difficult in all philosophy, pro

vides something of a key to the other categories. Relations in space 

i:LIbid., p. 190. 
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are possible only because Space and Time are themselves connected 

wholes; there are no parts of them which are disconnected from the rest. 

But if Space and Time are absolute entities in their own right, then 

they cannot be themselves the relation between entities, as has some

times been supposed. In other words, relations in general have their 

basis in Space-Time and presuppose it. The accurate summation is that 

although Space and Time are not relations themselves, they are 

thoroughly relational. Therein lies the derivation of this, and any 

other, category. A relation may be defined tentatively as ". . . the 

1 
whole situation into which its terms enter in virtue of that relation." 

Alexander adds the qualification, "in virtue of that relation," because 

the terms in question have simultaneously other characteristics which 

do not concern the perimeter delineating the particular relationship 

involved. To use his figure, a mother may be more beautiful than her 

daughters, but this does not concern the arbitrary perimeter of the 

designated maternal relation; it affects only the relation of degree. 

Moreover, our sense of direction is called into play within relation. 

The journey from Tucson to Phoenix (as a relation) is not the same 

journey (as a relation) as the trip frctn Phoenix to Tucson, although 

it covers the same intervening interval. 

When terms are transposed, the general relation alters with them 
in direction. Two conclusions follow. First, the difference of 
sense is not something of which no account can be given. If it 
cannot be defined, it can be described by indicating what it stands 
for, the real difference of spatio-temporal direction, that is of 
direction of motion, to which it corresponds; just in the same way 
as relation itself is indicated by pointing to its crude primordial 
basis in Space-Time. Transactions are temporal as well as spatial, 
and are motions with direction. Secondly, we are confiiroed in the 

12Ibid., p. 240. 
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belief . . . that order arises out of the spatio-temporal charac
ter of things, is founded upon Space-Time itself, and is not prior 
to Space and Time except when legitimately so considered for arti
ficial purposes. 

Thus it is that relation, as a fundamental characteristic of Space and 

Time, may be sensed as empirical vrithout being tangibly empirical. 

Upon the acceptance of this thesis hangs the "whole significance of 

Alexanderfs theory of the categories as being empirical characteristics 

of Space-Time. The reference to "order" as an implicit characteristic 

of Space-Time arises from the fact that no point-instant may ever be re

peated, even though an individual point of Space or instant of Time may 

be recaptured through "perspective." Consequently, any arbitrary or 

hypothetical point-instant (upon which any perspective is based) being 

merely a designated section of irreversible Motion, has order for a 

characteristic, such order necessarily arising from the nature of the 

medium in which the hypothetical "section" finds itself. 

Such categorical characteristics Alexander aptly calls the 

"habits" of Space-Time, meaning thereby a given class or plan of action, 

a formula (if you please) for universal existence. Existence as a cate

gory contains within itself the lesser distinctions of identity and 

diversity, the universal and the particular. Identity and diversity 

are distinctions, not so much because they are pervasive, but because 

they are characters of any space-time and consequently are characters 

of the existent which occupies it. Although identity and diversity 

seem paradoxical, they are not more so than Space and Time; the para

dox is resolved in the same way. Space and Time, real but antithetical 

entities in themselves, have their existence in their union as Motion. 

13 
Ibid., p. 244« 
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Identity and diversity, real but antithetical characters, have their 

empirical being in terms of the existent which occupies the point-

instant. The existent occupying any given point-instant is (l) satu

rated with Space and Time, (2) continuous with all other space-times, 

and (3) thereby driven into relation with all other point-instants 

other than itself. A d.og, for example, as an existent possesses iden

tity with all other dogs, but it also possesses diversity from all 

other dogs in the same sense that the point-instant it occupies is 

different from all other point-instants but is also continuous with 

them. In the same way, any universal may be designated as a "habit" of 

Space-Time. It represents a formula, within which the particular is a 

concrete application. The data which give rise to any particular as an 

existent are the data of the particular point-instant, itself the 

fundamentum of the particular^ very existence. 

The lesser categories—substance, causality, quantity, inten

sity, and number—similarly are empirical adjectives of Space-Time. 

They arise, even as do the more primary categories, as designations of 

still more complex relationships of Space and Time to each other in the 

evolutionary progression of the totality of Space-Time, Although 

labeled "lesser," they are really emergents from the more primary cate

gories; they "communicate" with the more primary categories, but the 

more primaiy categories do not "communicate" with them. That is to say, 

the lesser categories, while maintaining their own individuality, re

quire the genetic presence of the more primary categories for their 

foundation, but the more primaiy ones do not require anything more 

fundamental than Space-Time. This principle of communication and indi

viduality is characteristic of a true categoiy; it may communicate but 
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it must not vanish. This definition will be illustrated when, in con

clusion, we reach what Alexander calls the "false categories" of change 

and quality. Exposition of these lesser categories here must be brief. 

Substance as an empirical category arises from the delineation 

of the complex contour of space which an existent occupies as it per

sists in time. Causality as a category is merely the notation of the 

continuity between different motions, "... the motion which precedes 

that into which it is contained in the order of time being the cause 

14 
and the other the effect." Causality takes its character as a cate

gory, albeit a minor one, from ". . . the continuity of existents 

within Space-Time as subsisting between substances, which are them-

15 
selves motions or groups of motions." Complicated as is this defini

tion, it indicates better than any other the lineal evolution of the 

categories from the primordial Space-Time (Motion). As pervasive, 

causality is a genuine category, but it is only a lesser category be

cause it utilizes within itself—but does not dissolve into—relation, 

existence, universality, and order. The Kantian categories of quality 

and intensity are linked by Alexander, because to him such designation 

is made much more explicit by calling them extensive quantity and 

intensive quantity. Both categories "... arise from essential rela-

16 
tions within Space-Time of Space and Time to each other." Both are 

features of things which are complexes of Space-Time. Extensive 

quantity (as a subtitle for Kantian quantity) is indicated by the occu

pation of any time by its space. Intensive quantity (Kantian quantity) 

is indicated by the occupation of any space by its time. Conversely, 

1ZfS-T-D. Vol. I, p. 279. 15Ibid.. p. 2tSZ*. l6Ibid.. p. 305. 
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it is also occupation of any time by its space. Intensive quantity 

(intensity) is indicated by the occurrence of various spaces in the same 

time, or the occupation of the same space by various times. 

Thus while extensive quantity is the fact that a space is occupied 
by its time, -whatever time is, intensive quantity is the fact that 
Time may be filled by Space and Space by Time unequally. ' 

Number, as a category, is the notation of the fact that all existents 

are "... numerable, or possess number, because in occupying a space-

IS time they occupy parts of space in correspondence -with parts of time.11 

xJvutlIdc r as a category differs from extensive quantity in the different 

relation of Space to Time which subsumes them. 

Quantity expresses the fact that Space is a duration, or that 
Time sweeps out Space in its flight. Number is the concurrent 

• resolution of either to its parts. ' 

In a third and last grouping of categories, Alexander places Motion with 

a peculiar qualification which binds all the categories together and 

reverts back to the original formula for Space-Time (motion) as s/t = v. 

In his own words, Motion 

. . , presumes the other categories and communicates with them. 
But they do not communicate with it. Every substance is not it
self motion, though every thin^ besides being substance is motion. 
Substance represents motion only in respect of its persistent oc
cupation of space through a lapse of time; but it does not include 
quantity, nor intensity, nor number. Whereas in motion the full 
tale of the fundamental determinations of Space-Time is told and 
motion is consequently the totality of what can be affirmed of 
every space-time.^ 

Such brevity in the treatment of such an important subject as Alexanders 

depositions of the categories is most cavalier, but the arbitrary limi

tations of this study permit no further exposition. If the general 

17Ibid.. p. 306. 18Ibid., p. 313. 

19 20 
Ibid.. p. 314. Ibid.. p. 314. 
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nature of the categories is clear to the reader, then the present 

statement is sufficient. 

Summary-

Presentation of the categories as empirical in the descending 

order of their primaiy importance demonstrates an odd aspect of 

Alexander^ thesis. The more the characteristics of Space-Time are re

fined, the more we seem to draw away from the empirical nature of 

Space-Time. Lack of accurate perception of the true directional nature 

of the categories at this point mi.sled the Idealists into positing the 

Absolute as a pure "non-empirical." It must be obvious by this time 

that Space-Time, for Alexander, takes the place of the Absolute; Space-

Time might, in some sense, be accurately described as an experiential 

Absolute, empirically determined. 

All finites, being complexes of space-time, are incomplete. 
They are not the sum of reality. But their absorption into the 
One does not destroy their relative reality. That could happen 
only if the real in which they are absorbed were of different 
stuff than themselves. But to be a complex of space-time is to 
be of the stuff of which the universe consists.*^-

Within this matrix (Space-Time) there may be progressive types 
not so much of reality as of merit or perfection, as a rose 
may be a more perfect thing than a stone. But everything that 
truly is is really. The one is the system of the many in which 
they are conserved, not the vortex in which they are engulfed. 

It is at this point that Alexander*s treatment of the Kantian categories 

of Quality and Change becomes relevant, particularly the former because 

^"Ibid., p. 346. 

22Well worth noting at this point is the hint given here con
cerning the nature of empirical and emergent values with which this 
present study is primarily (and eventually) concerned. 

23 
S-T-D. p. 347. 
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Bradley makes so much of it. 

To Alexander, qualities of substance are something less than 

categorical because they are not substantive in some sense. There is 

no plan for "color," for example, -which may be modified into merely 

specific colors as the plan of Man is modified into European and 

Mongolian man. Quality, as a pseudo-category, can be schematized only 

in terms of quantity, the true category, just as color may be schema

tized in terms of its quantitative vibrations. Qualities of substance 

are described only in terms of the essential motion, or a refinement of 

motions, which, in their more primary form, are derivatives of the cate

gorical substance itself. Further, as time progresses, the substance 

may change in its qualifications, but only within the limits set by the 

laws of its construction in Space-Time. As a "true" category, change 

would sponsor an impossible metabasis, the actual transforation of 

something (say, a metal) into something utterly different (say, a 

dream). Actually, change is an empirical notation of mere transition, 

through motion, of an object, Z, from one point-instant, A, to another 

point-instant, E. The contrast between Zfs condition at A and at E 

gives rise to the assumption that change (as metabasis) has taken place, 

whereas it is only necessary to note the phases involved at points B, 

C, and D to define mere metamorphosis through motion. Empirical change 

is a transfomation of quality which is empirical only because sub

jective; whereas a "category" implies no empirical determination of 

itself in the finites to which it applies. Both change and quality are 

false categories because they dissolve upon examination into more 

fundamental characteristics. This a true category must never do; as 

has been said, it may communicate with other categories, but it must 
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not vanish. Consequently, Bradley belabors the obvious x-jhen he attacks 

the categories for not being basic and primary when they are actually 

secondary-and-later (to Space-Time) in both real and metaphysical time. 

When severed from this empirical base, it logically follows that they 

should find their conclusion (even as Bradley did) in an "unknown and 

unknowable" non-empirical. 

Such is the cosmological and categorical basis of Alexander^ 

metaphysical empiricism which is the foundation of the empirical defini

tion of Mind to which we now turn before plunging into the climax of 

empirical value. 

Empirical Mind and Its Epistemology 

Somewhere Alexander declares that he "can not explain everything 

at once." This remark is most appropriate to the exposition of empiri

cal mind, with so many details clamoring for attention. Hitherto, con

cern has been with a cosmological viewpoint in which the categories 

have been seen as empirical and "emergent" adjectives of Space-Time 

(Motion). It might be expected that a development of this process 

might well proceed logically to a consideration of the emergent evolu

tion of Mind. Yet, a reverse method has been selected. Because the de

tails of such emergence are admittedly obscure even in Alexander's own 

exposition, greater rapport with his theses will eventuate in starting 

with the mechanics of neural mind in Space-Time as evocative of Self, 

and then working backwards through the emergence process of Mind until 

the problem of Mind as dealing with the apprehension of empirical quali

ties is reached. Such expositional procedure leaves us free to deal 

with this study*s primary problem of value at an appropriate point. 
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Self and the Mechanics of Mind in Space-Time 

Physical and mental Space and Time are identical, or rather, 

continuous, Alexander holds. Of the two, the problem of identity and 

continuance of mental Time with physical Time is the more simple. The 

lack of tangible reference marks in either form of Time, and the con

tinuously transitive state of the processes of mind everywhere betray 

such identity. The intangible reference marks of "past," "present," and 

"future" exist as mere conveniences within the whole flow. No diffi

culty is experienced in grasping past, present, and future as compresent, 
w > 

merely adjectival of events within the Time perspective. Any question 

of the precise time-relation between perception and its objects is arti

ficial. Any event seen as "present" is really "past" by the minute 

fraction of time elapsing before consciousness of it takes place. In 

the same manner, an event, grasped mentally, in the far-distant "past" 

is just as compresent with the "present" as is the least distant "past." 

As well, any event as anticipated in the future is equally compresent. 

In any event, mental Time is identical and continuous with physical Time 

because mind is not affective of Timers essence, temporality. Mind 

contributes nothing to Time; mind merely designates arbitrary and prac

tical portions of it. Thus, mind holds within itself the past, present, 

and future as compresent Reality. In the case of mental Space, imaged 

Space (as purely mental) is ordinarily held to be less concrete than is 

Space as tangible in terms of objects in front of our eyes. Yet, we 

can see the continuity of "imaged" Space with "visual" Space if we look 

at an object and then close our eyes to call it up again as an image in 

memory. Where is the object? Certainly it is not anywhere within the 
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nervous system. Most certainly it is where it is supposed to be—in 

Space. Our mental reaction is purely a projection into real (physical) 

Space which we can check by re-opening our eyes. The percept and the 

remembered image are utterly distinct from each other, but each one is 

just as much a physical object as is the other in terms of the neurosis 

set up in the nervous system. The machinery of awareness of both the 

percept and the remembered image is identical in both cases. We must 

not be misled into confusing the mental image as being somehow different 

from the object (percept). We must obstinately remember that both are 

grasped as the products of the nervous system which is itself implicit 

in the fabric of the cosmic universe. The object is productive of 

what Alexander calls "neurosis"; and the image is the product of 

"psychosis." Neurosis and psychosis are both aspects of the same ner

vous system. 

Alexander has thus appropriated two of William Jamesr terms, 

neurosis and psychosis, as used in the phrase, ". . .no psychosis 

without neurosis." Neurosis is to be understood here in its psycho

logical rather than its pathological meaning. It will be used here

after as meaning that change or activity in the nerve cells which is 

regarded as the foundation of consciousness. Similarly with psychosis; 

its meaning also, apart from its medical sense, will be considered as 

purely psychological, a specific mental activity considered for practi

cal purposes apart from accompanying nerve phenomena. Both psychosis 

and neurosis are contained and continuous with an entity which desig

nates them; such an entity is labeled the Self. Alexander goes to 

intricate lengths to show how both psychosis and neurosis are merely 

matters of relative emphasis by the perceptive entity—the Self. Thus, 
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if we carry a stick in hand and "feel" the ground with it, we do "feel" 

the ground as a neurosis and not the finger holding the stick. The 

Self, in Henry James1 words, "overflows into" these objects. As 

Alexander puts it, "The higher self is a continuation and expansion of 

the bodily self. The body, it may be observed, is capable of infinite 
24 

expansion." The specialized nature of the parts of the nervous 

system, e.g., the eye, tend to obscure the fact that the whole nervous 

system is involved in psychosis as well as neurosis. But lire have only 

to consider that we do not refer eyesight to the eyeball nor hearing to 

the auditory mechanism to comprehend what he means. The image 

(psychosis) is continuous with the percept (neurosis). Neither is 

localized within the nervous system; yet both are immediate products of 

the nervous system. In brief, the problem of the interaction of mind 

and body (as separate and distinct abstractions) simply does not exist 

for Alexander. Both mind and body are variant emphases or aspects of 

and within the same entity. Apart from the fabric in which this entity 

has its being, the emphases as abstractions are nothing. This fabric, 

as might be suspected, is real Space and Time. But in terms of the 

entity which is the Self, we must discuss such Space and Time as mental. 

As connected in that fabric, the neurosis generated by the nature and 

extension of the environment merely passes directly and continuously 

over into the psychosis; the psychosis explores the extension necessary 

to make satisfactory adjustment to the problem and, in so doing, de

limits the "map" of mental space along the lines of the extension of 

the perspective. "Consciousness" and "awareness of self" are 

24S-T-D. Vol. I, p. 105. 
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synonymous terms, mere designations of neural process within the body 

of the individual. Because the transition from neurosis to psychosis 

is continuous within the nervous system at whatever neural level, the 

intensity of consciousness may vary infinitely in tenns of our map of 

mental space. Far from being epiphenomenon, consciousness is always 

empirically present and never absent, even when not recognizable in any 

given "map." 

Two related things now become apparent when we make congruent 

the concept of Space-Time (Motion) with this concept of mind and Self. 

First, what has been called the "map" of mental space is seen as a con

tinuous resultant to our reaction to our environment, wide or narrow, 

with which the self is immediately preoccupied, e.g., the fly buzzing 

in front of my eyes, or the nature of infinity. The limits of any im

mediate consciousness of the self are defined in terms of those immedi

ate interests which the self holds at the time of definition. Further, 

if the universe may be considered at any one time directly from the 

standpoint of "perspective," a compresent extension in all directions 

to infinite limits, then all possibilities within that universe, how

ever obscure, are thus at least potential or latent affectives of the 

primary neurosis. But the piece of the universe containing the nervous 

system, the individual self, is not interested in reacting to all the 

possibilities of the universe at any one time. No chemical reacts to 

all the reaction-possibilities latent within it. It does react typi

cally and mechanically to its most immediate environment. The self, 

similarly, is merely still more highly selective of that to which it 

will react, more flexible in that it considers its immediate environ

ment in terms of its adjustment-problem. Such a statement, when 
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accompanied by some very subtle reasoning, indicates directly the 

second point. 

If Alexander^ metaphysics concerning Space-Time (Motion) and 

the use of the perspective as a compresent is valid, then objects, re

membered as being in the "past ," are equally real to the "present" by 

reason of an actual extension of the map of mental space to include the 

"past." That any particular memory is not "clear" can be explained by 

the nature of the percept. No percept stands bare. It is full of move

ment towards other aspects of the perception. A remembered object in 

our "map" of mental space similarly throws out tentacles to other memo

ries. A remembered image thus "clarifies itself" as those tentacles 

are made more and more explicit through the intervening mists of Time, 

or as the immediately whole map of mental Space is more sharply focused, 

or as ". . . the bodily resonance which fonms so large a part of our 

25 
emotion is brought into existence by the imagined emotion itself." 

In other words, a memory of the "past" is a restatement of the self 

into compresence with it; memory occurs as compresent. not "as present." 

Similarly, when we reverse the process of memory into "anticipation," 

the act of expecting is part of the practical effort towards bringing 

the desired future object before us. The key word is "anticipation" 

which implies within itself the plan for realization. An image with 

the future mark upon it may be at first relatively disconnected from 

the personal life of the self; but gradually it acquires intimacy and 

is attended by emotion which is satisfied only by fuller cognition as 

the self draws closer to it* But while the act of expecting is 

2WD, Vol. I, p. 131. 
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26 
"present," yet the "enjoyment" which prompts the expectation is 

"future." If this is difficult to comprehend, consider that—enjoyment 

increases as the "present" dissolves into the "future" until it cul

minates in the actuality of the future percept* In any event, -we enjoy 

events with the mark of "future" upon them by expanding our map of 

mental Space into that in which they are cornpresent, not "as present," 

Memory and expectation, in terns of Space-Time, are mere designations 

of direction by the Self as it explores the "geographic" reality of its 

map of mental Space and Time. 

It may be objected that this account does not include quasi- or 

abstract images, e.g., the bare idea of a man running, the isometric 

sketch of a cube, a visioned landscape which "I" have never "seen." In 

each of these cases, however, the characteristics of their spatial ex

tension involves Time in their intrinsic character. As Alexander dis

poses of the problem, 

In such a case, the image, being a time-saturated object, is 
contemplated as somewhere in Time, but the position of it as a 
whole in Time is not dated. This distinguishes a mere revival 
without memoiy, or a mere fancy from a memory proper. It be
longs to Time but has no particular date. ' 

"Consciousness" and the Formula of Space-Time 

Alexanders theory of consciousness is the finite crux of his 

system, for in it his cosmology realizes, in the process of "emergence," 

its finite apotheosis. An "emergent" he defines as a novel entity 

which possesses a distinguishing quality of greater complexity than the 

Alexander's specialized use of ,IenjoyIlali ,̂ merely covers any 
definite emotionalized attitude. "Enjoyment" may cover fear and hatred 
as well as delight and love. 

27S-T-D, Vol. I, p. 119. 
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mere sum of the successive and pervasive entities which have generated 

it. This greater and distinguishing complexity is not a characteristic 

of the preceding entities, but it is directly accounted for through 

them. Thus, Motion is an "emergent" from the interaction of Space and 

Time. The categories are "emergent" from the character of Space-Time 

(Motion). That physical Matter is "emergent" from Motion and its cate

gories is the present problem of modern physics. Primary qualities are 

directly emergent from physical matter. Secondary qualities are di

rectly derivative from primary qualities. life is characterized 

(though not in detail by Alexander) as a physico-chemical process, de

pendent upon matter and primary and secondary qualities; yet not all 

physico-chemical processes have life. Mind is an emergent from neural 

life. Consciousness derives from neural mind, not as an epiphenomenon 

but as the finite apex of the cosmic pyramid which presupposes Space-

Time for its base and Motion, Categories, Matter, primary and secondary 

qualities, Life, and Mind as successive steps toward that crucial 

Consciousness. In terms of this diagram of reality as being the product 

of successive "emergent" steps in cosmic evolution, the content of 

consciousness may be made more explicit as it works down through Mind 

to Space and Time. That the problem of such exposition is complicated 

by traditional views of consciousness and traditional terminology is 

obvious. To avoid misconception and misinterpretation, this negation 

of an epiphenomenal view of consciousness may be similarly viewed as 

the negation of a purely mechanical or "searchlight" theory of mind. 

Plausible though Alexander finds the "searchlight" explanation 

per se as a theory of cognition, yet, in his opinion, it is incomplete 

as a theory of conscious mind. As a bare theory of mind, it ignores the 
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most characteristic empirical expression of mind, the note of possession 

which is consciousness. An observed book is not merely a book; it is 

also m^; book insofar as it is n^; perception. The reciprocal-problems 

of cognition, conation, and feeling are thus called into question. Be

cause the so-called "searchlight" theory tends to square itself with 

classical Realism's definitions of these problems, cognition is ex

pressed in terms of bare sensation; conation (Volition or Will or 

Interest) is a bare empirical tem which either continually escapes ex

pression or is vaguely defined in tems of the so-called "tone" of the 

mental organization; feeling finds expression in terms of various de

grees of pain or pleasure. Consciousness, as an entity, is summarily 

dismissed. This traditional bifurcation of mind Alexander utterly re

jects, while simultaneously avoiding the trap of the "ego-centric pre

dicament." He takes his cue from the empirical notation that 

We do not do because we know; but we know because we do, and we 
end by doing without knowing. Yet our mental action, whether 
speculative or not remains to the end a doing. ® 

This is an important variation on Dewey's somewhat similar position, as 

shall be seen when the various systems are related to each other. Be

cause "cognition" of itself is at most an outward process toward a non-

mental object, and thus suggests passivity, Alexander considers cogni

tion to be nothing but a specialized case of conation (or consciousness) 

merely considered with reference to the non-mental object of mind. 

Elaborated further, 

. . .  i n  e v e r y  a c t  o f  c o g n i t i o n  t h e r e  a r e  t w o  s e p a r a t e  e n t i t i e s  
or finites in compresence with each other, the one an enjoyment, 
the other what is in relation to that enjoyment is a contemplated 

28 
S-T-D, Vol. II, p. 121. 
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object. The enjoyment of the mind's self is at the same time 
the contemplation of an object distinct from it and non-mental. 
To know anything is to be along with it in Space-Time. Conscious
ness is indeed empirically unique, as being confined to the de
terminate order of empirical existence. But to be conscious of 
something else is not unique. It is the one term of the relation 
which has unique flavor and not the relation itself. ' 

Thus direct experience, as designated without prejudice of some "supposed 

singularity or privilege of mind" shows itself as continuous with 

Alexander's basic proposition that all finites are related to each other 

by compresence. The results of the theory are confirmed by unprejudiced 

and simple examination. It follows that, because the object is always 

distinct from the enjoying mind, mind can never be an object to itself 

nor enjoy itself. Mind can only report on the condition of its own en

joyment. Conation (Volition or Will or Interest) is consciousness 

within which cognition is merely a specialized case in considering the 

reference to the non-mental objects of mind. 

Alexander's definition of "feeling" gives peculiar emphasis to 

the content assigned as empirical to human "consciousness." The so-

called problems of consciousness Alexander holds to be largely false, 

products of confused identity. Because the contents of mind are 

verbalized by the Self, the sum of this verbalization is sometimes mis

takenly held to be the somewhat mystical processes of mind as cut off 

from its empirical derivatives. The error is only corrected upon 

realization that mind is a compresence of its affective and empirical 

derivatives. The content of mind shifts as an immediate response to 

any unbalanced 'condition of the organism's needs. This awareness of 

such an •unbalanced condition is mind's report of "the condition of its 

29 
Ibid., p. 87. 
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own enjoyment" (as above). The verbalization is a mere mode of ex

pression of that awareness vdth all the limitations which Bradley be

labored. Thus can be seen Alexander1s meaning, that "feeling" is an 

30 
objective experience "of the order of organic sensa." Feeling, 

wherever verbalized, is a mere notation of the condition of the environ

ment. Let hunger and satiation be taken as specific examples of pain 

and pleasure within feeling at whatever level of vital organism—plant, 

animal, or human. The hungry plant must absorb nitrates, or else it 

dies. The plant*s need for nitrates and its actions in absorbing them 

are a condition of its environment. The hungry animal needs, say, 

protein. Its efforts to satisfy that need are made in terms of its en

vironment. The human organism similarly needs protein as a condition 

of its life. Lack of protein in one compresent environment means that 

the compresence must be adjusted to include that lack. On all three of 

these levels, the "feeling" (as pain or hunger) is an objective notation 

of the environmental relation. But—the plant is fixed in its relation

ship to its environment; the animal has limited mobility; the human 

organism has increasing independence of its environment. Increasing 

complexity of the organism involved has a direct relationship to the 

enjoyment of the sensation. In addition, the human organism has the 

power of verbalization of its sensations; but this verbalization must 

not disguise the fact that the feeling is an objective notation of the 

environmental conditions as consciousness by (what we have called) the 

Self. Similarly, when hunger is satisfied, the satiation is another 

verbalized notation of the changed compresence, given by the conscious 

30 
Ibid., p. 124. 
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Self in terms of the degree of achieved complacency or environmental 

balance, verbalised as pleasure, feeling. That "pleasureableness and 

painfullness are not mental conditions as such but are objects of them, 

and in themselves bodily or vital conditions of which we are conscious," 

is what Alexander means when he says that feeling is . . an inde-

31 
pendent act with pleasure or pain for its object." 

Feeling as verbalized is a mere notation by the conscious self 

of its relative "enjoyment" of the compresent environment in which it 

finds itself. Feeling not verbalized stands as the state of relative 

balance of the compresent environment in which the perceiving organism 

finds itself. The balanced or unbalanced condition of that state is 

merely translated as pleasure or pain for the organism1s conscious 

Self. True, it is partially a result of sense-impression through cog

nition. But more important is its non-sensory aspect, its totalizing 

quality with respect to the whole of the environment. Through this as

pect we begin to see what is meant when Alexander speaks of "intuition." 

Secondary qualities, far from being products of the mind, are products 

of the physiological organization within whatever compresence the per

ceiving organism finds itself. The eye translates vibrations as color. 

All secondary qualities, being grasped through specialized sense-organs 

of the perceiving entity, are "known" directly in the process of sensa

tion and consequent cognition. But behind the sensation lies the whole 

complex matrix of Space-Time for which there are no specialized sense-

organs. The tongue "tastes" the fruit in cognition as sweet or tart 

without analyzing that "taste" into its component esters or without 

31S-T-D, Vol. II, p. 125. 
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breaking down those esters into their component parts. Yet the tongue 

"knowing" the secondary quality of "sweet" or "sour" in cognition also 

"knows" the ester and its contents by "intuition," a conscious appre

hension as the ester applies to the undifferentiated sense-impression 

of the material entity. Verbal expression of the consciousness of the 

compresenee again merely masks the operational relationship of the per

ceiving entity to its environmental matrix;. Because all secondaiy 

qualities are themselves dji and of the matrix of Space-Time, their per

ception drags with it the "intuition" of the matrix. Thus, according 

to Alexander, Space and Time and Motion and categories are made known 

through the specialized process of cognition, even though there are no 

specialized organs for their direct perception in the perceiving entity. 

With respect to the knowing of "other" individuals or Minds, 

other than that of the perceiving entity, such a thesis directly implies 

that they are "known" by direct evidence, rather than through any pro

cess of analogy or correspondence. Even to speak of an individual is 

to designate a definite entity among a group or society of such entities. 

These other entities occupy their individual points of space-time, and 

are compresent with each other in any "map" of mental Space which 

happens to be designated for any immediate purpose. Thus, when we 

gather Alexander himself into 3uch a map which is the perimeter of this 

study of Space, Time and Deity. we merely focus our attention through 

the mind of Alexander upon the elements which were affective of his 

production of the original work. Our mental experiences of Space, Time, 

and Deity are continuous with those affective experiences of Alexander^ 

mind to the degree of thoroughness with which we explore those affective 

experiences as he did. Within our compresent map of mental Space, 
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Alexander1s mind is known directly to us; his experiences are our ex

periences; his concepts are our concepts. The degree of our "knowing" 

in any given case is directly proportional to the degree of complete

ness with which we dra.w any compresent map of mental Space to include 

our Self with the Self of any other individual, together with all of 

the other's afferents. In terms of such a compresent, oceans and cen

turies have no bearing upon our "knowing?1 the mind of another individual, 

so long as there is a response (in this case, a book) whereby connection 

may be made. "To have any warm human experience we require reciproca-

32 
tion," no matter whether that reciprocation be a variation of either 

hate or affection. That there are degrees of such experience is ob

vious. Not so obvious is the fact that speech concerning reference to 

the objects with which we are in mutual compresence tends to hide the 

compresence itself. 

Mutual understanding by speech in reference to objects common to 
us is the most pervasive experience of reciprocity; and to this 
is added the direct description of our mind to another person. On 
the speculative side, we have the cooperation of many minds in the 
pursuit of knowledge or science. On the practical side we have 
the combinations of wills in conduct, with its judgments of the 
kinds of actions which make common intercourse tolerable and good. 
Moral judgment and scientific agreement are the highest expression 
of the extent of other minds which we experience directly, and on 
this level 'acknowledge.*33 

This is not to be construed as a declaration that we are aware of the 

mind of another individual in the manner that we are aware of his body. 

We can not tell the quality of the other mind except by analogy and 

sympathetic conation. But the evidence of that mind's empirical 

presence is revealed only by direct experience in terns of the desig

nated map of mental Space. 

32S-T—D. Vol. II, p. 34. 33Ibid., p. 37. 
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Summary 

The importance of this emphasis upon the necessity for a so

ciety of minds (known to each other only through direct experience) 

will become more apparent when exposition of the nature of empirical 

Value is undertaken. Although the tern, epistemology, has not once 

been mentioned, Alexander^ views upon the subject may now be summarized. 

It is of primary importance to realize that all neo-Realism, of which 

Alexander^ work is a type, disclaims any need for epistemological 

system; the "system" of epistemology is a mere designation of the re

lations which obtain. Thus, human mind, as empirical and finite, is 

embedded in the empirical cosmos with Space-Time for the common matrix. 

This matrix gives rise, by reason of the nisus of its two complementary 

elements, to a series of emergents. In this series, each successive 

term possesses not only all the complexities of all of the preceding 

terms, but it also possesses some novel quality of complexity which 

differentiates it from those terms. This element of novelty is not 

only a sum of the preceding qualities; the novelty is also generated by 

them on the wings of the original nisus. Consciousness, as the last 

(or latest finite) term of the emergent series, is able to verbalize its 

notations as Self, but that very process of verbalization, useful as it 

Is, constitutes a source of error in that it masks mind's operational 

unity with the cosmos, and wrongly identifies such terns as Volition, 

Will, Interest, and "consciousness" with the Self. But genuine con

sciousness is merely a synonym for the more technical term, conation, 

which is uberhaupt ivith (1) cognition as a specialized case of neural 

reaction to the secondary qualities through the intermediary agency of 
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the sense organs, and (2) feeling as the conditioning objective of 

neural mind's movements to maintain the balance of its environmental 

and cosmic equilibrium. The function of consciousness, as the dis

tinctive quality of human mind, is to enable the construction of a 

Weltanschauung, which construction carries us, as shall be seen, over 

into the realm of tertiary qualities, Value. This particular function 

is impossible to mere neural mind. Neural mind is involved iri.th the 

problem of its immediate physical environment as cosmic and compresent. 

In any event, conscious and empirical mind is continuous with (and 

not other than) its contents and its controls, as it completely and 

empirically discovers them in the process of "enjoyment" of its own 

relative balance in its compresent environment, the cosmos. 

Tertiary Qualities as Empirical Values 

In the discussion that follows concerning tertiary qualities, 

it is of the highest importance that a fundamental distinction between 

the typical pragmatic position and Alexander's position be explicit. 

Otherwise, confusion is almost certain to result because of the common 

stress upon the importance of the part played by society in the desig

nation of values. The strict pragmatist holds that values arise in the 

society of human individuals on the basis of which might be called 

social utility. The only restrictions upon society's use (or misuse) 

of values is the varied composition of a societal expediency, when that 

expediency is taken in its broadest sense. The uniqueness of the 

pragmatic position is the claim that there is nothing more to be said 

about values. The pragmatic position deliberately excludes inquiry 

into why society must accept certain values, beyond the imperative of 
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expediency, Alexander, however, not only accepts the important role of 

society in the valuation process, but he also insists that the ultimate 

nature of reality is the determinant factor in supplying those values 

to society. Society may evade such determinant factors in the interest 

of expediency, but only at its peril. The reality of nature is the 

matrix of value, even as it is the matrix of the society which realizes 

and utilizes that value. To say (as does the pragmatist) that values 

spring from society is to cut short (for Alexander) the inquiiy almost 

before it has begun. Consequently, all of Alexander^ discussion which 

has gone before concerning the nature of reality must be kept in mind 

in order to understand fully his discussion of tertiary qualities as 

empirical values. 

If a momentary return is made to Alexanders discussion of 

"consciousness," we may recall how cognition, conation, and feeling—as 
O f  

closely interrelated and variant verbalized emphases —flow from the 

nature of the reality in which that particular "consciousness" finds 

itself. Further, we may recall how two or more individuals "know each 

other" to the degree of coherence obtaining within the compresence of a 

mutual perspective of any point-instant of the Space-Time continuum. 

Apart from full understanding of these two points, the force of 

Alexander^ theory of value is lost. To him, all values are matters of 

verbalized and social emphasis upon the nature of reality, blurred 

entities rather than distinct. There can be no truth without goodness 

and beauty, no goodness without beauty and truth, no beauty without 

e reference to "verbalized emphases" by Alexander should be 
closely watched. That which is a "mere" verbalized emphasis in 
Alexander becomes the fundamentally important aspect to Dewey. 
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truth and goodness—just exactly as, to the individual, the "entities" 

of cognition, conation, and feeling are verbalized to express the 

mutually interrelated components of "consciousness." Values bear the 

same relation to social consciousness that cognition, conation, and 

feeling bear to the individual consciousness. Values as expressed are 

the differentiated expressions of tertiary quality. But to say so much 

at this point is to anticipate the argument. Truth, to Alexander, is 

the equivalent of a standard (mass or social) cognition. Goodness is 

the equivalent of a standard conation. Beauty is the equivalent of a 

standard feeling. The converse of these three—Error, Evil, Ugliness— 

represent some dissent or divergence from the standard mind. This does 

not imply that all dissent or divergence is error or evil or ugly. The 

considerations revolving around this point, however important, must 

await the appropriate place for expanded discussion. In any event, the 

empirical reality of social values is identical, to Alexander, on a 

grand scale with the contents of individual consciousness on a small 

scale. To say merely that social "consciousness" is the perception of 

values, however, is a statement in which the profundity is utterly ob

scured by a trite simplicity. Elaboration of what Alexander means by a 

"standard" mind is needed before we can turn to a more explicit dis

cussion of the nature of the values themselves. 

Only through the clashing and confirmation of judgments, only 

through the conflict and cooperation of many minds, is it possible for 

an empirical standard of approval or disapproval to be raised. This 

does not imply that a standard of Value is to be raised. A proposition 

may be seen as empirically true or false only by comparison with 

propositions as entertained by others. Any enjoyment is seen as good 
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or bad, beautiful or ugly, only when that proposition is viewed as with 

the eyes of another. A solitary individual, as Adam, lives in a value

less world in which reality is reality—and nothing more; truth (inso

far as it is possible for an Adam to conceive of truth) is literally 

what he takes it to be; there is no need of morals, and beauty is an 

empty word. An Eve is required before error and sin and ugliness can 

enter Eden. Then, if perception of values arises with the standards of 

the collective mind, the individual mind which appreciates "a" value 

must judge that valuefs coherence with a "standard" mind. As Alexander 

puts it, 

The mind which appreciates value judges it coherently with other 
such minds and is a standard mind; the mind which appreciates 
amiss judges incoherently with the standard mind. Only, a stand
ard mind is not like a standard machine, one in which all minds 
are repetitions. On the contrary, it may have in certain respects 
a highly individual part to play. Thus a man may be scientific 
and judge truly although he is confined to one special branch of 
knowledge; or in practice he may have special gifts which mark 
him out for special duties in life; or he may be perfect in 
miniatures and incapable of the grand style. What makes him a 
standard man is that whatever his role he performs it consistent
ly with the common requirements, which approve in turn of his 
specializing. He possesses in other words the spirit of truth and 
goodness and beauty.-^ 

So far, this definition of a standard mind is a quasi-pragmatic posi

tion. 

However, inasmuch as truth must be a proposition which must be 

believed, and good is a satisfaction. and beauty is felt, values can 

never exist as such an open proposition as would result from the single 

designation of the subject of valuation, as is society. A fact, for 

example, is true only when it is believed in a certain fashion, which 

fashion of believing is determined in accordance with the objects 

35S-T-D, Vol. II, p. 241* 
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composing the fact. Thus values everywhere imply the amalgamation of 

the subject-object relationship—a statement of the case -which places 

the empirical reality and importance of values in a position more ob

viously consonant with Alexander*s system. When a more detailed con

sideration of Truth is reached, this factor will be seen in the propo

sition that there are only degrees of perfection (sic) of truth; there 

never is relative truth. Only in the "whole situation which consists of 

the knower and the known in their compresence can we have values or 

tertiary qualities. And to the extent that this compresence is real., 

and only to that extent, are values as tertiary quality themselves 

real. Values are verbalized expression of tertiary quality. 

The tertiary qualities, truth and goodness and beauty, though 
they differ from the secondary and primary ones in being crea
tions of the mind, are no less real. They belong strictly to 
an amalgamation or union of the object with the mind. But their 
dependence on the mind does not deprive them of reality. On the 
contrary, they are a new character of reality, not in the proper 
sense qualities at all, but values which arise through combina
tion of mind with its object. What experience of every kind is 
thought to be, namely, something in which mind and its object can 
be distinguished but cannot be separated, so that there is no 
space or color without experiencing mind, is true of values but 
nowhere before.^ 

With these hints as to the empirically real nature of values as ex

pressions of tertiary qualities, consideration may be given to the spe

cific axial values. 

The Reality of Truth (and Error) 

The generalized statement just given must be refined in order 

to demonstrate both the nature and the significance of Truth and Error 

in the accumulation of knowledge. The paradox of Truth and Error has 

•36Ibid., p. 244. 
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long been obscured by the conflicting claims of (1) the individual mind 

to determine what is Truth, as posted against the claims of (2) a de

terminant nature to which all minds as finite are subservient. 

Alexander*s principal contribution to the philosophy of Value is the 

demonstration that both claims are merely divergent emphases within a 

single relationship, which relationship is disguised In the process of 

human verbalization, the final result of the cognitional process. 

Truth is the most accurate approximation to the totality of that re

lationship which is contemporarily possible. Error is a less accurate 

approximation to the real nature of the terms which underly the given 

proposition. Yet this is not the same as saying that Truth and Error 

are purely relative. Human agreement that any proposition is True is 

owed directly to the standard mind ("The mind which appreciates value 

judges it coherently with other such minds and is a standard mind.") 

But the reality of the truth of that proposition flows directly from the 

terms of that proposition as it is found in nature, just as cognition 

for the individual flows from the real nature of the tenns of his per

spective. Any individual is entitled to take whatever perspective he 

chooses from the natural universe in which he finds himself. But when 

he introduces a term into that perspective which can not be discovered 

to belong there, then he is said to be in error. This is the objective 

side of Truth (true knowledge) and Error (erroneous knowledge). On the 

subjective side of the relationship, the key word is "said"; sub

jectively, coherence of the beliefs resulting from individually se

lected perspective' with beliefs of other individuals (holding similar 

perspectives) results in agreement verbalized as Truth. Non-coherence 

with the standard mind is designated as Error. But it is important to 
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note that the coherence is not within the reality itself; the reality 

merely obtains. Coherence is an adjective applied as descriptive to 

the particular perspective which has been selected for judgment. Two 

examples may give force to the point being made. 

The cosmos moves in a controlled rhythm'which has been verbalized 

as astronomical law. For centuries the Ptolemaic definition of these 

laws was accepted by the standard mind as "true." They "worked" for the 

purposes demanded of them. Copernican astronomy arose when more ex

planation was demanded than the Ptolemaic system could supply. The 

Copernicans demonstrated that the Ptolemaics had introduced unnecessary 

elements into their oblique perspective of the universe. In conse

quence, the Ptolemaic system was eventually discarded as "error" when 

the standard mind finally accepted the Copernican system as a corrected 

cosmic perspective. The universe itself continues to run, even as it 

did primordially. In consequence, Alexander holds that there are no 

degrees of truth or reality. The Copernican theory of the astral uni

verse is not truer than the Ptolemaic; the Copernican theory is only 

more perfect in its coherence with reality, demonstrating the older 

theory as being erroneous only to the extent that it is incapable and 

inadequate. Such relativism as does exist does so in connection with 

the degree of coherence of the given perspective, not in the reality of 

that perspective. Thus the validity of a given color (say, red), its 

essential reality, lies in the measurable number of its vibrations, not 

in the relative eyesight of the spectators. The reality of Truth differs 

from the reality of Error, not in being more real, but in being more 

complete and accurate in the designation of any given perspective which 

is labeled as "true." The force of Alexander*s contention here lies in a 
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very practical situation. Two individuals who differ in their attitudes 

toward a given situation may each be stating Truth from their respective 

viewpoints; but the validity of the respective viewpoints lies in the 

relative scope of the perspectives which they represent. The particular 

"truth" with the lesser range of "facts" must eventually give place to 

the one with the wider range of facts, insofar as that latter range 

represents the ultimate and actual nature of reality. Important as is 

the subjective (or pragmatic) side of the relationship productive of the 

"truth," it is incomplete unless supplemented by the objective side. 

Apart from the consideration of the ultimate and actual nature of real

ity, there is only pragmatic truth, a short-range and inadequate ac

counting because it is limited to the judgment of the solitary individ-

37 
ual—that which "works" for him. As Alexander stuns it up, 

Truth and error depend in any subject on whether the reality about 
•which the proposition is conversant admits or excludes that 
proposition in virtue of the internal structure of the reality in 
question. 

So far, the discussion has been an exclusive one, as though the social

ized and cognitional process has been operating in and of itself. It 

is only when we remember the individualized cognitional emphasis as 

being essentially a passive one that we turn to the conational emphasis 

as an important aspect of the problem, particularly as verbalized in 

the reality of Good and Evil. 

37 
Whether or not this is, in fact, an accurate appraisal of 

the "pragmatic" position is a matter to be decided in the next chapter, 
but not here. 

38S-T-D, Vol. II, p. 252. 
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The Reality of Good (and Evil) 

In the discussion of Truth and Error, we have seen AlexanderTs 

emphasis upon the importance of the determinancy of the relation of re

ality as the object in the relational equation between the individual 

mind and its real object. Now, in the discussion of Good and Evil, 

Alexander shifts the major emphasis to the importance of the individual. 

Again his quasi-pragmatic discussion is not clear unless we hold fast 

to his definition of a complex "consciousness" as an emergent from, but 

nonetheless continuous with, the ultimate nature of reality. Cognition 

is the important factor of that consciousness in the determination of 

Truth. Conation is the driving factor in the determination of the Good. 

Thus, when Alexander readily admits, on the subjective side the prag

matic importance of society in the social determination of Good, we 

must not lose sight of the determinant character of that Good as sup

plied by the objective side of the equation in the form of that GoodTs 

universal and impersonal nature. The reality of the "good" act is both 

(1) universal in that it is required of the individual by the real na

ture of the circumstances peculiar to the moment (of whatever duration), 

and (2) impersonal insofar as it (as a "good" act) is communal and con

tinuous with other wills passing judgment upon it. Designation of Good 

is motivated by conation, but not apart from that conation*s setting in 

the reciprocal complexities of "consciousness." 

. . .  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  t r u t h ,  i t  i s  t h e  c h a r a c t e r  o f  t h i s  n o n - m e n t a l  
reality which compels the divergence between the truly and the 
falsely judging persons. In the case of the good, there is no an
tecedent coherence or structure in the non-mental reality, but for 
the good non-mental reality is brought about through their wills, 
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always In obedience to the conditions imposed by the real nature 
of things.39 

The importance of the quotation lies in the significance of the last 

phrase—"always in obedience to the conditions imposed by the real na

ture of things." Further, it is just these divergences from the re

cognition of the real nature of the circumstances and from the communal 

will which give rise to the corollary problem of the designation of 

Evil. 

Error, as we have seen, is a reality -which is discovered to in

volve an oblique perspective upon the nature of reality; truth is a 

more direct and accurate perspective. The case is similar with Good 

and Evil. In these latter instances, the answer to the question, "How 

can correct distribution of satisfactions among persons be achieved?" 

is emphasized. The Good act (superficially) constitutes the correct 

distribution of these satisfactions. The Evil act is a feature of the 

character which is judged as willing a mis-distribution of these satis

factions. The materials of good and evil are identical; evil is merely 

a good which has been misplaced in the individual's consciousness when 

that consciousness is considered in its relation to a more and more in

clusive standard mind. Evil as a reality is merely a distortion of 

the reality of the compresent perspective existing in the equation of 

the individual plus the nature of reality plus human society. On the 

other hand, the Good is merely recognition of the reality of a willing 

which is more consonant with the standard mind. So it is that Good and 

Evil can not in any sense be considered as relative terms; they are 

only notations of a reality which is itself without degrees. The 

39S-T-D, Vol. II, p. 278. 
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reality of the Good differs from the reality of Evil, not in being more 

real, but in being more complete and accurate in its designation of the 

distributive significance of satisfactions which are delimited in the 

given perspective. Society acquires a fuller reality of its values, in 

the process of their emergent recognition, but society can never acquire 

any greater reality of its values. The distinction is subtle, but it 

is absolutely fundamental. 

The Reality of Beauty (and Ugliness) 

With the consideration of Beauty, Alexander immediately rejects 

any consideration of the psychology of Beauty, and confines himself to 

the problem of "-what kind of reality the esthetic object possesses, and 

40 
what place it occupies in the scheme of things." At the onset, he is 

faced -with the dilemma, fatal to his thesis if inescapable, that Beauty 

seems largely dependent upon the subject, mind. The more perfect the 

artistry, the more definitely the work of art suggests features -which, 

as a cognized object, it simply does not have. If Alexander is to main

tain his thesis, he must demonstrate Beauty as something more than sub

jective, something at least equally dependent upon the object for its 

reality. The clue to his solution lies in his exposition of the reality 

of "feeling" in the complex of "consciousness." The reality of feeling, 

usually taken to be mental and subjective, he has shown to be the ver

balized notation (as pleasure or pain) of the reciprocal affect of the 

component environment upon the relative equilibrium of the noting or

ganism. The reality of feeling is in the affective amalgamation of 

mind and object as noted by the organism. The case for Beauty is similar 

^°Ibid., p. 273. 
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not only because Beauty is an emergent from feeling, but also because 

the designation is so complex, so tightly interwoven, as to defy almost 

any unraveling. The assignment is similar to that of finding the point 

of origin of a completed circle. 

Alexander begins by noting the difference between (l) obvious 

beauty and (2) that "which pleases esthetically. Obvious beauty, the ap

preciation of the harmony of a natural landscape or of the literal fi

delity of any reproduction, is a satisfaction assigned to what he calls 

the "scientific" sense, the re-cognition of Truth. A much more impor

tant philosophic contribution is made in his analysis of the "esthetic 

object." The beauty of the esthetic object is admittedly expressive, 

but—expressive of "what? On the side of the object itself, it is pri

marily an harmonious expression of -what it is supposed to be, e.g., a 

Doric column, a chord of music, a lyric, a Ming vase. But, taken in 

conjunction "with a perceiving mind, the object has a power to suggest 

something more than itself. Thus a flower "in a crannied wall" has 

power of suggestive expression, verbalized as Beauty, to the poet; where

as to a prosy Peter Bell of a botanist, it is merely primulaceae. 

It is the paradox of beauty that its expressiveness belongs to the 
beautiful thing and yet would not be there except for the mind. 
Under the conditions of the material in -which it is expressed, the 
beautiful owes some part of its meaning to the mind, and so far as 
it owes to the mind not only its percipi as every perceived object 
does, but also its esse. We have therefore all the greater need 
for caution in extending what is true of beauty to the object of 
knowledge, whose esse is not percipi. but esse, independently of 
the mind which is compresent with them.^ 

In other words, we must be careful to realize that no matter how much 

expressiveness is read into the object by the perceiving mind in the 

%bid., pp. 292-93-
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interest of Beauty, still the expressiveness is, and always must be, 

rooted in the object itself, not in the appreciative mind. Just as in 

feeling, the reality of pain is in the expressiveness of the edge of 

the knife, and (as typical) can never exist apart from that edge, so 

Beauty has the basis of its reality in the nature and the character of 

the objects ability to call forth appreciation in the mind of the per-

ceiver. Thus it is that the mind, trained to "see" Beauty, has the ad

vantage over the estheticalUy illiterate mind. Beauty lies, not "in 

the eye of the beholder," and much less in his mind, but in the degree 

of coherence obtaining between subject and object as governed by the 

compresent perspective -which involves both. This is a subtle statement; 

perception of Beauty, as felt, depends upon the degree of compresence 

with reality -which the subject is able to bring into focus with the ob

ject in contemplating it. There are no degrees in Beauty, even as in 

Truth and Goodness. There are only degrees of coherence between subject 

and the reality of the object in the perception (feeling) of Beauty. 

Although it is the most private of all values because it is the result 

of a judgment rather than the basis of one, yet its truth must have its 

validity passed upon by society. It is only through the socialized 

process of re-cognition that the individual grows in his power of per

ceiving the significance of the esthetic expression. Like the other 

axial values, Beauty is shared necessarily between human individuals 

only because of its verbalization as a proposition, the result of a 

judgment. 

All values thus depend upon propositions, and this is the reason 
why they are exchangeable between persons, and can exclude un-
values. The intimacy of the connection between subjective and ob
jective elements in beauty, as contrasted with the relative de
tachment of them in truth and goodness, seems to give beauty a 
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special and distinctive character. In truth and goodness we have 
a relation which may be represented either as between minds or 
objects; in beauty, try as we may to exclude the mind from the 
object felt to be beautiful, we cannot separate them because one 
part of the beauty comes from the mind, and one part from the ex
ternal thing. Even when the thing is a simple colour or tone, its 
beauty does not lie in itself alone, but at least along with the 
suggestion supplied by the mind, though as it happens verified by 
the actual object, of its freedom from admixture, its purity.^ 

This is Alexander^ empirical answer to the dilemma over Beauty in 

which Realism finds itself. 

Summary 

Although Truth, Goodness, and Beauty, and their "unvalues" have 

been discussed separately, both for convenience and for such clarity as 

is possible, yet it is obvious that they are mutually inclusive. There 

is no Truth without Goodness and Beauty, no Goodness without Beauty and 

Truth, no Beauty without Truth and Goodness. Just as cognition, cona

tion, and feeling are each merely varied emphases within the general 

field of individual consciousness, so the separated Values are merely 

awkwardly designated by shifts in emphasis among our verbalizations of 

our relations with the real world in which we find ourselves. Values, 

as themselves realities, are emergent from social consciousness as the 

highest finites which man has yet touched. To Alexander, their reality 

lies, as tertiary qualities, not in the mind alone, but in that very 

compresent perspective of the Space-Time continuum which, empirically 

speaking, must be considered to be the fundamentum of the monistic uni

verse. This background is irrefragably compresent in the verbalized 

notation that 

^S-T-D. Vol. II, pp. 295-96. 
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Values . . . imply the amalgamation of the object with the human 
appreciation of it. Truth does not consist of mere propositions 
but of propositions as believed; beauty is felt; and good is the 
satisfaction of persons. In dealing -with mere knowing we have on 
the one side the knowing subject and on the other the known ob
ject, the two in compresence with one another and distinct. We 
have values or tertiary qualities in respect of the whole situa
tion consisting of the knower and known in their compresence. 
Strictly speaking, it is this totality of knower and known, of sub
ject and object, which is true or good or beautiful. The tertiary 
qualities are not objective like the secondary ones, nor peculiar 
to mind and thus subjective like consciousness, nor are they like 
the primary qualities common both to subjects and objects. They 
are subject-object determinations. It is the fact believed after 
a certain fashion which is true, and the person who believes truly 
is the mind whose believings are determined in a certain fashion 
in accordance with the objects. It is the object which pleases 
after a certain fashion which is beautiful, and the person who 
feels aesthetically is he who feels after a certain fashion for 
certain objects.^ 

The content of this study has been the content and meaning of ". . .in 

a certain fashion." The reality of values is One, as the latest emer

gent, with Space-Time, Motion, the Categories, Matter, Life, primary 

and secondary qualities, Mind (consciousness). Alexander*s entire ex

position is a demonstration of the empirical fact that 

The value of truth, goodness, and beauty, and their unvalues, 
arise by a process of competition amongst reals which has begun 
below the human level.^ 

The Darwinian process of evolution, far from being indifferent to value, 

is nothing but the history of how values came into existence together 

with their significance for human adaptation. The "fittest" is indeed 

that which survives; but in the competition, the ultimate supremacy has 

always been accorded to those entities which were most adept in per

ceiving and adjusting themselves to the values within the universe. 

The empirical analysis and designation of values, far from degrading 

^Ibid.. p. 238. 

hh 
Ibid., p. 308. 
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humanity to the level of a machine, lifts it to the highest finite 

pinnacle of the universe. 

The Implications for Objective Relativism 

When, as in the case for Bradley, the underbrush of dialectic, 

polemic, and negation is cleared away, the following propositions stand 

as the bare structure of Alexanders affirmations: 

1. The universe, cosmos, is ultimately real. 

2. All objects within the universe are related and have no 1 real i tyf 

apart from that total relatedness, as evidenced by their inter
activity and interdependence (interaction). 

3» Space is real and time is real, but their reality is possible only 
in terms of their conjunction. 

4. The conjunction of space and time generates motion, which provides 
the nisus for the evolutionary process which follows conjunction. 

5. The conjunction of space and time generates successively not only 
motion but also substance, materiality, life, mind, and value. 
Each of these objective entities is 

(a) characterized as freal* by the substantive relatedness pro
vided by space-time, and 

(b) adjectival of the emergents which successively follow it. 

6. Space and time are not in themselves relations, but they are 
thoroughly relational, a delation1 being defined by Alexander as 
" • • . the whole . . . into which its terms enter in virtue of 
that relation."^ 

7* Space and time are thus substantive in the reality of all objects 
in the universe which is a space-time continuum; relatedness among 
objects is impossible without both space and time in conjunction 
as substantive. 

8. The relational categories—existence, universality, relation, and 
order—as fundamental categories are (designated) phases of total 
relatedness, the substantive interaction of space and time issuing 
in motion. They may be called the "habits" of space-time. 

^S-T-D. Vol. II, p. 240 
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9. The relational categories—causality, quantity, intensity, and 
number—as secondary categories are (designated) phases of total 
relatedness, the substantive interaction of space and time issu
ing in motion, as that issuance further evolves into substance, 
materiality, life, mind, and value. 

10. Substance, materiality, life, mind, and value, as successive 
emergents from motion characterize the independent objectivity of 
individual and independent objects, the 'reality' of -which is 
given by the basic relatedness of the space-time conjunction issu
ing in motion together -with the categorical phases of the space-
time continuum. 

11. Each successive emergent is thus characterized by that which has 
preceded it in the evolutionazy process; but the 'reality* of 
each emergent is given in terms of the basic and substantive re
latedness in space and time. 

12. Material objects are thus independent characters of 'events', but 
the reality of the event as grasped, and the reality of the.object 
as independent, is given only in terms of the basic and substantive 
relatedness. Objects as independent characters in events are thus 
qualities of events. 

13- An organism as a material object is a physico-chemical "constella
tion or complex or collocation" of materiality which is character
ized by emergent Tlifef—that "... which behaves vitally."^ 

14• Mind, as an emergent character of organism in which 'consciousness* 
is a phase, has a physico-chemical and neural base. .'Conscious
ness1 is organism's awareness of the subsistantial nature of its 
own relatedness in space-time. As such, 'consciousness* is 
evocative of 'self.' 

15* Organismic awareness is expressed in terms of 'perspectives' in 
which 'past' and 'present* and 'future' time is brought into 
'compresence* with the 'self.' Such expression is a judgment of 
the self relative to its own organismic awareness of the subsistan
tial nature of its own existential relatedness in space-time« all 
within a given 'perspective.' 

16. Neural mind is involved with the problem of immediate physical 
environment as cosmic and campresent, the problem of relatedness. 

17. 'Consciousness' is a synonym for conation in which may be 
distinguished 

cognition as a specialized case of neural reaction to secondary 
qualities through the intermediary agency of the sense organs, 
and 

Îbid., p. 62. 
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(b) feeling as the conditioning objective of neural mind's move
ments to maintain the balance of its environmental and cosmic 
equilibrium. 

18. 'Consciousness* also gives rise to the process of verbalization; 
but this process, useful as it is, constitutes a source of error 
in that it masks mind's operational unity with the relatedness of 
the universe. 

Note: This distinction has major import for Alexander; it is a 
principal demarcation between the variant emphases of Alexander 
and Dewey. 

19. 'Feeling1 not verbalized stands as the state of relative balance 
of the compresent environment in which the perceiving organism 
finds itself, a totalizing aspect which Alexander speaks of as 
'intuition.' 

'Feeling' as verbalized is a mere notation by the conscious self 
of its relative 'enjoyment' of the compresent environment in which 
it finds itself.. 

20. Two individual organisms 'know each other' to the degree of 
relative coherence obtaining within the compresence of a mutual 
perspective of any point-instant of space-time. 

21. Value emerges out of organism through social 'consciousness.' 

22. The phases of value bear the same relation to social consciousness 
that cognition, conation, and feeling bear to individual conscious
ness: 

(a) 'truth' is the equivalent of standard (mass, social) cognition; 

(b) 'goodness' is the equivalent of standard conation; 

(c) 'beauty' is the equivalent of standard feeling. 

All value is an expression of the relativity of the standard organ
ism to the relatedness (reality) of the universe. 



CHAPTER IV 

OBJECTIVE RELATIVISM IN PRAGMATISM (J^ DEWEY) 

In the philosophy of John Dewey, the variant emphases of 

Bradley and Alexander become fused -within a single designatum. Whereas 

Bradley emphasizes the relativity of the finite individual to an in

finite universe, and Alexander emphasizes the relatedness among finite 

and emergent objects (the human organism itself another object) within 

an infinite universe, Dewey emphasizes the irrefragable functioning of 

both relativity and relatedness in human experience. It will be noted 

that in expressing Dewey's emphasis, the term 'universeT is not used. 

The amission is deliberate. Dewey's philosophy is oriented, and for 

sound reasons, to psychology rather than metaphysics; his philosophy is 

an expression of the psycho-logical functioning of the bio-logical or

ganism in a here-and-now environment. As such, the necessarily physi-

calistic (but not materialistic) structure of his philosophy does not 

so much "fall short" of the meta-physical structures of Bradley and 

Alexander as it does round out, complete, fuse into a whole the struc

tured relativity of Bradley and the structured relatedness of Alexander, 

with all that is implied thereby. This 'whole' is not an eclecticism; 

it is a comprehensive analysis and explication of the development and 

meaning of the here-and-now. More, as a quasi-psychology, Dewey's 

philosophy enables valid implementation of that 'whole' by a true 

150 
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psychology. Dewey establishes the identity of BradleyTs individual and 

AlexanderTs organism. The justification for these generalizations re

mains to be seen. 

Background for the Study of Dewey 

John Dewey (1859-1951) was born and raised to manhood in 

Burlington, Vermont, as the third of four sons in a congenial family. 

"Growing up" in the semi-rural environment of a small, mid-nineteenth 

century, Vermont town—albeit a "college town," seat of the University 

of Vermont—was an experience that left an indelible imprint on his 

character. Within his family circle, individualism and book-learning 

and hand-learning were all equally valuable. In comparison with the 

mild economic affluence of both Bradley and Alexander, Dewey was rela

tively poor; but it is doubtful if he was ever in any way seriously con

cerned about the matter. In his society, economic status was emphati

cally secondary to individual character. Thoreau has epitomized the 

general outlook in his Walden. After a boyhood which enjoyed the 

fields and hills around Burlington more than its classrooms, and after 

a shy adolescence, Dewey graduated from the college "around the corner," 

taught high school for a year in Oil City, Pennsylvania, and then went 

away with five-hundred borrowed dollars to the newly opened Graduate 

School of Johns Hopkins University in 1882. At a time when in America 

philosophy was almost exclusively a theological province, he became a 

non-theological philosopher, always reflecting the rich practicality of 

his boyhood life—wherein philosophy has no meaning apart from the vi

tality of broad human experience. Throughout the almost seventy years 

of philosophic labors, following 1882, Dewey consistently maintained 
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this position. His intellectual roots in mid-nineteenth century-

Burlington were never disturbed. 

In a paper which sketches his intellectual autobiography,"1" Dewey 

himself indicates four points on which he feels the development of his 

philosophy was oriented: (l) the importance of the theory and practice 

of education; (2) his own perception of the bifurcation of science and 

morals as artificial; (3) the Psychology of William James, rather than 

the Pluralistic Universe or even the Pragmatism: and (4) the biological 

approach, based on that psychology, to communication and participation 

as social categories. He notes that his favorite philosophical reading 

was always found in Plato: 

Nothing could be more helpful to present (1930) philosophizing 
than a "Back to Plato" movement; but it would have to be back to 
the dramatic, restless, co-operatively inquiring Plato of the 
Dialogues, trying one mode of attack after another to see what it 
might yield; back to Plato whose highest flight of metaphysics 
always terminated with a social and practical turn, and not to 
the artificial Plato constructed by unimaginative commentators who 
treat him as the original university professor.2 

Second only to Plato was Hegel, for his "greater richness and greater 

variety of insight," once the artificiality of his schematism has been 

discarded. To those who would accuse Dewey of anti-intellectualism, 

this remark is a clue to his probable reply. It is not that Dewey dis

dains the intellectual; his thought touches the farthest reaches of the 

intellectual realm. He is merely ruthless in dissecting away the arti

ficialities with which intellectuali sm is so frequently encrusted. He 

\r. Dewey, "From Absolutism to Experimentalism," Contemporary 
•American Philosophy. eds. G. P. Adams and W. P. Montague (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1930)> Vol. II, pp. 13-27. Hereafter referenced as 
C-A-P. 

2 
Ibid.. p. 21. 
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spent his life in attempting to expose such artificialities because, to 

him, they were the prime source of error. 

DeweyTs complete intellectual biography is contained in the 

more than seven hundred articles and volumes he published between 1833 

and 1939- There is no agreed canon, much less any single item, which 

can be indicated as the item to study because it epitomizes his thought. 

Nor can there be any such canon or item. To Dewey, any end (as an 

article or book) is merely an end-in-view. Once accomplished (written, 

read) it immediately becomes a means to a further end-in-view. If the 

end (the article, the book) is taken as a final summary, a terminal 

point (for the writing, the reading) then it is merely intellectual 

lumber; it is literally dead. A canon is not possible in such an atmos

phere. Yet, every article and eveiy book written by Dewey revolves 

around a single bearing point: the relationship between the individual 

and his environment. Every publication gives exposition to a facet of 

that relationship. Among those who are well-read in the writings of 

Dewey, there is endless discussion as to his greatest work. That which 

is Tgreatest1 usually turns out to be that which most nearly approxi

mates the interests of the given reader. In Dewey, there is "something 

for everybody" because of his necessarily and truly catholic viewpoint 

in philosophy, as we shall see. However, a minimum of at least eight 

volumes must be cited (it is considered here) as basic to what may be 

called a rounded understanding of the development of the tenor of 

Dewey*s thought. The reader is free to disagree with the selections— 

and will probably exercise that freedom. 
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In 1910, when he was fifty-one, Dewey published How We Think, 

the formulation of the five steps in experimental (scientific) methods 

of thinking basic to his psycho-bio-logical approach to all problems. 

Revised in 1933 with little or no fundamental changes, it is still read 

with profit. Its importance lies in its exposition of how we do in 

fact think, regardless of the admonitions of formal logic. The plain

tive exasperation of C. I. LewisT comment is instructive: 

I have long been attracted to certain theses of Dewey Ts logic— 
if only he would not miscall "logic" what is rightly a much 
wider thing, the analysis of constructive thought process!^ 

One can almost hear Deweyrs diy rejoinder, "Precisely—I" Lewis1 dis

comfort issues from DeweyTs insistent placement of the horse in front 

of the cart; much misreading of Dewey stems from this same "error," a 

part of the built-in academic artificiality with which Dewey is con-

stantly at war. In 1916, Democracy and Education appeared. It is 

this work that Dewey calls (as he does no other one of his works), 

". . . for many years that ... in which my philosophy was most fully 

expounded."^ Learning takes place only by and through interaction with 

environment; the school is (should be) a microcosm of the world. Here 

is also found that absolute presupposition, "Philosophy is theory of 

7 
education" (learning). It is a popular belief that this work is the 

"bible" of education in the United States; but it is a matter of record 

3 
J. Dewey, How "We Think, (Boston: D. C. Heath & Co., 1910. 

Rev. ed. 1933), vi+224 pp. Hereafter referenced as H-W-T. 

^C. I. Lewis, "Logic and Pragmatism," C-A-P. p. 42. 

^J. Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1919), xij +434 pp. Hereafter referenced as D-E. 

6 
C-A-P. p. 23. 

7 D-E. p. 387. Italics added to preserve contextual emphasis. 
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that at least one journal of professional education, The Phi Delta 

Kappan. found it to be necessary, in connection "with a complete issue on 

philosophy of education, to publish an article -which let its readers 

g 
know "exactly what Dewey did say." Further comment is hardly neces-

9 
sary. Reconstruction in Philosophy, published in 1920 and revised in 

194^ with only minor emendation, was based on Dewey's lectures at the 

University of Tokyo. It is his attack on the mind-body bifurcation that 

permeates the history of philosophy, the dualism that was for Dewey the 

root of all philosophic error, if not positive evil. It is with the 

indication of this error that he almost always begins his constructive 

efforts. Then, in 1925, came Experience and Nature"*"^ based on his Carus 

Lectures, To many, but by no means all, students of Dewey, this is 

qualified to be called his foundational work. Here Dewey makes a compre

hensive statement of what might be, in some other philosopher, the Meta

physics* of naturalism, the psycho-bio-logical method operating to de

fine environment by interaction with it. Thus far he will go and no 

farther in restating the naturalistic microcosm of Democracy and 

Education in terms of a naturalistic macrocosm. 

Experience and Nature provides the comprehensive foundation for 

the four major works which follow, each of which develops a complex 

phase of it. The Quest for Certainty^" (1929) deals with another 

g 
J. E. Sulsky, "How Would Dewey Answer Critics of 'Deweyism1?1' 

The Phi Delta Kappan. Vol. XXXX, No. 1 (October 1958), pp. 24-27. 
g 
J. Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy (New York: Henry Holt, 

1920), x+301 pp. Hereafter referenced as R-P. 

*^J. Dewey, Experience and Nature (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 
1925» Rev. 1929), ix+443 pp. Hereafter referenced as E-N. 

J. Dewey, The Quest for Certainty (New York: Minton, Balsch 
and Company, 1929), 318 pp. Hereafter referenced as a=c. 
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philosophic scandal, the bifurcation of morals and the modes of sci

entific thought. That science as the investigation of natural environ

ment should be a-moral, and that individual and social morality should 

have its considered source outside of natural environment, both indi

cate an intolerable, because artificial, situation to Dewey. Certainty 

of moral action (and all action is moral) has its individual and social 

validity established only through comprehensive interaction vdth natural 

environment; and scientific method, whether recognized or not, is the 

12 
agent of that comprehension. "Art as Experience (1934) obviously deals 

•with the process of esthetic evaluation; but it is something more than 

that. It is Dewey's analysis of the fusion of all of the interactive 

elements of human experience (including the moral) into the emotional 

attitudes of the individual. More, it is Dewey's analysis of how the 

individual momentarily halts the "flow" of experience in order to "have 

an" experience, to "enjoy" emotionally the consequences of attainment 

of an "end-in-view" in the process of "having an" experience. Logic; 

13 
Theory of Inquiry (1938) is a curious book, curious in the sense that 

it gives point to Lewis' plaintive remark. But in defining 'logic' as 

a 'theory of inquiry', Dewey attacks the artificiality of both formal 

logic and positivistic logic. To him, logic is "wider" than either; it 

is indeed "the analysis of constructive thought process." In logic, 

Dewey integrates the factors, the drives, which enable the organism to 

comprehend and assess the accuracy (truth) of its analysis of the 

12 J. Dewey, Art as Experience (New York: Minton, Balsch and 
Company, 1934), viii+355 pp. Hereafter referenced as A-E. 

"^J. Dewey, Logic: Theory of Inquiry (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1938)> v+54& PP» Hereafter referenced as L-T-I. 
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environment "with which it interacts. In so doing, the psycho-biological 

factors (as drives) are expanded naturally into the psycho-bio-socio-

logical factors (as 1 intelligence*) in the process of (esthetically) en

joying the (moral) consequences of any (momentarily achieved) end-in-

view. It is this complex—there is no other word for it-—which Dewey 

employs as the foundation for that most abstract of all of his writings, 

the Theory of Valuation^ (1939)* It is necessarily abstract because 

Dewey attempts to express here the pattern of the valuation process, 

the pattern which is as implicit in every (at least) human organism as 

is its inter-related reproductive, digestive, and neural systems. The 

Theory of Valuation, taken in conjunction with Logic: Theory of Inquiry 

and Art as Experience as mutually based on Experience and Nature, ex

presses DeweyTs major emphasis in philosophy, the theory of value in

herent in objective relativism. Value, that which makes life worth 

living, is to be found only in the here-and-now of human experience 

through the irrefragable functioning of both relativity and relatedness 

within human experience. 

Such a review of Deweyrs writing, however brief and necessarily 

incomplete, gives an over-view of his comprehensive coverage of the 

field of philosophy as well as the general direction of his thinking. 

Wo single volume of his writing can be taken as complete in itself. So 

to take any one is to court misunderstanding, a misunderstanding which 

^J. Dewey, Theory of Valuation (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1939), Monograph No. 4, International Encyclopedia of 
Unified Science. Vol. II, 67 pp. Hereafter referenced as T-V. 
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15 16 
is only partly countered by the -work of Ratner and Schlipp. Ratner 

organizes, as of 1928, DeweyTs earlier diffuse -writings into topics by 

relating relevant excerpts in most adequate summaries. Schlipp brings 

together, as of 1939» the opinions on his philosophy of Dewey's peers 

in philosophy, together with a critical summary of those opinions by 

Dewey himself. Both works are invaluable in any study of Dewey. 

The title of this chapter announces its interest in that type 

of philosophy known as 'pragmatism*, just as the preceding chapter was 

directed to 'realism.' Certain distinctions thus become important be

cause of the very likeness of the two types. In many respects, both 

titles would be more accurate as designating a common interest in Tnat

uralism. ' Yet all philosophic type-labels are awkward and arbitrary, 

denoting at best only general attitudes which may be clearly explicated 

in terms of extremes which, when pressed, become artificial. Alexander 

and Dewey both expound 'naturalism1, in that the basic principles of 

their philosophies are derived from and within the realm of the natural 

•universe and deny specifically as well as by implication the existence 

of the super-natural. This is an important point. As Dewey remarks, 

If one denies the supernatural, then one has the intellectual re
sponsibility of indicating how the logical may be connected with the 
biological in a process of continuous development. This point de
serves emphasis, for if the following discussion fails to fulfill 
the task of pointing out satisfactorily the continuous path, then 
that failure becomes, for those who accept the naturalistic postu
late, but a challenge to perform the task better.17 

•^J. Ratner, The Philosophy of John Dewey (New York: Henry Holt 
and Company, 1928), vii+560 pp. 

^P. A. Schlipp, The Philosophy of John Dewey (Chicago; 
Northwestern University Press, 1939), Vol. I, The Library of Living 
Philosophers, xv+708 pp. 

17L-T-I. p. 25. 
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The strength of the naturalistic position is its analysis of what is 

there in the natural universe, that which is there and independent of 

any perceiving mind. Granted that expression of the there-ness must be 

made in terms of variant perceiving minds, and from variant viewpoints, 

disagreement among those viewpoints must be eventually dissolved in the 

concentration on the common object of analysis which is there. Conse

quently, the very bits-and-pieces of agreement outweigh in importance 

the large areas of disagreement. Variance and disagreement form the 

constructive "challenge to perform the task better." Philosophy thus 

becomes a cooperative effort in the analysis of there-ness because of, 

rather than in spite of, possible variance and disagreement. 

To call Alexander a Trealist* is merely to indicate his basic 

assertion that 1objects* are in fact real and independent of perception 

by any mind. Such an assertion was a radical position in the first 

quarter of the Nineteenth Century. But he defines that reality in 

metaphysical terms, terms which Dewey, his contemporary (both were born 

in 1859, ten years after Bradley in 1849), would ignore when he does 

not dismiss them as artificial. Conversely, tha:t which Alexander dis

misses as "mere verbalism," as essentially an organic excrescence on 

the body of philosophy, is exactly that which Dewey studies most in

tensely. But it must never be forgotten that both are intent on what 

is there in the natural universe. To call Dewey a Tpragmatist* is 

merely to indicate his basic assertion of the primacy in philosophical 

matters of the pragma, "things done,"—"the function of consequences 

as necessary tests of the validity of propositions, provided these con

sequences are operationally instituted and are such as to resolve the 
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specific problem evoking the operation." Such a definition clearly 

throws Dewey*s weight behind organismic behavior -where choice, in terms 

of tested validity of operationally instituted consequences, is possible. 

A fine point is involved here. Just because Dewey so clearly rejects 

metaphysics as futile where it is not artificial, and because he deals 

so extensively with human behavior, Dewey1s 'pragmatism' is read fre

quently as a philosophy of pluralistic expediency. Nothing is farther 

from the truth. What is overlooked is that human behavior is organismic 

behavior; and the human organism is subject to the same determinism as 

any other natural organism, however that determinism may be disguised 

by the employment of 1choice' in behavior. Alexander and Dewey come 

together in their agreement on the position of 'organism' related to the 

natural universe. The key word is 'related*, the perennial problem of 

relations within which 'relatedness' and 'relativity' are distinctions. 

Alexander describes his solution in terms of the metaphysics of perspec

tive. Dewey describes his solution in terms of empirical 'experience.' 

It is the composition of 'experience' which holds, for Dewey, the re

ality of the universe, and it is the valuation process which structures 

that 'experience.' Between these two terms, experience and valuation 

process, the philosophy of Dewey is contained. As he epitomizes it, 

The problem of restoring integration and cooperation between the 
values and purposes that should direct (man's] conduct is the 
deepest problem of modern life. It is the problem of any philos
ophy which is not isolated from life.19 

This is the theme upon which all of Dewey's works are variations. But 

to comprehend the depth of the meaning of this theme, it is necessary 

to understand three mutually defined terms fundamental to Dewey's 

18 m _ 19^ „ 
L-T-I, p. v. Q-C, p. 255. 
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vocabulary—environment, organism, and experience. 

The Matrix: Organism-Experience-Environment 

No other term in Dewey's philosophical vocabulary is so per

vasive as is 'experience.' Yet no other term is so difficult to de

note, possibly just because 

The word experience is a notation of the inexpressible, as that 
which decides the ultimate status of all that is expressed; in
expressible not because it is so remote, but because it is so 
immediately engrossing and matter of course. 

Dewey's expression in 1939 of the import, rather than the definition, 

of experience is still consistent with this early one (1916). Impor

tant as is Dewey's distinction here, there is still another possibility, 

and a far more important one. In any definition of experience, the 

individual making the definition is himself a necessary term (as 

organism) in any equation which may result in definition. Once this 

inescapable fact is recognized, however, realization begins to dawn 

that Dewey's analysis of experience is a substitute for metaphysical 

analysis, that empirical experience (for Dewey) is equivalent to the 

Absolute (for Bradley). Dewey's definition of experience, always in 

terms of import, is a necessary condition of the logic inherent in the 

situation. His distinction, shifting attention from the "remote" to 

the "immediately engrossing," is the same shift in attention, only ex

pressed in empirical terms, as that which Bradley expressed in rational 

terms with the shift between Appearance and Reality and "My Station and 

Its Duties." However, to comprehend fully the weight of this realiza

tion, it is necessary to understand what Dewey means by the interaction 

20 
J. Dewey, Essays in Experimental Logic (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1916), p. lOn. 
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of organism and environment—the interaction which is experience with 

the purpose and the fought1 of life being given in terms of that very 

is. (Vide Bradley.) 

On the wings of this dawning realization, it is therefore no 

surprise that the full explanation of this interaction comes from Dewey 

in the Logic; Theory of Inquiry. DeweyTs contribution to the problem 

is his grasp of the fact that the logical problem is fundamentally and 

inherently bio-logical. Experience is determined by the gross inter

action of bio-logical organism with environment, but the structure of 

experience is designated within that gross interaction by the (Self-

conscious) inquiry of the organism in response to its basic drive for 

survival. To enhance its survival possibilities, the given organism 

'perceives* (by means of evolved organs) some part of the total gross 

interaction, and modifies its activity accordingly. Dewey states the 

elements of the problem as follows: 

It has been usual for some time in philosophy (1) to view the 
common sense world in its distinctions from the domain of scien
tific objects as strictly conceptual in character; (2) to regard 
perception as a mode of cognition; and (3) what is perceived, 
whether object or quality, to be therefore cognitive in status 
and force. None of these assumptions is warranted, (a) The 
common-sense world includes, to be sure, perceived objects, but 
these are understood only in the context of an environment. An 
environment is constituted only by the interactions between 
things and a living creature. It is primarily the scene of 
actions performed and of consequences undergone in processes of 
interaction; only secondarily do parts and aspects of it become 
objects of knowledge, (b) In relation to perception, an environ
ment forms an extensive spatio-temporal field. Only occasionally 
are reflexes directed in the life behavior of an organism toward 
isolated excitations. The maintenance of life is a continuous 
affair. It involves organs and habits acquired in the past. 
Actions performed have to be adapted to future conditions or 
death will speedily ensue. The material toward which behavior is 
directly impelled is but the focal aspect of the environing field. 
The kind of behavior which occurs must, in order to be adaptive 
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and responsive, vary with the kind of field of which the im
mediate object is focal.^ 

Dewey has frequently been accused, and with some justice, of being dis

cursive, of spreading the empirical evidence for his points so widely 

and so thickly that the point at issue is obscured. Certainly this is 

true of many of the earlier biological aspects of his work. However, 

his statement here is so succinct as almost to defy any paraphrase. It 

is recognized that lengthy quotation is never desirable; but in the 

present instance, DeweyTs statement in his own words carries more 

weight in fewer total words than any discussion or paraphrase. Further, 

the point he is making is of profound importance both to his own point 

of view as well as to any future discussion of objective relativism. 

On such grounds, Dewey will be here quoted at some length. 

Whatever else organic life is or is not, it is a process of ac
tivity which involves an environment. It is a transaction ex
tending beyond the spatial limits of the organism. An organism 
does not live in an environment; it lives by means of an environ
ment. Breathing, the ingestion of food, the ejection of waste 
products are cases of direct integration; the circulation of the 
blood, the energizing of the nervous system are relatively 
indirect. But evexy organic function is an interaction of intra
organic and extra-organic energies, either directly or indirectly. 
For life involves expenditures of energy, and the energy expended 
can be replenished only as the activities performed succeed in 
making return drafts upon the environment—the only source of 
restoration of energy. Not even a hibernating animal can live 
indefinitely upon itself. The energy that is drawn is not forced 
in from without; it is a consequence of energy expended. If 
there is a surplus balance, growth occurs. If there is a deficit 
balance, degeneration commences. There are things in the world 
that are indifferent to the life environment of an organism. But 
they are not parts of its environment, save potentially. The 
processes of living are enacted by the environment as truly as by 
the organism; for they are an integration. 

It follows that with every differentiation of Jorganismic] 
structure, the environment expands. For the new organ provides a 
new way of interaction in which things in the world that were pre
viously indifferent (then) enter into life-functions. The 

^L-T-I, pp. 149-50. 
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environment of an animal that is locomotor differs from that of 
a sessile plant; that of a jelly fish from that of a trout, and 
the environment of any fish differs from that of a bird. So, to 
repeat what has just been said, the difference is not just that a 
fish lives in the water and a bird in the air, but that the 
characteristic functions of these animals are -what they are be
cause of the special way in which water and air enter into their 
respective activities. . . , 

As long as life continues, its processes are such as continuously 
to maintain and restore the enduring relationship which is charac
teristic of the life-activities of the given organism. 

Each particular activity prepares the way for the activity 
that follows. These form not a mere succession but a series. 
This seriated quality of life activities is affected through the 
delicate balance of the complex factors in each particular ac
tivity. "When the balance within a given activity is disturbed— 
when there is a proportionate excess or deficit in some factor— 
then there is exhibited need, search, and fulfillment (satisfac
tion) in the objective meaning of those terms. . . . Indeed, 
living may be regarded as a continual rhythm of disequilibrations 
and recoveries of equilibrium. The "higher" the organism, the 
more serious become the disturbances and the more energetic (and 
often more prolonged) are the efforts for its reestablishment. 
The state of disturbed equilibrium constitutes need. The movement 
toward its restoration is search and exploration. The recovery 
is fulfillment or satisfaction. . . . ̂ 

There is, of course, a natural world that exists independently of 
the organism, but this world is environment only as it enters di
rectly and indirectly into life-functions. The organism is itself 
a part of the larger natural world and exists as organism only in 
active connections with its environment. ̂  

The structure and course of life-behavior has a definite pattern, 
spatial and temporal. This definitely foreshadows the 
general pattern of inquiry. . . . 

Inquiry, in settling the disturbed relation of organism-environment 
(which defines doubt) does not merely remove doubt by recurrence 
to a prior adaptive integration. It institutes new environing 
conditions that occasion new problems. 

In so many words, Dewey establishes his naturalistic metaphysics, the 

27 
"nature of the existential world in which we live." The key to his 

25Ibid., p. 34- 26Ibid.. p. 35. 27E-N, p. 45. 
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problem is survival of the organism, the maintenance and restoration of 

the enduring relationship, the pattern, which is characteristic of the 

life-activities of the given organism, "the spatio-temporal pattern" 

which "definitely foreshadows the general pattern of inquiry." The or

ganism "inquires," finds value in the process, in order to survive. 

Within this inquiry, Dewey finds the process of evaluation to be 

"given." 

It is at this point that a certain lacuna in Dewey1s philosophy 

becomes apparent. There is no considered cosmology in his philosophy. 

He is interested only in the existential import of experience for the 

existential organism, qua organism. Yet, if Dewey is correct in his 

own contention that the given organism is what it is because of the 

special way in which environment enters into its activity, and if the 

processes of living are enacted by the environment as truly as by the 

organism, then the problem is not confined merely to the planet on 

which the organism is found, as Dewey seems to see it. Cosmology, even 

as Alexander seems to see it, is implicit in the problem. The planet 

itself is what it is because, and only because, of its environmental 

activity in and interaction with the universe in which it has its 

setting. The problem of survival is cosmological rather than planetary, 

in terms of the nature of the existential universe. To raise the point 

here, however, is to indicate a digression, albeit an important di

gression. Dewey would surely say that analysis of organic process in 

terms of the directly affective environmental factors is sufficient, 

since the organism is what it is, regardless of the indirect factors 

of a remote cosmology. But his hypothesis, nevertheless, is incomplete 

by so much of a lacuna, and further consideration must be given to it 
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•when the theory of objective relativism is considered as a whole. 

In saying so much, it is of the highest importance to guard 

against the notion that Dewey ignores or even deprecates the influence 

upon the organism of those interactions with total environment which 

are subliminal within the organism. It is just that awareness of inter

action leads to choice by the organism, and choice leads to judgment 

enhancing survival possibility; these are the conscious and cognitive 

factors of experience that Dewey stresses. All the special organs of 

an organism evolved as specialized responses to the needs of an organism 

interacting with its environment. These responses, individually and 

collectively, lead directly to locomotion and communication as cate

gories of interaction. More, joint action by two (or more) organisms 

is dependent upon some form of communication, however rudimentary and 

however ultimately complex. 

Associated behavior is characteristic not only of plants and 
animals, but of electrons, atoms, and molecules; as far as we 
know, of everything that exists in nature. Language did not 
originate association, but when it supervened, as a natural emer
gence from previous forms of animal activity, it reacted to trans
form prior forms and modes of associated behavior in such a way 
as to give experience a new dimension. 

1. "Culture and all that culture involves, as distinguished from 
"nature," is both a condition and a product of language. Since 
language is the only means of retaining and transmitting to sub
sequent generations acquired skills, acquired information and 
acquired habits, it is the latter. Since, however, meanings and 
the significance of events differ in different cultural groups, it 
is also the former. 

2. Animal activities, such as eating and drinking, searching for 
food, copulation, etc., acquire new properties. Eating food be
comes a group festival and celebration; procuring food, the art of 
agriculture and exchange; copulation passes into the institutions 
of the family. 

3. Apart from the existence of symbol meanings the results of 
prior experience are retained only through strictly organic 
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modifications. Moreover, these modifications once made tend to 
become so fixed as to retard, if not to prevent, the occurrence of 
further modifications. The existence of symbols makes possible 
deliberate recollection and expectation, and thereby the institu
tion of new combinations of selected elements of experiences having 
an intellectual dimension. 

4. Organic biological activities end in overt actions, whose 
consequences are irretrievable. When an activity and its conse
quences can be rehearsed by representation in symbolic terms, there 
is no such final committment. If the representation of the final 
consequence is of unwelcome quality, overt activity may be fore
gone, or the way of acting be replanned in such a way as to avoid 
the undesired outcome.^® 

Thus it is that Dewey sketches the import of experience as the inter

action between an organism and environment, an interaction so immediate

ly pervasive as to be "almost inexpressible." But in that pervasive 

interaction, the organism, having responsively evolved specialized or

gans leading to locomotion and communication as categories of experi

ence, supplements overt action with rehearsed action. Through the use 

of symbols in communication, any choice of action is considered in 

terms of its consequences in promoting the survival possibilities of an 

organism in association with other organisms. The communicable symbol 

is an expression of the organism*s relative grasp of its interaction 

with its environment, an expression of the organism*s cognitive rela

tivity to the pervasive relatedness among the objects of total environ

ment. It is just this approximation of the absolute relatedness of 

environment, expressed as a cognitive relativity and never more than 

that, which Dewey sees as the key to the entire problem of promoting 

organismic survival possibilities. Because absolute certainty is im

possible in approximating the relatedness of total environment, "ex

perience is a notation of the inexpressible." Lacking certainty, 

28 
L-T—I, pp. 56-57. 
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absolute certainty, the organism must rehearse overt action before act

ing, if survival is to be promoted. This rehearsal of possible conse

quences is the act of judgment. Within the act of judging, all values 

are established. In the acceptance of the consequences of the judg

ment, when acted upon, all values are realized, made real. All value 

is immanent in the matrix of experience, the interaction of organism 

and environment. 

The Phases of Evaluation 

So far, discussion of Dewey's philosophy has been limited to 

its biological aspects, -with existential experience as the matrix. But 

the process of evaluation of life situations for survival purposes is 

primarily interesting for its human aspects. To the degree that the 

details of the process may be made more explicit, that process may be 

utilized more effectively by the human organism. A curious and impor

tant point is involved here, possibly the most important point in this 

entire study. Evaluation as a biological process never ceases. It 

operates in its biologically determinant fashion regardless of the de

gree of cognition given to it. This fact is readily recognized in 

those forms of life less complex than *human.' The study of plant and 

animal life is devoted to examination of the mechanism whereby such 

organisms solve, or fail to solve, the problems of organismic sur

vival—propagation and growth to maturity in terms of an ecology. But 

the human organism, largely because of its ability in communication, 

has abstracted portions of the evaluation process and reified those 

portions into fvaluesT—the 'good*, the 'beautiful', and the 'true.' 

The human organism attempts to manipulate these reified abstractions 
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independently of the process within which they have their identity and 

outside of which they have—ultimately—no meaning or significance. 

But the process goes on, independent of the reification, simply because 

it is biologically there, implicit in the biological organization of the 

organism. The dichotomy so derived between the evaluation process and 

reified 'values' is the principal danger to the survival of the human 

organism. Because survival is absolutely dependent upon correct choice 

by the organism in a complex situation, any confusion in the evalua

tion process is dangerous; and the greater the complexity, the greater 

the danger. The human organism has succeeded in creating an artificial 

environment so tremendously complex that purely biological considera

tions, as a mechanism operating in a natural world, no longer operate 

with the same force. As environment becomes artificially complex, the 

safety factor provided by the evaluation mechanism is weakened. Within 

an artificial environment, in contradistinction to a natural environ

ment, the burden of correct choice in action falls increasingly heavily 

on the organism creating the artificial environment. Reification of 

'values* as abstractions completely outside the process in which they 

have significance tremendously increases the possibility of incorrect 

choice with concomitant lowering of survival possibilities. The 

environmental possibilities involved in living with the H-bomb is a 

simple illustration of the point. Eradication of the dichotomy between 

the evaluation process and reified 'valuesT is, far beyond any other 

consideration, the crucial task of education. Yet, most human individu

als are completely unaware that any such dichotomy exists. To see the 

problem clearly, the phases of the evaluation process must be examined 

closely. If Dewey's analysis of the problem which follows seems 
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•unnecessarily detailed, it must be remembered that a major portion of 

his task is to strip away from word symbols their abstract reification 

and to restore significance in terms of biological environment. 

In human life nruch is taken for granted; much of life is uncog-

nitive. We love and hate, move and rest without being particularly 

cognitive of those things which make up the vast portion of our lives. 

Inevitably, however, in the course of this smooth stream of uncognitive 

experience, we encounter difficulties. We need to find a way out of, 

or around, or over an obstacle in our path, an obstacle which is a 

novelty in our experience. It is this situation which gives point to 

three terms in DeweyTs lexicon: thinking, knowing (knowledge), and act

ing (action). Experience becomes cognitive when we become clearly 

conscious of the elements of an immediate environment. 

Knowing is one mode of experiencing, and the primary philosophic 
demand . . .is to find out what sort of an experience is (being 
experienced] —or, concretely, how things are experienced when 
they are experienced as known things. ... To assume that, be
cause from the standpoint of the knowledge experience things are 
•what they are known to be, therefore metaphysically, absolutely, 
without qualification, everything in its reality (as distinct 
from its appearance or phenomenal occurrence) is what a Imower 
would find it to be, is from the immediatistfs standpoint, if not 
the root of all philosophic evil, at least one of its main roots. ° 

Thus knowing is only a cognitized segment of generally uncognitive ex

perience. Given a situation, a felt difficulty, a novelty in uncog

nitive experience, the primary philosophic demand is to define the 

novelty in terms of the unique conditions under which it—and it alone— 

exists. That is the only way cognition, "knowing," can emerge from un

cognitive experience. The root of all philosophic evil is to attempt 

29 
J. Dewey, The Influence of Darwin in Philosophy (New York: 

Henry Holt and Company, 1910), p. 299• 
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to classify the distinctly original, nascent novelty in terms of some 

a priori and metaphysical, absolute category. To do so is to block the 

dynamic quality of the novelty. The novelty DEMANDS ACTION to resolve 

it in terms of the felt difficulty vdthin the stream of uncognitive ex

perience. If we merely contemplate our difficulty or appreciate it, 

then there is no action (acting) and consequently no knowledge (knowing). 

Thus, to Dewey, knowledge is only the outcome of an interaction-reaction 

between the stream of experience and a difficulty or novelty blocking 

the smooth flow of that experience—only that and nothing more. 

"Difficulties occasion thinking only when thinking is the imperative or 

30 
urgent way out." Reversing the statement, we think only when thinking 

is mandatory to escape from a particular situation. Until we act there 

is no knowing, no thinking what so ever; until we act, there is merely 

esthetic appreciation or "having." This is the genesis of the basic 

theme which Dewey never tires of repeating because it is so basic. 

If we must act, then how shall we act without mere blind grop

ing; how shall we apply intelligence in our acting; how shall we test 

our actions for validity so that we may proceed with certainty? Tra

ditionally, the evidence of sense data has been 1tested1 by comparison 

with standards apparently derived through 'pure thought* or tintuition.t 

Traditionally, the attainments of this world could be only approxima

tions of those of a super-world. Dewey discards this use of sensory 

data along with its supernatural consequences. There is only scientific 

method to go by for such *proof*, a method which issues in Experi

mental* thinking. In the realm of physical science, objects are not 

3°R-P, p. 139. 
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derived either from sense data or a priori conceptions. Scientific ob

jects are concepts built in terms of manipulation, directed activity. 

Things perceived suggest to us (evoke or stimulate) certain ways of 

treating them or responding to them. 

With the surrender of unchangeable substances having properties 
fixed in isolation and unaffected by interaction must go the no
tion that certainty is attained by attachment to fixed objects 
with fixed characteristics. ... Henceforth the quest for cer
tainty becomes the search for methods of control, regulation of 
conditions of change with respect to their consequences. . . . 
Theoretical certitude is assimilated to practical certainty. 
"Real" things may be as transitory as you please or as lasting in 
time as you please; these are the specific differences like that 
between the lightning flash and the mountain range. In any case, 
they are for knowledge "events," not substances. What knowledge 
is interested in is the correlation between these changes or 
events—which means in effect that the event called a mountain 
range must be placed within a system consisting of a vast multi
tude of included events. When these correlations are discovered, 
the possibility of control is in our hands. Scientific objects 
as statements of these inter-relations are instrumentalities of 
control. They are the objects of the thought of reality, not dis
closures of immanent properties of real substances. They are in 
particular the thought of reality from a particular point of 
view: the most highly generalized view of nature as a system of 
interconnected changes.31 

In view of what has been said concerning the relativity which a human 

organism egresses toward the relatedness of the objects which comprise 

its environment, this quotation is of the highest importance as an ex

pression of Deweyfs fundamental viewpoint. In present science, a con

cept as well as an object is possible of definition only in terms of 

the operations which constitute it; in fact, "the concept is synonymous 

32 
with the corresponding set of operations." Consequently, a trait of 

fexperimental* thinking is the direction of experiment by ideas. An 

experiment is not random and aimless action. It always includes, along 

with groping and relatively blind doing, an element of deliberate 

31Q-C, p. 128 32Ibid.. p. 111. 
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foresight and intent which determines that one operation rather than 

another shall be tried. Certain important conclusions follow. In 

science, validity depends upon the consequences which define the object 

of thought; i.e., numbers, indicating the properties of scientific ob

jects, are identical with the Trealt object, no matter how crude the 

numbers may be, because the numbers define the relations between the 

original object and other scientific objects, wherever the interactions 

may take place. The problem of reconciling the reality of the physical 

object of science with the richly qualitative object of ordinary ex

perience becomes factitious when we surrender the notion that knowledge 

is firmer.* Control of the qualitative experiences may be attained 

through (fore)seeing the relative consequences in the direction of the 

desired 'end.1 Scientific objects are made homogeneous in the world-

picture through formulation in terms of space, time, and motion. Alto

gether, this is only a working method. It is not necessary to think in 

such general terns. It is no substitute for objects directly perceived. 

It is foolish to suppose, since value-traits are lacking in objects as 

sensory data presents them to us, that Reality has not such character

istics. Qualitative considerations are stripped away from scientific 

objects by scientific method only that they may be endowed with the 

qualities that we wish them to have. The business of thought is not to 

conform to, or to reproduce, the characteristics already possessed by 

objects. Its business is to judge them as potentialities of what they 

may become through an indicated operation. Any value is meaningless ex

cept as it passes into action which rearranges or reconstructs the 

world in which we live. Thus considered, human experience itself is 

productive of the ideas and meanings which "will be integral with the 
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course of experience itself, not imported from the external source of a 

33 
reality beyond." 

So far, all discussion has concerned action primarily overt. 

However, there are situations where to act overtly might well be ir

revocably disastrous. If the imperative is to "Act—I" ere we obtain 

knowledge, how can one 'act' without manifest action? Must every in

dividual actually become a criminal in order to 'know' the consequences 

of crime? Dewey answers the question with a phrase—rby symbols.* 

Through the use of symbols, the consequences of criminal action can be 

weighed within the mind, symbolic manipulation as a type of human be

havior; then such action may be discarded as socially undesirable. But 

it is important to note that the consequences can never be 'known* 

until we have performed for ourselves this symbolic action. No amount 

of external exhortation will ever make it cognitive for us. We must 

"think for ourselves." This difference must be very carefully dis

tinguished. Results attributed to exhortation merely disguise, in the 

attribution, the fact that symbolic action on the part of the 'actor1 

ran parallel to the exhortation. The attribution is in error except and 

insofar as the exhortation was itself an integral part of the environ

ment occasioning the action. If the distinction is subtle, it is also 

highly important. 

Technical symbols are framed to suggest further operations that 

may be performed. Usually, however, symbolical thinking is extended to 

such a length that it becomes loaded with irrelevant accretions and re

mote from life. In our use of symbols, we must always keep them as 

33 
Q-C, p. 139• 
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realities by constantly holding 'in view1 the ends for -which they were 

formed. 'Pure ends', only seeming to have no relationship with the 

concrete, always originate in a practical situation and are projected 

by promptings of successively reached ends. It is important to note 

that the intrinsic value of such a 'pure end' is determined by its in

herent power of prompting further extensions. Denoting only one mode 

of interaction, symbols link with other symbols to enable economical 

transition in any direction. The characteristic trait of mathematics 

and formal logic is a combination of freedom with rigor—freedom with 

respect to the development of new operations and ideas, rigor with 

respect to formal compossibilities, that which indicates that all de

velopments are welcome so long as they do not conflict with each other. 

34 
Thus the relationship is an invariant. It is eternal, not in the 

sense of enduring for all time like a Newtonian substance, but as a re

lation, grasped in a thought which is independent of the instance in 

which it is overtly simplified, although its meaning is found only in 

the possibilities of its actualization. Hence, essences or symbols may 

be regarded as having 'Being' independent of, and logically prior to, 

our thought of them if, and only if, one constantly keeps in mind the 

relation of that 'Being' to the existential. One is entitled to wonder 

at the highly complex 'act of knowing', but one is not entitled to 

hypostatize or reify the objects of thought into realms of transcendental 

Being. 

'Thought' ... is a mode of directed overt action. Ideas are 
anticipatory plans and designs which take effect in concrete re
constructions of antecedent conditions of existence. . . . 

Oh 
Ibid.. cf. pp. 163-64. 
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(Thought) is related to experienced needs and pis} concerned with 
projections of operations which will remake the actual content of 
experienced objects. . . . Ideas are hypotheses . . . tested by 
the consequences {of the operations they project] .... There is 
no predestined course that they must follow. Human experience 
consciously guided by ideas evolves its own standards and 
measures, and each new experience constructed by their means is an 
opportunity for new ideas and ideals. ... Action is at the heart 
of ideas. In the course of experience, as far as that is an out
come influenced by thinking, objects perceived, used, and enjoyed 
take up their own meaning relationships to other things disclosed 
by thinking. ... The wider scope of human experience . . . con
cerned with distinctly human conditions and ends, does not cur
rently comport with the results yielded by natural science. Thor
oughgoing revision of ideas of mind and thought and their con
nection with natural things is needed. The results achieved in 
science is a challenge to consider the possibilities of extending 
the method of operative intelligence to direction of life in other 
fields. 

In short, within the meaning of experience, knowing arises through act

ing. In turn, knowing is given direction by the amplification of sci

entific method. The implications of overt action are extended to in

tellectual action (the weighing of consequences) through the use of 

symbols. The problem now becomes the institution of judgment of 

*betterT or rworseT in both overt and symbolic action. 

Within the process of judgment lies the germ of all value for 

Dewey, because judging is synonymous with valuing. 

To value means primarily to prize, to esteem; but secondarily it 
means to apprize, to estimate. It means, that is, the act of 
cherishing something, holding it dear, and also the act of passing 
judgment upon the nature and the amount of its value as compared 
with something else. To value in the latter sense is to valuate 
or evaluate. The distinction coincides with that sometimes made 
between intrinsic and instrumental values. Intrinsic values are 
not objects of judgment; they cannot (as intrinsic) be compared, 
or regarded as greater or less, better or worse. They are in
valuable; and if a thing is invaluable, it is neither more nor less 
so than is any other invaluable. But the occasions present them
selves when it is necessary to choose, when we must let one thing 
go in order to take another. This establishes an order of 

^Ibid., pp. 166-68. 
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preference, a greater and less, better and -worse. Things judged 
or passed upon have to be estimated in relation to some third 
thing, some further end. With respect to that, they are means, 
or instrumental values.3° 

Consequently, the term 'good' gains a motivating force in human life 

because its attainment brings about a concurrent satisfaction as it is 

experienced. No longer is the punishment for the 'bad' placed in such 

a remote position; no longer is there a decided opportunity for escaping 

it altogether. 'Good' and 'bad' are in fact functional judgments and 

immediate in their consequences. Thus is a regulative quality gained, 

a quality lost with the decline in the force of organized religion. 

The foundation of tastes is the chief matter where values enter 
in, whether intellectual, esthetic, or moral. . . . The formation 
of a cultivated and effectively operative good judgment or taste 
with respect to what is esthetically admirable, intellectually 
acceptable, and morally approvable is the supreme test set to 
human beings by the incidents of experience. 

In consideration of the relation of tastes concerning values, care must 

be taken to distinguish between mere tlikingt and sound judgment. 

'Liking* may proceed from self-justification, rationalization of self-

indulgence as an attitude toward a static or fixed value. We may "take 

it or leave it" at will. But if the value is determined by such opera

tional thinking proceeding from experience (as has been outlined), then 

we cannot escape the consequences of our values merely by shutting our 

eyes to them. More, the enforced weighing of consequences in the pro

cess of structuring judgment of values determines that we do want that 

particular value and none other. If we did not want it as an ex

perienced 'good', then our procedure would have been toward another end. 

This is precisely the import of the folk maxim, What you do speaks so 

36D-E. p. 279. 37Q-C. p. 262. 
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loudly that I cannot hear "what you say. If Dewey is correct in his 

assessment of the situation, then action, all action by the very fact 

that such action is rooted in biological process, is inexorably moral 

action. The most fervent exhortation to moral action is feeble in com

parison with such a rigorous imperative. The impact of this assertion 

can.be completely appreciated only in terms of the structuring of the 

evaluation process within experience, wherein not only rgoodness1 (the 

moral import of action) but also 'truth* (the logical import of action) 

and Tbeautyr (the esthetic import of action) are real-ized as implicit 

and reciprocal phases of the act of Tknowing.f The individual struc

turing of each of these phases requires individual attention, even 

though any one of the three is inter-related with the other two. 

The Logical Import of Experience: TTruthT 

The value of logic, logic as a phase of the evaluation process, 

arises in the course of judging the validity of an instance of thought-

process in terms of its immediate environment. As was noted earlier, 

we, as human organisms, slip easily along the stream of uncognitive ex

perience until a difficulty, a disturbance, creates a block. Immediate

ly we try to restore our disturbed complacency to a state of equilib

rium. Once restored, however, we are again immediately plunged into 

another position of indetenninancy. Thus, "William James characterized 

human life as a series of "flights and perchings." This effort toward 

equilibrium is called impulse. It is hard to realize that human in

telligence (perhaps any and all intelligence) is derived from impulse. 

But intelligence is not secondary to impulse; it is that which guides 

and supervises impulse. 
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Once the impulse has been felt by the individual, another 

factor begins to operate—habit. To Dewey, the statement that we are 

"creatures of habit" has more than ordinary meaning. Habits give the 

content to intelligence. If we "short-circuit" intelligence and act 

strictly by one or another single habit, we are literally "absent 

minded," unthinking persons. What we should do is to operate our 

habits so as to concentrate attention in productive directions away 

from the disturbance. It is important to note that these habits grow 

out of the exercise of biological aptitudes. In supplying the content 

of intelligence, they are the sole agents of foresight and judgment. 

There is nothing transcendental in either foresight or judgment. The 

more broad and numerous our habits, the wider will be our possibilities 

for using good judgment in constructive reaction to the disturbance. 

Having summoned our habits into cognition, we must deal with 

them as factors for prompting possible action in a phase of the process 

called deliberation. 

Deliberation is a dramatic rehearsal fin imagination] of the 
various competing possible lines of action. It starts from the 
blocking of efficient overt action, due to that conflict of prior 
habit and newly released impulse to which reference has been made. 
Then each habit, each impulse, involved in the temporary suspense 
of overt action takes its turn in being tried out. Deliberation 
is an experiment in making various combinations of selected ele
ments of habit and impulse, to see what the result of action would 
be like if it were entered upon. But the trial is in imagination, 
not in overt fact. The experiment is carried on by tentative re
hearsals in thought which do not affect physical facts outside the 
body. Thought runs ahead and foresees outcomes, and thereby avoids 
having to wait the instruction of actual failure and disaster. An 
act overtly tried out is irrevocable, its consequences cannot be 
blotted out. An act tried out in imagination is not final or 
fatal. It is retrievable.3® 

38 
J. Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct (New York: Henry Holt and 

Company, 1922), p. 190. 
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Thus it is that habits are transmuted into symbols of action. It is 

important to note that action has not ceased. Mere external action has 

ceased •while internal intellectual action goes on at a furious pace. 

In no sense of the -word is this 'pure* activity. Not for one moment 

has it ceased to be activity in terms of, in relation to, the physical 

situation. As soon as all possible consequences are weighed, the 

habits and the impulse are integrated—and a choice results. Preference 

and bias are indeed present at this integration, but they must be 

properly subordinated to the consequences of the rehearsed end-in-view. 

If they are not properly subordinated, the choice 'will be arbitrary, 

un-reasonable. 

Nothing is more extraordinary than the delicacy, promptness, and 
ingenuity with which deliberation is capable of making elimina
tions and recombinations in projecting the course of a possible 
activity. To every shade of imagined circumstance there is a 
vibrating response; and to every complex situation a sensitive
ness as to its integrity, a feeling of whether it does justice to 
all facts, or overrides some to the advantage of others. De
cision is reasonable when deliberation is so conducted. There may 
be an error in the result, but it comes from lack of data, not 
from ineptitude in handling them.39 

On the other hand, when we ruthlessly calculate the end that we wish in 

accordance with predetermined bias and preference, then we take a course 

that is almost certain to end in disaster. Calculation, as Dewey uses 

the tem, is akin to "the best laid plans of mice and men" since it en

forces the quasi-beneficial consequences of only one of many possible 

courses of action. When we so choose, we lay ourselves open to the so

cial retribution which inevitably comes to him who calculates his plans 

without reference to all the other consequences that will operate upon 

the choice when it is consummated. Such a statement implies that ends 

39 Ibid., p. 194-
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are consummatory-—'which they are not. Ends arise as situations only to 

generate new departures, a new series of "flights and perchings." It 

is this very fact that forces an important distinction: in Dewey *s lexi

con, any Tendf is to be considered only as an 'end-in-view*, wherein 

the immediate consummation has value if, and only if, that consummation 

gives rise to further deliberation. Any TendT which is not catalytic 

in the sense just expressed is literally an intellectual 'dead-end.T 

However, the immediately relevant point is that in daring to choose, we 

use intelligence (as logic) only when the choice is productive of fur

ther ends-in-view which are socially desirable. And here the moral im

plication of the structure of the logical import of experience begins 

to emerge. 

In such a way, Dewey arrives at a definition of logic as" in

telligence in behavior. 

. . . logic, taken in its wider sense (is) an account of the se
quence of the various typical functions or situations of experi
ence in their determining relations to one another. 

Thus we can see that there is no plural form of the term, logical value; 

it is comprehensively singular, logical value is the degree of ac

curacy, ttruth1, with which we aim our thinking at the target of future 

consequences; it is the degree of success in hitting that target; it is 

wholly the name for a process. The process itself, scientific method, 

is derived from the way in which we, as human beings, do in fact think. 

It is this process—the block in the field of uncognitive experience, 

the impulse to action to restore complacency, the period of deliberation 

40 , 
J. Dewey, Essays in Experimental Logic (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1916), p. $8. Parenthesis and italics added for con
textual clarity and emphasis. 
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to consider several possible lines of action which are determined by 

gross habit, the final choice to be guarded against bias and a calcu

lated end, the testing of that choice—which holds the force and func

tion in DeweyTs philosophy of that which may be designated in other 

philosophies as 'epistemology.* As such, it is entirely consistent 

with Dewey's biologically oriented 'metaphysics.' Since the character

istic of the logical process is an inevitable judging, the finger of 

implication points directly to a conception of morals which is concomi

tant to this process. 

The Moral Import of Experience: TGoodness* 

In all of Dewey's writing, he rarely uses the term 1 ethical.1 

His obvious preference for the term 'moral' is not without significance. 

Traditionally, 'ethics' refers to the theory of conduct; Morals* re

fers to the -practice of conduct. Since to Dewey, theory without prac

tice is anathema, he preferentially uses the term 'morals * to cover both 

senses of the word. The clue to Dewey's meaning is contained in the 

simple statement, "Morality is concerned with conduct."^" The nature 

of that 'concern1 has the depth of its Quaker usage; as will be seen, 

it is nothing less than the survival of the organism whose 'conduct* is 

in question. Dewey's definition of morality has a rigor that is 

Calvinistic in the most grim sense of the term; but it is a rigor that 

is apparent only to those who comprehend accurately the scope and mean

ing of his philosophy as a whole. 

Failure to comprehend that scope and meaning is not entirely 

the fault of those who study his philosophy. Some part, at least, may 

m D—B t p. J+02» 
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be attributed to the manner of his polemic against the traditional the

ories of ethics and morals as artificial bifurcations of the mind-body 

problem. Most of his attacks on traditional theories have been directed 

to what Collingwood has called "absolute presuppositions," with the no

tation that 

. . . when an absolute presupposition is touched, the invitation 
(to examine it) will be rejected, even with a certain degree of vi
olence. The rejection is a symptom that the 1 subject1 ... has 
come to see that the presupposition he is being asked to justify or 
abandon is an absolute presupposition; and that the violence with 
which it is expressed is a symptom that he feels the importance of 
this absolute presupposition for the kind of work to which he is 
devoted.^ 

To submit an absolute presupposition to philosophic examination is to 

admit the possibility of its abandonment if justification fails, to

gether with the utter collapse of all the philosophic structure based 

upon it. While ethicsT has long been admitted to be a philosophic 

area, ^morals1 has always been claimed not merely as a province but as 

the very Ark of theism and theology. And it is in this area, Morals1, 

that Dewey stakes his apparently radical claims. Thus, his sweeping ne

gation of any form of transcendentalism, of any form of dualism, has 

been a double affront to those who hold the problem of morals to be un

thinkable apart from a concept of Deity. Whether or not the affront is 

ultimately justified is another matter. The fact also remains that 

Dewey1 s theory of morals is one of his most subtle concepts, and tinder-

standing of it is not furthered by the heat of rebuttal, frequently 

violent rebuttal. In all fairness, it must also be admitted that he no

where makes a concise, much less a complete, statement in constructive 

i p 
R. G. Collingwood, An Essay on Metaphysics (Oxford: The 

Clarendon Press, 1940), p. hU» 
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affirmation of his ovm position regarding the structure of moral action. 

Just possibly this is because his notation of the fundamentally bio

logical nature of the problem, as a refinement upon its 'human' charac

teristics, came late in the development of his thought. But it is the 

biological foundation, the Tbiological metaphysics', of his thought 

•which provides the significance to the statement, "Morality is concerned 

with conduct." 

The remark illustrates the frequent wisdom of the commonplace. 

In common usage, 'conduct1 is a term applied to the action of organisms, 

action within -which at least some vestige of intelligence is either 

discernible or attributable. Only by way of analogy is the term 1con

duct T ever applied to inorganic action. Although the term is sometimes 

applied to the so-called higher organisms, including the primates, it 

is usually reserved for the action of the human organism. 'Human con

duct* is almost a redundancy. 'Moral conduct', however, is always re

served for application in terms of human individuals. It would seem, 

then, in even ordinary usage the implication is clear: morality, moral 

conduct, is a phase of intelligence reflected in action. This is pre

cisely Dewey's point. Morality, moral conduct, is a phase of the pattern 

of intelligence, intelligent action, as rooted in the biological nature 

of the organism. Intelligent action, intelligence in action, involves 

choice, as we have seen in considering the act of deliberation. It is 

this choice "which is, in the last analysis, moral. All choice is— 

ultimately—moral. 

To grasp the far-flung significance of this point is admittedly 

difficult. Not the least of the difficulties is the fact that the 

Occidental mind is so habituated to thinking about morals, as entities 
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imposed by the authority of an external Deity, that it simply balks, 

either consciously or unconsciously, at admitting that morals may be a 

name applied to a quality of more-or-less intelligent thinking which 

issues in conduct. Such a description is seen as simply a-moral; there 

is apparently no authority behind morals so described; in such a system, 

every individual would be his own moral authority. What is overlooked, 

if it is even re-cognized, is that the terms of moral conduct are given 

by environment, and the ultimate penalty for failure to observe those 

terms is the extinction of the organism. Nature—ultimately—exacts 

the death penalty for failure to observe the pattern of morality im

plicit in organismic interaction with environment. The function of in

telligence is to make that pattern explicit. Here is the very real and 

ultimate authority for moral conduct. The morality of the Grecco-

Hebraic-Christian tradition is only, and nothing but, the reification 

of various phases of that pattern into fixed and rigid forms. The 

relative validity of the moral concepts of the Grecco-Hebraic-Christian 

tradition is rooted in the fluid adaptation of that pattern, rather 

than in a postulated external source. The fbite* of moral concepts is 

in no way weakened by that shift in authority. The organism is free to 

choose the pattern of its conduct; but any error in its choice, among 

the alternatives presented in its analysis of environment, is ultimately 

deadly. This is the broad significance of the proposition that, All 

choice is—ultimately—moral. 

It will be remembered that choice, the selection of one con

sideration on which to act from among a number of possible alternatives, 

is the fifth step in Dewey Ts pattern of deliberation, intelligence in 

action. The choice that is in fact made is based overtly on the 
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satisfaction gained from the ensuing action. More fundamentally, al

though perhaps more obscurely, choice is based on the -way in which the 

ensxiing action enhances the survival of the individual. Biological sur

vival is the utterly basic drive within all organismic activity. It is 

important to note that the individual organism may, and frequently does, 

sacrifice its own survival for the sake of the survival, perpetuation, 

of its species. There is "something wrong with" any organism which de

liberately commits suicide; animals and organisms of lesser complexity 

never do. Hence, any organismTs choice is 'good', 'better*, or 'best' 

to the degree that the choice, when put into action, does in fact en

hance the survival of the organism, however remotely. Similarly, any 

choice is fbadr, 'worse*, or 'worst' to the degree that it does, when 

put into action, threaten or minimize or even curtail the survival of 

the organism, also however remotely. Survival is not only an individual 

matter; survival requires association with others of the species, if 

only for purposes of propagation. Such association irrefragably ex

pands the survival problem; as an individual problem it is.concomitant

ly a social problem. It is the pattern of the individual's choices, es

tablished by his consistent action, which is designated as his 

'character.' It is the pattern of action as accepted by the social 

community which establishes the 'morals' of the community. In the end, 

both the individual and the community survive or become extinct on the 

basis of the effectiveness of the accepted pattern of choice among the 

possible choices presented by environment. By that fact, choice is— 

immediately or ultimately—moral. 

All this is necessary background for Dewey's remark that 
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The logical analysis of the process of moral judgment, setting 
forth its inherent organization or structure with reference to 
the peculiar logical function it has to accomplish, furnishes the 
categories of limiting terms of ethical science, and supplies 
their formal meaning, their definition. But the logical category, 
say, of end or ideal becomes concrete only as some individual has 
actually experience of and with ends—and this involves the act or 
attitude of forming and entertaining them. So the category of 
standard becomes more than a possible intellectual tool only as 
some individual actually engages in an experience concerned with 
right and wrong, and which, when viewed objectively, is regarded 
as a judgment. The entertaining of ends, the adjudging of values— 
such acts are character phenomena. 

To Dewey, moral theory is identical with an idea of what is to be done 

in any given situation. If the sweep of experience is generally uncog-

nitive, and if habits give content to cognitive experience, then a 

moral experience is one which entails such consequences for habit and 

character as to require judgment from the standpoint of the whole body 

of conduct. Moral theory has no application in uncognitive experience. 

This fact also emphasizes the difference between moral theory and prac

tice as being a difference only in degree. The imoral1 man becomes 

moral to the degree in which he becomes cognitive of the moral implica-
j 

tions contained in his successively broadening actions—and, hence, 

acts consonantly with those enlarged cognitions. The "Golden Rule," 

rather than being an engine to force conformity, is a warning of the 

social consequences which will inevitably follow any act. The effec-

tivity of the Golden Rule as a rule for human behavior is proportionate 

to the level of our cognition of the social consequences of our acts. 

Present moral value which we hold is not a priori value; it is operative 

here and now, rather than remotely. Such value has risen through gross 

J. Dewey, Logical Conditions of a Scientific Treatment of 
Morality. Quoted in J. Ratner, The Philosophy of John Dewey (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1928), p. 339. 
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organismic experience, although transcendental paths have been 

rationalized to it. Because of this rationalization, moral value has 

lost much of its "living" quality and become static; it has become an 

esthetic object for conformity. But all notion of firmer* things con

cerning it must be discarded so that its force may be renewed—else we 

perish. This avovral of necessity for renewed kinetic energy in the 

realm of morals is the crux of Democracy and Education. 

All the aims and values which are desirable in education are 
themselves moral. Discipline, natural development, culture, so
cial efficiency, are moral traits—marks of a person who is a 
worthy member of that society which it is the business of educa
tion to further. There is an old saying to the effect that it 
is not enough for a man to be good; he must be good for some
thing. The something for which a man must be good is a capacity 
to live as a social member so that what he gets from living with 
others balances with what he contributes. What he gets and gives 
as a human being, a being with desires, emotions, and ideas, is 
not external possessions, but a widening and deepening of con
scious life—a more intense, disciplined, and expanding realiza
tion of meanings.^ 

And more, 

Certain traits of character have such an obvious connection with 
our social relationships that we call them 'moral1 in an emphatic 
sense—truthfulness, honesty, chastity, amiability, etc. But 
this means that they are, as compared with other attitudes, central: 
—that they carry other attitudes with them. They are moral in an 
emphatic sense not because they are isolated and exclusive, but be
cause they are so intimately connected with thousands of other at
titudes which we do not recognize. . . . The moral and the social 
quality of conduct are, in the last analysis, identical with each 
other.^ 

In summary, then, moral value, even as logical value from which 

it derives, possesses only singular number. Moral evaluation is a pro

cess which heightens logical evaluation through cognition of the elements 

and significance of individual character—the control of the logical 

^D-E, p. 417. 45Ibid.. p. 415. 
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process, the phase (as an abstracted element) 'which saves individual 

character from being mechanical. Because character itself is changed 

through the process in -which it is a reagent, the entire process may be 

called tmoral.1 

The Esthetic Import of Experience; *Beautyr 

At this point, the general bearing of Dewey *s thought should be 

apparent. The fvalues1 of life emerge as phases of designated patterns 

in the stream of experience, the interaction of an organism with en

vironment. Experience becomes cognitive experience as the organism be

comes more clearly conscious of the elements of an immediate environment 

knowing is only a cognitized segment of generally uncognitive experi

ence . 

Experience occurs continuously, because the interaction of live 
creatures and environing conditions is involved in the very pro
cess of living. Under conditions of resistance and conflict, as
pects and elements of the self and the world that are,indicated 
in this interaction qualify experience with emotions -̂ and ideas 
so that conscious intent emerges. Often times, however, the ex
perience had is inchoate. Things are experienced but not in such 
a way that they are composed into an experience. There is dis
traction and dispersion ... we start and we stop, not because 
the experience has reached the end for the sake of which it was 
initiated but because of the extraneous interruptions or inner 
lethargy. 

In contrast with such experience, we have an experience 
when the material experience runs its course to fulfillment. 
Then and only then is it integrated within and demarcated in the 
general stream of experience from other experiences ... so 
rounded out that its close is a consvanmation and not a cessation. 
Such an experience is a whole and carries with it its own in- . 
dividualizing quality and self-sufficiency. It is an experience.^ 

In saying so much, Dewey has repeated much that has been already said; 

but something of the highest importance has been added, almost unob

trusively. In order to thavel an experience within the stream of 

^Italics added. ^Italics added. ^A-E. p. 35. 
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experience, the material experience as an event must "run its course to 

fulfillment," a fulfillment -which is "qualified -with emotion." Without 

the emotional qualification, there is no fulfillment. Conversely, emo

tional qualification is an irrefragable condition of fulfillment. 

Therein lies the condition of 'esthetic value' as a phase of the defini

tion of experience. With the addition of this term, 'esthetic value', 

Dewey's definition of experience and his reciprocal theory of evalua

tion may be seen as a whole—and at long last. 

Specifically, Dewey's theory permits the use of the three tradi

tional value labels (as logical 'truth', moral 'goodness', and esthetic 

'beauty') only as they may be applied to specific relationships between 

the human organism and his environment. Moreover, the three value-

labels are not in any way separate; they are always simultaneous and 

utterly irrefragable; they are always implicit in the process :of think

ing, of cognizing experience. Once a block has been established in the 

field of uncognitive experience, an impulse to action is asserted to 

restore complacency. Then follows a period of deliberation to consider 

several lines of action which are determined, in gross, by habit. Then 

a choice is made among the possibilities, a choice which reflects the 

organism's enhancement in terms of the perceived, total and environ

mental, situation. But it is also a choice which is signaled by the 

emotionally charged action which the individual takes. Logical value, 

'truth', is thus involved in the degree of accuracy with which thinking 

is aimed at the target of future consequences. Moral value, 'goodness', 

is involved in the choice of such a target. Esthetic value, 'beauty', 

is involved in the emotional wings with which the action is carried out. 
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The entire thought process must result in action (both mental and 

overt) in order to be characterized by value. There is no value with

out action, and no action without value to the individual. In the 

larger and societal sense, however, the value-action of the individual 

is always checked by the value-action impinging upon the complacency of 

other members of human society. That is, *error' and Tevil* and Tugli-

ness* are labels applied by other members of a society when the value-

action of one member is repudiated by the others. If such action is 

accepted by the others, then Ttruthf and 1goodness* and Tbeauty' is 

discerned and designated by the others. The more sweepingly the in

dividual can pre-cognize the consequences of his action, the more logi

cal, the more moral, the more esthetic his action becomes. On such a 

base, the esthetic phase of experience may be examined in more detail. 

The specific problem presented by esthetic evaluation is 

characteristically defined by Dewey: 

The nature of the esthetic problem (is) that of recovering the 
continuity of the esthetic experience with normal processes of 
living. The understanding of art and its role in civilization 
is not furthered with setting out eulogies of it nor by occupy
ing ourselves exclusively at the onset with great works of art 
recognized as such. The comprehension which theory essays will 
be arrived at by a detour; by going back to experience of common 
or mill-run of things to discover the esthetic quality such ex
perience possesses. . . . Even a crude experience, if authenti
cally an experience as (JhacQ, is more fit to give a clue to the 
intrinsic nature of an esthetic experience than is any other 
mode of experience. Following this clue we can discover how the 
work of art develops and accentuates what is characteristics!1y 
valuable in things of everyday enjoyment. The art product will 
then seem to issue from the latter, when the full meaning of 
ordinary experience is expressed, as dyes come out of coal tar 
when they receive special treatment.^ 

What Dewey is saying here may be epitomized by indicating the ultimate 

49 
A-E, pp. 10-11. 
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continuity bet-ween a lick of ice-cream and contemplation of the Sistine 

Madonna, in and as esthetic experience. The difference between the two 

is only one of degree. Until that continuity is real-ized (cognized 

and re-cognized), the complete force of esthetic significance is missed. 

Theory (of esthetic value] is concerned -with discovering the na
ture of the production of works of art and of their enjoyment in 
perception. How is it that the everyday making of things grows 
into that form of making which is genuinely artistic? How is it 
that our everyday enjoyment of scenes and situations develops 
into that particular satisfaction that attends the experience 
which is emphatically esthetic? These are questions theory must 
answer. The answers cannot be found unless we are willing to 
find the germs and roots in matters of experience that we do not 
currently regard as esthetic. Having discovered these active 
seeds, we may follow the course of their growth into the highest 
forms of finished art.^ 

The objects with which we fill our museums (horrid thought) once served 

a purpose as part of the everyday environment of human beings. Our 

literature is an expression of the essence of human existence. All art 

is primarily an attempt at short range enjoyment of human experience. 

The decorated pottery or the engraved spearhead is an embellished 

household utensil. The story is the enjoyment of the drama of life 

without its liabilities. But the farther we remove that enjoyment of 

life from the liabilities, the nearer we are to hedonism, sometimes 

called utilitarianism, and also the nearer we are to an empty concept 

of esthetics filled only with poses and "arty" jargon. Dewey's theory 

is at the farthest remove from this concept of the esthetic, with its 

dualism of 'fine' and 'applied7 art. Dewey's theory clings, like 

Antaeus, to the earth of experience from which it continually renews 

its strength. 

50Ibid., p. 12. 
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The key to the problem lies in Dewey*s definition of the func

tion of emotion in the 'knowing* process, as that which, in suffusing 

the iliad* experience, fuses it into an event. In some sense, emotion 

may be said to be the personal glue which holds together the arti

ficially abstracted elements of experience for the individual organism. 

For emotion in its ordinary sense is something called out ob
jects, physical and personal; it is response to an objective 
situation. It is not something existing somewhere by itself 
which then employs material through which to express itself. 
Emotion is an indication of intimate participation, in a more or 
less excited way in some scene of nature or life; it is, so to 
speak, an attitude or disposition which is a function of ob
jective things. ... It still remains true that the origin of 
the art-process lay in emotional responses spontaneously called 
out by a situation occurring without any reference to art, and 
without "esthetic" quality save in the sense in which all im
mediate enjoyment and suffering is esthetic.^ 

There is, according to Dewey, no plural form of emotion: joy (enjoying), 

sorrow (sorrowing), hope (hoping), fear (fearing), anger, curiosity, 

all are generic terms. Each one classifies the attitude of the indi

vidual to somewhat similar circumstances. 

Emotion belongs of a certainty to the self. But it belongs to 
the self that is concerned in the movements of events toward an 
issue that is desired or disliked. We jump instantaneously 
when we are scared, as we blush on the instant when we are 
ashamed. But fright and shamed modesty are not in this case 
emotional states. Of themselves they are but automatic reflexes. 
In order to become emotions they must become parts of an inclu
sive and enduring situation that involves concern for objects and 
their issues. The jump of fright becomes emotional fear when 
there is found or thought to exist a threatening object to be 
dealt with or escaped from. The blush becomes the emotion of 
shame when a person connects, in thought, an action he has per
formed with unfavorable reaction to himself or some other 
person. 

This conception of emotion is of the highest importance in the process 

of esthetic creation. Just as we have seen the rise of thinking from 

51E-N, pp. 390-91. 
52 
A-E, p. 42. 
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the uncognitive stream of experience, the rise of moral value in its 

turn from the interplay of the concept of character -with logical valua

tion, so the esthetic valuation, as creative, arises from the interplay 

of emotion within character upon the total situation. In so doing or-

ganismic life as 'human* is most acutely characterized. 

The real work of art is the building up of an integral experience 
out of the interaction of organic and environmental conditions 
and energies. . . . The thing expressed is wrung from the producer 
by the pressure exercised of objective things upon the natural im
pulses and tendencies—so far is expression from being the direct 
and immaculate issue of the latter. . . . The act of expression 
that constitutes a work of art is a construction in time, not an 
instantaneous emission . . . (This statement means) that the ex
pression of the self in and through a medium, constituting the 
work of art, is itself a prolonged interaction of something issu
ing from the self with objective conditions, a process in which 
both of them acquire a form and order they did not at first 
possess. . . . (Finally) when excitement about the subject goes 
deep, it stirs up a store of attitudes and meanings derived from 
prior experience. As they are aroused into activity they become 
conscious thoughts and emotions, emotionalized images. To be set 
on fire by a thought or scene is to be inspired. "What is kindled 
must either burn itself out, turning into ashes, or must press 
itself out in material that changes the latter from crude metal 
into refined product. Many a person is unhappy, tortured within 
because he has at command no art of expressive action. What under 
happier conditions may be used to convert objective material into 
material of an intense and clear experience, seethes within in un
ruly turmoil which finally dies down after, perhaps, a painful 
inner disruption.^ 

It would be difficult to find another passage in Dewey's writing where 

he, at one and the same time, synthesizes the evolving processes of ex

perience, and expresses the paramount importance of the creative, es

thetic experience for the well-integrated individual. Where Wordsworth 

defines poetry as the expression of "an emotion recollected in tran

quility," Dewey reverses the process. The stress of the situation so 

disrupts the emotional tranquility of the individual that the production 

53Ibid., pp. 64-65. 
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of the poem is mandatory as a form of catharsis, to restore equilibrium. 

Such catharsis is the "creative urge." Thus, any creation under the 

stress of emotion is art. There can be no valid distinction between 

'fine* and fappliedT art. With regard to workmen, however, a distinc

tion between artisan and the artist must be made. The workman as arti

san is one who constructs without any degree of emotion (except pos

sibly that of distaste for what he is doing). The workman as artist 

constructs with a high degree of emotion (enjoyment, at the very least, 

of what he is doing). The bricklayer is an artist to the degree that 

he joyously enfuses his emotions into his work. The portrait painter, 

listlessly turning out routine likenesses at so much "per head" is an 

artisan. The teacher is either artisan or artist to the degree that his 

teaching, as a creative product, expresses the urge within him to create. 

The pre-school child*s crayon scribble is creative art to the degree 

that it is expressive of what he "wanted to do." Understanding of this 

point is basic. Fine art is useful; useful art is fine. There is no 

other kind of creative art, according to Dewey, nor any other kind of 

creative artist. 

However, it may be asked, where in the creative' urge lies the 

imagination, that traditionally close relative of intuition? Since 

transcendental knowledge has been discarded by Dewey, does he discard 

imagination also? The answer is an emphatic negative. Poetic insight, 

imagination, is merely the act of deliberation tremendously quickened 

by a mind highly sensitized to the given situation. The nature of the 

problem is comprehended in all its ramifications and, "in a flash," the 

possibilities of the accurate adjustment to that problem is grasped and 

projected. 
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Mind denotes a -whole system of meanings as they are embodied in 
the workings of organic life. . . . Mind is a constant luminosity; 
consciousness is intermittent, a series of flashes of different 
intensities. ... In every "work of art, however, these meanings 
are actually embodied in a material which thereby becomes the 
medium for their expression. This fact constitutes the peculi
arity of nil experience that is definitely esthetic. Its imagi
native quality dominates because meanings and values that are 
wider and deeper than the particular here and now in which they 
are anchored are realized by way of expressions although not by 
way of an object that is physically efficacious in relation to 
other objects.^ 

Thus the architect (as artist) varies only in degree from the bricklayer 

(as artist) in proportion to their respective awareness and grasp of 

the expressional possibilities of their common media. In fact, the de

gree of difference lies only in this awareness. It is this quality 

which gives humanity its distinction from the machine and the brute, ac

cording to Dewey. Unfortunately, this quality of awareness does not 

rise to the same degree in all mankind. 

Large implications are contained here for the observer of the 

product. Every observer is to some degree a critic. His function (as 

critic) is to pass upon the expressional meanings and possibilities con

tained in the object for himself. The greater the artist, and more 

deeply and the more clearly those meanings will be expressed. The more 

shallow meaning and the more confused expression denote the artist of 

lesser power. It is to this particular point, meaningful organization, 

55 that Pepper speaks so effectively. On the other hand, the more sen

sitive and the more highly developed is the character of the spectator 

(as critic—and all human beings are in some manner spectators), the 

54A-E, pp. 272-73. 

55 ^S. C. Pepper, Principles of Art Appreciation (New York: Harcourt 
Brace and Company, 1949), vii+32& pp. 
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more possibilities he will perceive in any work of art and the more he 

will empower the translation of the received impulse into further ex

perience of his own. If there is any function of the critic (as in

terpreter), it is so to define the nature and the conditions of the 

meanings contained in the work of art in order that they may be made 

more accessible to those less sensitive than he. Most emphatically, he 

has no function in passing upon the "beauty" of the work of art. 

Beauty is at the farthest remove from an analytic term, and 
hence from a conception of what can figure in theory as a means 
of explanation or classification. Unfortunately, it has been 
hardened into a peculiar object; emotional rapture has been sub
jected to what philosophy calls hypostatization, and the concept 
of beauty as an essence of intuition has resulted. For purposes 
of theory, it then becomes an obstructive term. In case the 
term is used in theory to designate the total esthetic quality 
of an experience, it is surely better to deal with the experience 
itself and show whence and how the quality proceeds. In that 
case, beauty is the response to that which (to reflection) is the 
consummated movement of matter integrated,through its inner re
lations into a single qualitative whole. 

The critic—and which one of us is not in some sense a critic—ceases 

to function where and when he merely expresses personal preference. 

Preference is reserved for those works of art that, by the nature of 

their changing environment, have ceased to be functional any longer (if 

there are any such objects). For this negative lack-of-function, Dewey 

(often somewhat contemptuously) reserves the traditional usage of the 

term *esthetic.* When a work of art ceases to function within experience, 

when it no longer provokes thought, then it is dead. 

Against this point, Dewey summarizes the cohesive function of 

emotion and the esthetic experience, important as it is as an individual 

matter, in terms of its crucial significance in communication among 

56A-E, pp. 129-30. 
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human organisms, human individuals. To the degree that any and every 

action of the individual is charged with emotion, however slightly, the 

act (as an event or as an object) is evocative of emotion in the spec

tator, and thereby transfers meaning to the spectator who passes judg

ment on the act or object. It is impossible for any human being to es

cape the responsibility of being, in some degree, both actor and 

spectator. 

The work of art is thus a challenge to the performance of a like 
act of evocation and organization, through imagination, on the 
part of one who experiences it.. It is not just a stimulus to and 
a means of an overt course of action. 

This fact constitutes the uniqueness of esthetic experience, 
and this uniqueness is in turn a challenge to thought. It is 
particularly a challenge to that systematic thought called 
philosophy. For esthetic experience is experience in its in
tegrity. Had not the term "pure" been so often abused in 
philosophic literature, had it not been so often employed to sug
gest that there is something alloyed, impure, in the very nature 
of experience and to denote something beyond experience, we might 
say that esthetic experience is pure experience. For it is ex
perience free from the forces that impede and confuse its develop
ment as experience; freed, that is, from factors that subordinate 
an experience as it is directly had to something beyond itself. 
To esthetic experience, then, the philosopher must go to under
stand what experience. . . . 

There is no test that so surely reveals the one-sidedness of a 
philosophy as its treatment of art and esthetic experience. 
Imaginative vision is the power that unifies all the constituents 
of the matter of a work of art, making a whole out of them in all 
their variety. Yet all the elements of our being that are dis
played in special emphases and partial realizations in other ex
periences are merged in esthetic experience. And they are so com
pletely merged in the immediate wholeness of the experience that 
each is submerged:—it does not present itself in consciousness as 
a distinct element.57 

Cognition of esthetic value as_ a process is the measure of sensitivity 

of individual character to the expressional meaning of environmental 

objects. To Dewey, cognition of esthetic value is particularly and 

peculiarly the measure of Man. 

57Ibid., p. 274. 
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Theory of Valuation 

No survey of Dewey's philosophy would be complete without em

phasis on his concept of the means-end-means—ad infinitum continuum* 

It is this feature of his thought which is most central to his concep

tion of organismic process, and it is just this feature that is most 

frequently attacked by those who do not comprehend Dewey in any funda

mental sense. "The Continuum of Ends-Means" is the central chapter of 

his Theory of Valuation, the abstract summation of his thought which 

was written in 1939* The clue lies in the order of the words, "ends-

means"; and 'end* is only, merely, a 'means' to a further 'end' which 

becomes a 'means' etc., the significance of the continuum. This is the 

way the organism as human does in fact operate when that organism is 

functioning normally. The only ultimate finality is the death of the 

organism. For the human organism to take, within the process of 

'living', any of its ends to be ultimately final is to signify the 

death of the process. If and whenever the human organism, the human 

individual. takes any of its 'ends', any 'end' whatsoever. as ultimately 

final, then that individual is. by so much, intellectually dead. The 

thinking process is stopped. 

A distinction must be made here between the consummation of aiiy 

'end' as an end-in-view and the consummation of an end-as-ultimately-

final. It will be remembered that in order to 'have' an experience 

within the stream of experience, the material experience as an event 

must "run its course to fulfillment," a fulfillment which is "qualified 

by emotion." The emotional sense of fulfillment enables the artificial 

demarcation or abstraction of 'the event' from, or in, the on-rushing 
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stream of experience as 'an experience.' 'An experience1 as 'had* 

within the stream of experience, qualified as it is with a sense of 

emotional fulfillment, signifies the achievement of an evaluated end-

in-view. The achievement of this, or any, end-in-view becomes the 

spring-board to the achievement of the next end-in-view—and the next— 

and the next. The only 'real' and genuine, ultimate 'end' to, not in, 

the process is the death of the organism wherein all experience stops 

together. If experience is the interaction of an organism with environ

ment, then 'an experience' as 'had' by the organism becomes, as soon as 

it is 'had', a factor and qualification in all succeeding interaction 

of the particular organism with environment. The 'had' experience, the 

achieved end-in-view, inevitably becomes, to some degree, a factor in 

all succeeding tensions which are productive of organismic interaction 

with environment. That there is sound psychological support for the 

factorial importance of the 'had' experience, the achieved end-in-view, 

is a point to be examined when discussion of "anticipatory set" is 

reached in a later discussion of Tolman's psychology of 'purposive be

havior.' The importance of the distinction between the consummation of 

any 'end' as the emotional fulfillment of an end-in-view in a 'had' ex

perience and the consummation of an end-as-ultimately final is the ever 

present danger of mistaking the consummation of an end-in-view for the 

consummation of an end-as-ultimately-final, with concomitant and un

necessary death of the intellectual process. 

It will be further remembered that it is the emotional fulfill

ment of the human organism in the 'had' experience, the event, which 

fuses or synthesizes the designated phases of value within the 
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experience. Thus value is irrefragably involved with achieved ends-in-

view, and all that is implied thereby. As Dewey in some sense 

summarizes the whole matter, 

A value is final in the sense that it represents the conclusion of 
a process of analytic appraisals of conditions operating in a con
crete case, the conditions including impulses and desires on one 
side and external conditions on the other. Any conclusion reached 
by an inquiry that is taken to warrant the conclusion is "final" 
for that case. "Final" here has logical force. The quality or 
property of value that is correlated with the last desire formed 
in the process of valuation is, tautologically, ultimate for that 
particular situation. It applies, however, to a specifiable 
temporal means-end relation and not to something which is an end 
per se. There is a fundamental difference between a final 
property or quality and the property or quality of finality. 

The objection always brought against the view set forth is 
that, according to it, valuation activities and judgments are in
volved in a hopeless regressus ad infinitum. If, so it is said, 
there is no end which is not in turn a means, foresight has no 
place at which it can stop, and no end-in-view can be formed ex
cept by the most arbitrary of acts—an act so arbitrary that it 
mocks the claim of being a genuine valuation-proposition. 

This objection brings us back to the conditions under which de
sires take shape and foreseen consequences are projected as ends to 
be reached. These conditions are those of need, deficit, and con
flict. Apart from a condition of tension between a person and en
vironing conditions there is, as we have seen, no occasion for 
evocation of desire for something else; there is nothing to induce 
the formation of an end, much less the formation of one end rather 
than any other out of the indefinite number of ends theoretically 
possible. Control of transformation of active tendencies into a 
desire in which a particular end-in-view is incorporated, is exer
cised by the needs or privations of an actual situation as its re
quirements are disclosed to observation. The "value" of different 
ends that suggest themselves is estimated or measured by the 
capacity they exhibit to guide action in making good, satisfying, 
in its literal sense, existing lacks. Here is the factor which 
cuts short the process of foreseeing and weighing ends-in-view in 
their function as means. 

This is also the fact in process that enforces recognition that the act 

of judgment, evaluation, is an expression—and can never be anything else 

but an expression—of the relativity of the organism to the relatedness 

of objects which independently form the environment. 

58T-V, pp. 45-46. 
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Experience has shown that problems for the most part fall into cer
tain recurrent kinds so that there are general principles which, it 
is believed, proposed solutions must satisfy in a particular case. 
There thus develops a sort of framework of conditions to be satis
fied—a framework of reference which operates in an empirical]y 
regulative way in given cases. We may even say that it operates 
as an "a priori" principle, but inexactly the same sense in which 
rules for the conduct of a technological art are both empirically 
antecedent and controlling in a given case of art.'5" 

And further, 

Recognition of the end as a co-ordination or unified organization 
of activities, and of the end-in-view as the special activity 
which is the means of effecting this co-ordination, does away with 
any appearance of paradox that seems to be attached to the idea of 
a temporal continuum of activities in which each successive stage 
is equally end and means. The form of an attained end or conse
quence is always the same: that of adequate co-ordination. The 
content or involved matter of each successive result differs from 
that of its predecessors; for, while it is a reinstatement of a 
unified ongoing action, after a period of interruption through con
flict and need, it is also an enactment of a new state of affairs. 
It has the qualities and properties appropriate to its being the 
consumatory resolution of a previous state of activity in which 
there was a peculiar need, desire, and end-in-view. In the con
tinuous temporal process of organizing activities into a co
ordinated and co-ordinating unity, a constituent activity is both 
an end and a means: an end, in so far as it is temporally and 
relatively a close; a means, in so far as it provides a condition 
to be taken into account in further activity. ̂  

All that has gone before in this study of the philosophy of Dewey is but 

preparation for understanding the depth of meaning in this last para

graph, and particularly the last sentence of that paragraph. Compre

hension of Dewey's philosophy may be said to hang upon comprehension of 

the significance of the end-means continuum. 

The Implications for Objective Relativism 

1. The universe, cosmos, is ultimately real. 

2. All objects within the universe are related and have no reality 
apart from that total relatedness. as evidenced by the inter
activity and inter-dependence (interaction) of the objects. 

59 
Ibid.. p. 47. ^Ibid., p. 49' 
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3» Relatedness of the objects within the -universe is substantive to 
the reality of the universe. 

4. Organism, as an object among the other objects of the universe, 
is differentiated from those other objects by being a 'living' 
object. 

5. As a living1 object, the primary and unqualified characteristic 
common to all organisms and basic to all other organismic char
acteristics is the drive to maintain TlifeT, to survive in terms 
of its identity as an organism. 

6. Differentiation among organism is qualified by the evolved char
acteristic, peculiar to organism, of locomotion and reproduction 
and communication—all corollary to the drive to maintain 'life' 
to survive. 

7. The universe -with all its objects exists independently of the or
ganism, but an empirical distinction is made necessary by the 
presence of organism: the 'natural world' is 'environmental* only 
as it enters dirfectly and indirectly into the life-function of 
the organism. This distinction is the expression of the 
organism's relativity to the relatedness of the real universe. 

8. Organism's immediate and pervasive interaction with other objects 
of the natural world as 'environmental' may be expressed as the 
'reality' of 'experience.' 

9. The structure and course of organism's interaction, 'behavior', 
has a definite spatial and temporal pattern. This pattern, on the 
level of human organism, foreshadows the general pattern of human 
inquiry. It i£ the pattern of organismic relativity to relatedness. 

10. Only organisms express, through manifest behavior, their own rela
tivity to total relatedness of which they are an integral part. 
All other objects express only relatedness by manifestation. 

11. The structure and course of organism's interaction, 'behavior', as 
a definite temporal and spatial pattern is manifest expression of 
organism's drive for survival. As such, behavior is 'purposive.' 
Relatedness can not be purposive: relativity must be purposive. 

12. 'Experience' on whatever organismic level is, thus, an expression 
of organism's behavior tinder the impulsion of the survival drive, 
behavior as the effort to maintain and enhance the life-function. 

'Experience' on the level of human organism is a notation as well 
as an expression of the inquiry patterns of the human organism's 
behavior under the impulsion of the survival drive, deliberately-
purposive behavior to maintain and enhance the life-function. 
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The distinction is between expression by manifestation only and 
notation through communication, a distinction in levels of organis-
mic complexity. This distinction has important psychological con
sequences. 

13. Through the evolved characteristic of locomotion, the organism can 
bring about physical changes in its environment. 

14. Through the evolved characteristic of reproduction, the organism 
becomes social; its behavior is conditioned by the presence of, at 
least, like-organisms in expression of the life-function. 

15• Through the evolved characteristic of communication, the organism 
can preserve and transmit its behavior patterns of manifest physi
cal and social change—all for the enhancement of the life-function, 
the organismic drive for survival. 

16. In purposive behavior to bring about physical change, *choice* is 
inevitably involved if the life-function is to be enhanced by the 
behavioral action. 

17. 'Choice* involves deliberation* before action (interaction) is 
made manifest. The pattern of inquiry becomes relevant. 

18. The pattern of purposive inquiry involves five steps: 

(a) A sense of tension, imbalance, a threat however direct or in
direct and obscure to its survival, is felt bjr the organism in its 
relatedness with environment. 

(b) The source of the tension, imbalance, threat, is located in 
environment. This location is an expression of the organism*s 
perceived relativity to the relatedness of environment. 

(c) Various possible courses of action are considered in terms of 
their consequences in alleviating or removing the tension, im
balance, threat. These are variable and possible expressions of 
the organism*s own relativity to the relatedness of all objects, 
including itself, perceived as in environment. 

(d) One course of action is *chosen* as *best* to relieve the 
tension, imbalance* threat as sensed in the organism*s relativity 
to the relatedness of environment. 

(e) This 'chosen* course-of-action is tested by overt action on 
the part of organism vdth concomitant 'enjoyment* (satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction) in the results of the action.in removing or 
alleviating the tension, imbalance, threat. Success is measured 
in terms of relative restoration of perceived organismic related
ness. 
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19. Maintenance of relatedness by organism is a condition of survival. 
But that relatedness can be maintained by the organism only by the 
accuracy of organismTs perception of its ovm relativity to that 
relatedness. 

20. The five-step existential pattern of purposive inquiry, on the 
level of human organism, constitutes thinking, the translation of 
experience (the on-going flow of interaction between organism and 
environment) into an experience as 'had', an ,event.T Such 'had' 
experience, such *events1, are communicable. 

21. Communication among organisms .is enabled by observation, percep
tion of behavioral patterns as purposive, and (at least on the 
level of human organism) by symbols, including words. 

22. Symbols, including words, are significations of both relativity 
and relatedness. 

23. The words and symbols of relatedness are the words and symbols of 
' science.T 

The words and symbols of organism's relativity to that relatedness 
are the words and symbols of 'philosophy.1 

24. 'Values' are word-symbols applicable to the variant phases of the 
problem.of inquiry after that process has issued in action as a 
manifestation of the organism's relativity to the relatedness of 
environment. 

The process itself is one of e-value-ation in which the human or
ganism rehearses the variant consequential (that-which-follows-
after) possibilities perceived to be inherent in the variant 
possible actions which may relieve tension by more accurately ap
proximating its own relativity to the relatedness of environment. 

25. 'Value', that which makes life worth living, is to be found only 
in the,here-and-now of human experience through the irrefragable 
functioning of both relatedness and relativity within human ex
perience, the expression of the human organism's relativity to 
the relatedness which constitutes, is substantive in, the reality 
of natural environment. 

26. 'Truth' is the word-symbol covering the expression of the relative 
accuracy with which the relatedness among the objects of environ
ment is perceived by the human organism, within a given 'event.' 

27. 'Goodness' is the word—symbol covering the expression of the 
relative effectiveness of either the projected or accomplished 
action as purposive, the enhancement of the life-function directly 
or remotely by the action of the human organism. The relative 
accuracy, 'truth', with which existential relatedness is perceived 
by the organism is a function of the ensuing enhancement, or lack 
of enhancement. 
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28. beauty* is the omnibus word-symbol covering the expression of the 
relative satisfaction, enjoyment, taken by the human organism in 
the effectiveness, 'goodness1, of the projected or accomplished 
purposive action. It expresses final judgment on the consummation 
of an action as 'an experience', an 'event' in the on-going flow 
of experience, organismic interaction with environment. 

29. The conditions of survival are not limited to the individual or
ganism; survival is irrefragably related to propagation and is, 
thus, social. That action which is 'good' for the survival of the 
individual is, thus, necessarily subordinated to that action which 
is 'good' for the survival of other, and ultimately all other, 
human organisms. They too are objects in the relatedness of all 
objects within the 'natural world' as the perceived universe. 
This is the root of such 'values' as 'self-sacrifice', 'altruism', 
'tolerance', and 'love.' . 

30. The penalty for error in the individual organism's perception and 
manifestation of its relativity to the relatedness of the universe 
—expressed on the level of human organism as errors in e-value-
ation and 'value' determination—is the ultimate extinction of the 
organism. 



CHAPTER V 

OBJECTIVE RELATIVISM AS THEORY OF VALUE 

David Hume, with characteristic blunt honesty, noted in 1748 

the existential fact that 

. . * abstruse philosophy, being founded on a turn of mind 'which 
cannot enter into business and action, vanishes when the philoso
pher leaves the shade, and comes into the open day; nor can its 
principles easily retain any influence over our conduct and be
havior. The feelings of our heart, the agitation of our passions, 
the vehemence of our affections, dissipate all its conclusions, 
and reduce the profound philosopher to a mere plebian. 

The -world of everyday life which Hume entered as he left his study 

seemed to deny everything in his carefully analyzed philosophy. It was 

also characteristic of Hume that, despite the apparent dichotomy, his 

personal life continued to be as full-bodied as his intellectual life 

was rigorous. He solved the dichotomy by accepting it, rather than re

solving it. Indeed, it was not in his power to resolve it; the state 

of his contemporary knowledge would not permit of its resolution. His 

contribution is the fact that he indicated it. In saying so much, Hume 

jabbed at one of the sorest points in philosophy. Although he did not 

realize it, the key to the problem lay in his phrase, "philosophy, 

being founded on a turn of mind." The basic assumptions in which 

*4). Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding. as contained 
in The English Philosophers from Bacon to Mill, ed. E. A. Burtt 
(New York: The Modern Library, 1939), p. 586. 
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philosophy is rooted and rarely acknowledges frequently prevent it from 

coming to grips with the very problem which it is designed to solve. 

One such basic assumption is that objectivity and ultimate rela

tivity are, in the end, incompatible. Scientific analysis claims to be, 

and does attempt to be, objective. The object is arbitrarily taken to 

be, in fact, independent of mind. Not only is the object taken to be 

independent of transcendental Mind in its 'essence*; the object is also 

taken to be independent of the mind of the finite observer. The object 

is what it is, whether observed or not. Such objects are 'facts', hard 

and immutable. The galaxies whirling in the depths of infinite space 

and the particles dancing within the nucleus of every atom are equally 

independent of observation. The physical universe, from microcosm 

through objects-as-configurations to macrocosm, is a mechanism operating 

at the behest of chance if not (at best) probability. This is the basic 

assumption of objectivity, of 'science.* If some concatenation of 

hydrogen bombs or cobalt bombs or x-bombs should destroy all 'life' on 

this planet, the particles would still dance in the nuclei, and the 

galaxies would still wheel in space. Merely a few objects-as-

configurations would be reduced in a surge of energy, minute compared 

to that expressed in a very minor sun spot, to blend with other objects-

as-configurations. The mechanism of the universe would continue to 

operate as before. If the very tems which here express objectivity 

were given encyclopedic expansion to the utter limits of what is pres

ently known, the total of such expression would still be only an ap

proximation of that which is independently there in the physical uni

verse. Far more remains to be expressed than has ever been expressed. 

And even if it were expressed, all of it, the expression would remain 
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operationally unimportant to the whole of the universe. Now that puts 

'man', as an expressive organism, in his proper place in the universe, 

objectively speaking. 

Man, however, simply ignores the miniscule importance assigned 

to him as an organism in this objective scheme of things. Man blindly 

or blandly insists on asserting his own supreme importance, always as 

an individual and almost always as a social creature, in this apparently 

care-less and objective universe. His personal drives, appetites, and 

emotions are paramount to him, and he ceaselessly operates in his im

mediate environment, which he is now extending to both microcosmic and 

macrocosmic limits, to further those drives, appetites, and emotions. 

In so doing, he brings about changes in his immediate environment, ad

mittedly microscopic changes relative to the total of physical environ

ment, but changes never-the-less; changes which are of literally vital 

importance to him. In so doing he always operates vis-a-vis the total 

physical uni'verse, however Immediate and approximate may be his percep

tion of that physical universe. In so doing, he comes to view himself 

as separate from that physical universe because he can and does ap

parently make effective changes in it, changes based upon either ra

tional or empirical reasons (usually both). His action, certainly pur

posive for him, is apparently independent of the mechanism of the ob

jective universe, within which *purpose1 must be injected ab extra. 

Here is the source not only of Hume's dilemma but also of all thought 

which opposes 'purposeful' Man to a 'purposeless1 Universe. 

The nature of the dilemma may well be examined closely. Two 

syllogisms are involved, (l) The universe is purposeless; man is a 

part of the universe; therefore, man is purposeless. But it is obvious 
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that man is purposeful. Very -well. (2) Man is purposeful; the universe 

contains man; therefore, the universe is purposeful. But it is equally 

obvious that the universe is purposeless. The obvious retort to each 

syllogism, that which denies it, is the premise of the other syllogism. 

Apparently, the only escape from this dilemma is to say that, if man is 

purposive, and if the universe is purposeless, then the purpose of man 

must be a foreign element in the universe, injected ab extra. Such a 

proposition satisfies many people. But it can never satisfy the in

dividual to whom man's continuity with the physical universe is an em

pirical fact, and to whom man's purposiveness is equally an empirical 

fact, and to whom it is the essence of empirical method that all em

pirical facts must have a common base. There are corollary problems 

involved, as well. Similar considerations hold for the problems of 

'freedom' and 'value.' If the universe is a deterministic mechanism, 

and if man is a part, a mere cog, in that mechanism, then man is sub

ject to the same determinism and certainly not free. But man is, free; 

his exercise of volition is one of the most obvious facts of life; most 

of his social institutions are built around such exercise, particularly 

in the Occidental world. Whether or not Oriental institutions are so 

conceived is a moot point. But if man is free, what is the source and 

authority for his freedom? Certainly it does not come from the de-

teiroinisra. of a mechanistic universe. Or does it? Or is it too in

jected, ab extra. The problem of freedom of the human will has occupied 

philosophic attention until it has become literal,exhausted without 

being solved. 'Value' presents a similarly thorny problem--value of 

the individual as human rather than as organism, together with the sub

divisions of 'truth*, 'goodness1, and 'beauty.' But the problem of 
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individual freedom and individual value, together with its phases, 

would seem to be corollary to the problem of individual purpose. The 

disputation seems endless and, in many ways, almost pointless. The key, 

however, to the disputation is Hume's notation that philosophy is 

founded on a turn of mind, a turn which assumes the incompatibility of 

objectivity and ultimate relativity. It is held here that, so long as 

the assumption of the incompatibility of objectivity and ultimate rela

tivity is held, the problems involved are hopeless of solution. Hume's 

dilemma, and the dilemma of all empirical philosophy, hinges on failure 

to comprehend the integral relationship between 'purposeful' Man and 

'purposeless' Universe. The function of 'objective relativism* is to 

resolve that basic dilemma. 

The Meaning of Objective Relativism 

The term, 'objective relativism*, was first used by A. E. 

2 
Murphy in 192?. It is important to remember that, while Murphy in

vented the term, he did not invent that which the tern covers. He 

merely focused attention upon a condition present in the writing of 

many philosophers who have attempted to analyze and express a concept 

of nature—the empirical, experiential, and 'real* objective world and 

universe in which we, as organisms, are born and live and love and hate 

and finally die. This is the world that all empirical philosophy at

tempts to express, to make real, to real-ize. It is in the attempted 

expression of the 'real* world that objectivity and relativity become 

2 A. E. Murphy, "Objective Relativism in Dewey and Whitehead," 
Philosophical Review. Vol. XXXVI, No. 2 (March 1927), pp. 121-44* 
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so confused. Yet, it is the simple fact that this world is there— 

common to all observers regardless of the confusion, and there even if 

there were no observers—that provides a bench mark for the recurring 

efforts. More, it is the fact that this world is there that, at long 

last and as various philosophical approaches are superimposed, enables 

the stark and simple pattern of what Murphy calls 'objective relativism1 

to emerge as that which is common to all efforts to analyze and express 

the world which is there. 

Murphy begins by pointing out that the term 'objective rela

tivism* attempts 

. . .  t o  u n i t e  t w o  p r o p o s i t i o n s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  u n i f o r m l y  b e e n  t a k 
en to be incompatible, (a) The objective facts of the world of na
ture and reality are the very 'apparent* and relative happenings 
directly disclosed to us in perception, (b) In spite (or because) 
of such objectivity, such happenings remain ultimately and ines
capably relative. Such relativity is, hence, an ultimate fact 
about the objective world. Now objectivity we know and relativity 
we know, but their union seems irregular and positively illegiti
mate as judged by conventional standards. We should suppose that 
the way to show that a thing was objective was to prove that it 
was not ultimately relative, while the way to demote it to mere 
'appearance' would be to convict it of just such relativity. No 
better illustration could be found than the very familiar struggle 
between monistic and dualistic realists. The question to be de
termined is that of the objectivity and the ultimacy of the dm*-
mediately experienced data. The dualist says that they are not 
objective—and his proof rests throughout upon the fact of their 
relativity. The monist insists that they are objective and'hence 
must introduce 'external' relations and try to show they are not 
ultimately and intrinsically relative. The rules of the game are 
well marked out, and even the casual observer can see what it is 
all about. When Mr. Dewey attempted to introduce a "realism with
out monism or dualism" it was felt by both sides that he was not 
playing the game. And obviously not, for if he is right, the game 
is not worth playing; it rests upon a false and destructive pre
supposition. That presupposition is the ultimate incompatibility 
of objectivity and ultimate relativity. The denial of that assump
tion and the attempt to construct a theory in defiance of it are 
the distinguishing traits of the doctrine we are to consider.-' 

3Ibid.. pp. 122-23. 
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The reference to Dewey is in some ways unfortunate; it might seem to 

imply that objective relativism is in some way unique with Dewey. Such 

is not the case, as will be demonstrated. But Dewey*s exposition and 

definition of Experience1 is definitely relevant. It is relevant to 

the degree that it analyzed accurately what is there in the world in 

which we live, *experience * as the noted interaction of organism and 

environment. Murphy*s next point makes lucid that for which Dewey 

groped. 

It is true that "the objective facts of the world of nature and 

of reality are the very ^apparent* and relative happenings directly dis

closed to us in perception," but the crux of the matter and the force 

of the statement involves only an inversion of the traditional way in 

which objects are taken to be grasped in an Experienced* event. 

The traditional theory has treated objects as primaiy, as substan
tives, and events as characters of objects. Based as it was upon 
the presupposition that relativity and objectivity are incompat
ible, it had no other alternative. From the traditional *matter* 
to Hume*s •impressions* and Hegel*s Absolute, the basic presupposi
tion is the same. The objective reality is such as to be complete 
in itself; and the fact of happening, of occurrence in a given 
situation or context, is extrinsic to it. In the sense in which 
the terms are U3ed here, it was an object or set of'objects, never 
an event. The theory we are considering transposes this relation
ship. For objective relativism , the event is substantive, and 
objects are characters of events. Thus relatedness. in all its 
complexities and interconnections, is made basic for the objective 
world.^ 

This is the very essence of Dewey*s *experience* as *had*, of Alexanders 

*perspective*, of Bradley*s *appearance* of 'Reality.* 

Yet before Bradley, Alexander, and Dewey can be comprehended in 

teims of the objective relativism common to their systems, six technical 

^Ibid., p. 126. Italics added 
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terns must be defined: relatedness, object, organism, relativity, rela

tivity to relatedness, and event. These six terms may be considered to 

be the conceptual keys to the understanding of objective relativism. 

Objective relativism itself, as a concept, may well be the possible 

solution to one of the most enigmatic problems in human thought, the 

reconciliation of the apparently incompatible answers given by objec

tivism and subjectivism in defining generic Reality and its significance. 

The final answer to the whole problem of Value hangs on the validity of 

that reconciliation. In order that objective relativism may be dis

cussed intelligently, six definitions of the key terms will be pre

sented as guides; then the problem of objective relativism will be dis

cussed, using the terms in their defined sense to illustrate their ap

plication. 

1. 1 Relatedness* will always be used as a tem representing analytic 
regression to that ultimate relatedness of ultimate parts which is 
substantive of the ultimate reality of any object in the physical uni
verse. This is the definition of that objective reality which exists 
independently of any finite or infinite perception. 'Relatedness' is 
that which is represented by the symbols of a universal mathematical 
formula -which obtains stability by the inclusion of universal physical 
constants; e.g., V^ma; S=l/2 gt^. Reality based upon such a concept of 
'relatedness* is not a postulate; it is an existential fact. 

2. 'Object* will always be used as a term representing a material con
figuration which is either evolved from the matrix of the existential 
universe or constructed by organism out of other objects so evolved. 
In either case, the reality of the object is superficially determined 
by the operative relatedness of its obvious parts; but each part has its 
own reality determined, in turn, by the operative relatedness of its 
less obvious parts; ultimately, the reality of the object is determined 
by the ultimate relatedness of its ultimate parts. Each and every or
ganism is an 'object* among all the other objects in the physical uni
verse. 

3. 'Organism' will always be used as a term representing an evolved 
material object which has the uniquely evolved characteristic of evinc
ing 'awareness' of other objects. This 'awareness' is evinced by mani
fest locomotion, reproduction, and communication in however rudimentary 
form, all as phases of a manifest 'drive* to maintain its *life-
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function.T When the 'life-function' is lost through failure to main
tain it, organism as an object reverts to the status of any other 
strictly material object in the physical universe. Organism as an 
evolved object has itself evolved special organs to further 'awareness' 
in maintaining the 'life-function.1 This organismic evolution is a 
continuum in which arbitrary levels may be designated in terms of 
evolved complexity of functional manifestation of Awareness1 and its 
concomitant phases. The 'human' organism is the most complex level of 
organismic evolution. 

4-* Relativity* will always be used as a term representing the pur
posive significance in organismic 'awareness' of other objects which are 
either contiguous to the organism or which may be brought into contigu
ity with it. So far, and by itself, Relativity1 is an expression of 
organismic subjectivism. 

5. 'Relativity to relatedness', the key term in objective relativism, 
will always be used as a tern representing organism's awareness of the 
purposive significance to itself of another ob.iect as delimited by the 
organism's grasped approximation of ultimate relatedness of the object. 
This is a crucial distinction from mere awareness of rrelativity', 
significance of the object. Crudely expressed, this distinction pre
sents the grasped reasons why a given object is significant to the or
ganism. However, it is important to note that, while the ultimate re
latedness of the object can never be completely grasped by the organism, 
that ultimate reality may be, in some cases and in some manner, sensed 
or 'intuited' obscurely, by the organism. To state the critical dis
tinction in another way, the ultimate purposive significance of an 
'object' to an organism is determined by ultimate reality, ultimate re
latedness of its ultimate parts; but the organism can grasp only an ap
proximation of that ultimate relatedness; hence, the organism can be 
aware of only an approximation of the purposive significance of the ob
ject, aware to the degree of the organism's approximate grasp of ulti
mate relatedness. It is variation in 'relativity to relatedness' which 
prompts variation in evaluation of the same object among human or
ganisms. 

6. 'Event' will always be used as a term representing grasp by an or
ganism of relatedness among objects. In a sense, an 'object' in itself 
is an 'event', since the reality of the object lies in the relatedness 
of its parts. However, the term 'event* is introduced to avoid the con
fusion in usage which would result from speaking of an event as an ob
ject and an object as an event. The introduction of the distinction is 
further justified by the fact that, from the standpoint of the human 
organism, analysis of the grasped reality of the 'object' moves in the 
direction of the microcosm, while analysis of the reality of the 'event' 
moves in the direction of the macrocosm. Both macrocosm and microcosm 
are characteristics of the same natural world, the existential universe, 
the macrocosm being expressive of the universe as the ultimate object 
and the microcosm being expressive of that ultimate object's ultimate 
reality, the ultimate relatedness of its ultimate parts. 
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With these six terats in hand, discussion of the problem of generic 

Reality in terms of objective relativism may now be attempted. 

In attempting to deal -with the problem of generic Reality, it 

must be remembered that the problem always has two aspects: (l) the ob

jective aspect, the way in which the natural universe exists as inde

pendent of any observation of it, and (2) the subjective aspect, the 

way in which the natural universe appears, as grasped by a perceiving 

organism. The subjective reality is always a function of the degree of 

objective reality grasped by the perceiving organism. Perceived re

ality is an asymptotic approximation of ultimate reality, reality which 

can be approached more and more closely but which is never quite com

pletely grasped. How then can ultimate reality be seriously discussed 

as ultimate if the attempt to discuss it (analysis as a complex form of 

perception) is only to approximate it? The answer is deceptively 

simple—by defining ultimate reality as the ultimate relatedness of its 

ultimate parts. Such ultimate relatedness can be reduced to mathemati

cal formulae which hold universally; e.g., s=l/2 gt^; E=3nc2. Total ob

jective reality is represented by interlocking mathematical formulae in 

which observed constants (e.g., Planckfs constant, the speed of light) 

empirically operate to give stability to the whole. If ultimate 

reality is the ultimate relatedness of ultimate parts in the natural 

world, as represented by universal mathematical formulae, then existen

tial objects must have evolved out of that existential matrix. An ob

ject is an assembly of operatively related parts, which parts are sub

assemblies of operatively related particles, which particles are sub-

sub-assemblies of—until the ultimate relatedness of ultimate particles 
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is reached. This regression is always implied when the reality of an 

object in terms of the relatedness of its parts is indicated. *Related-

ness* is an omnibus term for this implied regression to ultimate reality 

as ultimate relatedness of ultimate parts. 

An object, any object or all objects, exists only in terms of 

regression to ultimate relatedness of ultimate parts. Further, any ob

ject is itself related to all other objects. The sum of all objects in 

their relatedness is the physical universe. Thus, the cycle is closed. 

From the standpoint of any object, the object may be broken down to the 

ultimate relatedness of its ultimate parts as an expression of the 

microcosmic character of the physical universe, or the object may be re

lated to all other objects as an expression of the macrocosmic character 

of the physical universe. In either case, the object is a character in 

the existential reality of the existential physical universe as given 

by the ultimate relatedness of its parts. The ultimate object (however 

infinite as macrocosmic) is the physical universe, but the ultimate 

reality of that ultimate object is the ultimate relatedness of its ulti

mate parts (however infinite as microcosmic). It is important to note 

that, under the objective conditions just noted, any object is merely 

an operative unit in the total relatedness which is the physical uni

verse. For the object to be a significant object as well as an operative 

unit, the object must be perceived by an organism as relative to the 

organism. Thus, the subjective aspect is introduced into generic 

Reality as a function of objective reality. 

Within the matrix of relatedness which is the physical universe, 

organism is another evolved object and subject to the same determinism 

as all other evolved objects. However, organism is unique among 
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physical objects in possessing *life*, in being *aware* of other objects 

and in being able to modify or adapt its operative interaction "with 

those other objects to maintain and perpetuate its own *living* charac

teristics in and by purposive action. But the very fact of its 1aware

ness* serves to limit its purposive interaction to those objects which 

are contiguous or which can be brought into contiguity. Perceived con

tiguity is an expression of relativity between organism and contiguous 

objects as environmental. An organism can not grasp the total related

ness of which it is a part, perhaps just because it is an integral part 

of that total relatedness. Organism can grasp and express only that 

portion of total relatedness which appears in its awareness as being 

relative to it and to its purposive action in maintaining its *living* 

characteristic. Within the matrix of total relatedness, organism can 

express only its own relativity to that total relatedness. The expres

sion of organismic relativity to relatedness as immediate reality masks 

total relatedness as ultimate reality. However, organism on its most 

complex or 'human1 level can grasp objects as significant to its pur

posive action in terms of an approximation of the object*s relatedness. 

More, the human organism can grasp the approximate relatedness of 

several objects to each other as relative to itself in an 1event.* If 

the reality of an object to an organism is the grasped relatedness of 

its parts, the reality of an event to an organism is the grasped re

latedness of its objects as parts. An event is thus a larger scaled ob

ject and may be 'named* for purposes of communication in purposive ac

tion. A svunmary may be approached in the following manner. Objective 

reality exists in terms of the ultimate relatedness of its ultimate 
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parts, as this relatedness is represented in the arrangement of a uni

versal mathematical formula. But objective reality has no meaning, no 

significance, apart from subjective and purposive action by an organism. 

Objective reality takes on significance only as discovery of approxi

mate relatedness in objects and events, through the purposive action of 

organism, enables successful prediction to guide the subjective purpose 

of the organism. Objective reality as represented by a universal 

mathematical formula is given significance only in the subjective ap

plication of that formula to, or in, a specific situation. The suc

cessful prediction of an event by an organism is an accurate approxima

tion of ultimate reality, a subjective expression of organism*s rela

tivity to ultimate relatedness* If mind and matter be taken as pri

mary and separate substantives, then any connection between them can 

be only adjectival of one or the other, or of some third thing intro

duced to provide a medium in which relationship can function. But if 

the connection itself is substantive of reality, then mind and matter 

are objective characters in those interactions within which they are 

manifested. Objects not only may, but also can and do, retain their 

independent objectivity under all circumstances when the relatedness 

among them is the substantive, rather than the objectivity itself. 

Further, it removes the necessity for postulated objectivity, which is 

the philosophical crux of the problem. 

Removal of the necessity for postulated objectivity evaporates 

as artificial the dilemma presented by Berkeley, and made explicit by 

Perry in 'the ego-centric predicament.* The substantial nature of the 

object has always seemed, when examined in any ultimate sense, to be 

dependent upon the perceiving mind. Yet, the object must exist when 
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there is no mind to perceive it; it simply must, else common sense be

comes synonymous with insanity. Berkeley triumphantly resolved the di

lemma by injecting sub extra the all-perceiving mind of God in the ab

sence of human perception (and in the presence of only a primitive 

knowledge of psychology and physics). This injection is a postulation. 

The ego-centric predicament, rejecting the rational postulation of the 

all-perceiving mind of God, forced the substitution of the empirical 

realistic postulate of substantial objectivity independent of any per

ceiving mind. The success of scientific analysis would seem to have 

vindicated the empirical postulation of substantial objectivity—but it 

remains a postulation none-the-less, a relative expression, when taken 

in any ultimate sense, and not an independent entity. The strictly 

logical difficulties that follow in the train of this postulate are 

multifarious and incredibly difficult, tangled, and snarled. Paren

thetically, it may be remarked that the scientific success of the postu

late may be attributed to the fact that it reflected accurately what is 

there in nature; but its scientific accuracy was, and is, a philosophi

cal hodgepodge, a logical mess. However, scientific success in pre

diction has anchored the fact that the object exists; it is what it is, 

regardless of postulates and of human or deistic perception. The ulti

mate philosophic dilemma, so posed, is indeed enigmatic—but only so 

long as objects are treated as primary, as substantive, with events 

being treated as characters of objects. But if relatedness among ob

jects be taken as substantive of reality, either immediate (as in an 

1 event*) or ultimate, then the independent objects remain what they are, 

independent of perception; and reality-as-grasped is an expression of 

individual human relativity to that relatedness. Reality becomes a 
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complex term, a symbol for the relative expression of the relatedness 

of objects. This is not a quibble. It is an acknowledgment that we do 

in fact "see through a glass darkly;" but on the other side of the 

1relative* glass, things as objects exist in all their limpid lucidity. 

If ultimate reality is a complex term, it may also contain, as phases 

of itself, other complex terns of great import, terms such as purpose1 

and *freedom* and Tvaluef, all with logical coherence, in virtue of the 

fact that it expresses the relativity of an expressive organism to the 

relatedness of independent objects. Philosophic attention is thereby 

transferred from preoccupation with the logic of the nature of objective 

things to the definition of relative perception of relatedness among 

things, the objective things being merely descriptive and adjectival of 

the relatedness. 

The way is now clear for a definition of objective relativism, 

prior to giving exposition to its operation among variant philosophic 

systems and prior to examining it in terms of its psychological mani

festation. Objective relativism is not a system of philosophy. 

Rather, it is a concept, a new way of looking at things that are there, 

existential in the natural world. It is impossible to over-emphasize 

the importance of existential there-ness in the concept. That which is 

not existential in the natural world and in organism's expression of 

its own relativity to that natural world has no place in objective 

relativism. Conversely, the concept of objective relativism is ap

plicable to everything in science and philosophy which does in fact 

indicate that which is existential in the natural world. The concept 

was derived originally by notation of congruence in the thought of ap

parently diverse philosophers (Dewey and Whitehead) who were earnestly 
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attempting to come to grips with what is there, existential, in the 

natural world. The concept is new only in the sense that it inverts 

the traditional mode of treating events as characters of objects to de

fine reality into a mode wherein objects are used as characters of 

events to define reality, the human organism itself being one of the ob

jects in the given event. The reality of the event is an expression of 

a relatedness which the participating human organism is able to grasp 

and express only relatively. The human organism as ,scientistT proper

ly attempts to deal strictly with the abstract problems of relatedness, 

relationships between or among events;. e.g., s=l/2 gt*% problems in ob

jective relatedness. The philosopher attempts, with less overt success, 

to deal strictly with the problems of organism's relativity to the 

problem of relatedness. The common man deals daily with the identical 

problems of the philosopher, but the philosopher differs from the 

common man to the degree that his relative expression of total related

ness, as philosophic, is more comprehensive and more rigorous. It is 

ironic that on occasion the common man is more accurate than the 

philosopher in his perception (finsight*) and expression, perhaps be

cause the common man is less confused by the artificialities of at

tempted logical complexities and rigor. However that may be, it is im

portant to note that the problems of philosophy are, in fact, only 

phases of the manifestation or expression of organism's subjective 

relativity to objective relatedness. relatedness as substantive of 

of reality among the existential objects of the universe, the expressive 

organism being itself one such object. This concept, typical of all 

problems in philosophy, is the pattern of objective relativism. It is 
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this conceptual pattern which Dewey and Alexander and Bradley have each, 

in terms of a particular emphasis, been trying to express. Lack of de

velopment in any one is supplied by at least one of the other two. 

TVariant Philosophies1 and Objective Relativism 

In attempting to demonstrate the complementarity of the three 

systems in terms of objective relativism, it is important to note first, 

if only in a crude fashion, the function that each one of the three per

forms. Bradley*s system may be said to indicate the ultimate pattern 

of relationship, within which relatedness and relativity become dis

tinctions of supreme importance. Alexander*s system may be said to 

indicate the hypothetical evolution of that pattern with emphasis upon 

relatedness. Dewey's system may be said to indicate the existential 

operation of that pattern with emphasis upon relativity. The signifi

cance of this complementarity may be demonstrated in terns of four 

definitive points: reality, mind, purpose, and value. While separate 

volumes might well be spent on each one of these four topics, the treat

ment here must necessarily be brief, given in broad strokes, to support 

5 
the essential validity and soundness of the concept. Any extensive 

treatment must wait upon the establishment of that fundamental concern. 

Reality: The Problem of Relatedness 

The first definitive point is that of generic Reality. It was 

claimed above that Bradley was responsible for indicating the supremely 

important distinctions of relativity and relatedness within the 

5 It is assumed that the reader is thoroughly conversant with 
the contents of Chapters II, III, and IV, so that the concepts given 
exposition there may be freely used here. 
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relationship pattern which defines ultimate reality. It may be proper

ly doubted -whether it -was Bradley's conscious purpose to lay the ground

work for objective relativism; it is much more likely that he had no 

such intention whatsoever. But in dissecting out the components of re

lationship that are there in the natural universe, he accomplished more 

than he intended. If preconceived and traditional notions concerning 

the noumenal nature of Bradleyrs thought are set aside, and that 

thought be examined in terms of individual relativity to relatedness 

among objects as subsistential to ultimate reality, then many things 

become plain. Bradleyfs Absolute becomes an alternate term for the in

finity of the self-consistent and self-subsistent unity of the physical 

universe within which all entities lose identity when, as, and if com

plete continuity, complete relatedness, is real-ized. His "meta

physical moonshine," wherein he insists that objects are only Appear

ances' which lose their identity within the Absolute, becomes a state

ment that the reality of any 'object1 may be expressed only relatively 

as the grasped relatedness of its parts, but that the existential re

latedness of the 'object* is given in terms of the ultimate relatedness 

of the ultimate parts. So long as objects are qualities of reality, 

and so long as relatedness is subsistent to reality, only the infinity 

of the existential relatedness of the objects is in any sense self-

consistent and self-subsistent. Ultimate reality is the ultimate re

latedness of the ultimate parts. Any object is an 'appearance', an 

approximation, so long as the ultimate relatedness of its ultimate 

parts is not grasped. Thus, ultimate reality (as ultimate self-

dependent and self-consistent relatedness of ultimate parts or parti

cles) does not depend in any sense whatsoever on mind. Bradley seems 
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to have anticipated (in 1893) the sense of the pattern of developments 

in both nuclear physics and cosmology of the mid-twentieth century. 

What the ultimate particles of the nucleus of the atom are, we do not 

know—yet; our tools for nuclear investigation are still too crude. 

Similarly, our tools are still too weak even to approach the limits, in 

infinity, of the physical universe.^ We are knowingly dealing with ap

proximations, 'appearances*, of an ultimate reality which is there in 

the physical universe. 

Whereas Bradley analyzes the status of ultimate reality in 

terms of what is there in the natural universe, Alexander constructs an 

hypothesis for the evolution of that status out of the interaction (re-

latedness) of space and time. The apparent absurdity of a rock evolv

ing out of the conjunction of space and time does not appear quite so 

absurd when it is realized that, without the subsistent relatedness of 

space and time, a rock or any other object would be an impossibility. 

Moreover, space without time or time without space are both equally im

possible. Only in their interaction (relatedness) does' either have any 

significance. Alexander's entire concept is understandable only, as an 

exposition of relatedness as substantive of, or to, reality. But the 

importance of Alexander's work lies in his demonstration of how and why 

the increasingly complex phases of relatedness are built-up manifesta

tions of simple and ultimate relatedness. Further, if Bradley's 

Absolute may be taken as an alternate term for the infinite physical 

^Cf. Fred Hoyle, Frontiers of Astronomy (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1955)* 

George Gamow, The Birth and Death of the Sun: Stellar 
Evolution and Subatomic Energy (New York: The Viking Press, 1952). 
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universe, Alexander*s nisus. motion as the resultant from the primor

dial interaction of space and time, may be taken as an alternate tern 

for energy. Nuclear physicists and cosmologists have no better explana

tion; largely, they admit the presence of 'energy* as that which relates 

ultimate particles, and all *objects*, to each other. Once again the 

writings of Hoyle, Gamow, Gold, and Bondi are relevant, but space will 

not permit exposition of their support for the position taken here. 

More to the immediate point is Alexander's demonstration of the opera

tion of total relatedness in reality, utterly apart from and beyond and 

outside the 'awareness* of any object. The force of this statement be

comes manifest only as it is remembered that any organism, any human 

individual, is an object, no more and no less, among the other objects 

of the universe in total space and time. The point, however, is 

critical because it marks a division of development of generic Reality 

between Alexander and Dewey. Alexander develops the operation of 

ultimate inter-relatedness of the object-as-human, while Dewey develops 

the ramifications of the object-as-human * s expression of its own aware

ness of that relatedness, which leads to an entirely different phase of 

the problem. 

At this point it is necessary to handle Dewey*s contribution to 

the general concept with care. Dewey*s apparent rejection of the meta

physical considerations of reality serves only to focus his analysis of 

the relatedness of objects in terms of a limiting factor, the awareness 

of that relatedness by organism. To Dewey, the only relevant reality 

is the relatedness of which the organism, as itself an object, is aware. 

The inanimate object merely interacts with total relatedness to other 

objects; it is the province of science to analyze such total 
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relatedness. But the organismic object interacts selectively with 

total relatedness; it interacts selectively in terms of organismic 

awareness of a limited number of related objects, of which it is itself 

one. It is this selective interaction as purposive which gives rise to 

mind, intelligence. Such selective interaction and focused awareness 

on relatedness gives rise to the 'event', the 'had' experience, as a 

relative approximation by organism of total relatedness. The wider the 

approximation, the more accurate is the organismic adjustment to that 

total relatedness. The object as 'living' organism must continuously 

adjust to total relatedness as a condition of its being a 'living' ob

ject. It is worth noting at this point, and beyond Dewey1s purview 

although not beyond Bradley's and Alexander's, that even inorganic ob

jects adjust with infinite slowness as well as infinite accuracy to 

evolving conditions of relatedness, but the organismic object's adjust

ment is more immediate. . Dewey's restriction of the scope of his analy

sis to existential operation of organism in terms of 'awareness* en

ables a much more searching analysis of operational relativity at the 

expense of ultimate relatedness. Bradley and Alexander extrapolate re

latedness as subsistent of reality beyond awareness. Dewey restricts 

his analysis to relatedness of however wide a scope, limited only by 

organismic relativity. But all three are intent on the same relatedness 

among objects that is there in the natural universe as subsistent of 

reality. Discussion of the point is irrefragably related to discussion 

of organismic mind, the problem of relativity. 
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Mind: The Problem of- Relativity 

A comment made by Whitehead, albeit in another connection, is 

relevant here: 

We cannot determine -with what molecules the brain begins and the 
rest of the body ends. Further, we cannot tell -with what mole
cules the body ends and the external world begins. The truth is 
that the brain is continuous with the body, and the body is con
tinuous with the rest of the natural world. Human experience is an 
act of self-origination including the whole of nature, limited to 
the perspective of a focal region, located within the body, but not 
necessarily persisting in any fixed coordination with a definite 
part of the brain.? 

Whitehead has here described the terras of mind to which all three sys

tems agree: Dewey explicitly, Alexander implicitly, and Bradley by in

ference. The notation that Bradley almost never uses the term 'mind* 

will be remembered; rather, he discusses the actions of the human in

dividual in terms of implicit intelligence. At the time when he was 

formulating the Ethical Studies and Appearance and Reality, a statement 

of the physical terns of ,mindt such as Whitehead makes in 1933 would 

have been incredible, if not impossible. The important point is that 

both the Ethical Studies and Appearance and Reality accurately embody 

the consequences of just such a formulation, even if they do not contain 

such a formulation. More, the Ethical Studies embodies the immediate 

consequences which Dewey later develops independently, and Appearance 

and Reali.ty embodies the ultimate consequences which Alexander develops 

independently. That is why it can be said that Bradley expresses the 

grand pattern of objective relativism—if one only ignores the tradi

tional designation of his thought as being basically noumenal. As 

7 A. N. Whitehead, The Adventure of Ideas (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1933), p* 290. 
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Dewey has pointed out again and again, the problem of mind is funda

mentally biological in nature, that of an object, as a living organism 

but still an object, interacting with the other objects of its 'environ

ment.* In that interaction, the organism can express only so much of 

that environment as its evolved organs can grasp. This expression is 

the relativity of the organism to the relatedness of objects, of which 

it is one more object. Such expression is necessarily relative because 

it is not only necessarily individual but also necessarily partial, an 

approximation. The whole of relatedness lies beyond organism, just as 

the whole of the physical universe lies outside the range of the 

Palomar telescope or even the British Jodrell Bank radar telescope. 

However, if the whole of relatedness lies beyond the grasp and 

expression of organism-as-biological, the organism-as-object still is 

subject to interaction with the total relatedness of which it is a con

tinuous part. The organism-as-object is gripped by that deterministic 

relatedness. If the organism is unique in possessing ^ife*, •locomo

tion1, 1 awareness1, it still must adjust itself accurately to the re

quirements of that total relatedness if it is to retain and maintain its 

unique characteristics. This is the import of Bradley*s Absolute and 

Alexander*s metaphysics of space-time. That this adjustment can be ex

pressed only relatively is the import of Deweyrs *means-end-means1 con

tinuum. What Dewey will not admit is that the relativity of his means-

end-means continuum has its setting in ultimate total relatedness, and 

it is just that ultimate total relatedness which gives direction and 

ultimate correction to the means-end-means continuum. Total relatedness 

is, thus, operative in organism-as-object even though such operation is 
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not 'perceived' in terms of some special organ of the organism-as-

biological. The biological role of organism tends to conceal, or con

fuse, its objective role, its role-as-object. The function of philos

ophy is to explore this concealment, to clarify this confusion, rather 

than to compound either one, and to enable accurate adjustment of or

ganism's admitted relativity to the relatedness of the natural universe. 

The manifestation of this function is the manifestation of mind, 

intelligence-in-action. Bradley's characterization of "my station and 

its duties" in relationship with the Absolute, Alexander's "perspec

tive" and "compresence," Dewey's "means-end-means" continuum are all 

declarations of man's intelligence, mind, in revealing organism's rela

tivity to total relatedness. The consequences of such a position are 

important for the definition of 'purpose* and 'value.' 

Purpose: The Problem of Organismic Behavior 

'Purpose' is a term governing the organism's problem of adjust

ing its actions supporting the life-function, of behavior in terms of 

environment. All organismic action (interaction) is thus in some sense 

ultimately purposive. The problem of purpose has two phases: (1) how 

much of an organism's purposive action is determined for it by environ

ment (its relatedness)? and (2) how much of such action is determined 

by the organism itself (its relativity)? As Bradley puts it, purpose 

is the action evinced by the human response in detemiining the require

ments of the Absolute. But the finding of the "station" and the ac

curate determination of the "duties" is confused by the relativity of 

the organism in approximating accurately its proper relatedness 

("station") in total relatedness (the Absolute), with the "duties" 
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being the actions required of the organism to maintain the accuracy of 

its own relatedness. Purpose, to Bradley, is expression of relativity 

in action. If that seems ambiguous, so is Bradley; he is groping among 

the elements of the problem. Alexander has less to say with respect to 

purpose, since to him, the process of organismic interaction with en

vironment is almost completely deterministic. Alexander^ contribution 

to the problem, however, is his demonstration that the condition of 

total relatedness gives, detennines, the accurate course of action to 

be taken by the organism in maintaining its relatedness. The possi

bility for accurate determination is there in the natural world. The 

penalty for error is that course of action is severe. Note the value-

term TerrorT; it is impossible to repress it. 

To Dewey must go the credit for indicating the essence of the 

problem. The problem of purpose is biological, action taken to main

tain •life* in terms of the existential pattern of relatedness. The 

grasp of pattern in relatedness among the objects of environment is a 

relative matter, controlled by the imperfect reach of the evolved or

gans of the organism. Different combinations of the evidence for re

latedness give obviously different patterns of relatedness. Choice 

among patterns is required; deliberation is evoked prior to action 

(interaction) that must be taken. The action taken is the action per

ceived as enhancing, however remotely, the survival of the organism. 

Such action is purposive. Purpose is an expression of the organismic 

drive for survival with particular reference to the process of delibera

tion among choices and with general reference to the pattern of action 

taken. As such, purpose is a characteristic of organismic relativity; 
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it can never be a characteristic of relatedness. The traditional prob

lem of 'purpose-less universe' and 'purpose-ful man1 is thus seen as 

completely artificial. Purpose is a characteristic of any object-as-

organism, of any object-as-living. To deny purpose to an object is 

merely to deny that it is 'living', organismic, and to affirm that it 

is indeed an inorganic object. The two phases of the problem of purpose, 

referenced above, are brought together by the notation that the ends of 

purposive action are determined by the relatedness among the objects of 

environment, but the purposive action itself is determined by the or

ganism's perception of its own relativity to those ends in the mainte

nance of its survival. Yet there is still more involved in purpose. 

If purposive choice is involved in deliberation and deliberate action, 

penalties are exacted for the 'wrong1 choice and action, for the 'bad' 

choice and action, for the 'unsatisfactory' choice and action. The 

ultimate penalty laid upon the organism for 'wrong'-—inaccurate, bad, 

unsatisfactory—choice and action is extinction of the organismic na

ture of the object. The organism ceases to be an 'organism' when it 

fails in its relativistic action to maintain proper relatedness with its 

environment, when it fails its organismic purpose. E£y that fact, the 

problem of Value is involved. 

Value: The Problem of Organismic Relativity to Relatedness 

In the concept of 'Value', Bradley, Alexander, and Dewey come 

together to speak almost in unison concerning its nature. Bradley em

phasizes its general nature; Alexander, its evolution as non-verbalized 

and verbalized; Dewey, its ramifications as verbalized. It will be 

noted that we here are dealing with Value, not values. To recognize 
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the distinction implied is to avoid much misunderstanding and confusion. 

In its plural form, values^ are terms applied to phases of the process 

of evaluating purposive action in both deliberation (rehearsal of the 

consequences of choice) and manifestation of that choice. Discussion 

of valuess must wait upon discussion and understanding of the nature of 

Value, the process of evaluation. This primary discussion is opened by 

noting that three phases of the organismic survival drive may be dis

tinguished: cognition (awareness), conation (will, volition), and feel

ing (satisfaction). Consciousness* is a highly developed state of 

conation (basically the survival impulse or drive) of which cognition 

is a specialized case of neural reaction to secondary qualities through 

the intermediary agency of the sense organs, and feeling is the con

ditioning objective of neural movements to maintain organismic balance 

(equilibrium in relatedness). If this point is difficult, see 

Alexander, Chapter III, page 123, for a more complete exposition. 

'Consciousness* also gives rise to verbalization as notation of the 

*self* of the organism; but this process of verbalization, useful as it 

is, serves to mask operational unity of the organism with the related

ness of the universe. Feeling not verbalized stands as the existential 

state of relative balance with total relatedness; as such, it gives 

rise to what Alexander calls 'intuition.* Feeling as verbalized is a 

notation of the conscious self in its *enjoyment* of its relative posi

tion in the relatedness of which it is aware. It will be recognized 

that this analysis is largely Alexander*s development of Bradley*s 

original position. Dewey picks up the thread of development with the 

phase of conscious verbalization of the self, the process of evaluating 

action which, in its rehearsal or deliberation stage, he emphasizes as 
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purposive inquiiy with its five-step pattern. The steps of this pattern 

are worth repeating here, if only to demonstrate the phase-nature of 

cognition (awareness), conation (will, survival drive), and feeling 

(satisfaction), (l) The organism becomes aware of a sense of tension, 

imbalance, a threat however direct or indirect and obscure to its sur

vival in its relatedness with environment. (2) The organism locates 

the source of the tension, imbalance, threat, in environment with the 

location being an expression of the organism's perceived relativity to 

the relatedness of environment. (3) Various courses of possible action 

are rehearsed in tenns of their satisfactory consequences in alleviat

ing or removing the tension, imbalance, threat. These are all possible 

and variable expressions of the organism's own relativity to the re

latedness of all objects, including itself and other organisms-as-

objects, perceived as in environment. (4) One course of action is 

chosen as 'best', as furthering the organism's survival volition, to 

relieve the tension, imbalance, threat, as sensed in the organism's 

relativity to the relatedness of environment. (5) This chosen course 

of action is tested by overt action on the part of organism, with con

comitant 'enjoyment' (satisfaction or dissatisfaction) in the results 

of the action in removing or alleviating the tension, imbalance, threat. 

Success (satisfaction) is measured in terms of relative restoration of 

organismic sense of balance in environmental relatedness. That these 

steps are characteristic of 'thinking' and 'learning' is easily recog

nized. That these steps are also the e-value-ation process is not so 

readily recognized, with cognition (awareness) being verbalized as 

'truth' and 'error', with conation (will, survival drive) being verbal

ized as 'good' or 'bad*, with feeling (satisfaction) being verbalized 
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as ^beauty* or ,ugl±ness.t However, more extended consideration of 

these specialized value-terms must "wait upon some small consideration 

of the psychology involved. An hypothesis for Value based upon the con

cept of objective relativism is beginning to take shape, and psychologi

cal factors are immediately relevant to any hypothesis that is to have 

practical application. 

*Variant Psychologies of Learning1 and Objective Relativism 

The strength of objective relativism is here presumed, at least, 

to be the fact that it is the pattern of what is there in the natural 

world. It has been perceived in the congruence of variant philosophies 

which have attempted to analyze the existential pattern of the natural 

world. Philosophies, thus, are variant only in terms of their emphases 

and maimer of expression in dealing with the nature and manifestation 

of the problem. What the philosophical systems hold in common is more 

important than the fringes of dispute which largely turn upon semantic 

rather than syntactical matters. But if there is validity in the 

propositions of objective relativism as a designation of what is there 

in the natural world, then support should be found in the field of 

psychology as a specialized science dealing with the concept of mind. 

The very soundness of the propositions of objective relativism can never 

be established apart from such support. The field of psychology is ap

parently subject to as much, if not more, variance than is the field of 

philosophy. Detailed study of this variance among psychologies is out

side the purview and scope of this study as well as beyond the scholarly 

competence of the writer. Same assistance, however, may be drawn from 
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the study made by McConnell on "Reconciliation of Learning Theories." 

If McConnell is aware of objective relativism as a philosophic concept, 

there is no evidence for it. His method, however, is similar to that 

of this study in his attempt to bring order into an area confused by 

apparently variant claims, order by indication of what is common to 

those claims as a consensus of what is there in the operation of mind, 

as that operation affects the learning process. Since the learning 

process would seem to be concomitant to the evaluation process, his sum

mary should be—as it is—relevant to this present study, much of it 

being written almost as if in anticipation of this present study. To 

preserve the psychological authority of McConnell*s discussion, his 

essential points will be given in his own words. The reader may see for 

himself, apart from occasional and necessary interpolation, the applica

tion of McConnellts consensus to objective relativism—in this case, 

learning as an expression of the learner*s grasp of his own relativity 

to the relatedness of the objects which characterize the reality of the 

subject matter. 

McConnell begins by summarizing the essential points in the 

general nature of the learning situation: 

What behavior will occur when an organism learns is a function 
both of the nature of the organism and of the character of the 
situation which evokes the learning activity. If one consistently 
places one kind of task before his subjects, he will observe cer
tain forms of adjustive behavior. If he regularly presents 
another and very different sort of situation, he may evoke other 
forms of learning activity. 

T. R. McConnell, "Reconciliation of Learning Theories," National 
Society for the Study of Education, Forty-first Yearbook. Part II, 
(Bloomington: Public School Publishing Company, 1942), pp. 243-&£. 

9Ibid., p. 245. 
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. . . If the learner discerns the scheme of a structured series, 
he -will almost certainly learn it more quickly than he -will an un
formed series. But he will not only learn it more rapidly; he vdll 
use somewhat different procedures. Again, the observer1s descrip
tion of learning vdll be a function of the nature of the task and 
of the subjectfs recognition or lack of awareness of the organizing 
principle of a structured situation. ̂  

. . . While a greater or lesser degree of organization may be in
herent in some of the things it is desirable to learn, the factor 
of organization in most educational situations can be controlled to 
a considerable extent. For example, one can teach the number com
binations as highly specific and discrete items, or present them 
in orderly arrangements, or group them according to a principle. . . 
It is possible to teach fractions, percentages, and decimals as es
sentially unrelated processes, or to show the pupil that they are 
different ways of expressing and manipulating the same number rela
tionships. History, too, may be taught and learned as a compilation 
of facts with little more relationship than that provided by chrono
logical sequence, or this information may be organized to show the 
development of institutions or ideas. Because learning situations 
in the laboratory and in the school differ greatly to the extent to 
which they are structured or meaningfully organized, description of 
how human beings learn may be expected to vary with the nature of 
the task with respect to which the observations are made. 

. . • *The trial and error theory of learning1 seems to be sharply-
set off from the *insight theory*, if one is to trust much of the 
educational and some of the psychological literature. As a matter 
of fact, the terms *trial and error* and 'insight1 both roughly 
describe phases of the learning process and fail to describe other 
aspects. In general, what one emphasizes, the other neglects. Ac
tually, the behavior which is popularly called rtrial and error* and 
that which is said to represent *insight* are not entirely disparate, 
but have certain important relationships. ... When the functional 
relationships between these two phases of learning are understood, 
they will be seen as complementary, rather than diverse descriptions 
of learning. When either *trial and error* or *insight* is used as 
a causal factor, the distortion becomes more serious, and features 
which are really related become symbols of supposedly distinct 
learning theories. ̂  

. . .  I n  v i e w  o f  t h e  w i d e s p r e a d  n e g l e c t  o f  s y s t e m  a n d  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  
in learning, it is fortunate that Gates has made explicit and 
dominant the factors which Thorndike thought were obvious—the role 
of relatedness, the importance of mental set and purpose, and the 
organizing and direction function of goals. Wholes and parts are 
both significant aspects of behavior and should not be divorced in 

10Ibid.. p. 246. 13Ibid.> p. 249- 12Ibid., pp. 251-52. 
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. . .  A  f u l l  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  l e a r n i n g ,  a n d  a  r e l i a b l e  p r e d i c t i o n  o f  
subsequent behavior must cover all three factors—situation, or
ganism, and response. 

Although differences of emphasis and degree exist among the
ories of learning, a great deal of commonality can be found among 
them. Furthermore, although certain phases of the learning process, 
such as goal-behavior, have a different systematic significance from 
one theory to another, they may point to approximately the same 
practical consequences. We shall now turn to a survey of the simi
larities in the theories of learning outlined by Guthrie, Hull, 
Sandiford, Gates, Hartmann, and Lev/in. ^ 

If the above quotations had been paraphrased, that paraphrase might 

well be suspect for deliberate distortion, so clear is the relevance 

for objective relativism. Learning is relative to perception (aware

ness) of structure (relatedness). 'Trial and error* represents attempts 

on the part of the learner to establish relatedness among the facts or 

objects to be learned; 'insight' represents established relativity of 

those related facts to the learner. The two come together as phases of 

objective relativism. The teacher is effective to the degree that he 

himself understands the roles of both relatedness and relativity. It 

would seem that psychological analysis of the general nature of learning 

would support the general tenets of objective relativism. 

McConnell goes on to establish nine specific points of agreement 

among the 'variant* psychologies of learning: 

1. Both situation and response are complex and patterned 
phenomena.-*-" 

Clear-cut statements of the interdependence of the features or 
aspects of total situations and responses make it evident that 
contemporary schools of psychology agree that the behavioral 

13Ibid.. p. 253. 1̂ Ibid., p. 254. 15Ibid., p. 256. 

l6Ibid.. p. 256. 
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environment is structured and that the organism's responses 
are characteristically complex and patterned.1' 

The existential response is a reflection of the existential complex and 

pattern as set by the teacher in the school situation. The situation 

set by the teacher reflects the teacher1s own understanding of the 

meaning of relativity to relatedness. 

2. Descriptions and interpretations of learning, as of all aspects 
of behavior, must be made in terms of the mutual relationships 
among events rather than in terms of independent properties or 
actions of the parts.-^ 

. . . This generalization is a logical extension of the concept 
of organization and complexity in situations and responses. 
And the essential features of the mutual interaction of the 
discriminable features of the organismal-environmental field is 
either implicit or explicit in all of the theories of learning 
we are considering.^ 

. . . The educational implications of the inter-relatedness of 
all aspects of human behavior are of profound significance.̂  

Psychology thus recognizes that objects are functions of events, one 

term of this relationship being the human individual himself. The 

psychological event, it should be noted, is structured or expressed as 

an object. If this point is of profound significance in psychology, it 

has even more significance in philosophy in recognizing that it is the 

relatedness among objects, given as an event, which is substantive of 

reality. Common recognition of this point provides a necessary tie 

between psychology and philosophy. 

21 
3. The organism must be motivated to learn. 

. . .  N o  m o t i v e  e x i s t s  w i t h o u t  s o m e  t e n s i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  o r g a n i s m  
and its environment. An organism in a state of need is in a 
tensional condition. 

17Ibid., p. 258. 18Ibid.. p. 258. 19Ibid.. pp. 258-59. 

20Ibid.. p. 261. 21Ibid.. p. 262. 22Ibid.. p. 266. 
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In terms of objective relativism, this tension is recognition by the 

organism of its grasped relativity to total relateaness and its sur

vival needs in that relativity. 

4* Responses during the learning process are modified by their 
consequences. 

. . • The organism eliminates certain responses because they 
do not advance or actually impede its progress to the objective, 
and selects and organizes and learns other responses because 
they are means to a given end. . . . Where are we, then, with 
respect to the influence of the consequences or the effects of 
the responses? Responses are associated with a situation if 
they serve to terminate a need, or 1satisfy* a motive represented 
in that situation. This may happen biologically, so to speak, 
without any consciousness or insight on the part of the individ
ual that such a functional relationship or belonging has 
operated. On the cognitive side, the individual learns those 
responses which are relevant to his goals and purposes, which 
he perceives to be means to desired ends. ̂  

This is an important statement of psychological agreement. It recog

nizes, psychologically speaking, the relevance of Tvalue* to the learn

ing process in terms of inherent fsatisfaction.* It also recognizes not 

only Alexanders emphasis on the significance of the relatedness of the 

organismic object to all other objects; it recognizes, simultaneously, 

Dewey's emphasis on the expressed relativity of the organism to the re

latedness of those other objects, both emphases being present in Bradleyts 

general pattern. In sum, this statement is acknowledgment of the exis

tential presence of the pattern of objective relativism in psychology, 

a most important acknowledgment. 

5. Motivation is the direction and regulation of behavior toward 
a goal. Learning is selective. It is directional. And it is 
organized with respect to the attainment of some end or result 
or condition. As Woodworth has said, at its highest level of 
development, motivated behavior is objectively purposive. ^ 

23Ibid.. p. 267. 2ZfIbid.. p. 269. 25Ibid.. pp. 269-70. 
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. . . Gates throws into bold relief, in the center of Thorn-
dike's system, what Thomdike himself failed sufficiently to 
emphasize and his disciples at times almost entirely disre
garded. Responses are selected, eliminated. organized, and 
stabilized in terms of their relevance to the learner's goals. 
One reason why most psychologists have hesitated to use the 
language of goals and purposes is that such terms might seem to 
imply a teleological theory of behavior. But for descriptive 
and organizing purposes, it is possible to talk about the di
recting and organizing influence of ends without assuming or 
accepting any basic philosophical position. 

McConnell's fundamental point here is recognition of psychology's need 

for a philosophy which embodies existential needs and purposes rather 

than apparently artificial needs and purposes rationalized to support 

an essentially artificial point of view. Close as psychology is to 

Dewey's 'pragmatic' position, psychology could not afford to be identi

fied with that position because of its specialized viewpoint—and con

comitant shortcomings. But objective relativism fuses the 'pragmatic' 

with the 'idealistic' and 'realistic* specialized viewpoints into the 

required existential pattern as a viewpoint. 

6. So-called trial-and-error behavior might be more appropriately 
described as a process of 'Approximation and correction' or of 
'Trying this-and-that lead to the goal.'. . . There seems to be 
complete agreement . . . that the responses of an organism in a 
novel situation are never completely random. The behavior is 
variable, it is true, but not a matter of chance. Motivating 
conditions in the organism and perception of the objective situ
ation, even though it is vague, incomplete, or even erroneous, 
combine to direct and limit in greater or lesser degree the 
range of trial responses.2? 

Here again is emphasis, in terns of psychological "complete agreement," 

upon Alexander's designation of the significance of the importance of 

the relatedness of the organismic object among other objects, a signifi

cance masked by and in Dewey's emphasis upon expressed relativity. In 

objective relativism, these two emphases have a balanced status. 
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7. Learning is essentially complete, except perhaps for attaining 
greater precision or reaching for a given level of performance, 
when the individual has clearly perceived the essential rela-

Relativity is clearly indicated here, organismic relativity in grasping 

the relatedness in the "concrete problem"—Bradley1s "duties of the 

station," AlexanderTs "perspective," DeweyTs "had" experience. But any 

"concrete problem" is only an object, an event, in a wider problem, all 

leading to the problem of approximating ultimate relatedness. 

8. The transfer of learning from one situation to another is rough
ly proportional to the degree to which situations are similar 
in structure or meaning. Every theory of learning must make an 
effort to account for the transfer of training, for the fact of 
transfer is clearly evident. Although the systematic interpre
tations of transfer differ, the dissimilarities are more lin
guistic than functional.2<? 

. . . Long ago, Thorndike pointed out that we react not only to 
the gross aspects of situations, but also to their preponant, 
and possibly to their subtle, features. Things which are essen
tially alike may appear on the surface to be very different. 
When one gets at the bottom of something new, it may not be so 
novel after all, for he then recognizes similarities which were 
not so obvious at first. But there is no assurance that the 
learner will dig under the surface of things to their essential 
characteristics, or their basic structures—their real meanings. 
As Thorndike pointed out, transfer depends not only upon the 
presence of identical components, but upon attitudes and methods 
which dispose the individual to make an aggressive attempt to 
discover them. The individual must be guided and trained in 
systematic methods of getting at the features of the 
situations which life and learning prcow^. 

. . . In summary, the observation that the transfer from one 
situation to another is, in general, roughly proportional to 
the degree of resemblance between them can mean that the simi
larity can be, and perhaps often is, that of the pattern rather 
than of specific parts.^ 

That this psychological statement of existential fact should have 

pi'JJIUipXC J.I1 one UUUViiCl/C pilJUJ-CJli. 
tionships in the situation and has mastered the fundamental 

28Ibid.. p. 274. 29Ibid.. p. 275. 3°Ibid.. pp. 276-77. 

31Ibid.. p. 277. 
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sweeping relevance to objective relativism should be obvious, at this 

point, without much interpretation being required. In sum, the fact 

of transfer is evidence of the existential pattern of objective rela

tivism. Variant viewpoints merely signify variant syntactical expres

sion rather than fundamental opposition. 

9. Discrimination, as well as generalization, is an essential 
aspect of effective learning.32 

. . . The process of reorganizing experience in meaningful 
and purposeful ways depends upon the ability to note the 
specific details or particular objects in a more inclusive 
framework. ... If one is to gain effective control over ex
perience, he must ggt beyond the point of dealing only with 
its gross features.^3 

. . .  T o  d e v e l o p  n e w  m e a n i n g s ,  o r  t o  i n t e g r a t e  a p p r o p r i a t e  
phases of previous experience into new and useful patterns, 
it is necessary to take many things out of their original con
texts and to organize them into new relationships. This pro
cess of reorganization, then, depends upon the degree to which 
the individual has distinguished the crucial features of the 
situation which he has met, and has learned to respond selec
tively to these more specific and concrete properties. * . . 
The fact of progressive differentiation and specialization of 
structure and function has been known and studied for a long 
time in biology and physiology. Studies in infant behavior 
have also demonstrated its occurrence. We may accept it, then, 
as a fundamental aspect of behavior.34 

Thus the fundamental aspect of behavior is discrimination in relativity, 

as well as generalization in relatedness, as the essential aspect of 

effective learning, the operative and existential pattern of objective 

relativism. What more support from psychology could be required by 

philosophy? At this point, the evaluation process as a concomitant 

phase of the learning process becomes relevant, the discrimination of 

the values inherent in Value. 

32Ibid.. p. 277. 33Ibid.. p. 278. 34Ibid.. p. 279. 
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rTheory of ValueT and Objective Relativism 

The original intention of this present study was announced as 

the framing of an hypothesis for the empirical nature of Value, to the 

end that not only could the value of education itself in a democratic 

concept of society be established on an empirical basis but also that 

the democratic values could be taught effectively in the classrooms of 

that educational process. The general concept of ^Value* has been ac

cepted as a philosophic problem; and, so far, three apparently variant 

philosophic systems have been examined for implications for that empiri

cal concept of Value. It has been found that—if relatedness be taken 

as substantive of reality among the existential objects of the universe, 

and if any organism as one such object of the existential universe can 

manifest or express only its own relativity to that relatedness in and 

of "which it is an operative and existential part, then there is general 

agreement among the three systems of philosophy as to the definition of 

reality, mind, organismic purpose, and generic value. Organismic pur

pose is a manifestation of the basic organismic drive to survive; and 

cognition, conation, and feeling are phases of that organismic drive 

which give rise to the evaluation process as well as to the thinking 

(deliberative, learning) process. Further, it has been found that— 

independent psychological, rather than philosophical, analysis of or

ganismic purpose in tenns of the existential mechanism of learning sup

ports, if not confirms, existential expression of organismic relativity 

to the relatedness of which it is an operative part in the learning 

process. A relevant inference is that values are concomitant to learn

ing. But this inference is not expanded, nor may it be legitimately 
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expanded, in psychology of learning. Learning is primarily an analysis 

of grasped, rather than ultimate, existential relatedness in which or

ganismic relativity is a present but secondary emphasis. As a 1 science' 

which deals by definition with relatedness, psychology must treat or-

ganismic relativity as if it were relatedness. That fact is both the 

strength and the weakness of any 'science.1 On the other hand, evalua

tion is primarily an analysis of grasped relativity to relatedness, in 

which relatedness is a present but secondary emphasis. Both learning 

and evaluation are thus complementary phases of organismic experience 

wherein both are found together. So much for summary. In order to 

frame an empirical hypothesis for a theory of value based upon this ob

jective relativism, it is now necessary to consider, however briefly, 

the relevance of three additional factors: (1) the function of signs 

and symbols in organismic communication, (2) the inherently social na

ture of organism, and (3) the extension of the concomitant nature of 

learning and value as individual into knowledge and values as guides to 

social determination of relativity to relatedness. 

Words, as signs and symbols of organismic communication, are 

such obvious features of human life that the significance of even certain 

gross characteristics of words are often overlooked. Words are symbols 

or signs of grasped relationship patterns, within which obtain the dis

tinctions of (1) subsistent relatedness and (2) organismic relativity 

to that subsistent relatedness. The signs and symbols of mathematics, 

a specialized type of words, are used exclusively in expressing prob

lems or situations in relatedness which are independent of individual 

relativity or (not necessarily the same thing) that which is assumed to 
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be independent of individual relativity. Words, as more generally used, 

fall into categories or types which bear examination; the so-called 

"parts of speech" are interesting in that they are caramon to all human 

languages. Nouns in a given language are accepted names for arbitrary 

patterns of relatedness and of arbitrary patterns of relativity to that 

relatedness. Nouns indicating, or attempting to indicate, mere related

ness are nouns of that which is accepted as knowledge. Nouns indicating, 

or attempting to indicate, individual relativity to that relatedness ar& 

the nouns of Value, the values as phases of Value, evaluation. In some 

sense, such evaluational nouns are always expressive of qualification 

just because they are expressive of relativity. This point is not a 

quibble. To speak of the Platonic tGoodl or 'Beauty* or tTrutht is to 

use a noun which has existential significance only as a qualification, 

as an expression of relativity. Verbs and verbals are indications of 

immediately new or momentarily novel connection between or among the 

arbitrary and accepted noun patterns, combining those patterns in order 

to remark varied situations. Prepositions and conjunctions perform a 

similar but minor function. Adjectives and adverbs indicate specific 

limitations on patterned relatedness and relativity; adjectives limit 

noun patterns, and adverbs limit not only verbs but also adjectives and 

other adverbs. It is significant that relativistic noun patterns can 

be readily converted to adjectival and adverbial limitations and thereby 

indicate more precisely individual relativity to relatedness. The 

flexibility of the parts of speech reflects the complexity of organismic 

grasp of its own relativity to and in the substantive relatedness of 

reality. To complete the parts-of-speech categories, pronouns may be 

designated as conveniences, and the interjection as an uncognized 
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expression of emotion. 

The difficulty with words, in contrast with mathematical signs 

and symbols, is that words become reified, lose their relationship sig

nificance, while mathematical signs and symbols never lose their signif

icance in relatedness. Expressions of relatedness, and particularly 

nouns of relatedness, became identified with objects rather than the 

relatedness of the parts that constitute the object. Expressions of 

relativity to that relatedness, and particularly nouns expressing such 

relativity, are reified into artificial objects and lose their adjectival 

quality, rather than evincing the relativity that does exist. And so 

the problem of semantics is born, a problem that is largely artificial 

when it is not actually syntactical, a problem of grasped relationship. 

This is the confusing element, especially with respect to values as 

nouns or adjectival or adverbial symbols of relativity to relatedness, 

which the theory of value inherent in objective relativism may assist 

in clarifying. Words, thus, are representations of patterns of related

ness and relativity, a coinage as it were whereby segments of individual 

experience may be exchanged in communication. When one person proffers 

a word to another person, he assumes—-with varying success—that the 

other person will use it as a representation of the pattern original to 

the proffering. Exchange of words, communication, is most successful 

among persons on the same cultural level, or at least similar cultural 

levels. Disparity in cultural levels tends to frustrate communication 

because of the disparity in scope intended and scope accepted for any 

given word's pattern of relativity and relatedness. 

Introduction of the term Tcultural level* forces attention upon 

the inherently social nature of organism, and particularly the human 
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organism. A given "culture" is the pattern of the efforts of a group 

of human individual organisms to survive in terms of a given physical 

environment. A culture is possible only in terns of communication 

among the members of the social group. It is manifest in three phases: 

the art objects of the group; the mores or moral customs of the group; 

and the tools, including language, of the group as expression of its 

'knowledge.' Tools are purposive manifestations of the given culture's 

grasp of ways to affect the relatedness of objects within its grasped 

environment. Language is thus inevitably one of a given culture's 

tools. The complexity and flexibility of its tools and its art objects 

is one indication of the extent of its grasp of environmental related

ness. What is easily overlooked, however, is that the cultural mores. 

its social morals as expressive of both individual and group relativity 

to environmental relatedness, is determinant of the ultimate success or 

failure of the given culture in perpetuating survival. Our museums are 

filled with the artifacts of cultures which failed to survive. De

tailed analysis of such failure is fascinating and instructive, but it 

is not presently relevant to this study. What is relevant is that fact 

that a culture's 'knowledge* (as manifested in language and tools), its 

mores (morals as manifested patterns of survival behavior), and its art 

objects (manifestation of that which gives or gave it satisfaction) are 

in fact group manifestation of individual cognition, conation, and feel

ing in the given environment. The relationship between individual and 

group is of highest importance. 

An organism, to exist, must be social. Seme form of reproduc

tion of self would seem to be a concomitant of all organisms as living 

objects. The biological details of the span of organismic reproduction, 
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from virus to man, are fascinating but also beyond the purview of this 

study, to say nothing of the possibilities inherent in the relationship 

of those details vdth the transmutation of elements from, at least, 

hydrogen. Arbitrarily restricting the consideration here to only the 

mammalian group of organisms, it would seem that the drive for propaga

tion and reproduction of the species is a phase of the survival drive. 

Were it not for this phase, objects as organisms would long since have 

become extinct. On the human level, a given culture is a manifestation 

of this drive, that vrtiich must be transmitted to all progeny if in

dividual survival is to be perpetuated in the given environment. 

Preservation of the culture is indispensable; it becomes more important 

than any single individual; it becomes "sacred." In this transmutation 

a crucial issue or distinction is involved: How is the vital importance 

of the individual to be balanced against the vital importance of the 

"sacred" group culture? But while the issue is crucial as raised here, 

it can not be dealt with here. Prior considerations are involved, in 

order to see the exact nature of the issue. 

Cultures bring about changes, physical changes, in environment; 

cultures expand environmental control areas; cultures, in so expanding, 

collide with other expanding cultures. Cultural collision is always 

violent because of the vital nature of any given culture to the group 

holding it. "Wars occur. Because the survival of any individual is 

subordinate to the survival of the culture, self-sacrifice on whatever 

scale is an irrefragable phase of the perpetuation of the culture 

pattern. All cultures would appear to be immediately valid and sound 

in terms of 'immediate* environment. What is not noticed is that 

ultimate validity and soundness of any immediate culture pattern is 
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ultimately determined by ultimate environment. Organism, the object-

as-living, is an emergent from total relatedness; and the terns of both 

its subsistence and its existence are given by that total relatedness, 

ultimate reality, even though it manifests or expresses only relativity 

to that total relatedness in 'awareness.' Ultimate, existential re

latedness is the objective, the end, of organism's endless and rela-

tivistic quest; organism has no other alternative. The 'ought1 of life 

is given by the 'is' of the environmental natural -world, as we have 

seen in Bradley, Alexander, and Dewey. The existential terns of re

latedness force the terms of organismic relativity to that existential 

relatedness. The organism is free to choose among the possible 

patterns of relativity to that relatedness in order to find the pattern 

which will best promote the survival of the individual. All other 

patterns penalize to some degree organismic failure to find and act in 

terms of this one best pattern of relativity to relatedness. Cultures 

represent group efforts to find and stabilize this 'best' pattern of 

relativity to the relatedness of which the group is aware. 

At this point it is relevant to review still another time the 

analysis given to value_s as phases of individual Value by Bradley, 

Alexander and Dewey. It will be remembered that, for Bradley, valuers 

arise as momentarily dominant phases of cognition, conation and feeling 

in the expression of organismic relativity. For Alexander, a similar 

condition holds, with 'consciousness' being a synonym for conation 

(will, volition, survival drive) in which (a) cognition is a special

ized case of neural reaction to secondary qualities through the inter

mediary agency of the sense organs, and (b) feeling as the conditioning 

objective of neural mind's movements to maintain the balance of its 
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environmental and cosmic equilibrium. Although 'consciousness1 gives 

rise to verbalization, which in turn masks organism's operational unity 

with the relatedness of the universe, it is non-verbalized feeling 

which Alexander speaks of as 'intuition.' It should be noted that 

Bradley also indicates this subliminal awareness of total relatedness 

in the same term, 'intuition.' Verbalized feeling, to Alexander, is a 

mere notation by the conscious self of its relative enjoyment of the 

compresent environment in which it finds itself. Thus, two or more in

dividuals 'know each other' to the degree of relative coherence obtain

ing within the compresence of a mutual perspective of any point-instant 

of space-time. Words evince such grasped patterns of relatedness and 

relativity, but the validity of any word, as representing a pattern of 

relatedness or relativity to that relatedness, is supported or weakened 

by individual 'intuition.' Dewey picks up the development at the level 

of verbalized cognition, conation, and feeling. 'Truth', evincive of 

cognition, is a word-symbol covering the expression of the relative ac

curacy with which the relatedness among the objects of environment is 

perceived by the human organism, within the given 'event.' 'Goodness', 

evincive of conation (will, volition, survival drive), is the word 

symbol covering the expression of the relative effectiveness of either 

projected or accomplished action as purposive, the enhancement of the 

life-function either directly or remotely, by the action (behavior) of 

the human organism. The relative accuracy, 'truth', with which 

existential relatedness is relatively perceived by the organism is a 

function of the ensuing enhancement, or lack of enhancement. 'Beauty', 

evincive of feeling, is the omnibus word-symbol covering the expression 

of the relative satisfaction, enjoyment, taken by the human organism in 
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the effectiveness, 1goodness*, of the projected or accomplished action, 

together with its concomitant 'truth.' It expresses final judgment on 

the consummation of an action, whether deliberative or overt, as (in 

Dewey's terminology) 'an experience', 'an event', in the on-going flow 

of experience, organismic interaction with environment. So far, truth, 

goodness, and beauty are phases, represented by words, of individual 

organismic purposive action. As purposive, the action evinces the 

grasped survival requirements of the organism. But the conditions of 

survival are not limited to the individual organism; survival is ir-

refragably related to propagation and is, thus, social. That action 

which is 'good' for the survival of the individual is, thus, subordi

nated in some sense to that which is 'good' for the"survival of other, 

ultimately all other, human organisms. They too are objects in the re

latedness of all objects within the 'natural world' as the perceived 

universe, and as such must be taken into the account of relatedness 

with the special qualification that they too are living objects. 

To the degree that communicable terms, evincing individual cog

nition, conation, and feeling, are accepted as representative of the 

experience of other individuals in a group, the value-system of a cul

ture is evolved. But one point must never be forgotten when consider

ing the value-system of a culture. The value terms now express the 

group relativity to the relatedness of the perceived environment. The 

value-system as purposive now evinces standards of action for group sur

vival in a specific environment. If environment should change— 

particularly if it should expand whether by accident, choice, or force 

in the direction of ultimate environment—then new concepts of related

ness are thereby existentially established, and both the individual and 
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the group concepts of relativity must be adjusted to that new concept 

of relatedness. The new tisl prescribes a new *ought* in behavioral 

relativity. If the survival potential of the group is not- to be jeop

ardized by the change, the relativity terms must be made explicit, and 

individual conformity to those new relativity terms must be secured. 

The penalty for failure to observe this existential fact is—ultimately-

the extinction of the culture group and its individuals. In the past 

history of the human race, cultural environment in all its relatedness 

has changed so gradually that slow adaptation to that change has been 

accomplished almost imperceptibly. In the last hundred years, the 

change has been so rapid as to be almost terriiying in view of the lack 

of appreciation of the problem involved. Assuming per impossibile ex

plicit appreciation of relativity terms, the individual or individuals 

within a culture who refuse, for whatever reason, to accept the change 

become its delinquents. The delinquent individual, by whatever name, 

is one who resists adjustment of his behavioral pattern, the expression 

of his relativity, to the relatedness which forms the cultural environ

ment in which he is presently living. For whatever reason, he cannot 

fsee*, cannot grasp, that expanded relatedness. For this he can be 

^blamed* only after an attempt has been made to expand his vision to the 

new relatedness. For this he can be Tpunished1 only as his obstinacy 

disrupts, to whatever degree, the survival pattern of the widest cultur

al group of which he is an existential member. If the point be raised 

that this does not do *justice1 to the individual who objects fon prin

ciple* because the culture pattern is Tin error1, then it is his obliga

tion to point out the errors in existential relatedness which support or 

force the new culture pattern. If the definition of the relatedness 
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which supports the culture pattern is defined in error rather than 

existentially, then time will provide the proper eraser. The problem 

of the recalcitrant individual in the cultural group is one of the most 

difficult of all problems because—the recalcitrant individual just may 

be right in his appreciation of the situation, particularly since any 

expression of relativity to relatedness is only an approximation of ul

timate existential relatedness. Ultimate reality, ultimate relatedness 

as existential, is the key to all problems. This is the purport of both 

BradleyTs and Alexanders designation of total relatedness as the ob

jective, the end, of all organismic action. But so also is Dewey right 

because that relativistic quest is endless, in terms of the means-end-

means continuum. But, as has been said before, it is total relatedness 

which gives deterministic direction to means-end-means relativity. Yet 

the potentially fatal flaw in every culture is the problem of balancing 

the vital importance of the individual against the vital importance of 

group culture. This is the crux of any theory of value. 

The clue to the answer to this problem of balance lies in the 

fact that the culture, on whatever scale, exists for the protection of 

the individual, the enhancement of his survival. Values would not and 

could not, exist except for the presence of the individual organism to 

evince relativity to relatedness. It is the individual organism which, 

or who (as a ^personality*), holds the key to Value. The culture which 

denies the value of the individual is, ultimately, doomed because it 

thereby denies its own source. Objective relativism is nothing if it is 

not an enunciation of the existentially fundamental importance of the 

value of the individual human organism. 

One more problem, itself dependent upon enunciation of the value 
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of the individual, remains to be noted before the framework for an 

hypothesis for a theory of value may be indicated. So far, the discus

sion of Value, values., and value-systems has been positive, the enuncia

tion of truth, goodness, and beauty. The un-values, the antonyms of 

truth, goodness and beauty as error, badness, and ugliness, have largely 

been ignored. TEvilf is a separate distinction. Discussion of the 

position of an individual within a culture-system, however, forces dis

cussion of the negative aspects of values. One phase of this negative 

aspect has already been implied, at least. Values arise in organismic 

relativity to relatedness of objects in the natural world, but any 

designated relatedness is only an approximation of total relatedness. 

As awareness of relatedness expands, expression of relativity to the 

new awareness of relatedness must expand concomitantly. That which was 

good, beautiful, or true in terms of one appraisal of relatedness may 

become relative badness, ugliness, or error as awareness of relatedness 

is expanded. The change in value structure, if any, is relative to the 

distortion in the grasped awareness of relatedness, old or new. Re

latedness, immediate or ultimate, is existential and independent of 

awareness of it; but any approximated grasp inevitably involves some 

distortion of its ultimate nature, a distortion which is magnified when 

relativity to it is evinced. Thus there is no absolute truth, goodness, 

and beauty apart from absolute relativity to ultimate existential re

latedness. There is, however, still another phase to the negative as

pect of Value, the phase presented by the individual or group of indi

viduals who are recalcitrant. Every individual possesses a value-system 

as a factor of his own survival. We have seen how group survival is en

hanced by standardizing individual value-systems within the group to 
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enhance group survival. The recalcitrant individual or individuals who 

insist on perpetuating their own value-system to enhance their own sur

vival deliberately at the expense of group survival may be said to con

vert any value into *evil.T This is a distinction from the individual 

or group of individuals who feel (note well this word) the group-values 

are erroneous. It is a most important distinction. Values are evil 

when their operation presents a deliberate threat to group survival. 

There can be no set formula for treatment of this problem. But the 

distiaiction must be made between the recalcitrant who feels that the 

group1s value-system is in error and who wishes to change that value-

system for the benefit of the group and the recalcitrant "who deliberate

ly and for purposes of his own selfish survival at the expense of the 

group threatens the security of the group*s value-system. One is the 

reformer, however insightful or misguided; the other is the criminal, 

potential or actual. The distinction presents the greatest of all so

cial problems because every individual has value, is the source of 

value, and must be himself valued accordingly, else the value-system is, 

by so much, false. The problem may be solved only in terms of an ex

plicit theory of Value. 

Hypothetical Theory of Value in Objective Relativism 

An hypothesis for theory of Value based upon an existential ob

jective relativism may now be stated in the following terms: 

1. Reality is the indication of subsistent relatedness among all the 
objects in the infinite universe, the existential natural world. 

2. All such objects are the product of evolution within the relatedness 
subsistent to the reality of the existential natural world. 

3. All such evolved objects exist independently of any finite or in
finite perception. Their existence depends solely upon their total re-
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latedness for its existence. 

5. Total relatedness, ultimate reality, is the determinant of any ob
ject* s reality. All characteristics of any object are determined by 
total relatedness. This point is the orientation point. the bench mark. 
for all, that follows. 

6. The object-as-organism as an evolved object, is differentiated from 
other objects by its *living* quality, its ceaseless drive to maintain 
its identity. If this drive is lost, the object-as-organism returns to 
the same characteristics in total relatedness as any other inorganic 
object. 

7. The object-as-organism, itself evolved out of inorganic relatedness, 
has been and is subject to further evolution. 

8. In the process of that evolution, the object-as-organism has evolved, 
in various stages, the characteristics of propagation, locomotion, choice, 
and communication, communication not only by manifest action but also by 
signs and symbols and words, all ancillary to the survival drive. 

9. The evolution of the object-as-organism is a continuum with only ar
bitrarily designated stages, in any one of which stages or levels all 
that is evolutionarily prior is present in addition to that evolved 
novelty which occasions the arbitrary designation. Such novel features 
may, however, be to some degree latent in all that which is prior in the 
evolutionary continuum. The human organism is presently designated as 
the *highest* level of organismic evolution. 

10. Presence of the survival drive in all organism evinces 1awareness* 
of contiguous objects in terms of their relatedness. This Tawarenessf 

is evinced by organism*s interaction with the relatedness of contiguous 
objects which constitute its immediate environment. Immediate environ
ment is an approximation of total relatedness. 

11. Thus, *awareness* evinces, through organismic interaction, or
ganism* s grasp of its own relativity to total relatedness as approximated 
in the .grasped relatedness of immediate environment. This point, taken 
together with Point j> above. establishes the base line for all that 
follows. 

12. In organisms-as-human, this evinced *awareness* of relativity to 
the relatedness of environment is designated as *consciousness* or 
*mind. * 

13. AH organismic interaction with environment is characterized by a 
state of tension, awareness of a potential or implied or actual threat 
to organismic survival, which requires organismic action (interaction) 
for relief. Yet following any action (interaction), tension as a sur
vival threat always builds up again. To maintain its survival drive, 
organism must act (interact with environment) continually, with only 
brief periods of quiescence. 
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14« Human 'consciousness1 or 'mind' gives rise to verbalization, a 
means of expressing by signs and symbols, rather than by mere overt ac
tion, the human organism*s patterns of relationship -with grasped and 
immediate environment. These words as signs and symbols of organismic 
interaction vdth immediate environment tend to mask existential relation
ship -with ultimate relatedness. But such -words do permit rehearsal in 
'consciousness' of, deliberation upon, projected interaction. 

15• Three phases of ' consciousness1 may be designated on the human 
level, and to some degree in 1awareness* on at least the mammalian level: 
conation (will, volition, the.survival drive), cognition (neural reac
tion to secondary qualities through the intermediary of evolved sense 
organs), and feeling (the conditioning objective of neural mind's move
ments to maintain organismic balance in environmental and ultimate 
equilibrium, relatedness). 

16. It is the verbalization of these three phases of 'consciousness' 
which enables. in deliberation, the simultaneous (aT"evaluation of the 
immediate situation in tems of survival requirements in the face of 
tension, and (b) learning through deliberative followed by overt inter
action vdth grasped environment. 

•"-7* Cognition as neural reaction to secondary qualities through the 
intermediary of evolved sense organs enables the re-cognition of the 
relative accuracy with which relatedness among the objects of immediate 
environment is perceived, grasped, by the human organism in the given 
'event.' This relative accuracy is verbalized in e-value-ation as 
'truth.* *Truth* is the designation of relative accuracy in determina
tion of the pattern of relatedness, and *error* is designation of in
accuracy in the determination of the pattern of relatedness, as that 
pattern of relatedness is relative to the designating organism. 

18. Conation as *will*, *volition*, the survival drive, enables pur
posive expression of the relative effectiveness of either projected or 
accomplished action, the purposive enhancement of the life-function 
either directly or remotely by action (interaction, behavior) of the 
human organism in the given 'event.* This relative appraisal is ver
balized in e-value-ation as *goodness.* 'Good' is the designation of 
the relative effectiveness for survival enhancement of the pattern of 
relatedness designated as 'truth' in any projected or accomplished be
havioral action (interaction); 'bad' is designation of relative ineffec
tiveness of any action in promoting survival enhancement. 'Bad* is the 
denial of effective purpose, just as 'good' is acknowledgment of effec
tive purpose in action. 

19• Feeling as the conditioning objective of neural mind's movements to 
maintain relative balance, equilibrium, in the relatedness of environ
ment enables expression of relative satisfaction with the deliberative 
or overt action (interaction) as consummated. This relative appraisal 
is verbalized in e-value-ation as some form of the omnibus term 'beauty.* 
'Beauty' is the designation of the relative satisfaction felt in the 
relative effectiveness for survival enhancement of the pattern of re
latedness designated as 'truth' and 'good' in any projected or 
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accomplished action (interaction); 'ugliness' is the omnibus term for 
relative dissatisfaction vdth such action. The expression of feeling 
is the expression of final judgment of the purposive effectiveness of 
any action evincing a pattern of relatedness relative to the organism 
itself. 

20. Within the tension generated by organismic interaction with en
vironment, 1consciousness' is enabled to verbalize the designation of 
five steps in the 'thinking* or 'learning' process: 

(a) The felt difficulty: awareness in feeling of organismic im
balance and conational threat; dis-satisfaction. 

(b) Location of the difficulty: deliberative re-'cognition' of 
existential relatedness among environmental objects and 'erroneous' 
organismic relativity to that relatedness. 

(c) Examination of the possibilities: deliberative re-'cognition' 
of the pattern of action leading to restoring 'true' and 'good' and 
'satisfactory' relativity to the existential relatedness in environ
ment; deliberation on new patterns of relativity to relatedness. 

(d) Selection of an hypothesis (pattern for action): evaluation of 
possible patterns of relativity to relatedness as yielding most 
satisfaction, most survival enhancement (good), most satisfaction. 

(e) Testing the hypothesis (selected pattern for action): overt 
action in terms of selected pattern of relativity to relatedness 
for existential test of resulting satisfaction in release of 
tension. 

Evaluation is concomitant to every step of the 'thinking', 'learning' 
process. 'Thinking', 'evaluation', and 'learning' are satisfactory to 
the degree that relatedness, relativity, cognition, conation, and feel
ing all are explicit to the deliberative organism. Lack of the explicit 
characterization of each of these reduces human 'consciousness' to the 
level of mere 'awareness.' 

21. Propagation, as an ancillary characteristic of the survival drive 
(ref. Point 8), forces the social development of organism, if only to 
enable and enhance the survival of progeny. On the human level, such 
social development is further enhanced by communication in symbols, 
signs, and particularly verbalization of those symbols and signs. 

22. Within a given environment, words and symbols representing common
ly accepted patterns of relatedness become expressive of 'knowledge'; 
words and symbols representing commonly accepted patterns of relativity 
to that relatedness become expressive of 'values.' 

23. Within any given environment, knowledge-systems and value-systems 
coalesce to form a 'culture.' The 'knowledge-system' in its totality 
is designated as 'science' within that environment, evincive of grasped 
relatedness. The 'value-system' in its totality is designated as its 
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tphilosophy*, evincive of its grasped relativity to that relatedness. 

24. The ultimate validity and soundness of any 1culture*, itself valid 
and sound for a given immediate environment, is relative to ultimate and 
existential total relatedness in which the immediate environment is an 
approximation, and out of which every individual organism is an evolved 
ob j ect-as-liviiig. 

25. Eveiy organism-as-living is individually valuable, since only or
ganism can evince rvalue.T Every organism is tvaluablel to the degree 
that it does evince value, to the degree that it can express its own 
relativity to relatedness. 

26. The purpose, thus, of a culture—a knowledge-value system express
ing group relativity to relatedness in immediate environment as a grasped 
approximation of total relatedness—is the enhancement of the survival 
of all its members. The culture, however it may be expressed (politi
cally, economically, socially, geographically), exists for the individu
al, not the individual for the culture. To deny this point (ref. 
Point 25 above) is to doom the culture—ultimately—which accepts the 
denial, and bases its value-system" on that denial. To deny this point 
is to deny existential emergence of organismic relatedness in total re
latedness, together -with the organismic relativity to that relatedness 
as evincive of values. 

27. However, group acceptance of a given purposive knowledge-value 
system requires (a) explicit grasp of that system by its members and 
(b) conformity through that grasp (understanding) to the purposive knowl
edge system. Such conformity requires abnegation of that which is a 
survival tgoodf for the individual self in favor of that which is a sur
vival 'good' for the group, all in terms of explicit understanding of 
both individual and group relativity to the relatedness of immediate en
vironment. Out of this existential fact evolves a host of group values: 
e.g., self-sacrifice, altruism, tolerance, patriotism. 

28. Group cultures thus have two prime and fundamental obligations: 
(a) transmission, communication, of explicit grasp of its knowledge-
value system accepted by its members (i.e., Teducation*) and continuous 
examination of the environmental relatedness to which it is always rela
tive, and by which its value-system is validated. Changes in grasped 
relatedness inevitably bring changes in expressed relativity. 

29. Survival of the group and its individual members depends ultimately 
upon its, and their, explicit grasp of its, and their, pattern of rela
tivity to relatedness in the approximation of the ultimate relatedness 
of the infinite universe as total environment. 

30. The penalty for rerrorT is inexorable extinction. 

The thirty points just given comprise a statement of objective 

relativism as a theory of value. These thirty points may be infinitely 
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expanded in the exposition of -what is existentially there in the natural 

world. Conversely, the thirty points may be summarized quite simply: 

1. If relatedness among the objects of the natural world is sub
stantive of an ultimate Reality which is independent of any finite 
or infinite perception, and 

2. If organism, itself another object in the natural world, ex
presses by manifestation or by signs and symbols (words) only its 
own relativity to those other objects in the process of purposive 
interaction with them, 

3. Then expression of organismic relativity evinces simultaneous 
learning and evaluation as the deliberative activity of conscious
ness, mind, in the organism. 

If this hypothesis is both valid and sound, then 

(a) Group acceptance of standardized patterns of relatedness 
evinces knowledge, science, in terms of an environment which is an 
approximation of ultimate relatedness. As the environment varies, 
so will the approximation of ultimate relatedness vary. 

(b) Group acceptance of standardized patterns of relativity to 
relatedness evinces purposive values, philosophy. As environment 
varies, with concomitant grasped relatedness, so will the group 
value-structure within that grasped relatedness vary. 

The whole matter may be summarized in a single statement: 

Individual and group values, existentially purposive, are no more 
and no less than expression of individual and group relativity to 
existentially grasped reality of knowledge. 

This statement, based on objective relativism, is equally acceptable in 

the systematic philosophical frameworks of Bradley, Alexander, and 

Dewey. Far from being matters of subjective opinion and self-ish desire 

and far from being matters of remote objectivity and abstract authority, 

values are nothing if not vitally purposive and vitally relative to 

knowledge that approximates ultimate relatedness, ultimate Reality. The 

accurate determination of value relationships is the supreme function of 

organisms that survive. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE APPLICATION TO EDUCATION OF OBJECTIVE RELATIVISM 

AS THEORY OF VALUE 

This study was prompted, it will be remembered, by a notation 

of the public school classroom teacher's difficulty in answering ef

fectively the recurrent question, "What good is this stuff, anyhow?" 

The question is more complex than it appears. Any attempt to answer it 

presumes a prior and explicit answer to the question, "How may values 

inherent in the process of public education be taught effectively?" But 

this question itself presumes the still prior and explicit answer to 

the question, "What value does public education, as a social process, 

inherently possess?" And again a prior and explicit answer is presumed 

to the fundamental question, "What is Value?" This is one of the most 

difficult and controversial of all questions. Yet it must be answered 

explicitly if any really significant reply is to be made to the ques

tions which presume it. To be effective, the answer to "What is Value?" 

must satisfy, in some valid sense, a host of conflicting claims which 

cluster around the questions in their ascending order and which cul

minate in the student's "What good is this stuff, anyhow?" This study 

expresses the belief that an effective answer may be provided by an 

hypothesis for Value as rooted in the concept of objective relativism. 

Such an hypothesis for Value determination might well (1) reconcile the 

262 
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differences between subjective and objective claims for Value, (2) be 

acceptable alike to idealism, realism, and pragmatism as systems of 

philosophy, (3) be acceptable to the requirements of public education 

in the United States, and (4) be both practical and effective in the 

classroom work of the teacher. These four questions and these four re

quirements have set the plan for this study. The plan of the study, so 

far, has involved four steps leading up the question, "What is Value?" 

An immediate review of these steps will provide a summary background 

for the answer to that fundamental question. 

1. The value concepts of subjectivism, objectivism, and ob

jective relativism were noted, to give a sense of direction to the study. 

Subjectivism stipulates that values are defined only by human emotion 

as an expression of interest or desire. All that can be done to supply 

universal categories of Value—truth, goodness, beauty—is to catalog 

the occasions wherein human individuals react emotionally. Such a view 

lends itself readily to "scientific research" in terms of psychological 

behaviorism and sociological statistics. Subjectivism in value deter

mination is a fairly common viewpoint in professional education."*" But 

the viewpoint has no criterion other than social expediency for differ

entiating among values, and it completely ignores the question of why 

the individual so expresses his emotional reaction. Objectivism stipu

lates the presence of values in objects, according to abstract meta

physical definition of -universal categories. It is a favored viewpoint 

T 
Cf. B. 0. Smith, W. 0. Stanley, and J. H. Shores, Fundamentals 

of Curriculum Development. (New York: World Book Company, 1950), 
xvi+780 pp. 
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2 among those who would conserve the traditional currictilum in education. 

But objectivism fails utterly to provide any mechanism whereby such 

values are grasped by human individuals. Objective relativism stipu

lates that values are indeed emotional experiences of an individual 

(per subjectivism) but that such expressions occur only when the in

dividual, as an organism, grasps certain qualitative patterns in the ob

ject (per objectivism) with which it must purposively interact. Ob

jective relativism attempts to combine the stipulations of both subjec

tivism and objectivism whenever and wherever those stipulations are 

validly there in the natural world, there in the presence of the human 

organism. 

The authority for the concept of objective relativism is the 

empirical notation of the pattern of relationship implicit in all the 

purposive interaction of an organism with physical environment, in which 

organism itself is a physical part. This pattern exists* Organism 

must interact with environment in order to survive. More, such inter

action is always selective in some sense and involves evaluation, how

ever rudimentary. Such evaluation is evinced by the purposeful action 

of organism. Human organisms not only evince such evaluations to en

able bare survival; they also express such evaluation to enhance sur

vival. But because this existential pattern has not been clearly, much 

less explicitly, understood, human expression of such evaluation has 

taken, as gross attitudes, the apparently antithetical forms of objec

tivism and subjectivism. The confusion over values that arises in this 

apparent antithesis is reflected in the educational practices of public 

2 
Cf. H. C. Morrison, The Curriculum of the Common School« 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1940), xiii+681 pp. 
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education in.the United States. The concept of objective relativism 

may assist in resolving that confusion by serving as a criterion, by 

demonstrating the incomplete nature of educational practice based upon 

the theoretically exclusive positions of either objectivism or subjec

tivism. A point of fundamental importance is involved here. Objective 

relativism does not so much refute either objectivism or subjectivism 

as it supplements, rounds out, that •which is valid concerning the prob

lem of Value in the two positions. What objective relativism does void 

is the necessity for unnecessary polemic between the two. That which 

is existentially valid in objectivism and in subjectivism is existen-

tially valid in objective relativism. The effectiveness of either ob

jectivism or subjectivism, when put into educational practice, is due 

to each being, in fact, a partial reflection of that existential pattern 

here designated as objective relativism. The late (1939) philosophy of 

Dewey, as expressed in Logic; Theory of Inquiry, reflects the amplifi

cation of his earlier (1916) position, frequently taken as an expres

sion of subjectivism, into explicit enunciation of objective relativism. 

The explicit but limited positions of both Morrison and Smith, Stanley, 

and Shores, as educational applications of objectivism and subjectivism, 

when closely examined, are found to be groping for that which lies be

yond the internal logic of each. Morrison gropes for a theory of in

dividual relativity; Smith et al grope for naturalistic roots for 

"traditional" values, a theory of relatedness. Objective relativism 

supplies to each, in its educational application, that which each in

dividually lacks; in so doing, objective relativism expresses a unified 

theory of human experience. If the polemic of subjectivism and ob

jectivism as gross attitudes towards human values and experience is 
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resolved in objective relativism, then the educational application of 

each is amplified in caramon terms. This resolution of polemic, how

ever, extends beyond the differences between objectivism and subject

ivism into the apparent differences between idealism, realism, and 

pragmatism, when each is viewed in terms of existential pattern desig

nated as objective relativism. 

2. Detailed examination of three typical systems of idealism, 

realism, and pragmatism reveals general support for the concept of ob

jective relativism. In brief, this concept is expressed in two related 

parts: (a) that the existential reality of an object is the relatedness 

of its parts, and (b) that an organism can express only relativity to 

that reality in all its relatedness. All three philosophic systems 

agree that the reality of an object is the existential relatedness of 

its parts, and that the object's ultimate reality is the ultimate re

latedness of its ultimate parts. The term existential indicates that 

such reality is independent of any perception of relatedness. An or

ganism, in defining the reality of an object, can explicitly grasp only 

an approximation of ultimate reality, ultimate relatedness, because the 

organism can grasp only an approximation of infinity. Further, an 

'event1 to an organism is the grasped relatedness of the objects which 

characterize the event. All three systems define an organism as an 

evolved object among the other evolved objects of the physical world or 

universe, but organism is unique in possessing an evolved and charac

teristic drive to maintain its identity as an organismic object, to 

maintain its 'life-function*, to 'survive.' All three systems agree 

in defining mind, purpose, and value as ancillary phases or extensions 

of this existential survival drive in organism. An organism can 
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maintain its survival drive only by interacting with contiguous objects 

in terms of the reality of those objects or the reality of the event in 

•which organism itself is a correlative part (object). Mind is evolved 

•awareness1 on the part of the organism, Awareness* of purposive drive 

in interacting with other objects. Thus mind is 'awareness1 of the 

relativity of other objects to itself in an event, but the reality of 

the given event is given only in terms of the grasped existential re-

latedness of those objects (parts) in the event. Thus, mind*s activity 

is a phase of organismic activity; mind's activity is the grasp of 

relativity to relatedness in the enhancement of the organism's purposive 

survival drive. The three systems agree that Value is an expression of 

evaluation by organism in the process of interacting with other objects, 

evaluation of the relativity of grasped relatedness (reality) of the 

object, or objects in an event. Values,, as plural, are expressed 

phases of that evaluation process. Value is, thus, subjective grasp 

of objective reality. One without the other, subjectivity without ob

jectivity or objectivity without subjectivity, is an artificial trunca

tion of the existential process in which evaluation is made manifest. 

If the definition of reality as the ultimate relatedness of ultimate 

parts (the 'scientific' definition, by the way) be accepted, then 

idealism, realism, and pragmatism—all three—evince the concept of ob

jective relativism as existential in the natural universe. Subjectivism 

and objectivism, per se, are truncated expressions of an existential 

process in which both are simultaneously and irrefragably present. 

3* The problems in value theory presented by the concept of 

'culture' were noted briefly. Organisms are driven into association by 

the need for propagation as a phase of every organism's drive for 
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survival. Such association produces progeny and concomitant require

ments for transmittal, i.e., communication, of those patterns of evalu

ation which have apparently been successful in enhancing survival in a 

designated environment. Man is a social animal because no organism can 

exist alone. So far, evaluation has been considered on an individual 

basis. Group living and communication raise new problems. Phases of 

individual evaluation become verbalized into value-systems. The sur

vival of the group becomes paramount to the survival of the individual, 

but it is the obligation of the group to protect the individual, short 

of imperiling group survival. Group survival patterns as value-systems 

tend to be looked upon as matters of group consensus, of subjective 

opinion. Cultures as value-systems become sacrosanct and matters of 

blind adherence. The complete dependence of any value-system upon per

ceived reality, as relatedness within the environment to which the 

value-system is relative, is overlooked. Under such conditions, values 

thus become reified and static, rather than expressions of fluid and 

dynamic operations of patterns in which the application is subject to 

change, although the pattern itself is changeless. For example, 

marriage as a survival pattern is characteristic of most, if not all, 

human cultures. Monogamy, polygamy, and polyandry are all cultural 

forms of marriage. Each is looked upon as vbad' by those who adhere to 

one of the other two cultural forms. What is overlooked is the exis

tential fact that each is a manifestation of the survival impulse as 

given in terms of the environment where it is found. Each form has 

been adopted, not as an expression of strength or weakness of individual 

sexual desire, but as a requirement for survival of the group in the 

reality of the environment grasped by the people giving expression to 
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the marriage form. The »goodT is survival, not the possibilities in

volved for variant copulation. Societies are monogamous, polygamous or 

polyandrous because their individual members Tsee things the same way;1' 

they interpret the reality, the relatedness, of their environment in 

the same way in evaluating its requirements. When the institution of 

marriage is evaluated from either the subjective or objective view

points, its validity is interpreted as either a matter of desire and 

opinion (subjectivism) or a matter of an absolute belief in a rigid and 

abstract form (objectivism). Collision between the two is inevitable; 

neither can support its viewpoint in any fundamental way except by re

iteration; both viewpoints are truncations and, in a sense, erroneous. 

So long as culture clashes were relatively local, collisions in 

culture concepts were relatively harmless. "Time" appeared to "solve" 

the problems involved. Again, what was overlooked was that cultural 

collision produced expanded environmental reality, and that the solu

tion was an existential shift in group expression of relativity to 

that expanded environment. Environment can expand in two directions. 

It can expand toward a more macrocosmic viewpoint, literally "take in 

more territory." Or, it can expand toward a more microcosmic viewpoint, 

in more profound insight into the ultimate relatedness of the immediate 

environment. It should never be forgotten that any * environment* is 

nothing more nor less than an organismic abstraction from the totality 

of the natural universe, a grasped approximation on whatever scale of 

the ultimate object, the universe, in terms of the ultimate relatedness 

of its ultimate parts. Expressed relativity to a designated environ

ment, itself an abstraction, inevitably implies relativity to ultimate 

environment, in which the abstraction has its existential setting. Any 
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expansion of 'environment * has an imperative effect on the individual's 

evaluation and the group's cultural value-system. For example, the 

geographical exploration of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth 

centuries profoundly affected, in the maerocosmic sense, the cultural 

value systems of not only the Occidental peoples who did the 'discovery* 

but also that of the peoples who were 'discovered.' The 'scientific' 

exploration of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries pro

foundly affected, in the microcosmic sense, the cultural value-systems 

of all human beings on this planet. It is the expansion of grasped re-

latedness, as a new approximation of ultimate reality, which is forcing 

redefinition of hitman relativity to that reality. Values, on the cul

tural level, have significance only in terns of the relatedness which 

the individual grasps as his environment. The difference between the 

'delinquent' and 'well-adjusted' individual, the 'backward' and the 

'progressive' culture, lies precisely in the grasp each has on the 

reality of his, or its, personal environment, as reflected in manifest 

expression of personal and purposive relativity to that grasped environ

ment. The human organism clings desperately, as well he might, to his 

own sense of reality and the sense of personal relativity to that en

vironment as evinced in expressed values. Every individual clings 

desperately as well to the value-system which expresses his own rela

tivity, as well as that of his group, to the existential reality (re

latedness) of the grasped environment. The problem is to expand the 

individual sense of existential relatedness within environment (valid 

knowledge) so that expression of relativity to that relatedness (evalu

ation) can follow concomitantly. The only way to change the values of 

an individual is to demonstrate a greater approximation of ultimate 
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reality in his environment, a -wider sense of relatedness, and then 

allow the individual to express his relativity to it. This task can 

never be accomplished by either subjectivism or objectivism. 

4* Examination of psychological learning theory, in terms of 

McConnell*s reconciliation of that -which is common among apparently 

variant theories, reveals strong psychological support for the philo

sophical concept of objective relativism. The support is not surpris

ing; both the psychology of learning and the philosophy of objective 

relativism are studies of what is existentialHy present when an organ

ism interacts, with environment. What well may be surprising is the 

indication in the psychology of learning, that learning and evaluation 

are concomitant phases of the same process. There is no learning 

without evaluation and no evaluation without learning. Learning and 

evaluation are factors in any existential response, as we shall see. 

Further, existential learning and existential evaluation are both 

functions of an existential motivation always present in the process of 

learning and evaluation. McConnellfs summary of agreement in psycholo

gies of learning is expressed in nine points which should be reviewed. 

The parenthetical interpolations indicate equivalent expression in the 

terminology of objective relativism. (1) Situations (expressed as re

latedness in events) and response (expressed as relativity to the 

event) are patterned phenomena. (2) Descriptions and interpretations 

of learning must be made in terms of the mutual relationships among 

events rather than in terms of independent properties or actions of the 

parts. (3) The organism must be motivated to learn (i.e., the organism 

must be aware of the survival-value of the learning in tenns of felt 

needs). (4) Responses (expressions of relativity to grasped 
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relatedness) are modified by consequences (i.e., evaluated in terms of 

grasped survival value). (5) Responses are selected (expression of 

choice, evaluation) in terms of relevance to the learner*s goals (to 

live, to live better, to live best in the culture group as "well as 

individually). (6) "Motivating conditions (awareness of survival 

relativity] in the organism and perception of the objective situation 

[relatedness) , even though it is vague, incomplete. or even erroneous. 

combine {as an expression of relativity to relatedness] to direct and 

limit in greater or lesser degree the range of trial [deliberative] 
Q 

responses." (7) Learning is complete (as a grasped and evaluated event) 

when essential relationships (relatedness and relativity) are perceived 

in the situation, and fundamental principles (patterns of relatedness) 

of the concrete problem are mastered. (8) Transfer of learning among 

situations is roughly proportional to perceived similarity in structure 

(relatedness) and meaning (significant relativity). (9) Discrimination 

(in relativity), as well as generalization (in relatedness) is an es

sential aspect of effective learning. It should be recognized that in 

dealing with the problem of knowledge as the "getting of knowledge," 

McGonnell's psychological statement deals primarily with the cognitive 

phase of mind. But he also makes this pregnant statement: "Responses 

are associated with a situation if they serve to terminate a need, or 

*satisfy* a motive represented in that situation." -̂ The felt "need" and 

the resultant "satisfaction" at that need's termination supply the tie 

to the conational and feeling phases that are present along with the 

cognitional phase in •awareness1, 1consciousness*, mind. In sum, 

^McConnell, OJD. cit., p. 273• %bid.. p. 269. 
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psychology of learning indicates the mechanism of cognition to be a 

collateral phase of conation and feeling within awareness of purposive 

interaction. The psychology of learning, in terms of its major and 

agreed principles, fits neatly into the pattern of objective relativism. 

All the background elements are now present to enable a spe

cific answer in terms of objective relativism to the fundamental ques

tion, "What is Value?" and to the succeeding questions, "What is educa

tion?" and "What good is the curriculum?" and finally "What good is 

this (whatever this may be in any specific instance)?" In order to 

keep the answers direct, all answers will be considered as having been 

raised in connection with the "democratic" culture which is fundamental 

to public education .in the United States. 

What is Value? 

The definition of Value in terms of objective relativism may be 

stated as an hypothesis: if an organism must interact with environment 

to survive, then Value is a notation of organism1s purpose in that in

teraction. Organisms, as evolved objects in the natural universe, vary 

in structure from the most elementary forms (virus) to the most complex 

forms (human). Purposive interaction with environment is characteristic 

of all such organisms. As a notation of purpose, Value is present as 

evaluation in all action by an organism, since all action by an organ

ism involves interaction in some sense with environment. Even apart 

from consideration of complex structure, organisms may be differentiated 

on a basis of evolved and manifest 1awareness1 of this interaction, 

from the most rudimentary *awarenessf in virus to the most complex 

Consciousness* or tmindt in the human organism. This increasing 
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complexity as a continuum of 'awareness* is also an evolved character

istic. In all organisms, awareness of interaction is communicable by 

manifest action; but in the human organism conscious awareness is com

municable by words as signs and symbols of the content of that con

scious awareness. Manifest action evinces the process of evaluation; 

signs and symbols, words, express the process of evaluation. As bare 

awareness evolves into *consciousness* and mind, the process of evalu

ation becomes more complex. Words, expressive of purposive evaluation, 

designate phases of, and patterns in, evincive action; words, as 

abstractions, thus tend to obscure or mask evincive action as purposive. 

Words such as truth, goodness, beauty, altruism, tolerance, freedom, 

love, together with their negations, all express phases in the human 

organism*s conscious awareness of purposive interaction with the en

vironmental natural world. In such a way, the problem of Value is de

rived, the problem of retaining the connection between the significance 

of the word as an expressed abstraction and the evinced action which it 

signifies. This problem is reflected in the aphorism, "What you do 

speaks so loudly that I can not hear what you say." Evinced evaluation 

can vary widely from expressed evaluation. In the complex situation 

which is the context of human living, retention of the explicit con

nection between evinced evaluation and expressed evaluation is of cru

cial importance. In such a context, some criterion for Value is almost 

mandatory, and part of the present crisis in the Value problem has 

arisen for the lack of a uniform criterion. 

Objectivism and subjectivism are impossible as criteria of 

Value. Not only do both mutually deny each other; both rely, ultimately, 

on sheer reiteration for their authority and individual predisposition 
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for their acceptance. Curiously enough, both are brought together 

within the Value hypothesis of objective relativism as related phases 

of the problem of Value. It will be remembered that the bare bones of 

objective relativism is the phrase 'relativity to relatedness.T Ob

jectivism expresses Value as an exclusive characteristic of reality in 

relatedness. Subjectivism expresses Value as an exclusive character

istic of purposive action in relativity. In the problem of Value there 

is relatedness and there is relativity, and so far each is correct; but 

neither one is significant without the other. Historically, the problem 

has been further complicated by objectivism's designation of reality 

and value as being in the object itself, rather than in the relatedness 

of the parts. This position led to an absolutism which subjectivism 

utterly rejected, since such reality and value could not be perceived 

by a human being and could only be postulated ad hoc. The ensuing con

fusion is now becoming of interest only as a stage in the history of 

philosophy. D~.it it is worth noting here that this trail from absolutism 

to subjectivism to the objective relativism expressed in Logic: Theory 

of Inquiry and Theory of Valuation is precisely the pathway followed by 

Dewey in the development of his philosophy. Bradley and Alexander seem 

to have seen the basic significance from the beginning, but Dewey had 

to develop his final position against grave doubts. The net result, 

however, is that objective relativism, with its authority rooted in the 

evolved survival drive of all organisms, can now stand as a criterion 

for value determination; a criterion, moreover, than can and does con

serve that which is literally valuable in both objectivism and sub

jectivism. Still further, objective relativism as a criterion for 

value is accepted by the systematic philosophy of idealism, realism, and 
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pragmatism, to the end that polemic concerning values among the systems 

can originate only from misunderstanding and misinterpretation of tenns. 

The energy and tdjne formerly expended in the futilities of polemic may 

now be turned to the much more fruitful task of defining human values 

in terms of the pattern of objective relativism and in observing the 

way in which differences in such value terms become mere verbal differ

ences when their basic patterns are made congruent. 

A caveat may be entered here by those who reject out of hand the 

authority of a naturalistic objective relativism in favor of the reli

gious authority of Deity. It should be pointed out to those who so re

ject objective relativism that, while the psychological mechanism of ob

jective relativism can be, and indeed is, used bo evince and express 

values contraiy to the Grecco-Hebraic-Christian tradition, the human and 

social values appropriate to that form of culture known as 1democracy', 

as determined by objective relativism, are precisely the human and social 

values to which religious leaders, as proponents of a form of objectiv

ism, have long been merely fpointing.f Far from rejecting the psycho

logical mechanism of objective relativism in value determination, reli

gious leaders would do well to use it, as indeed some do, to increase 

the effectiveness of instruction in human values, even on a religious 

base. Religious polemic might well be restricted to the nature of Deity 

creating the natural world in which the psychological mechanism of ob

jective relativism is an evolved part. If Deity created the universe, 

then every part of that universe may be, and should be, properly used 

to evince His gloiy. 

The caveat, however, servos to draw attention to the fact that 

objective relativism is the expression of a psychological mechanism, at 
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least on the human level, and that three important points in Value 

consideration flow from that fact. As might be expected, the mechanism 

evinces organism's purposive relativity to grasped relatedness (evalua

tion of reality). What this means is that the relatedness of perceived 

environment is one key to any and all value-systems, individual or so

cial; the other, and literally vital, key is demonstrable relativity of 

the individual to the relatedness grasped as the reality of environment. 

Evaluation as relativity will vary with the grasp of relatedness in en

vironment. Unless the individual is guided carefully in terms of 

demonstrated relatedness and demonstrated relativity, the individual 

will learn to evince purely selfish values in terms of narrow and merely 

obvious environment, the merely contiguous environment. Under careful 

guidance to both relativity and relatedness, the individual will in

ternalize and evince, as well as express, the value-system of any given 

culture; e.g., democratic or communistic. But without guidance, it is 

a matter of chance whether the individual becomes a 1delinquent* or a 

Twell-adjusted* individual in terms of the values which he evinces. 

The psychological mechanism is neutral in the matter. But that fact in 

Value consideration must be very carefully distinguished from another 

fact, that determined values are not neutral. Evinced values determine 

the survival of the individual and the survival of the group and its 

culture. The vital difference between the values of democracy and the 

values of communism is that we believe the values of democracy better 

enhance the perpetuation and survival of our group culture than do 

those of communism. Further, we believe that it is the fundamental 

error in value determination which will cause communism eventually to 

fail—and fall—as a theory of culture. But unless our youth are 
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guided into evincing the values of democracy in terms of the realities 

of the environment which support those values, the values of democracy 

will be lost, superseded by other values. The implications for educa

tion are large. 

The concept of survival, the "struggle for survival," is some-

times expressed as the "survival of the fittest." This expression is 

taken to signify the "survival of the strongest." Such an interpreta

tion is a complete misconstruction of the concept. It is not the most 

strong, the most ruthless, the most savage, who survive; it is those 

organisms which manifest the most accurate distinctions in their pur

posive interaction with environment who survive. Accurate evaluation 

of purposive environment as an approximation of ultimate environment, 

the physical universe, is literally an existential "life or death" 

matter. To the degree that evaluational words misrepresent, or lose 

connection with, the evaluational process, words become dangerous in

struments. The retention or restoration of this vital connection be

tween evaluational words and the process they signify is of supreme im

portance. 

In sum, the answer to the vital question, "What is Value?" does 

not lie in the partial answers of objectivism or subjectivism. It does 

lie in the answer given by objective relativism, itself the criterion 

of Value encompassing both objectivism and subjectivism, and, as such, 

accepted by idealism, realism, and pragmatism as systems of philosophy. 

Objective relativism is an expression of a psychological mechanism where

in organism*s purposive relativity is evinced to the grasped relatedness 

of environment. Such evincement of relativity to relatedness is evalua

tion. The wider the grasp of relatedness, the more accurate will be the 
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organism*s evaluation. But the mechanism must be effectively guided in 

terms of the value system of a culture, else the individual •will evince 

the value-system of a savage. Value is evaluation on the individual 

level; values are accepted patterns of evaluation within a culture on 

the social level. But both evaluation and values are controlled in 

terms of grasped relatedness as reality which approximates ultimate re

ality. Such a summary and such a definition have large implications 

for education. 

What is education? 

The answer to the question, "What is education?" has already 

been implied in the definition of Value. But the answer begins by noting, 

once again, that organisms are driven, ancillary to the individual drive 

for survival, into association with like organisms for purposes of prop

agation and care of the resulting progeny. Among human organisms, this 

association gives rise, within a definite environment, to 'cultures1 as 

expressions in words, symbols and artifacts of an accepted value-system 

common to that environment. By group action and interaction with en

vironment, individual survival is enhanced. Even in the most primitive 

cultures, the pattern of successful survival within the environment 

adopted by the group is recognized. The expressed value-system is a 

function of the grasped realities within the designated environment. 

The young members of the group, as they mature, must be inducted into 

the mores, the folk-ways, of the adult group in such a manner that the 

young will learn to internalize the expressed value system of the group. 

The manner of such induction is given the most careful attention, even 

in the most primitive societies. Such induction is education. If the 
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group is to survive, education as a process of induction into the 

group*s value-system must be effective in closing the gap between the 

evinced evaluations of the individual, qua individual, selfish survival, 

and the expressed value-system of the group, to the end that the in

dividual does in fact evince the value-system of the group, its mores* 

The group*s knowledge of the reality of environment is important, but 

it is without significance except as that knowledge determines the con

ditions of the value-system of the group, except as that knowledge en

hances individual and group survival. The process of education is an 

extension of the survival drive in terms of group existence. As such, 

the process of education is the paramount obligation of the group if it 

is to survive. Without it, the group will cease to exist as a group. 

It will be noted that the original question was not, "What good is edu

cation?" In terms of objective relativism, the process of education, 

as an expression of the survival drive of the group, is the source of 

group values. Without education, there would be no group values; con

versely, existing group values are always a reflection of the group*s 

actual education. 

The values in a primitive society are relatively easy to 

demonstrate. Life may be simple, but it is full of obvious dangers. 

Proper conduct is governed by the avoidance of those dangers, by ob

serving and following the ways of the adults of the social group. It 

is easy to observe that what is good for the individual is good for the 

group, and what is good for the group is highly beneficial to the in

dividual. Environment lays its obligations on the group directly, and 

the youth learns to share those obligations and to assume his respon

sibilities in the group. In so doing, he participates in its approval 
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and enjoyments. He absorbs the group truths, group morals and •goods1, 

group enjoyments, all, flowing from direct interaction -with environment 

without being conscious of the fact that he is "learning." In an es

sentially urban civilization, such as is the United States, the problem 

is identical but infinitely more complex. Direct participation in tri

bal activities governed by a simple and immediate environment becomes 

utterly impossible. The process of education becomes a matter of 

classrooms, books and laboratory materials, a curriculum, teachers of 

specific subjects, and bored students—bored because they cannot "see" 

the connection between the paraphernalia of "school" and the environ

ment in which they live. The primitive youngster is not bored; he 

"sees," directly and immediately, the connection between his activity 

and the environment surrounding him. He may live in an animist so

ciety, but that animism "makes sense" to him, has vivid meaning. The 

youngster living under the concept of "democracy"—wherein the will of 

the majority is voiced for the good of the -whole—largely tends to see 

the concept of "democracy" as an abstract noun and nothing more. Any 

lingering doubts on this score can be referred to the Remmers Report. 

The key, of course, to the impasse so briefly indicated here is to be 

found in the term 'environment.1 The necessarily abstract school en

vironment of the child living in the "democratic" culture of the United 

States has become, by imperceptible degrees, artificial. That which 

should be an abstract approximation of natural environment, however com

plex, has become artificial, detached and foreign, to that natural en

vironment. The connection must be recovered if the mechanism of objec

tive relativism is to operate properly. Under the historical impact of 

objectivism, which treated learning as the mere acquisition of facts 
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and neglected the values which should flow from those facts, the dis

connection has been intensified. Under the more recent impact of sub

jectivism, which takes into account the psychological nature of the 

child, activity has become a more pleasurable experience, but one which 

fails, ultimately, to fulfill the basic function of education. Activity 

based on subjectivism is largely random activity. Subjectivism must 

fail, ultimately, because (l) it ignores the fundamental nature of 

reality—knowledge as a body of logically connected abstractions, the 

relatedness of which approximates ultimate reality, and from which flow 

the values of democratic living—and (2) it fails to provide any 

authoritative roots for the values which it enunciates. Consequently, 

the content of any value is what the individual expressing the value 

says it is. Such success in education as both objectivism and subjec

tivism have had may be attributed to the operation of objective rela

tivism in spite of the clouding of the issue. That that issue is 

clouded is evidenced by the current crisis in democratic value deter

mination and effectivity. The way out of the confusion can be demon

strated by considering the curriculum, around which all educational ac

tivity revolves, in terms of objective relativism. This is the funda

mental significance of the question, "What good is the curriculum?" All 

social values, such as they are, flow from interaction with the curricu

lum. Learning and evaluation do go hand in hand; but unless both are 

properly controlled in terms of the objective relativism which prompts 

both the learning and the evaluation, the results can be just as readily 

undesirable as they can be desirable. There is no escape from this 

fact; and the problem it presents is intensified in a complex and 

largely urban society which supports the democratic culture of the 
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United States. 

In sum, if the process of education is an extension of the sur

vival drive of the group, then the process of education is the para

mount obligation of the group. If individual evaluation and group 

values flow from the grasped reality of the environment in which the 

individual and the group exist, then careful control of both the grasp 

of reality and the evaluation of that grasp are mandatory. Objectivism 

has eiupnasized the nature of grasped reality, but has ignored largely 

the nature of evaluation. Subjectivism has emphasized the psychological 

nature of evaluation, but has largely ignored the nature of grasped 

reality and its significance to the evaluation process. Objective rela

tivism as the criterion of Value attempts to bring the tvro together in 

the process of education so that process may more effectively fulfill 

its function. In every sense, the problem revolves around the curricu

lum. 

What good is the curriculum? 

Before considering this question, it >1111 be helpful to consider 

first, in terms of objective relativism, the nature of an "event1 in the 

educational process. "Wherever the process of oducation is found, four 

elements as 'objects1 are always involved: the student, the teacher, the 

classroom, and the materials of instruction. The occasion may be the 

stalking, killing, and skinning of an animal for a meal, the fabrication 

of a basket, the induction of a group of youths into the tribal mores. 

The occasion may be an elementary class in reading, a trip to a museum 

or factory, the study of a Shakespearean play, the application of the 

calculus to an engineering problem. Whatever the occasion, the reality 
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of the designated feventT is the relatedness, the grasped connection 

among, the four invariable elements. No one of these elements is it

self independent. The reality of each is its own relatedness among its 

parts and, as a unit, to sti11 other objects. A room is its walls, 

floor, ceiling, windows, doors. But a room is a room only as part of a 

building. A building is a building only in terms of its parts, as 

rooms, and also its relatedness to other buildings as dwellings, office, 

factory, church, school. The reality of any object is only the grasped 

relatedness, (l) the relatedness of its parts to the limit of its ulti

mate parts and, (2) as object, its relatedness as a designated whole to 

other designated wholes. Thus, the reality of an fevent* is the arbi

trarily designated relatedness of the objects which comprise it. The 

arbitrary designation of the event, qua event, arises from the purpose 

of the immediate designation. An event in the process of education is 

a purposive designation of certain elements in environment, with its 

reality given in terms of classroom, materials of instruction, student, 

and teacher; but the significance of the educational event is its suc

cess in transmitting the evaluations of the culture which designates the 

event as educational. The significance of any event arises in the per

sonal relativity it has to the purposes of the individuals participating, 

either directly or remotely, in the event. An event in education has, 

or should have, significance for the teacher. The purpose of the 

*teaching1 is to transfer this significance, superficially originating 

in the culture and actually originating in environment, to the student 

or students. 

This transfer is accomplished only when the student (1) grasps 

the reality object or event in terms of relatedness to his own sense of 
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relatedness (reality) and (2) is aware of the relativity of that ex

panded reality to his well-being (in the same manner as the teacher is 

aware of that relativity to relatedness as a reflection of the support

ing culture). Hunting is performed for such a purpose in such a manner, 

both demonstrated by the expert hunter, because the tribe has found 

that purpose and that particular manner 'good* in the environment. 

Thus, the student evaluates the educational event in the same manner as 

the teacher. The purpose of the educational event has been served when 

this identity of evaluation has been accomplished. To the degree that 

this evaluation does not take place, learning has failed of its purpose. 

The more abstract the elements of the educational event, the more com

plex is the problem of the teacher. The more abstract the elements of 

the educational event, the more complete must be the teacher*s grasp of 

relatedness and the more distinct must be the teacher's awareness of 

its relativity. The student is motivated as he becomes aware that the 

pattern of relativity to relatedness, established in the culture in 

which he is being educated, is relevant to his own purposes in living. 

The effectiveness of the teaching can be evaluated only in terms of the 

motivation that teaching does in fact arouse—in contrast to the motiva

tion the teacher intends to arouse—in the student. Student and teacher 

are both parts of the educational event; but the studentTs evaluation 

of the event, in varying from the teacher*s evaluation of the event, 

provides the measure of the learning present in the event. It is not 

enough for the teacher to demonstrate the relatedness among the 'facts' 

of reality. The teacher must also demonstrate the relativity of those 

facts to the student in terms of the culture supporting the reality of 

the facts. Conversely, the attempt to demonstrate relativity. 
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evaluation, is futile except in terms of demonstrable relatedness among 

the facts, the relatedness which is the culture in question. The de

gree of relatedness demonstrated is determined by the maturity of the 

student. This process is the educational process. 

The four elements of an educational event have been designated 

as the classroom (a physical location for the event), the student, the 

teacher, and the materials of instruction. In the more primitive cul

tures, these materials are a direct part of environment. The more com

plex the culture, the more such materials become abstractions, con

venient approximations of physical and social environment. In sophis

ticated cultures, these abstractions become categories, institutional

ized -ways of representing relatedness among events and objects and parts 

of objects in social and physical environment. These institutionalized 

categories, abstract approximations of a complex physical and social 

environment, express the culture1s sense of reality in terms of re

latedness among abstractions. The relatedness among the categories 

themselves is the culture1s knowledge. But this knowledge has value 

only in terms of its relativity, immediate or remote, to the survival 

of the-group. The curriculum of a culture*s educational process is a 

selection, appropriate to the maturity of the student, of those elements 

of knowledge and the group values flowing from that knowledge which the 

teacher uses as a tool to define and control the educational event in 

which the teacher and the student participate. The 'good* of the 

curriculum is the effectiveness with which the teacher uses it to en

able the student to internalize the values flowing from the realities 

of known environment. The curriculum may be said to have value only to 

the degree that its use enables the student to become aware that 
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cultural values, flowing from the relativity of known environment to 

the group, are his values. This means that the teacher must teach both 

the facts of knowledge and the evaluation of those facts, in terms of 

the cultural evaluation of those facts. The effective teacher must be 

aware of the cultural evaluation of the categories of knowledge vjhich 

he is attempting to teach and of the roots of that cultural evaluation. 

The curriculum is an exercise in futility unless the student, in the 

course of interacting with it, becomes aware that his evaluation of his 

environment approaches cultural evaluation of knowledge. In sum, the 

curriculum is (as an entity or an object) itself an expression of the 

human organism^ relativity to the relatedness, the reality, of the 

natural world. This concept of the fgoodf of the curriculum, based 

upon objective relativism as the criterion of Value, is sharply dif

ferent from that of either objectivism or subjectivism. If the cur

riculum is treated as an exercise in relatedness, it has no significance 

(evaluation, relativity) to the student. If the curriculum is treated 

as an exercise in relativity, in strict evaluation, it has no reality 

(relatedness) for the student. Yet, objectivism attempts to deal with 

the entire curriculum on the basis of relatedness, the 1facts* of 

reality. Subjectivism attempts to deal with the entire curriculum on 

the basis of relativity, the process of evaluation. More, subjectivism 

in emphasizing relativity provides no base for that relativity beyond a 

weak expediency of individual desire and a sociological catalog of tra

ditional values. In both objectivism and subjectivism, the necessity 

for motivation is stressed, but in neither case is motivation analyzed 

beyond reiteration that, "The student must be motivated." Neither one 

can provide a strong case because neither one can stand as a criterion 
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for Value, and evaluation is the root of motivation. 

The strengths and weaknesses of objectivism are demonstrated in 

5 Morrison's The Curriculum of the Common School, particularly as those 

strengths and weaknesses are relevant to the curriculum problem. His 

work may be called representative of the traditional-scientific view

point, objectivism. Morrison defines the curriculum as a body of knowl

edge in which facts are stressed. The various categories of knowledge, 

as 'subject matter*, is carefully analyzed into bodies of logically re

lated abstractions which reflect the reality of the social and physical 

environment in the United States. For Morrison, such subject matter 

represents the cultural heritage which should be the cultural possession 

of all members of the common school, the grades up through the four

teenth, the second collegiate year. Such subject matter is foundational 

to general living and to the specialized study which comes after the 

fourteenth grade. So far, Morrison could well be supporting objective 

relativism. But Morrison ignores completely the problem of evaluation, 

the problem of personal relativity. The clue to Morrison1s attitude is 

his observation that "thought is not mental but cultural. We do not 

think; we learn thought."^ In other words, according to Morrison, there 

is no evaluation in learning; learning is a matter of drill and rote in 

grasping the contents of the reality of existing institutions. Morrispn, 

along with all those who hold the objectivist viewpoint, makes the mis

take of viewing education as if it were knowledge as defined by 

science—the relatedness of logically connected abstractions. He fails 

to see that knowledge per se has no value and, hence, can not be 

5 6 
Morrison, ££. cit. Ibid., p. 35. 
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education. A profound distinction must be made at this point. 

TKnovrledgel expresses the independent relatedness of scientific reality. 

Value is not to be found anywhere in that relatedness. Value is to be 

found only in human awareness of relativity of self to that relatedness 

as grasped. When the scientific scholar prates of "the value of knowl

edge for its own sake," he is actually expressing the esthetic aspect 

of his own relativity to that expressed knowledge. Therein lies the 

ineradicable distinction between science and philosophy: *science* is 

the expression of reality as independent relatedness; ^philosophy* is 

the expression of the human organism*s relativity to that independent 

relatedness as grasped. Knowledge, to be significant, must be pur-

posively evaluated by the individual who possesses it; evaluated, more

over, in line with the culture in which the individual lives so that he 

can enjoy the benefits of that culture and assume his responsibilities 

in perpetuating that culture. Education must encompass the purposive 

evaluation of knowledge. Morrison is acute in his analysis of knowledge, 

but his interpretation of it as per se education is dangerous to the 

survival of the culture in which that education is found. Objectivism 

is always a dangerous half-truth when taken as a theory of education; 

it provides no critical standard for the fvmdamental values within a 

culture. 

"When consideration is given to the educational position of sub

jectivism, again in terms of the curriculum, it too is found to enunci

ate something very like objective relativism, but the differences are 

crucial. Smith, Stanley, and Shores, in Fundamentals of Curriculum 

Development, have written a comprehensive treatment of the matter in 

terms of what might be called the neo-Progressive, the socio-scientific, 
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viewpoint. However, their work is rooted in the notation that 

The pervasive effects of science and technology on the family, 
community, occupational life, and economic system . . . have 
trickled down into the American system of values, dissolving funda
mental ideals and leaving the entire system in a state of corrosion. 
The core of universal values, which supply the culture with its vi
tality and stability, has become smaller and smaller relative to 
the alternative elements and specialized aspects of the culture, 
indicating a state of cultural readjustment. . . . The breakdown 
in the system of values i£ reflected in uncertainty about the pur
poses of formal education and in controversies about what the con
tent and methods of education should be. Cries are heard for more 
discipline in the fundamental processes, more stress on the in
tellectual virtues, more attention to vocational training, more 
time for religious and moral instruction, more emphasis upon the 
scientific method of thinking, more stress upon social discipline, 
and more attention to the cultivation of the powers of self-
expression and self-control. . * . These contrasting claims fre
quently leave the teacher in a state of confusion as to what direc
tion he should follow. . . , Few things are as important in curric
ulum development—and, indeed, in society generally—as a body of 
universal values, on the basis of which important decisions can be 
made with the confidence that they will be favorably received.' 

The problem, which should have a familiar ring to those who have 

followed this study to this point, is extensively supported. The 

authors then consider three types of curricula: the subject matter, the 

activity, and the "core." The subject matter curriculum is rejected on 

five counts as (1) fragmentaiy, (2) ignoring the interests and activity 

of the learner, (3) inefficient in arrangement of content for learning 

and use, (4) divorced from current and persistent social problems, and 

(5) failing to develop habits of effective thinking. It should be 

noted that none of the reasons for rejection involve the problem of 

values. The activity curriculum, involving student centers of interest, 

is more reluctantly rejected on practical grounds, that "the present 

evident failure to define centers of genuine interest invalidates 

7 B. 0. Smith et al, op. ext., pp. 86-87* 

8 
Cf. ibid., pp. 392-99• 
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9 
current plans of sequence based upon such centers." Again value-

considerations have apparently nothing to do -with the rejection. The 

inference may be drawn that both the subject matter and the activity 

curricula have nothing to do with the teaching of values. This in

ference is reinforced in the authors* exposition of the "core curric

ulum" which features (l) emphasis upon a core of social values, and 

(2) a curricular structure fixed by the broad social problems in which 

those social problems are operative. The content of the "core curric

ulum" is to be fixed by the professional educator as "vicar of the 
10 

community" who draws his authority from his expert knowledge of 

children and from the "American democratic tradition which in turn 

12 
"rests with the enlightened judgment of the whole people." This 

sounds very much like objective relativism. But in the entire sweep of 

the 780 pages of their work, the authors never once define the struc

ture of Value, the structure of individual evaluation, or the structure 

of social values. The nearest approach to any definition of Value is 

their quotation of BrameldTs indietive statement of "the American 

13 
Creed" which is a sociological catalog of social values. It is 

interesting to note, however, that every one of Brameldts listed 

"social values" is related to the survival of the individual. Conse

quently, the treatment of the Value problem, however broad and explicit 

in statement, is never fundamental. As in all subjectivism, the au

thors deal exclusively with the problem of relativity without even see

ing that relativity is empty unless it is relativity to something more 

9Ibid., p. 460. 1QIbid.. p. 132. 1LLoca cit. 
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than just further relativity, that it is relativity to the relatedness 

of reality. When they attempt to define the content of the curriculum, 

they are left with merely an arrangement of "social problems," "which 

look suspiciously like further statements of relativity. In subjecti

vism there can be nothing normative for the evaluation of the "social 

problem." The curriculum, as defined by subjectivism, is a method of 

education "without any fundamental content because the importance of 

subject matter is grossly underestimated. 

Both Morrison and Smith, Stanley, and Shores might well be 

startled to be told that, in discussing the curriculum, they are pre

senting complementary aspects of the same theory, and that each without 

the other is truncated. But such is actually the case. When taken to

gether in terms of objective relativism, Morrison gives a sound exposi

tion of the relatedness found in environment, and Smith et al give an 

equally sound exposition of expressed relativity to that relatedness. 

What both fail to see is what Dewey indicated in Logic: Theory of 

Inquiry—that the human organism evaluates the grasped relatedness in 

his environment as reality in order to survive. The human organism, as 

a necessarily social individual, expresses social values in order to 

transmit them to progeny in order that the progeny may, in turn, sur

vive in a complex environment without having to recapitulate its own 

evolution in that environment. The authority for Value arises out of 

the organism1s purposive interaction with natural environment, in which 

organism itself is an integral part. This manifestation of objective 

relativism is the criterion of Value. In this assessment, Bradley and 

Alexander concur from widely variant viewpoints. Murphy has indicated 

the pattern of that concurrence as objective relativism. On the basis 
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of objective relativism, the curriculum is a tool for expressing an 

abstract approximation of the reality of the natural world in terms of 

relatedness among events and among parts. With this tool, the teacher 

not only can but must demonstrate to the student not only the related

ness in environment but also how, out of that relatedness, social 

values arise through human interaction, the social values which support 

and define the culture being transmitted. The demonstration will be 

done in such a manner that the student will be motivated to internalize 

the pattern and evince the same value or values. The student must came 

to realize that all of his actions are moral, 'good* or tbadt, to some 

degree as they affect his personal survival. The answer to the ques

tion, "What good is the curriculum?" is that interaction with the 

curriculum determines the enhancement of the survival of the organism 

so interacting. The individual^ personal and social values depend 

upon his evaluation of his grasp of the reality of the curricular tools. 

"What good is this - ?" 

The question, "What good is - ?" is one that confronts the 

teacher in the quiet of his study as well as in his classroom. The 

question may apply to any item in the curriculum, to any human situa

tion. There is no simple answer, particularly if objective relativism 

is the criterion of Value. The question really means, "What is the 

reality, the fundamental relatedness, of this subject matter, this situ

ation? What is its relativity to the culture of which I am a part and 

its relativity to me?" These are grave and difficult questions, par

ticularly in a democratic culture where the majority is presumed to 

voice its evaluations for the •good* of the whole group, rather than 
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selfishly. The very questions make one realize that many "democratic" 

values have never actually been analyzed to their roots; they have 

merely been accepted as existential. In the culture crisis which 

exists, such mere acceptance is not enough. We must teach the values 

of democracy, and before we can teach values we must know explicitly 

what they signify and how they arise. To answer the question, the 

teacher must be aware that 

1. The question is a fundamental question. It involves a definition 
of reality and an evaluation of that reality in every occasion where 
it arises. 

2. Three possible types of answers may be given: that of objectivism, 
that of subjectivism, and that of objective relativism. 

3* Objectivism emphasizes the nature of reality. It defines subject 
matter as a related body of facts, a logically connected series of 
abstractions. It is ostensibly indifferent to the philosophical prob
lem of personal evaluation. 

4. Subjectivism emphasizes the personal nature of evaluation as im
mediate and expedient, and such authority as it has is rooted in so
cial conformity. It defines subject matter as anything which will en
able that conformity. It is ostensibly indifferent to the philosophi
cal problem of the nature of reality. 

5. An answer based upon objectivism or subjectivism is not acceptable 
to anyone predisposed to accept its alternative. 

6. Objective relativism brings objectivism and subjectivism into con
junction as complementary phases of the same problem, the evaluation 
of reality. 

7. Objective relativism defines the reality of an event as the related
ness of the objects comprising the event, in which the human organism 
is a participating object. It defines the reality of an object as the 
relatedness of its parts; ultimate reality is the ultimate relatedness 
of the ultimate parts of the object. 

8. Objective relativism defines the evaluation of an event or object 
as the process in which the human individual existentially interacts, 
"reacts," within an event or to an object. Such "reaction" will be in 
terms of the event's or the object*s relativity to the individuals 
survival drive. 

Note: Such a statement is dangerously close to *subjectivism1, and may 
be mistaken for an expression of Tsubjectivism' unless it is remembered 
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that the reality of the event or object is the relatedness of its 
parts, and this reality-as-relatedness is only the grasped approxima
tion of an ultimate reality-as~ultimate-relatedness. This complex is 
signified in the definition of objective relativism as 1 evinced or ex
pressed purposive relativity to relatedness.1 

The human organism1s relation will be positive if the event or object 
is "seen" as enhancing the survival drive. The reaction will be nega
tive if the event or object is "seen" as a threat to that survival 
drive. 

9. The process of evaluation is implicit in the process and mechanism 
of learning which, in turn, is implicit in the ^awareness*, the 
Tconsciousness*, the imind1, as an evolved characteristic of the human 
and complex type of evolved organism. The authority of objective 
relativism is derived from this existential fact. 

10. Learning, however, is the expansion of the individual's grasp of 
relatedness among events and objects as an increasing approximation of 
ultimate relatedness. 

11. Evaluation is evinced relativity for survival purposes to that ex
panding grasp of relatedness. 

12. There is no learning without evaluation; there is no evaluation 
without learning. Existential evaluation evinces existential learning, 
the grasp of reality as relatedness in terms of its relativity to the 
survival of the individual. 

13• Motivation is, and can be nothing but, perception of the way in 
which learning enhances the survival of the individual. However obscure• 
or obvious the specific instance is, the application is always there, 
existential. 

14. Learning and evaluation never cease so long as the individual is 
*alivef, so long as the organism continues to be an organism rather than 
an inanimate object and Tdead.» 

15. Social values are expressions of patterns of individual purposive 
relativity to reality as relatedness, expressions of patterns which are 
agreed upon by the members of a group within an environment as enhancing 
group survival in that environment. The group*s 1 culture* is itself a 
pattern which is the related sum of specific patterns, specific ^values.1 

Group survival depends upon the accuracy with which that *culture1 ap
proximates the existential reality of the environment to enable indi
vidual and group expression of relativity to that environment. 

16. Education is the transmission from the group to its progeny of its 
culture: its expressed definition of learning, knowledge, science, re
latedness; its concomitant expressed definition of evaluation, values, 
philosophy, relativity. 
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17* Just as the group culture is an approximation of group relativity 
to ultimate reality, so education is an approximation of that culture. 

18. Education is both informal and formal as an expression of the 
ceaseless learning and evaluation of the individual. Informal education 
is intensely individual. Formal education expresses group effort to 
transmit group values and group learning. 

19. Formal education is always expressed, in some sense, as an event 
within which the curriculum, the classroom, the student, and the 
teacher combine as related objects to give reality to the event. 

20. The effectiveness of formal education is always a function of the 
relativity evinced by the teacher and the student in'the event which is 
the classroom situation. 

21. The teacher must guide the student*s awareness to both reality 
(relatedness) in, and the evaluation (relativity) of, the subject matter 
in the classroom situation. 

22. Such guidance, such ,teachingt, is motivation, the manipulation of 
the classroom situation by the teacher in such a way that the student 
can grasp the expanded reality (relatedness) of the subject matter in 
terms of its relativity to his, the studentTs, survival drive. Motiva
tion is the ear-mark of effective teaching. . 

23. The teacher can, does, and will motivate the classroom situation 
only in terms of his own awareness of the existential relativity of the 
expanded relatedness of the subject matter. If the teacher's awareness 
is superficial, the motivation will be superficial; if the teacher1s 
awareness is profound, the motivation will be profound. If the teach
er* s awareness is based upon subjectivity or upon objectivity, then the 
motivation will be accidental, weak, a reflection of the truncated na
ture of the subjectivism or objectivism which patterns the classroom 
situation. The student will learn and will evaluate in any case, but 
the learning and the evaluation may vary widely from the fundamental 
purpose of the classroom situation as an event. 

24• Individual intelligence is, thus, evinced and expressed relativity 
to relatedness that approximates ultimate relatedness. 

25. There can be no evasion of, no escape from, the existential nature 
of objective relativism in the definition of reality and the definition 
of Value. Life exists only in terms of evinced relativity to related
ness. 

Conclusion 

The conclusion of this study may be summarized in the following 

points, (l) The concept of objective relativism arises in the notation 
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of the fact that evaluation is a manifestation of all organisms' sur

vival drive. The survival of any organism depends upon the accuracy of 

its evaluation of the reality of its environment. Among human organ

isms, Value is thus an expression of the human individual's awareness 

of his relativity to the relatedness which independently defines reality. 

(2) This concept is common to the variant philosophical systems of 

idealism, realism, and pragmatism; it is also supported by the consoli

dated findings of the various psychological theories of learning. (3) 

This concept is inclusive of subjectivism and objectivism when those 

attitudes are taken as variant theories of Value. On the basis of 

that inclusion and the presence of the concept in variant ^ysterns of 

philosophy and the support given by psychology of learning, the concept 

of objective relativism may be taken as the empirical criterion of hu

man Value, evaluation, and social values. (4) As such an empirical cri

terion, this concept is germane in every sense to the theory and prac

tice of education and particularly to the theory and practice of public 

education in the United States. If this study does in fact support 

these four conclusions, then the way is open for the development of a 

really vital philosophy of education, based upon such theory of Value, 

and to scientific research in the field of Value as a means of making 

the transmission of the concept of democracy, itself a congeries, of 

individual and social values, more effective in the public education of 

the United States. 
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